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Abstract 

Within the field of comparative literature, this dissertation investigates how the paired 

symbols of snow and window illuminate certain imaginative processes such as the threshold 

experience of creative and receptive acts. This work is an intertextual analysis and synthesis 

of self-allusive poems by Boris Pasternak, Ted Hughes, Gyula Illyes, and Gennady Aygi. 

Poems by other authors are also discussed briefly, or linked to the main texts through 

epigraphs. 

Contemplation of snow through a window is the central theme of the focused texts. 

Snowflakes falling on the window pane allegorically represent words on the page, and the 

observation of this process is a metaphor for the ongoing creative and receptive acts. 

Meditative contemplation of nature and of the processes of writing and reading are portrayed 

as means for an introspective self-discovery of imagination. The threshold experience of 

observing the creative mind as it is externalised in nature and embodied in the poetic text 

involves a deconstructive reversal and overlapping of the external and the internal worlds, and 

other opposites. The complex mental process of watching the internal in what is external is 

comparable to the fusion of the optical effects of transparency and reflection on a window. 

The works analysed reveal that poems can function both as 'windows' displaying external 

phenomena, and"as symbolic 'mirrors' in which one can catch a glimpse of the working of 

imagination at the very act of simultaneously outward and inward contemplation. 

The methodological scope of this work is primarily concerned with the intertextual 

connective function of recurring poetic images (symbols). The metaphorical symbol is a 

central embodiment of imagination. By focusing on recurring symbols, one can establish links 

between literary texts and between various imaginative systems (such as literature, 

mythology, music and visual arts) on a primarily aesthetic basis, without recourse to extra

literary criteria. Northrop Frye's Theory of Symbols, Jungian archetypal criticism, Iurii 

Lotman's models of communication, and more recent theoretical works by Harold Bloom, 

Michael Riffaterre, Owen Miller, Roland Barthes, Jonathan Culler, Jacques Derrida, and other 

scholars serve as the conceptual framework for this approach. 

Five main intertextual relations are explored. The recurring metaphorical image is 

shown to be (1) a semantic link between works of the same author, (2) a manifestation of 

transpersonal features of imagination, (3) a trace of one author's text in the work of another, 

(4) a means for establishing hypothetical dialogues between texts which are not related by 

their authors, and (5) a potential connective between literature and other imaginative systems, 



such as mythology and visual art. These comparative analyses reveal that intertextual 

approaches are not only tools for uncovering and enriching the meanings of literary texts; they 

are also means for constructing order in one's otherwise chaotic corpus of reading, and they 

enable one to gain knowledge about the nature of imagination. The thematic and 

methodological aspects of the dissertation thus complement and support each other. 
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Introduction 

1. Thematic and methodological aims 

The investigation of the metaphorical treatment of the paired symbols of snow and window 

serves as a means for illuminating some of the basic features of imaginative thought. The 

metaphorical symbol is a primary vehicle for the imagination to manifest itself in a verbal

visual form. Any metaphorical symbol, regardless of its specific associations, is an 

incarnation of imagination. This work examines poetic symbols that are associated with 

imagination itself. The investigation of poetic illustrations of creative processes is carried out, 

moreover, by comparative methods which also manifest the working of imagination. The 

main methodological purpose of the work is to show that the metaphorical symbol (image, 

motif) is a potential integrating unit of verbal art: it permits one to systematise and synthesise 

one's literary experience on a purely imaginative ground, without recourse to extra-literary 

criteria. l The examination of two connective images is intended to strengthen the argument 

that the literary symbol can function as a semantic link between various texts, and that a self

contained meaning-system can be constructed within the literary universe by interrelating 

works through their shared symbol or symbols. 

Various intertextual methods will be employed to demonstrate processes of 

imaginative meaning-construction. The construction of an intertextual network is an aesthetic 

task; it is one form of imaginative activity. One can establish an ordered verbal complexity by 

interrelating poems through their common symbols merely for the aesthetic purpose of 

creating unity within one's corpus of reading, which is relative chaos. The validity of this 

imaginative synthesis is confirmed by the poems analysed. These poems are self-referential 

texts, or they can be read as such. Since they are rich in intertextual echoes, their self

allusiveness reaches beyond their textual boundaries; it reflects a dialogic network of poems. 

These intertextually self-referential works convey the sense that poetry can be written and 

read for the sake of imaginative experience, the mental satisfaction gained from creating and 

comprehending a coherent verbal unit, which is a semantic mirror of an intertextual dialogic 

network. This is in keeping with Shelley's argument that poetry is 'the expression of the 

I The intertextual connective function of metaphorical imagery has been studied by Alien 1979, Auden [n.d.], 
Bachelard 1964, 1983, 1994, Boele 1996, Burnett 1993, 1995, Collier and Hicks 1992, Epstein 1990, Jukina and 
Epstein 1979, Lillyman 1969, Poulet, 1966, Slawinski 1992, and other critics. 
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imagination', and that various literary texts are portions in one great 'cyclic poem written by 

Time' (Shelley 1988,277,287,279-280). 

The emphasis on the relevance of purely aesthetic, intrinsic approaches is not meant to 

be an implication that the only true purpose of writing and reading literature is an exploration 

of imaginative textual features and creative processes. Intrinsic approaches (such as 

intertextuality, structuralism, comparative poetics, stylistics, cognitive poetics) and extrinsic, 

applied criticism (including historical, social, political, and gender theories) complement, 

rather than contradict, each other. 

This work is not intended to be a catalogue of the large variety of themes which have 

been associated with the images of snow and window; neither is it concerned with cultural, 

historical differences in the treatment of these symbols, or with any non-aesthetic aspects of 

verbal art, such as psychology, biography, or history. The thesis is an attempt to shed light on 

certain imaginative processes, and to demonstrate a unifying reading process, a primarily 

aesthetic comparative method, which is open for further application. Numerous recurring 

symbols, patterns, and themes are scattered in the universe of literature, waiting for readers to 

construct new syntheses. The reader can open up the boundaries of texts, introduce them to 

each other, and even set them communicating with each other, thereby enriching their 

meanmgs. 

2. Brief survey of the structural organisation of material 

The first chapter introduces the theoretical background and the basic terminology. Northrop 

Frye's Theory of Symbols and related issues of intertextuality will be discussed. The concrete 

analyses following the first chapter are intended to demonstrate the validity and practical 

usefulness of the approaches outlined in the first chapter. Each analytical chapter focuses on a 

particular text and intertextual method. The works analysed require that, apart from the 

dominant comparative technique employed, other methods also be used, although with less 

emphasis. 

In the first analytical part (Chapter Two), Boris Pasternak's CHez uoem will be 

examined in a mytho-poetic context. The main methodological purpose of this chapter is to 

show that the poetic symbol allows one to establish links between literature and another 

imaginative-metaphorical system of thought, mythology. The investigation of the poetic 

treatment of snow, window, and other symbols will enable us to take further the well-known 
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observation that metaphorical poetic logic has many affinities with mythological thought. It 

will be shown that mytho-poetic links can exist even if they are not obvious at first sight. 

Personal poetic associations and innovative metaphors are often rooted in mythological 

tradition and they revitalise this tradition. This demonstrates that metaphorical imagination is 

capable of an endless renewal, while nevertheless maintaining the continuity of human 

expenence. 

This chapter also shows that a focus on recurring images is a rewarding method for 

establishing cross-references and unity between works of the same author, and between works 

of different authors. Those texts in which a motif is explicit can productively inform other 

works in which the connotations of the same motif are concealed. 

The third chapter is concerned with coincidental symbolic-thematic parallels between 

works written by authors of different cultural backgrounds. Ted Hughes's The Thought-Fox 

and Gyula Illyes's Ujevi ablak (New Year's Window) will be compared to each other and to 

other poems. The fact that poets often invent the same metaphors independently from each 

other shows that certain imaginative thought-forms and mental contents are deeply rooted in 

the human mind. Archetypal affinities, such as the widespread use of radiation images for 

illustrating creativity, or the frequent use of symbols of the border for expressing threshold 

experiences, shed light on common aspects of poetic imagination. 

The fourth chapter demonstrates 'genuine' intertextual dialogues, as distinguished 

from symbolic-thematic parallels between literary texts. Gennady Aygi's CHez2 is the focused 

text of this chapter, and it is related to poems by other authors. The comparative analysis of 

Aygi's poem shows that an investigation of recurring symbols can guide the reader in 

discovering potential literary sources and influences. In enigmatic works of literature, an 

apparently insignificant or unintelligible image is often revealed to be the trace of another 

author's text, either a casual echo, or a deliberate allusion: a hidden key, which can unlock the 

latent meanings of the focused text. Apart from this reconstructive method, a more innovative 

strategy, reader-created intertextuality is also employed. The reader can establish dialogues 

between texts which are not related by their authors. In examining one work of literature in 

the light of another, the reader can fill semantic gaps, uncover hidden meanings, generate new 

2 feHHa,LU1H AHnI'S name is transliterated as 'Gennady Aygi' (as in published English translations) throughout 
this work, except in his Russian-only texts listed in the Bibliography, where we follow the Library of Congress 
h'ansliteration system applied elsewhere in the thesis (,Gennadii Aigi'). In transliterating I10clHP EP0,D,CKHH'S and 
OCIUl MaH,D,eJIhllITaM's name, familiar anglicised spellings are used, e.g. 'Joseph Brodsky' and 'Osip 
Mandelstam'. In referring to English translations or studies of Russian authors' works, the translator's 
transliteration is adopted, e.g. Meletinsky (instead of Meletinskii) and Vyacheslav (instead of Viacheslav) . 
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meanings, and construct synthetic images. The reader's voiceless voice thus merges with the 

voices of polyphonic dialogues.3 

Several poems are related to the focused texts, either through comparative analyses or 

as short epigraphs. The epigraphs show the possibility of constructing further intertextual 

links. 

In the last part of the dissertation, a summary is given, which focuses on the thematic 

aspects of the work, to counterbalance the methodological nature of this introductory 

synopsis. 

The dissertation has a spiralling thematic structure. This is an inevitable consequence 

of the comparative scope and the recursive development of arguments. A comparative 

investigation of literary symbols is not a linear mental process leading from causes to effects. 

It is a perspective open to many directions. This multidirectional, synthetic perspective is a 

characteristic feature of imagination. One way of expressing in the linear organisation of 

language a dynamic network of semantic relationships and an expanding dialogue of literary 

texts is to construct a spiralling internal structure, in which a certain amount of repetition is 

unavoidable. Without repetition one cannot re-create the ritual aspect of comparative reading, 

the mental satisfaction gained in rediscovering the same ideas in the form of the same images 

in various contexts over and over again. It is impossible to talk about recurrence in literature 

without referring back to ideas which have already been expounded. The apparent redundancy 

of repetitions conceals the fact that whenever an idea is repeated, it appears in a new 

perspective, on a higher or deeper semantic level; it carries a richer meaning, and it sheds new 

light on what has been read before. The spiralling, recursive development of ideas illustrates 

the growing semantic density of literary texts and their intertextual networks. Repetitions are 

inescapable since they naturally follow from the discovery of the semantic-symbolic internal 

rhythm of literature, and they manifest what Frye calls the ritual aspect of symbolic 

communication (1990, 105). The repetitions substantiate and enrich certain concepts which 

come up in different contexts. They serve to open up new perspectives and to prolong the 

reader's reflection, thereby promoting a thorough assimilation of complex issues. 

3 Occasionally, the musical term 'polyphony' is borrowed in this work to refer to the simultaneity of various 
poetic voices. When used in the intertextual domain, polyphony can be contrasted to the musical term 
'monophony', which refers to a single melodic line. M. Bakhtin gave the word 'polyphony' a different literary 
connotation. He focuses on the contrapuntal aspect of polyphony to express a non-hierarchical structure of 
nan'ative voices. The Bakhtinian use of polyphony is the opposite of musical 'homophony', wherein one part 
dominates while the others act as accompaniment. 

6 

Occasionally, the terms 'snow-poem', 'window-poem', or 'snow/window-poem' will 

be used for the sake of conciseness, when referring to a text in which the symbol of snow, or 

window, or both appear. The expressions 'indoors' and 'outdoors' should always be 

visualised as 'inwindows' and 'outwindows'. 

Since this work is mainly concerned with imaginative processes which are 

inaccessible for the logocentric, reasoning consciousness, it strongly relies on the reader's co

operation. Emotional involvement, an open-minded, slow reading, and a reflective, meditative 

attitude are inevitable for experiencing and profoundly understanding those imaginative 

processes which defy description and explanation. 
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Chapter One 

Theoretical Background 

1. Northrop Frye's Ethical Criticism: Theory of Symbols 

'The essential poem at the centre of things' 
(from Wall ace Stevens's A Primitive like an Orb) 

'A snowflake is probably quite unconscious of forming a crystal, but what it does may be 

worth study even if we are willing to leave its inner mental processes alone', wrote Northrop 

Frye in Anatomy of Criticism, as a metaphorical illustration of a constructive interpretation of 

literary texts (1990, 89). Frye uses the image of the snowflake as a metaphor for the 

crystalline unity of individual texts. He suggests that the semantic and structural integrity of a 

literary text is not merely the author's creation.4 A work of literature can acquire meanings 

that have not been implied by its author, and it can be perceived as a crystalline verbal 

structure, even if it has not deliberately been shaped as such. To see a snowflake as a regular 

hexagonal crystal is a mental experience similar to the recognition of the ordered complexity 

of a work of art. The discovery of a structure is, in a sense, the construction of an order, 

because it is partly by the achievement of the observer's mental processes that a verbal or 

visual entity is perceived as a systematically arranged, coherent unit. Even the most perfectly 

shaped poem may seem a chaotic mixture of words unless the reader is capable of perceiving 

it as an orderly verbal pattern, comparable to a snow-crystal. Promoting the interpreter's 

active involvement in the construction of meaning is one of the most productive achievements 

of modern art. 

Frye's snowflake-metaphor can represent not only the semantic-structural integrity of 

a single text, but it can also symbolise Frye's concept of literature as a potentially unified 

imaginative system. The cognitive act of synthetic apprehension, which allows one to grasp 

the integrity and internal coherence of a literary text, is operative in a larger, intertextual 

discursive space. Frye asserts that a comparative approach enables one to comprehend a 

unified pattern of images and ideas in the universe of literature. The reader can interrelate 

literary texts, even though they are 'unconscious of forming a crystal', a larger co-ordinated 

4 Frye explicitly argues against intentional fallacy in The Responsibilities of the Critic: 'What the critic tries to 
do is to lead us from what poets and prophets meant, or thought they meant, to the inner structure of what they 
said' (1976b, 812). 
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whole. The process of crystal formation is, then, a metaphor for the synthetic aspects of 

creative imagination, which enable us to comprehend the semantic and structural coherence of 

individual texts and of larger, intertextual networks. These implications of Frye's snowflake

metaphor constitute the conceptual basis of the dissertation. 

The mechanism of intratextual and intertextual 'crystal formation' will be 

demonstrated through a comparative investigation of the literary symbols of snow and 

window. The examination of these symbols is particularly revealing because, in the texts 

analysed, they function as metaphors for a meditative, imaginative engagement with literary 

texts during creative and receptive acts. Some of the methodological aspects of the work are 

thus embedded in its theme. 

For the comparative study of metaphorical images, Frye's Ethical Criticism: Theory of 

Symbols (1990, 71 -128, first published in 1957) will be used as the main conceptual 

guideline. At times, the approach proposed by Frye will be combined with selected methods 

of myth criticism and intertextuality. Before showing points of contact between these 

approaches, I should outline those aspects of Frye' s work that are most relevant to the topic of 

this dissertation. 

Theory of Symbols is the second essay in Frye's Anatomy of Criticism, which is a 

controversial, encyclopaedic study of literature. Frye's unique system of thought is difficult to 

categorise. In books about the trends of literary theory, Anatomy of Criticism is generally 

discussed within ' myth criticism.s This work inspired a great amount of meta-critical 

responses. However, it is seldom used for practical application, perhaps because it is 

extremely original, and because it is mainly concerned with the autonomy of literary criticism, 

as distinguished from recently more popular applied and interdisciplinary approaches.6 For 

Frye, the main concern of criticism is not an indirect investigation of non-literary contexts, 

but 'the systematizing of literary symbolism' (1990, 71). This dissertation is intended to 

demonstrate that Frye's Theory of Symbols provides illuminating insights into the study of 

poetic symbols and literary imagination. This essay, like the whole of Anatomy of Criticism, 

5 See Leitch 1988, 136-144, Meletinsky 197611998 and Sega11998. These works provide a comprehensive 
summary of myth criticism and the myth-ritual theory. For a recent, extensive study on Frye and myth see 
Russelll998. 
6 By reference to Italo Calvino's and Umberto Eco's critical thought, Peter Bondanella emphasises the 
significance of aesthetic approaches, thereby supporting Frye's theory: 'Much contemporary literary theory 
employs literature as a springboard for discussions of highly charged ideological questions concerning class, 
gender, race, colonialism, power, and the like. All literature, both the great masterpieces and the less great pulp
fictional works, can certainly be read as a reflection of these problems. But race, class, gender, and power are not 
specifically lite/my topics, and they most certainly are not aesthetic categories. That is to say, they are not 
concerned with the literary-ness of a work of imaginative literature.' (1997, 163) 
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is a theoretical system derived from literature itself. It is a systematic study, comprising five, 

gradually broadening contexts for the interpretation of literary symbols. These contexts, or 

phases, as Frye calls them, represent five different methods of analysing symbolic meaning. 

Frye proposes to combine the five phases into a comprehensive theory of meaning, which can 

contribute to the study of the semantic richness of literary images. 

At the beginning of Theory of Symbols, Frye introduces the term 'symbol'. He defines 

it broadly as 'any unit of any literary structure that can be isolated for critical attention. A 

word, a phrase, or an image used with some kind of special reference (which is what a symbol 

is usually taken to mean) are all symbols when they are distinguishable elements in critical 

analysis' (1990, 71). A. C. Hamilton, discussing Frye's Theory of Symbols, notes that from 

among the various units which Frye regards as potential symbols, he usually 'isolates only the 

unit that shows a "correspondence of the natural and the human" , (Hamilton 1990, 84, quotes 

Frye 1964, 66). Indeed, the term 'symbol' includes what is generally called a 'metaphorical 

image'. Using Frye's definition, the poetic images of window and snow will be categorised as 

'symbols' in this work. Symbol, however, is a general term, and is specified according to the 

five phases as 'motif', 'sign', 'image', 'archetype', and 'monad'. 

In his review of Anatomy of Criticism, Paul Ricoeur emphasises the validity and 

novelty of Frye' s definition of the symbol: 

If Northrop Frye chooses to use the term symbol, in spite of all the risks of confusion in this 
overloaded concept, it is because it allows him to take up in a new way the problem of 
multiple meanings arising from the medieval exegetical theory of the four senses of Scripture. 
The polysemy of a symbol is nothing other than the possibility of placing it in a succession of 
contexts or networks of relations which define its 'phases'. (1983, 7)7 

Frye calls the first context of symbolic meaning the 'literal phase'. In this context, the 

direction of reading is inward (centripetal). Accordingly, the literary text is viewed as a self

contained 'hypothetical verbal structure' (1990, 71). The symbol in this context is a 'motif', a 

connective unit within the structural-verbal pattern of the work. The motif takes a 

hypothetical (imaginative) meaning, which is suggested by its immediate verbal context.
8 

A text-centred, centripetal reading of a work of literature is always combined with an 

outward, centrifugal semantic direction. Frye relates this approach to the 'descriptive phase'. 

7 There are numerous definitions of symbol and related terms in literary criticism. A review of these concepts 
would exceed the limits of this dissertation. For a survey of various mytho-poetic definitions of the term 
'symbol' , see J. E. Cirlot's 'Introduction' to A Dictionary of Symbols (1971, xi-Iv). Another comprehensive 
account is Raymond Firth's anthropological approach to symbol theory (Firth 1973). 
8 Frye's term 'literal' is somewhat confusing because literally it means 'denotative, referential', whereas Frye 
uses it for referring to hypothetical, imaginative (,literary') meaning. 
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In the descriptive context, the work is treated in its representational aspect. The symbol in this 

phase is a 'sign', a verbal unit referring to extratextual reality, in accordance with its lexical 

meaning. 

The attention during reading moves simultaneously in a centripetal and in a centrifugal 

direction. In other words, inside and outside, inward and outward meanings, literal and 

descriptive phases interact. 'Whenever we read anything', Frye says, 'we have two things to 

do with the words: fit them together, and relate them separately to what they mean in the 

world outside the book' (1976b, 797). Frye argues that these directions are present in varying 

proportion in different texts and in different approaches: 

At a certain point [of reading] we may come to feel that what the words mean, outside the 
book, is taking precedence over their relations to each other. That is, we have a verbal 
structure which is meant to be set up against something else, to which it is related as an 
imitation to an original. [ ... ] On the other hand, we may come to feel that in what we are 
reading the interrelations of the words come first, that we have a verbal structure set up for its 
own sake. In that case it is a secondary verbal imitation of action and thought, and belongs to 
the group that we call poetic or literary. (1976b, 798) 

The descriptive meaning of a symbol is generally combined with other semantic layers in a 

literary text. For instance, the word 'snow' can be used in its dictionary meaning referring to a 

half-frozen form of precipitation, and, at the same time, it can invite associations with death, 

purity, or anything which is suggested by the actual verbal context. When snow refers to icy 

rain, it is a sign. When it represents a metaphorical or allegorical meaning, it is a motif. The 

sign-values and the motif-values of a symbol are commonly referred to as denotative and 

connotative meanings, respectively. 

Frye combines the literal and descriptive phases in the 'formal phase', where he calls 

the symbol an 'image': 'An image is not merely a verbal replica of an external object, but any 

unit of a verbal structure seen as part of a total pattern or rhythm' (1963, 14). The image 

unites the sign-values and the motif-values of a symbol. For example, snow is an image, when 

it refers at once to half-frozen rain and to a human meaning. The formal phase is an 

allegorical context, where the image is associated with a theme or an idea. The relationship 

between the image and the corresponding idea can be indicated by the author more or less 

directly. Accordingly, in the formal phase Frye distinguishes different degrees of allegorical 

explicitness within a scale ranging from overtly allegorical to anti-allegorical use of an image. 

In the next, 'mythical phase' of symbolism, the literary text is examined 

comparatively, in relation to other works of literature. The symbol in this phase is called an 

'archetype'. Frye treats the archetype as a literary category, an imaginative construct, as 
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distinguished from Jung's psychological-existential notion of the archetype.
9 

Structurally, the 

archetype is a 'communicable unit [ ... ], a typical, recurring image' (1990, 99). Semantically, 

'an archetypal symbol is usually a natural object with a human meaning' (1990, 113). Frye 

often treats the archetype in a broader sense. lO In this work, we use the term in a restricted 

sense, combining its structural and semantic aspects as follows: when an image is recurrently 

associated with a particular human meaning in literature, it is called an archetype. There is 

not, however, a one-to-one relationship between an image and the meaning attached to it. In 

commenting on Frye's notion of the archetype, Robert Denham emphasises that 'archetypes 

are complex variables, which means that a given archetype may symbolise a variety of 

objects, ideas or emotions' (1978, 41). Since a symbol can be associated with several 

recurrently used meanings, it can take part in various archetypal groups, each group 

representing a particular meaning. It is possible to link various semantic groups of an 

archetype into a larger, more diverse archetypal network, which Frye calls an 'associative 

cluster': 

Archetypally [ ... ] the symbol is an associative cluster [ .. . ]. The rose in Dante's Paradiso and the 
rose in Yeats's early lyrics are identified with different things, but both stand for all roses - all 
poetic roses, of course, not all botanic ones. Archetypal metaphor thus involves the use of what 
has been called the concrete universal, the individual identified with its class, Wordsworth's 
'tree, of many, one'. (1990,124) 

One way of systematising literary experience is to select relatable archetypal groups and find 

a framework that holds their apparently disparate meanings together. For instance, one can 

unify two archetypal groups of snow-poems. Works in which snow is associated with death 

9 Frye briefly explains the main difference between his and Jung's notion of the archetype in Expanding Eyes: 
'Jung being a psychologist, he is concerned with existential archetypes, not imaginative ones' (1976a, 119). 
Ricoeur compares Frye's approach with that of two other archetypal critics: '[Frye's] archetypal criticism [ . . . ] is 
not fundamentally different from the type of criticism practised by Gaston Bachelard in his theory of a 
"material" imagination governed by the "elements" of nature - water, air, earth, fire - but operating within the 
realm of language. It is also akin to the way in which Mircea Eliade orders hierophanies in terms of such cosmic 
dimensions as the sky, water, life, and so on - dimensions that go beyond all spoken or written rituals' (1983,9). 
10 Both in TheolY of Symbols and in The Archetypes of Literature, Frye argues that 'there may be archetypes of 
genres as well as images' (1963, 12). In a few other essays, Frye gives a broad definition of the archetype: 'By 
archetype, I mean an element in a work of literature, whether a character, an image, a narrative formula or an 
idea, which can be assimilated to a larger unifying category. The existence of such a category depends on the 
existence of a unified conception of art' (1970,58). 'Our knowledge of the order of vision is [ .. . ] organized by 
certain integrating symbols which, by their recurrence in major poetry, enable us to bind our imaginative 
comprehension together. This gives the third conception of the symbol, which regards it as neither image, nor 
sign but as the product of the two. We may call it the conception of the symbol as archetype or myth' (1965, 17). 
'The Anatomy of Criticism presents a vision of literature as forming a total schematic order interconnected by 
recurring or conventional myths and metaphors, which I call archetypes' (1976a, 118). In Northrop Flye on 
Myth, Ford Russell notes: 'The counterpart to the writers' recreation of myth is [Frye's] Jungian account o.f the. 
reader's assimilation of archetypes. An "archetype" for Frye is any significant pattern that a reader recogmzes In 

a secular literary work on the basis of his responsiveness to our dual heritage of [Classical and Biblical] myth' 

(1998, xiii). 
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can be linked to works in which snow represents creative imagination since the creative 

mental state is often described in literature as a death-like threshold-experience, a mental state 

of self-forgetting. Contradictory meanings of an archetype can also be co-ordinated 

imaginatively. One can establish an associative cluster of poems in which snow is a metaphor 

for the creative word, and poems in which snow represents silence, because word and silence 

mutually interpenetrate each other in poetic discourse. 

The connection of a human meaning to an archetypal image can be more or less 

obvious, more or less widespread. Accordingly, Frye establishes a scale ranging from 

conventional to unfamiliar associations of a symbol. The difference between this scale of 

archetypal obviousness (belonging to the mythical phase) and the scale of allegorical 

explicitness (introduced in the formal phase) is that the former is concerned with how obvious 

the association between an archetype and its connotative meaning is, whereas the latter is 

concerned with how clearly an author indicates the associative meaning of an image. For 

instance, snow is immediately associated with death due to the obvious allegorical 

correspondence between the seasons and the cycle of life. This conventional semantic link has 

a high degree of archetypal obviousness. At the same time, the semantic link between snow 

and death may have a low degree of allegorical explicitness if the author conceals this 

association, pretending that he is describing nature. 

The structural role of archetypal analysis is a controversial aspect of Frye's criticism. 

At times, he claims that archetypal criticism is 'an endless series of free associations, perhaps 

suggestive, perhaps even tantalising, but never creating a real structure' (1990, 118). More 

frequently, however, he claims that the recovery of the recurrence of archetypal meanings 

produces a systematic view of literature: 

The archetype connects one poem with another and thereby helps to unify and integrate our 
literary experience. (1990, 99) 

If there is no total structure of literature, and no intelligible form to criticism as a whole, then 
there is no such thing as an archetype. But every student of literature has, whether consciously 
or not, picked up thousands of resemblances, analogies and parallels in his reading where there 
is no question of direct transmission. (1970, 59) 

Paul Ricoeur interprets Frye's archetypal criticism as a 'way of understanding symbols from 

the point of view of an order that goes beyond individual creations' (1983, 9). Ricoeur 

emphasises that 'to talk about an archetype is to presuppose that the order of words is not pure 

chaos, that it has its own recurrences' (1983,9). 



Frye regards recurrence as the basic organising principle of any structure. In 

Archetypes of Literature, he points out that 'the temporal aspect of recurrence is rhythm, its 

spatial aspect is pattern' (1963, 14). An attention to archetypal recurrence entails a 

crystallisation of a semantic network within the mytho-poetic universe. Recurrence of 

archetypal meaning constitutes an intertextual structure (rhythm and pattern), and it represents 

the continuity of human experience. Frye defines archetypal repetition as a 'recurrent act of 

symbolic communication: in other words a ritual' (1990, 104). Ricoeur explains Frye's idea 

as follows: 

If an archetype designates a stable conventional order, this order can be established in terms of 
its correspondence to the order of nature and its recurrences - day and night, the seasons, the 
years, life and death. To see the order of nature as imitated by a corresponding order of words 
is a perfectly legitimate enterprise, if we know how to construct it on the basis of the mimetic 
conception that is itself built upon the hypothetical conception of the symbol. [ ... ] In the last 
analysis, we must choose between an endless labyrinth or a total form [of the literary 
universe]. (1983,9-10). 

The scope of this dissertation covers only a very small section of the literary universe. 

Therefore, I do not aim at drawing conclusions about the quality of literature as a whole: 

whether it is a total schematic unity or a labyrinthine discursive space. Literature as a whole 

cannot be encompassed by our knowledge, so it would be too daring to make statements about 

its total nature and internal construction. But it does not mean that one cannot hypothesise 

about it. Throughout his writings, Frye maintains that literature is an order of words. There is, 

however, an inconsistency in his view as to whether the 'total schematic order' (1976a 118) 

exists as an objective reality or as a result of the critic's co-ordinating perception. ll An 

orderly pattern within literature does not prove the order of the whole, but it suggests that it is 

possible to see the orderly part as a microstructural reflection of the whole. The dilemma as to 

11 At times, Frye assumes that literature is inherently systematic, which could make criticism systematic too. At 
other times, he reverses the direction of reasoning by claiming that the unity of literature is constructed by the 
study of it. In Expanding Eyes he writes: 'The order of words is there, and it is no good trying to write it off as a 
hallucination of my own. The fact that literature is based on unifying principles as schematic as those of music is 
concealed by many things, most of them psychological blocks, but the unity exists' (1976a, 118). In another 
essay, Frye formulates the same idea as follows: 'If criticism is more than aggregated commentary, literature 
must be somewhat more than an aggregate of poems and plays and novels: it must possess some kind of total 
form, which criticism can in some measure grasp and expound. There must be a quality in literature which 
enables [general criticism] to be [an intelligible structure of knowledge]' (1970,59). In other works, Frye seems 
to contradict his view: 'I am not suggesting that all works of literature [ ... ] fit into the same general scheme' 
(l976a, 119). 'What is at present missing from literary criticism is a coordinating principle, a central hypothesis 
which, like the theory of evolution on biology, will see the phenomena it deals with as parts of the whole [ ... ]. 
The first postulate of this hypothesis is the same as that of any science: the assumption of total coherence. The 
assumption refers to the science not to what it deals with. A belief in an order of nature is an inference from the 
intelligibility of the natural sciences, and if the natural sciences ever completely demonstrated the order of 
nature, they would presumably exhaust their subject. Criticism, as a science, is totally intelligible; literature as 
the subject of a science, is, so far as we know, an inexhaustible source of new critical discoveries, and would be 
even if new works of literature ceased to be written' (1963, 10). 
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whether a semantic network exhibiting transpersonal aspects of imagination is located out 

there in literature and imposes a systematising attitude on the reader, or the pattern emerges 

from the reader's mind as an externalisation of his or her imaginative and ordering processes, 

is a semantic analogue of the epistemological dilemma as to whether the structure of the 

universe shapes our mental processes or our mental processes are responsible for how we see 

the universe. Only by leaving these questions open can we view the universe and the world of 

literature as a discursive space where relative chaos and order alternate. The fusion of these 

opposites is a characteristic act of imaginative perception. 

Unlike individual texts, which, in most cases, have been shaped by their authors as 

coherent verbal units, the universe of literature, and one's repertoire of literary texts, are not 

designed in an orderly manner. There is, however, a tendency in the creative human mind for 

seeing structures where none are pre-established. It is, then, a valid method to construct 

dialogues between literary texts which have not been related by their authors. Frye makes it 

clear that 'most archetypes have to be established by critical inspection alone' (1990, 101). 

Explaining Frye's archetypal criticism, A. C. Hamilton notes: 

The term [archetype] allows him [Frye] to connect literary works not by the usual critical 
counters of source, tradition, influence, shared ideas, or general assumptions, which at most 
yield abstract and very selective groupings, but by those particular analogies, ranging from 
motifs to plot structures, which organize all literary works into one body of literature. (1990, 
108) 

The comparative methods of the mythical phase (such as a construction of archetypal groups 

of texts and associative clusters of archetypal groups) are means to systematise literary 

experience on a purely imaginative ground. This critical attitude is maintained in the broadest 

context of symbolic meaning, the 'anagogic phase': 

For the anagogic phase of criticism, in which reading is not aesthetic contemplation of a 
literary work but an active imaginative involvement in it, Frye appeals to Blake, for whom the 
artist's aim is 'not to be appreciated or admired, but to transfer to others the imaginative habit 
and energy of his mind'. (Hamilton 1990, 115-116, quotes Frye ' s The Road of Excess, 1974, 
161) 

Anagogic symbolic meanings arise from an extensive synthetic apprehension which reaches 

beyond the co-ordination of different meanings of a particular symbol. Anagogic criticism is 

concerned with synthesising different images on the basis of their shared or relatable 

meanings. For instance, the radial images of snow, window, light, eye, and so on, can be 

synthesised in an intertextual perspective. An even more global synthetic mental operation is 

required to recognise the all-inclusive semantic quality of certain images. For instance, when 
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the symbol of snow is treated as a metaphor for the creative word and for poetic silence, it 

absorbs all spoken and unspoken semantic units of the literary universe. 'Anagogically', Frye 

says, 'the symbol is a monad, all symbols being united into a single infinite and eternal verbal 

symbol' (1990, 121). With reference to the anagogic phase, Ricoeur notes: 'By a monad Frye 

means imaginative experience's capacity to attain totality in terms of some centre' (1983, IQ). 

The symbol is a monad if its immediate poetic context allows it to integrate different images, 

and absorb various, even contradictory, meanings that were attributed to it elsewhere, either in 

a literary or in a mythological context. A monad represents the 'unity of various things' 

(1990, 125). 'This is the only type of image', Frye says, 'that illustrates the process of 

identifying two independent forms' (1990, 124-125). 'The monad is a center of archetypes', 

(1990, 118), 'a unit of total poetic experience', (1965, 19), 'a universal symbol comparable to 

the universal creative word which is all words' (1990, 125). The monad is a 'microcosm of all 

literature', 'a centre of the literary universe', 'a complete organization of archetypes' (1990, 

121).12 

Without usmg the term 'monad', in Expanding Eyes Frye describes the cognitive 

process of synthetic intertextual apprehension, which constitutes the basis of the anagogic 

view: 

I am providing a kind of resonance for literary experience, a third dimension, so to speak, in 
which the work we are experiencing draws strength and power from everything else we have 
read or may still read. (1976a, 118-119) 

What Frye describes as 'a kind of resonance for literary experience' is comparable to what 

recent critics call intertextual echoes. In Theory of Symbols, Frye posits two main techniques 

of perceiving intertextual resonances. In the mythical phase, an archetypal systematisation 

takes place, which is directed outwards from the text to other works of literature. This 

diverging (centrifugal) direction of intertextual meaning-construction is combined with the 

converging (centripetal) perspective of the anagogic co-ordination of meaning. The anagogic 

view is directed inwards, from the broad scope of the mytho-poetic universe to the text which, 

in some way or another, reflects other texts and the whole literary universe within itself. 

12 Frye uses the term 'monad' both for all-inclusive symbols and all-embracing texts . The logic underlying this 
apparent inconsistency will be explained in the analysis of Pasternak' s CHee uoem. In affinity with Frye, Bakhtin 
points out that the text is 'a unique monad that in itself reflects all texts (within the bounds) of a given sphere' 
(1986, 105). 
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A central aspect of Frye's theory is the integration of mythological imagination into 

literary symbolism. 13 Robert A. Segal in the Foreword to Ford Russell's Northrop Frye on 

Myth introduces Frye as 'a theorist of the mythic origin of literature' (Russell 1998). Russell 

maintains that, for Frye, 'thinking mythically and thinking imaginatively [are] 

indistinguishable' (1998, xvi). Frye claims that literature and myth alike 'make a systematic 

attempt to see nature in a human shape' (1963, 31). Frye points out that natural phenomena 

and human life can imaginatively be combined by two main rhetorical devices, simile and 

metaphor. These devices are based on the principles of analogy and identity, respectively: 

It is true of poetry as it is of myth that its main conceptual elements are analogy and identity, 
which reappear in the two commonest figures of speech, the simile and the metaphor. 
Literature, like mythology, is largely an art of misleading analogies and mistaken identities. 
(1963,35) 

Analogy establishes the parallels between human life and natural phenomena, and identity 
conceives of a "sun-god" or a "tree-god". Myth seizes on the fundamental element of design 
offered by nature - the cycle, as we have it daily in the sun and yearly in the seasons - and 
assimilates it to the human cycle of life, death and (analogy again) rebirth. (1963, 32) 

Identity is the opposite of similarity or likeness, and total identity is not uniformity, still less 
monotony, but a unity of various things. (1990, 125) 

Frye relates the principles of analogy and identity to the five phases (1990, 123-125). He 

regards analogy as the dominant trope of the formal phase of symbolism, where an allegorical 

link between an , image and an idea is often paraphrased in the traditional rhetorical 

construction of simile CA is as B'). Identity CA is B') appears as the archetypal and anagogic 

aspects of meaning. On the archetypal level, Frye posits the potential identity of the same 

symbol in different works of literature: 'Archetypally, where the symbol is an associative 

cluster, the metaphor unites two individual images, each of which is a specific representative 

of a class or genus' (1990, 124).14 The principle of identity operates most effectively in the 

anagogic context: 

In the anagogic aspect of meaning, the radical form of metaphor, 'A is B' comes into its own. 
Here we are dealing with poetry in its totality, in which the formula 'A is B' may be 
hypothetically applied to anything, for there is no metaphor, not even 'black is white,' which a 
reader has any right to quarrel with in advance. The literary universe, therefore, is a universe 
in which everything is potentially identical with everything else. (1990, 124) 

13 For details see the third essay in Anatomy of Criticism, entitled Archetypal Criticism: Theory of Myths (Frye 
1990, 131-239); Myth, Fiction and Displacement (Frye 1963,21-38); The Great Code (Frye 1982); and Russell 
1998. 
14 This definition is comparable to Losev's description of the symbol as a generative unit, containing an infinite 
associative chain of individual representations (Losev 1971). Lotman (1984) has a similar definition of the 
symbol. He points out that a particular symbolic image, such as 'Petersburg', carries associations which accrued 
to it over time. The symbol, containing layer u on ay er of meanings, is an embodiment of semantic memory. 
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Beside the figurative elements of simile and metaphor, Frye discusses more consp1cuoUS, 

thematic relations between myth and literature. Thematic integration of myth into literature takes 

place in the mythical and anagogic phases, where texts enter into dialogues with one another: 

The search for archetypes is a kind of literary anthropology, concerned with the way that 
literature is informed by pre-literary categories such as ritual, myth and folk tale. (1963, 12) 

The last [anagogic] phase of symbolism will still be concerned, as the previous one was, with 
the mythopoeic aspect of literature, but myth in its narrower and more technical sense of 
fictions and themes relating to divine or quasi-divine beings and powers. (1990, 116) 

In addition to the rhetorical and thematic links between myth and literature, Frye discusses 

some of their structural affinities. He understands recurrence, the organising principle of the 

mythical phase, to be a literary manifestation of mytho-ritual structures. Frank Kermode notes 

that 'Frye is concerned only with the fact of recurrence, though to explain that recurrence, it is 

necessary to descend to the primitive, mythical level of seasonal recurrence and rebirth' 

(1962, 69). Frye compares recurrence in nature to the hidden internal rhythm of literature. 

This parallel implies that the literary universe is a transformed mirror-image of the cosmos: 

Rhythm, recurrent movement, is deeply founded on the natural cycle, and everything in nature 
that we think of as having some analogy with works of art, like the flower, or the bird's song, 
grows out of a profound synchronisation between an organism and the rhythms of its 
environment, especially that of the solar year. (1963, 14, and 1990, 106) 

It has been mentioned before that Frye sees an affinity between the discovery of archetypal 

repetitions in literature and the ancient practice of ritual, which is based on interiorising the 

rhythm of the macrocosm. Frye suggests that the word 'ritual' is not only an ontological 

concept related to the mythological world-view, but it can also be used as an aesthetic term 

referring to 'a recurrent act of symbolic communication' (1990, 195). Frye maintains that 

literature is structurally similar to myth and ritual, since it is an imitation of the order of 

nature: 

The order of nature as a whole [is] imitated by a corresponding order of words. (1990, 96) 

[We are lacking a] literary term which corresponds to the word 'mythology'. We find it hard to 
conceive of literature as an order of words, as a unified imaginative system that can be studied 
as a whole by criticism. If we had such a conception, we could really see that literature as a 
whole provides a framework or context for every work of literature, just as a fully developed 
mythology provides a framework or context for each of its myths. Further, because mythology 
and literature occupy the same verbal space, so to speak, the framework or context of every 
work of literature can be found in mythology as well, when its literary tradition is understood. 
It is relatively easy to see the place of myth in a mythology, and one of the main uses of myth 
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criticism is to enable us to understand the corresponding place that a work of literature has in 
the context of literature as a whole. (1963, 36-37) 

The existence of mythopoeic poetry implies a unity of all imaginative experience which 
contains all literature, and which would naturally lead to a search for unifying factors of such 
experience. (1965, 18) 

Concluding the survey of Frye's Theory of Symbols, let us return to the starting point of this 

chapter. In the formal phase, Frye used the symbol of the snowflake as a metaphor for an 

imaginative perception of the orderly internal pattern of literary texts. The mythical and 

anagogic phases expand the field of synthetic apprehension from individual texts to a wider 

intertextual landscape. The crystalline semantic-structural integrity of a single text is 

perceived as a mirror of the potential order of the literary universe. This idea is based on the 

assumption that the relational cognitive operation which governs text-centred analyses is 

operative in the broader perspective of comparative literary studies. The expansion of the field 

of synthetic apprehension can be symbolised by a concentric diagram, which depicts a circle 

embedded in a larger circle. Frye brings together these two aesthetic horizons not only in 

Theory of Symbols, but also in other essays. In The Archetypes of Literature, he writes: 

It is right that the first effort of critical apprehension should take the form of a rhetorical or 
structural analysis of a work of art. But a purely structural approach has the same limitation in 
criticism that it has in biology. In itself it is simply a discrete series of analyses based on the 
mere existence of the literary structure, without developing any explanation of how the 
structure came to be what it was and what its nearest relatives are. (1963, 9) 

In Criticism, Visible and Invisible, Frye draws a parallel between text-centred and intertextual 

scopes of relational cognitive processes: 

Poet and critic alike struggle to unify and to relate; the critic, in particular, struggles to 
demonstrate the unity of a work of literature he is studying and to relate it to its context in 
literature. (1974, 89) 

Frye's commitment to a primarily imaginative critical perspective allows him to maintain the 

self-sufficiency of the literary text while not denying its openness to other works of literature. 

In affinity with Frye, Michael Riffaterre claims that the mental faculty of synthetic 

apprehension is operative within the boundaries of single texts as well as in a wider 

intertextual field. He introduces the terms 'intertextual reading' and 'retroactive reading', 

which correspond, respectively, to intertextual and contextual meaning, and to Frye's 

intertextual (i.e. mythic and anagogic) and literal phases: 

There are two possible (by no means mutually exclusive) ways of reading comparatively, 
reading so that comparison forces itself upon the reader's attention: retroactive reading and 
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intertextual reading. Retroactive reading occurs at every step of normal (from page top to 
bottom) reading, growing more important as more textual space is covered. Working forward 
from beginning to end, the reader keeps reviewing and comparing backward, recognizing 
repetitions, recognizing that some segments of the text are variations upon the same 
structure(s). Intertextual reading is the perception of similar comparabilities from text to text, or 
it is the assumption that such comparing must be done even if there is no intertext at hand 
wherein to find comparabilities. In the latter case, the text holds clues (such as formal and 
semantic gaps) to a complementary intertext lying in wait somewhere. (1980,626) 

The affinity between intratextual and intertextual construction of a semantic unity can, indeed, 

be symbolised by the snowflake. The hexagonal snow-crystal has a mandalic pattern; it can be 

enclosed in a circle, and its central part is normally a microstructural replica of the whole 

hexagonal-circular pattern. In the analytical chapters, it will be shown that the symbol of the 

snowflake is a potential monadic centre, into which the main thematic and methodological 

aspects of this work converge. Before exploring the poetic treatment of this image, it is 

necessary to elaborate on the theoretical background. The following part will show that Frye's 

ideas reflect a wider critical context, as the centre of a snowflake reflects the pattern of the 

whole crystal. 

2. Frye' s participation in critical dialogues about intertextuality 

'One poem proves another and the whole' 
(from Wallace Stevens's A Primitive like an Orb) 

In The Anxiety of Influence, Harold Bloom noted that 'criticism is the art of knowing the 

hidden roads that go from poem to poem' (1997, 96). There are many possible ways in which 

one text can be linked to another. Frye suggested that it is especially revealing to examine 

literary symbols in a comparative manner, since they can function as 'signposts' directing the 

reader on his or her journey in the apparently labyrinthine world of literature. 

Without using the word 'intertextuality', Frye contributed to this branch of 

comparative literature. Anatomy of Criticism is an intertextual model of literature, a dialogic 

system of literary modes, symbols, and genres, which has been derived from a wide 

comparative perspective. Tzvetan Todorov pointed out that Frye's Anatomy of Criticism is 

related to intertextuality: 

[According to Frye], critical compartmentalization is a mistaken approach, for, when we read a 
literary work, we are always reading much more than a single one; we e~ter into 
communication with literary memory - our own, that of the author, that of the work Itself; the 
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works we have already read, and even those we have not read, are present in our reading, and 
every text is a palimpsest. [ ... ] [For Frye] , all textuality is intertextuality. (1988,91,96) 

Throughout Anatomy of Criticism, Frye gives examples of what recent literary critics call 

intertextual dialogues. In the 'mythical phase' of Theory of Symbols, he asserts: 

Any poem may be examined, not only as an imitation of nature, but as an imitation of other 
poems. Virgil discovered, according to Pope, that following nature was ultimately the same 
thing as following Homer. (1990, 95-96) 

In agreement with Frye, Harold Bloom writes: 

Poems are not things but only words that refer to other words, and those words refer to still 
other words, and so on into the densely overpopulated world of literary language. Any poem is 
an inter-poem, and any reading of a poem is an inter-reading. (1976,2-3) 

Frye explains the intertextual nature of literary texts as follows: 

The new poem [ ... ] is born into an already existing order of words, and is typical of the 
structure of poetry to which it is attached. [ ... ] Human beings do not create [ex nihilo]. [ ... ] 
The new poem manifests something that was already latent in the order of words. [ . .. ] Poetry 
can only be made out of other poems, novels out of other novels. Literature shapes itself, and 
is not shaped externally. (1990,97) 

Roland Barthes developes a similar idea in The Death of the Author: 

A text [ ... ] is a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings, none of them original, 
blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable centres of 
culture. [ ... ] -The writer can only imitate a gesture that is always anterior, never original. His 
only power is to mix writings, to counter the ones with the others, in such a way as never to rest 
on any of them. (1977, 146) 

Frye's, Bloom's, and Barthes's argument about the inherently intertextual nature of works of 

literature is in keeping with one of the major concerns of deconstruction, the fallacy of fixed 

origin. Assimilating and synthesising Freud's, Nietzsche's, Peirce's, and other scholars' 

theories, Jacque Derrida, the leading theorist of deconstruction, argues that language, 

meaning, experience, the psyche, and presence are trace-structures constituted by 'differance' 

(difference - deferment). In the never-ending process of signification, there is no fixed origin, 

no absolute presence, because what is immediately present is always already inhabited by the 

trace of what is absent. That is to say, utterances always already bear the traces of other 

utterances. Derrida uses the terms 'trace' and 'differance' to refer to the presence of absence 

and the absence of presence, the non-presence of the other imprinted within the structure of 

here-and-now: 
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The trace is infact the absolute origin of sense in general. Which amounts to saying [ ... ] that 
there is no absolute origin of sense in general. The trace is the dijferance which opens 
appearance and signification. (1976, 65) 

The presence-absence structure of the trace will be discussed later in more detail in relation to 

the intertextual connective and to the concept of intertextual identity. The above brief survey 

of relevant aspects of deconstruction is sufficient here to show that this discipline 

significantly supports the argument that literature is a trace-structure, where there is no fixed 

origin. Jonathan Culler further supports this idea in Presupposition and Intertextuality: 

Utterances of texts are never moments of origin because they depend on the prior existence of 
codes and conventions, and it is the nature of codes to be always already in existence, to have 
lost origins. (1976, 1382) 

One is interested in conventions which govern the production and interpretation of character, 
of plot structure, of thematic synthesis, of symbolic condensation and displacement. In all 
these cases there are no moments of authority and points of origin except those which are 
retrospectively designated as origins and which, therefore, can be shown to derive from the 
series for which they are constituted as origin. (1976, 1394) 

In Literary Competence, Culler argues that literary conventions are always already there in 

the text because they are 'the implicit knowledge of the reader [and also] the implicit 

knowledge of authors' (1980, 104). In support of this argument, Culler refers to Frye's 

Anatomy of Criticism: 

The theory of literature of which Frye speaks can be regarded as the 'grammar' of literary 
competence which readers [and authors] have assimilated but of which they may not be 
consciously aware. (1980, 109)15 

By reference to Paul Valery's Oeuvres, Culler develops an argument which can also be read 

as if it were a comment on certain parts of Frye's Anatomy of Criticism: 

This is a firm assertion of the intertextual nature of literature accompanied by a recognition 
that to talk about the constitutive function of the experience of other texts should involve not a 
concentration on particular precursor texts but on conventions, systems of combination, a 
logic of composition. (1976, 1395) 

15 In emphasising the vitality of conventional elements in literature, neither Frye, nor Culler implies that there is 
no radical change or innovation in the canon. Their main point is not that all literature is conventional, but that 
one's familiarity with literary tradition helps one to deal with difficult texts. Culler makes this clear in Litermy 
Competence: 'a willingness to think of literature as an institution composed of a variety of interpretive 
operations makes one more open to the most challenging and innovatory texts, which are precisely those that are 
difficult to process according to received modes of understanding. An awareness of the assumptions on which 
one proceeds, an ability to make explicit what one is attempting to do, makes it easier to see where and how the 
text resists one's attempts to make sense of it' (1980, 116). 
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Culler's arguments are particularly relevant in this thesis, where we are dealing with the 

intertextual function of one of the main literary devices, the metaphorical image (symbol). 

Anticipating Culler, Frye noted that the dialogical nature of literary texts is partly due to their 

links with literary conventions: 

Once we think of a poem in relation to other poems, as a unit of poetry, we can see that the 
study of genres has to be founded on the study of convention. (1990,96) 

The problem of convention is the problem of how art can be communicable, for literature is 
clearly as much a technique of communication as assertive verbal structures are. [ .. . ] As the 
archetype is the communicable symbol, archetypal criticism is primarily concerned with 
literature as [ ... ] a mode of communication. By the study of conventions and genres, it 
attempts to fit poems into the body of poetry as a whole. (1990, 99) 

If we do not accept the archetypal or conventional element in the imagery that links one poem 
with another, it is impossible to get any systematic mental training out of the reading of 
literature alone. (1990, 100) 

What Frye calls 'a systematic mental training' gained from 'the reading of literature alone', is 

essentially the same as an intertextual perspective, whereby images and patterns are viewed as 

parts of one's imaginative experience as a whole. Frye's 'archetypal criticism' is, then, a 

branch of intertextuality, concerned with the connective function of literary images and other 

recurring figures. Frye makes this point clear in Three Meanings of Symbolism: 

Whenever we have archetypal symbolism, we pass from the question 'what does this symbol, 
sea or tree or serpent or character, mean in this work of art' to the question 'what does it mean 
in my imaginative comprehension of such things as a whole?' Thus the presence of archetypal 
symbolism makes the individual poem, not its own object, but a phase of imaginative 
experience. (1965, 18) 

Our knowledge of the order of vision is [ ... ] organized by certain integrating symbols which, by 
their recurrence in major poetry, enable us to bind our imaginative comprehension together. 
(1965, 17) 

Apart from metaphorical imagery, Frye discusses other types of convention which can operate 

as intertextual connectives. These are summarised by Tzvetan Todorov: 

[Frye's] internal approach [ .. . ] situates the work in the context appropriate to it, that of literary 
tradition (for us, that of the West), with its multiple conventions - its generic forms, its 
narrative schemas, its ways of signifying, and its sets of stereotyped images - which pass 
almost intact from one work to another; to these sets Frye gives the name 'archetypes', using 
the word broadly and in a purely literary sense (so that it is more or less equivalent to 
Curtius's topoi). (1988, 91) 

The affinities between Frye's, Bloom's, Culler's, Barthes's, and Derrida's thought 

show that, in spite of his relatively marginal position in literary criticism, Frye contributed to 

a potential theoretical dialogue about the inherently intertextual nature of literary texts. Many 

other issues of intertextuality are embedded in Frye' s thought in an embryonic form, and have 
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been re-invented and elaborated by more influential critics. Concerning archetypal criticism, 

Frye draws a distinction between author-established and reader-created intertextuallinks: 

In archetypal criticism, the poet's conscious knowledge is considered only so far as the poet 
may allude to or imitate other poets ('sources') or make a deliberate use of a convention. 
Beyond that, the poet's control over his poem stops with the poem. Only the archetypal critic 
can be concerned with its relationship to the rest of literature. (1990, 100) 

A similar idea is formulated by Culler in Presupposition and Intertextuality: 

To read is to place a work in a discursive space, relating it to other texts and to the codes of 
that space, and writing itself is a similar activity: a taking up of a position in a discursive 
space. (1976, 1382-1383) 

Bakhtin drew a distinction between real and hypothetical dialogues. This distinction is 

applicable in the literary domain. Bakhtin's category of 'real, externally visible dialogic 

relations' includes authorial intertextual dialogues. His concepts of ' semantic convergence' 

and 'zero-degree dialogic relations' are comparable to reader-created, hypothetical 

intertextuallinks: 

Real dialogue (daily conversation, scientific discussion, political debate, and so forth) . The 
relations among rejoinders of such dialogues are a simpler and more externally visible kind of 
dialogic relations. But dialogic relations, of course, do not in any way coincide with relations 
among rejoinders of real dialogue - they are much broader, more diverse, and more complex. 
Two utterances, separated from one another both in time and in space, knowing nothing of one 
another, when they are compared semantically, reveal dialogic relations if there is any kind of 
semantic convergence between them (if only a partially shared theme, point of view, and so 
forth). [ ... ] The opposite example, which is widely used in comedy, is the situation of a 
dialogue between two deaf people, where the real dialogic contact is understood but where 
there is no kind of semantic contact between the rejoinders (nor any imaginable contact). Zero
degree dialogic relations. Here the viewpoint of a third person is revealed in the dialogue (one 
who does not participate in the dialogue, but understands it). The understanding of an entire 
utterance is always dialogic. (1986, 124) 

Frye shares Bakhtin's idea that a third person (the reader) is free to establish links between 

works which have no external dialogic relations: 

Most archetypes have to be established by critical inspection alone. (1990, 10 1) 

Expanding images into conventional archetypes of literature is a process that takes place 
unconsciously in our reading. A symbol like the sea or the heath cannot remain with Conrad or 
Hardy: it is bound to expand over many works into an archetypal symbol of literature as a 
whole. Moby Dick cannot remain in Melville's novel: he is absorbed into our imaginative 
experience of leviathans and dragons of the deep from the Old Testament onward. (1990, 100) 

An "archetype" for Frye is any significant pattern that a reader recognizes in a secular literary 
work on the basis of his responsiveness to our dual heritage of [Classical and Biblical] myth' 
(Russell, 1998, xiii). 
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Frye's argument that the reader can act as the agent of intertextual relations is further 

developed by Roland Barthes, Owen Miller, Harold Bloom, Michael Riffaterre, and other 

critics. In The Death o/the Author, Barthes (over)emphasises the reader's role: 

A text is made of multiple writings [ ... ]. The reader is the space on which all the quotations 
that make up a writing are inscribed without any of them being lost; a text's unity lies not in 
its origin but in its destination. Yet this destination cannot any longer be personal: the reader is 
without history, biography, psychology; he is simply that someone who holds together in a 
single field all the traces by which the written text is constituted. (1977, 148) 

Barthes's claims that a text's unity is the product of the reader's intertextual comprehension, 

and that the historical-cultural background and the personality of the reader do not affect his 

or her comparative interpretations, are debatable. Barthes goes as far as announcing 'the death 

of the author', which is another disputable idea: 16 

The birth of the reader must be at the cost of the death of the Author. (1977, 148) 

By reference to Barthes, Owen Miller summarises the basic assumption of a reader-oriented 

approach: 

It is the reader who establishes a relationship between a focused text and its intertext, and 
forges its intertextual identity. (1985,21) 

Harold Bloom also claims that intertextual links may result from the reader's engagement 

with literary texts: ~ 

Antithetical criticism must begin by denying both tautology and reduction, a denial best 
delivered by the assertion that the meaning of a poem can only be a poem, but another poem -
a poem not itself. And not a poem chosen with total arbitrariness, but any central poem by an 
indubitable precursor, even if the ephebe never read that poem. Source study is wholly 
irrelevant here; we are dealing with primal words, but antithetical meanings, and an ephebe's 
best misinterpretations may well be of poems he has never read. (1997, 70) 

Culler comments on Bloom's argument as follows: 

To read an author's poem as a misinterpretation of a poem which he never read is simply an 
act of interpretation, a decision by the critic that valuable meaning and energy will be 
produced if one poem is applied to the other. (1976, 1387) 

The assertion of the reader's freedom in constructing intertextual dialogues leads us back to 

the fallacy of fixed origin. As a mediator between works, the reader may discover literary 

16 Boym (1991) discusses the complex relations between a writer's work and his biography, showing that 
Barthes's notion of 'the death of the author' is an exaggeration. Deliberate intertextual allusions also indicate 
that the reader cannot gain tyranny over the text; he or she has to take into account the author's choices. 
Barthes's concept that the reader is an impersonal medium 'without history, biography, psychology' (1977, 148) 
contradicts the findings of the psychoanalytic literary critic Norman N. Holland. (Holland 1968, 1973, 1975). 



traces of one text in another. These traces are echoes of relevant fragments from the reader's 

repertoire. The focused text can activate the reader's literary memory, and it is irrelevant 

whether the author knew the appropriate subtexts of his work. The possibility of reader

created intertextual associations is one of the main causes of what Bloom calls 'the anxiety of 

influence'. In what follows, we will investigate how Bloom's concept of inevitable 

belatedness has been anticipated by Frye. 

In Anatomy of Criticism, Frye discusses the relation between originality and literary 

convention. His main argument is that it is not possible to escape convention. Even the most 

revolutionary works can be traced to tradition, as, for example, a number of avant-garde 

artefacts to primitivism. 

The possession of originality cannot make an artist unconventional; it drives him further into 
convention, obeying the law of the art itself, which seeks constantly to reshape itself from its 
own depths. (1990, 132) 

Any serious study of literature soon shows that the real difference between the original and the 
imitative poet is simply that the former is more profoundly imitative. Originality returns to the 
origins of literature, as radicalism returns to its roots . (1990,97-98) 

We have to distinguish between explicitly conventionalized literature, such as Lycidas, where 
the poet himself starts us off by referring to Theocritus, Virgil, Renaissance pastoralists, and 
the Bible, and literature which conceals or ignores its conventional links. (Frye 1990, 101) 

The resistance of modern writers to having their archetypes 'spotted,' so to speak, is due to a 
natural anxiety to keep them as versatile as possible, not pinned down exclusively to one 
interpretation. [ ... ] The stream of literature, however, like any other stream, seeks the easiest 
channels first: the poet who uses the expected associations will communicate more rapidly. At 
one extreme of literature we have the pure convention. [ ... ] At the other extreme we have the 
pure variable, where there is a deliberate attempt at novelty or unfamiliarity, and consequently 
a disguising or complicating of archetypes. [ ... ] However, extremes meet, as Coleridge said, 
and anti-conventional poetry soon becomes a convention. [ ... ] Between these extreme points 
conventions vary from the most explicit to the most indirect. (1990,102-103) 

Similar ideas are formulated by Bloom in The Anxiety of Influence: 

Poetic history, in this book's argument, is held to be indistinguishable from poetic influence, 
since strong poets make that history by misreading one another, so as to clear imaginative 
space for themselves. (1997, 5) 

Poetic influence need not make poets less original; as often it makes them more original, 
though not therefore necessarily better. The profundities of poetic influence cannot be reduced 
to source-study, to the history of ideas, to the patterning of images. (1997, 7) 

Everything that makes up this book [ ... ] intends to be part of a unified meditation on the 
melancholy of the creative mind's desperate insistence upon priority. (1997,13) 

Strong poems are always omens of resurrection. The dead mayor may not return, but their 
voice comes alive, paradoxically never by mere imitation, but in the agonistic misprision 
performed upon powerful forerunners by only the most gifted of their successors. (1997, xxiv) 
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Bloom uses the term 'poetic misprision' for an author's creative misreading and rewriting of 

another author's text. In so doing, the imitating poet, or as Bloom calls him, the 'ephebe', 

revitalises or completes his predecessor's work, or polemicises with him. Bloom argues that 

intertextual dialogues can also operate in the critical domain: 

In the tessera, the later poet provides what his imagination tells him would complete the 
otherwise 'truncated' precursor poem or poet, a 'completion' that is as much a misprision as a 
revisionary swerve is. I take the term tessera from the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, whose 
own revisionary relationship to Freud might be given as an instance of tessera. (1997, 67) 

The implicit dialogue between Frye and Bloom is another example of 'tessera' in the field of 

criticism. If the concept of 'tessera' is operative not only in the universe of literature, but also 

in the field of theory, then the terms 'intergenerational rivalry', and 'anxiety of influence' are 

applicable not only for an author's anxiety that his thoughts may have been thought by 

someone else before, but also for a critic's embarrassment that his ideas may be found in 

another critic's work. The concept of misprision is relevant to Bloom's work as well as to 

what he studies in his work. In certain parts of The Anxiety of Influence, Frye's 'voice comes 

alive', not 'by mere imitation', but in the 'critical misprision' performed on him by Bloom. 

Since Bloom 'antithetically completes' Frye, The Anxiety of Influence can be read as 'a large 

tessera in relation to' relevant parts of Anatomy of Criticism. 17 This is not to say that Bloom's 

work is a mere imitation or reinvention of Frye's ideas. The Anxiety of Influence brings into 

focus and further develops certain issues which occur in Anatomy of Criticism in a seed form, 

and sometimes occupy a marginal position. The following passage from The Anxiety of 

Influence can be read as an implicit comment about this book's role in 'redeeming' some of 

Frye's valuable, but neglected or 'worn-out' thoughts: 

In this sense of a completing link, the tessera represents any later poet's [or critic's] attempt to 
persuade himself (and us) that the precursor's Word would be worn out if not redeemed as a 
newly fulfilled and enlarged Word of the ephebe. (1997, 67) 

The relevance of interpreting The Anxiety of Influence as a belated misreading, rewriting, and 

completion of certain parts of Anatomy of Criticism does not depend on whether Bloom has 

actually read Frye, or they developed similar ideas independently from each other. 18 Bloom 

acknowledged that it is a valid interpretative strategy to point out links between texts even if 

17 The phrases between inverted commas are taken from The Anxiety of Influence, where Bloom uses them to 
explain the concept of misprision. (1997, xxiv, 68) 
18 Bloom has, of course, read Frye, and referred to his works in various contexts. Strangely enough, those 
obvious parallels which we have drawn between the thought of the two scholars seem to have escaped Bloom's 
notice. One may interpret this in terms of Bloom's theory as an unconscious repression resulting from the 
anxiety of critical influence. Regarding the question of literary tradition, Bloom both opposes Frye and agrees 
with him. This inconsistency is evident in Poetics of Influence (1988, 415-416, 419). 
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these links do not result from a direct influence of one text on another. One of the aims of this 

thesis is to show that the reader can mediate between works of criticism, as well as between 

works of literature, 'misinterpreting' coincidental affinities as dialogues, responses, or 

revisions. The expansion of one's literary and critical knowledge leads to an increasing 

density of one's field of knowledge. In other words, the more the semantic network expands, 

the more intricate its texture becomes. The relevance of constructing hypothetical dialogues is 

confirmed in a seemingly insignificant remark, in which Bloom suggests that The Anxiety of 

Influence is open for the reader to spot sources other than the ones he actually used: 

Nietzsche and Freud are, so far as I can tell, the prime influences upon the theory of influence 
presented in this book. (1997, 8, emphasis is mine) 

The fact that The Anxiety of Influence echoes the thoughts of not only those scholars whom 

the author acknowledged as his predecessors, does not reduce the value of this book, nor of its 

potential interlocutor-texts. Through intertextual dialogues, works of criticism, as works of 

literature, strengthen and confirm each other. Echoes of one text in another do not necessarily 

signal a lack of originality, cultural belatedness, or borrowing; they can manifest independent 

discoveries, shared ideas, and the continuity of human experience. In this sense, 'the anxiety 

of influence', and 'intergenerational rivalry' take on the positive meaning of 'mutual 

understanding' . 

This survey showed that Frye's Anatomy of Criticism is an invaluable contribution to a 

potential critical dialogue about intertextuality. Encompassing the main trends of 

intertextuality, Frye's work shows that these trends complement, rather than contradict, each 

other. After all, source-influence studies and reader-oriented intertextual approaches share the 

aim of illuminating and enriching literary texts, and improving literary competence. In Frye's 

thought, the Bloomian model of naming specific precursor texts is combined with a more 

flexible notion of infinite intertextuality (also formulated by Barthes, Culler, and others), 

which includes anonymous citations and unidentifiable sources, such as stereotyped images, 

patterns, and other forms of literary and mytho-ritual tradition. Frye's main interest is in the 

dialogical nature of the literary universe, in symbolic-thematic-structural parallels between 

texts, and in the process of recontextualising mythology and literary conventions. In Anatomy 

of Criticism, he gives numerous examples of concrete intertextual dialogues between literary 

texts or between literature and mythology. Frye's Anatomy of Criticism is a bridge between 

myth criticism and intertextuality. This is one of Frye's main contributions to literary 

criticism. Theory of Symbols has been selected as the main conceptual framework for this 
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thesis, because in this essay Frye gives a systematic account of the extratextual, intratextual, 

and intertextual function of literary symbols. 

This part of the dissertation was concerned with supporting the relevance of Frye's 

theory by pointing out affinities between his comparative criticism and works of other, more 

influential critics. The third part of this chapter, sub-divided into smaller sections, will show 

how Frye's ideas and recent theories of intertextuality complement each other. 

3. Selective survey of some aspects of intertextuality 

3.1. Intertextuality: an intrinsic approach 

For a comparative study of poetic imagery, it is rewarding to combine Frye's theory with 

recent concepts of intertextuality. Here I restrict the theoretical summary to the most basic and 

relevant terms and methods. Owen Miller's comprehensive view of intertextuality is a 

revealing starting point: 

Intertextuality continues to acquire new meanings as various critics seek to define or refine it. 
[ ... ] It has gained currency as an umbrella term, covering all and any 'external' relations a text 
may have and embracing most conceivable ways of contextualizing it within a broader frame 
of reference. (1985, 20) 

It is a common interpretative strategy is to place literary texts in non-literary contexts. The 

historical, philosophical, intellectual circumstances, and the biography of the author can 

provide useful information for a better understanding of his or her works. It is, however, not 

always necessary to link the literary text to extra-literary facts. Often, a piece of imaginative 

writing can better illuminate another than can a book of history or the biography of the 

author. 19 Whether extrinsic or intrinsic critical methods are more suitable depends on the aim 

of literary analysis. Extrinsic approaches are inevitable for illuminating non-literary aspects of 

19 Frye's Anatomy of Criticism is primarily concerned with centripetal, internal critical approaches, whereby 
literary texts are investigated in the context of literature and mythology, that is to say, within a purely 
imaginative domain. This does not mean, however, that Frye denied the relevance of extra-literary methods. In 
The Stubborn Structure he argued that the combination of external and internal approaches is a rewarding 
method: 'The central activity of criticism, which is the understanding of literature, is essentially one of 
establishing a context for the works of literature being studied. This means relating them to other things: to their 
context in the writer's life, in the writer's time, in the history of literature, and above all in the total structure of 
literature itself, or what I call the order of words' (1970,88). The complementarity of centrifugal (outward) and 
centripetal (inward) semantic directions is a characteristic feature of Frye's thought; it is not only operative in the 
combination of external and internal approaches, but also in the relation between the sign-values and the motif
values of a symbol, and in the balance between the diverging nature of the archetype and the converging nature 
of the monad. 
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imaginative wrItmg. Intrinsic approaches are beneficial when one is investigating the 

imaginative, aesthetic aspects of texts (figures of speech, structure, imagery), or when a critic 

is dealing with introspective or self-allusive poetry. Since this thesis is primarily concerned 

with the artistic treatment of metaphorical images in self-reflective texts, intrinsic methods 

will be employed. We will examine intertextual links within a semantic domain which 

consists of imaginative systems, such as literature and mythology. 

The cover illustration (Peter Ruting's fine art photograph The Pencil) and short 

footnote-references to potential links between poetry, music, and visual arts serve as brief 

indications that intertextuality is not restricted to the universe of literature; it can operate 

across the barriers of various forms of art, because the imaginative faculty enables one to 

translate the structures and images of one symbolic activity into the language of another. It 

may be a worthwhile undertaking to investigate this topic further. The cover illustration opens 

a window to this interdisciplinary area. As the interpretation of snow/window-poems 

gradually reaches deeper layers, so Ruting's The Pencil assimilates new imaginative 

meanings . In the light of the poems analysed, Ruting's work can be interpreted as an 

ekphrastic artefact, and an illustration of the act of performing poetic silence. The picture can 

represent the concept of inexpressibility, that is to say, all enigmas of poetry which are present 

on the untouched parts of the page, in the invisible traces of a white pencil, which can be 

viewed as a visual configuration of the poetic images of snow and blind, clairvoyant fingers. 

The Pencil, which is also two pencils, captures the paradox that silence is a basic component 

of intertextual dialogues. Ruting's photograph epitomises some of the central ideas of this 

thesis in a non-verbal form. 

3.2. Symbolic-thematic parallels and productive intertextual dialogues 

When examining the connective function of literary symbols, it is necessary to draw a 

distinction between semantic-structural parallels and more profound intertextual links. 

Jonathan Culler holds that thematic affinities, recurring images, stereotypical characters, 

conventional patterns of plot, and other parallels between texts can function as intertextual 

operators opening a dialogical space (1976, 1392-1394). Other critics, however, do not 

consider thematic-symbolic affinities between self-sufficient texts as genuine intertextual 

links, even though these texts may reflect, strengthen, and complement each other. By 

reference to Michael Riffaterre, Owen Miller draws a clear distinction between thematic and 
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intertextual identity (1985, 28-29). According to these critics, not all comparative approaches 

are intertextual. They restrict the notion of intertextuality to cases when a literary text 

modifies, completes, or enriches another text. The works involved in productive intertextual 

dialogues are called focused text/intertext (or subtext, pre-text), metatext/prototext, or 

figure/ground, where the first nouns of these pairs refer to the text which is actually read or 

analysed, and the second to the work which is quoted in the focused text or activated in the 

reading process. For instance, Joyce's Ulysses as a focused text alludes to Homer's Odyssey 

as one of its intertexts. 

Riffaterre suggests that the notion of the intertext should only be used when texts 

communicate productively, as distinguished from cases when texts are compared on the basis 

of their symbolic, thematic, or structural parallels: 

Intertexts are not just themes and motifs. Intertext exists only when two texts interact whether 
or not they are themes as well. (1990, 74-75) 

Riffaterre draws the following theoretical conclusion from one of his concrete analyses: 

[The text] is grammatical, self-sufficient, in no need of bolstering by comparison with [other 
texts]. True, if readers chance upon such poems, they verify the poem as a variant of a theme. 
This verification, however, remains aleatory. The poem is interpretable and enjoyable for the 
reader quite innocent of [other texts]. Rather than recognising an intertext here, it is better to 
speak of a theme. (1990, 61) 

Works of literature that are accessible without activating an intertext can be compared on the 

basis of the similarity of their themes and images. A comparison of these isolated texts reveals 

their thematic-symbolic affinities, but does not affect them. Through an intertextual 

interaction, however, literary texts supplement, modify, and enrich one another. 

3.3. The intertext 

There is no general agreement among critics as to what can be regarded as an intertext (pre

text, subtext). Unlike Riffaterre's notion of the intertext, Culler's term 'pre-text' includes 

works which exhibit thematic or symbolic affinities with the focused text but do not influence 

the interpretation of the focused text. The definition of the intertext varies according to 

various types of comparative approaches. In Compulsory Reader Response, Riffaterre gives a 

broad definition: 



[Intertexts] may be found either in a text signed by an author, or in the potential, inchoate or 
fragmentary narrative and descriptive sequences floating in the limbo of the corpus of myths, 
stories, exempla, etc. of which a sociolect is comprised (themes, motifs, myths). (1990, 72) 

Riffaterre's argument that anonymous mythological semantic units function as potential 

intertexts implies that myth-criticism is a branch of intertextuality. This is in accordance with 

Frye's theory. 

The use of poetic symbols as vehicles for the construction of intertextual links may 

result in expanding the notion of the intertext beyond the boundaries of verbal art. Since most 

poetic symbols are verbal substitutes of visual objects, they can open a wide dialogical space. 

Symbols like snow, window, candle, flower, star, tree, the sun, the moon, and so on, can bring 

their mythological connotations into literary texts from visual art and ancient ritual practices. 

Such interaction between verbal and non-verbal art is consistent with Miller's definition of 

intertextualityas 'an umbrella term covering all and any "external" relations a text may have' 

(Miller 1985, 20). In the analytical chapters, we will establish intertextual dialogues between 

verbal art and mytho-ritual tradition. Instead of identifying specific mythological narratives, 

we will rely mainly on dictionaries of mythological symbols, in which the archetypal 

meanings of symbols have been derived from a wide spectrum of verbal and non-verbal 

mytho-ritual tradition. 

If the aim of the comparative analysis is to establish cross-references or unity within 

the author's oeuvre, then the notion of the intertext is confined to works written by the author 

of the focused text. This approach will be applied in comparing a number of Pasternak's 

poems with one another. 

In the paradigm of positivism and source-influence studies, the concept of the intertext 

is restricted to those works which the author of the focused text has actually read and 

assimilated into his or her works (Hermeren 1975, Guillen 1977, Boning 1980). The subtext 

embedded in the focused text can be a deliberate allusion, or a casual echo, which the author 

unconsciously activated from his or her corpus of reading. In the latter case, the intertext is so 

deeply absorbed into the author's mind that he may not realise that he is rewriting a fragment 

of his literary memory. The forgetting of the source of an image, theme, or idea may be 

explained by affinities between the influencing and the influenced author's imaginative 

thought. The process of profound assimilation may result in the influenced author's 

unconscious reinvention of what he or she has already read before. Bloom reports a case when 

a writer (Stevens), being conscious of the possibility of involuntary borrowing, avoids reading 

powerful poets: 
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I am not conscious of having been influenced by anybody and have purposely held off from 
reading highly mannered people like Eliot and Pound so that I should not absorb anything 
even unconsciously. (1997,7) 

Obviously, this is a symptom of the anxiety of influence. However, this attitude does not seem 

to be general. In most cases, writers are willing to enter intertextual dialogues with one 

another. Intersubjective authorial dialogues will be illustrated in the analysis of Gennady 

Aygi's Olez. 

The study of author-established dialogues IS also called 'reconstructive 

intertextuality'. The principles of causality, temporality, and priority constitute the basis of 

this teleological model (Miller 1985). It is often difficult to identify specific subtexts, because 

the reader cannot recreate the author's total verbal and non-verbal imaginative experience, 

and because the reader cannot always be sure whether the author of the focused text has 

actually read the text which seems to be a plausible intertext. Moreover, the author may rely 

on anonymous conventions, such as folklore, myth, legend, or on semantic units (images, 

themes, etc.) whose origins are unknown or forgotten. When dealing with anonymous 

sources, it is difficult to decide how conscious the author was in reactivating them. Poetic 

recontextualisation of mythological symbols and concepts may be a deliberate authOlial 

technique, or it can be the result of the poet's intuitive rediscovery of transpersonal 

imaginative experience. However, it is also possible that it is the reader who imposes the 

latent presence of~mytho-poetic sources on the focused text. It is often impossible to draw a 

boundary between author-established and reader-created dialogues. The reader cannot always 

be sure whether he or she is reconstructing the author's dialogical imagination, or 

constructing new intertextual dialogues. It is, therefore, relevant to categorise these uncertain 

cases as '(re?)constructive intertextuality'. This method will be applied in the fourth chapter. 

The survey of various intertextual approaches and corresponding definitions of the 

intertext would be incomplete without a detailed discussion of the concept of reader

established dialogues (or 'constructive intertextuality'). This method has been derived from 

one of the central arguments of phenomenology, reader-response theory, reception aesthetics, 

and deconstruction, namely, that the reader can actively participate in the creation of meaning 

by filling syntactic-semantic gaps, activating extra-textual or intertextual associations, and 

constructing unity out of the apparently diverse linguistic elements of the focused text.20 In 

20 For a concise survey of these approaches, see Eagleton 1989, Iser 1997, Maclean 1997, Selden 19?3, Suleiman 
1980, and Tompkins 1994. Potential links between deconstruction and reader-centred approaches. WIll be 
discussed later. Here I only refer to John Lechte, who elucidated an analogy between deconstructIon and r.eader
response theory: 'Whereas the traditional literary critic might tend to search for the truth (whether semantIc, 
poetic, or ideological) of the literary text written by another, and then adopt a respectful, secondary role before 
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order to distinguish between passive reception and an active making sense of texts, Barthes 

introduced the terms 'readerly' ('lisible') and 'writerly' ('scriptible') approaches (1990, 4). 

He argued that the reader can take a 'writerly', creative attitude to texts, because in literature, 

'it is language which speaks, not the author' (1977, 143). Since every unit of language is a 

potential quotation or echo, 'one can gain access to [the text] by several entrances' (1990, 5). 

All reading is intertextual, because language, the raw material of texts, is, by its nature, rich in 

intertextual echoes. That is to say, several utterances resound in each word: 

[The] I which approaches the text is already itself a plurality of other texts, of codes which are 
infinite, or, more precisely, lost (whose origin is lost). (1990, 10) 

A text is made of multiple writings, drawn from many cultures and entering into mutual 
relations of dialogue, parody, contestation, but there is one place where this multiplicity is 
focused and that place is the reader, not, as was hitherto said, the author. (1977, 148) 

Reader-centred approaches can also be explained by reference to Bakhtin, who, like Barthes, 

argued that language is dialogical, and words have many voices because they are charged with 

associations which have been attached to them in other contexts:
21 

With a creative attitude toward language, there are no voiceless words that belong to no one. 
Each word contains voices that are sometimes infinitely distant, unnamed, almost impersonal 
(voices of lexical shadings, of styles, and so forth), almost undetectable, and voices 
resounding nearby and simultaneously. (1986,124) 

The perception of the intertextual resonances of the focused text may be preceded by a stage 

of 'zero intertextuality', 'unfulfilled' or 'unactualised intertextuality'. Riffaterre introduced 

these terms to describe cases when 'the intertext is not yet known or has been lost with the 

tradition it reflected' (1980, 627). From this zero intertextuality, a many-voiced echo may 

arise: 

In literary writing, every lexical element is the tip of an iceberg, of a lexical complex whose 
whole semantic system is compressed within the one word that presupposes it. To put it 
otherwise: the literary text is a sequence of embeddings with each significant word 
summarising the sintagm situated elsewhere. (Riffaterre 1980,627) 

Any work of literature is, then, a trace-structure, an inherently dialogical, unfinalisable 

construct, a mosaic of other texts and of anonymous quotations. In Riffaterre's view, the 

intertext is a broad, expanding concept: 

the "primacy" of this text, Derrida turns the "primary" text into a source of new inspiration and creativity. ~o~ 
the critic/reader no longer simply interprets (which was never entirely the case anyway), but becomes a wnter in 

his or her own right. [ ... ] There is a new emphasis on the individual autonomy and creativeness of the researcher 
/ philosopher / reader. Maybe this anti-populist yet anti-Platonic element in grammatology is Derrida's most 
important contribution to the thought of the postwar era' (1994, 109). 
21 Bakhtin elaborated on the dialogical nature of language in various contexts. For a summary, see Wall 1990. 
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Words signify by presupposing an intertext either potential in language or already actualised 
in literature. (1980, 627) 

The intertext proper is the corpus of texts the reader may legitimately connect with the one 
before his eyes, that is, the text brought to mind by what he is reading. Theoretically it can go 
on developing forever, in accordance with the reader's cultural level; it will expand as his 
readings expand and as more texts are published that can be linked up to the original point 
whence these associated memories took their departure. (1980, 626) 

The shift from the positivist notion of intersubjective influence to the poststructuralist concept 

of reader-created intertextuality entailed a radical expansion of the notion of the intertext. 

Culler, Barthes, Riffaterre, Owen Miller, Derrida, Bloom, and others freed the notion of the 

intertext from the constraints of temporality and authorial intentionality. Referring to 

Riffaterre, Owen Miller defines the intertext as 'the perception by the reader of relationships 

between a focused text and others, which both chronologically preceded it and followed it' 

(1985, 30). The rejection of the positivist-rationalist principles of temporality, causality and 

priority can be supported by Nietzsche's argument formulated in The Will to Power (1888), 

that opposites, such as cause/effect, before/after, outsidelinside, can flow into each other. 

Nietzsche calls this cognitive operation 'the phenomenology of consciousness'. Paul de Man 

summarises Nietzsche's argument as follows: 

The outer, objective event in the world was supposed to determine the inner, conscious event 
as cause determines effect. It turns out however that what was assumed to be the objective, 
external caus,e is itself the result of an internal effect. What had been considered to be a cause, 
is, in fact, the effect of an effect, and what had been considered to be an effect can in its turn 
seem to function as the cause of its own cause. (1979, 107) 

The inversion of the logic of causality is implicit in the intertextual approach proposed by 

Culler: 

The goal of this project would be an account of how texts create presuppositions and hence 
pre-texts for themselves. (1976, 1395) 

The focused text thus can serve as the cause which impels the reader to search for plausible 

intertexts, thereby activating his or her literary memory. In this sense, the focused text is not 

the effect but the cause of its own intertextual echoes. This reversal of temporality and 

causality undermines the basic principles of source-influence studies. Bloom seems to agree 

with this view: 

Source study is wholly irrelevant here; we are dealing with primal words, but antithetical 
meanings, and an ephebe's best misinterpretations may well be of poems he has never read. 
(1997,70) 
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Elsewhere in The Anxiety of Influence Bloom asserts that even the cases of direct 

intersubjective influence can be understood in terms of inverse causality. The receptivity of 

the author of the focused text serves as an internal cause, or precondition, which enables him 

to interiorise and activate an intertext: 

The central point of this book is that the anxiety of influence comes out of a complex act of 
strong misreading, a creative interpretation that I call 'poetic misprision'. What writers may 
experience as anxiety, and what their works are compelled to manifest, are the consequence of 
poetic misprision, rather than the cause of it. The strong misreading comes first; there must be 
a profound act of reading that is a kind of falling in love with a literary work. (1997, xxiii) 

In support of this view, Bloom notes: 'Borges remarks that poets create their precursors' 

(1997, 19). Culler also formulates the notion of inverse causality: 

One is interested in conventions which govern the production and interpretation of character, 
of plot structure, of thematic synthesis, of symbolic condensation and displacement. In all 
these cases there are no moments of authority and points of origin except those which are 
retrospectively designated as origins and which, therefore, can be shown to derive from the 
series for which they are constituted as origin. (1976, 1394, italics mine) 

Owen Miller gives a detailed explanation of how the dynamic exchange of cause and effect, 

and the reversibility of the conventional order of priority can operate in the field of reader

oriented intertextuality: 

There is a sort of ongoing dialectical order established by the reading process. We begin by 
attempting to interpret a text by treating it as a gestalt bringing words' normal associations to 
bear on those forged by a text, to establish some form of intratextual reading. At a second 
stage intertextual connections are made on the basis of initial engagement with the text and 
lead to a selection of pertinent intertexts. It is at this stage that the selected intertexts form the 
necessary ground in terms of which the focused text is read as figure. In this sense, then, we 
can argue that both text and intertext establish priority at different stages of the reading 
process. (1985,33-34) 

The question of priority is after all a logical way of expressing a figure/ground relationship. 
To see the figure we must have a secure ground; thus the security of the ground can be seen as 
prior, in a sense, to seeing the figure. If we speak, however, of figure/ground relationships in 
spatial terms with the framework of a psychology of visual perception, from which it 
originates, we are confronted by the phenomenon of reversibility: figure becomes ground, and 
ground figure. Intertextuality viewed in this light takes on a new sheen. For if we speak 
literally of a focused text, we must envisage a reversal between figure and ground, between 
text and intertext as we reverse focus . The reversibility of figure/ground relationships in 
perception, we are told, is caused by perceptual fatigue on the part of the perceiver. Saturated 
with a static image, the human mind creates reversals to alleviate the perceptual fatigue. It 
would seem that we are not yet too fatigued to cease reading Ulysses in terms of Odyssey and 
there are few readings which would reverse the figure/ground relationship of chronological 
order traditionally imposed on texts. (1985, 35-36)22 

22 Riffaterre also discusses the reversibility of figure/ground relationships, and calls it an 'intertextual shuttle', 
and a 'mechanism of intertextual exchange' (1990,64). 
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In de-chronologising the notion of intertextuality, the basic teleological principles of source

influence studies (causality, temporality, authorial intentionality, and priority) have been 

rejected in favour of a more open and flexible reader-centred paradigm, in which 'the 

intertextual relationships of any work of literature are theoretically infinite' (Miller 1985,24). 

One can distinguish three types of infinite intertextuality: (1) a free search for 

intertexts in the whole of literature (that is to say, in one's entire corpus of reading), (2) an 

even wider 'infinity', whereby the whole of one's verbal experience, including non-literary 

utterances, is taken into account in the search for intertexts, and (3) intertextuality as a term 

covering any potential external relations of a text, including non-verbal forms of art and 

symbolic rituals. The first two types of reader-established intertextuality are discussed in more 

detail below. 

10nathan Culler explains the concept of infinite intertextuality as follows: 

The study of intertextuality is not the investigation of sources and influences, as traditionally 
conceived; it casts its net wider to include the anonymous discursive practices, codes whose 
origins are lost, which are the condition of possibility of later texts. Indeed, Barthes has 
specifically warned against confusing the study of the intertextual with source-hunting. (1976, 
1383) 

We are faced with an infinite intertextuality where conventions and presuppositions cannot be 
traced to their source and thus positivistically identified. Readers, in whom these conventions 
dwell, are the representatives of a general intertextuality. (1976, 1382) 

In Culler's conceet of infinite intertextuality, the notion of the intertext is restricted to texts 

which belong to the domain of literary discourse. He elaborates on this idea in Literary 

Competence. In this article, Chomsky's theory of linguistic competence serves as a 

methodological analogy of literary competence. As one has to possess an internalised 

grammar to be able to understand everyday language, so one has to be equipped with a 

grammar of poetics in order to comprehend literary structures and meanings: 

To read a text as literature is not to make one's mind a tabula rasa and approach it without 
preconceptions; one must bring to it an implicit understanding of the operations of literary 
discourse which tells one what to look for. [ ... ] [By internalising] the 'grammar' of literature, 
[one can] convert linguistic sequences into literary structures and meanings. [ ... ] In order to 
identify various levels of coherence and set them in relation to one another [ ... ] one must have 
considerable experience of the conventions for reading poetry. (Culler 1980, 102) 

The semiological approach suggests [that] the poem be thought of as an utterance that has 
meaning only with respect to a system of conventions which the reader has assimilated. 
(Culler 1980, 104) 

In emphasising that the reading of literature is a process of assimilating specifically literary 

conventions (patterns of plot, stereotypical symbols, rhetorical devices), Culler implies that 

one's repertoire of reading is a storehouse of potential intertexts, and that the interpretation of 
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any work of literature is based on the knowledge of these latent intertexts. This internalised 

grammar of literature is activated whenever a piece of imaginative writing is interpreted. 

When Culler defines literary competence as 'a set of conventions for reading literary texts' 

(1980, 105), he affirms that the reading of literature is, by its nature, an intertextual process. 

Culler supports these arguments by referring to Frye's Anatomy of Criticism as an example of 

a systematic grammar of literary competence (1980, 107-109). Indeed, the taxonomies 

presented in Frye's book constitute a comprehensive poetics, which is based on a comparative 

perspective. In accordance with the main argument of Anatomy of Criticism, Culler writes: 

One [does] not need to move from poem to world but [can] explore it within the institution of 
literature, relating it to a tradition and identifying formal continuities and discontinuities. 

(1980,107) 

In Anatomy of Criticism, Frye's mam interest IS in dialogues within the literary domain. 

However, this does not mean that he confines the notion of the intertext to specifically literary 

texts. In The Stubborn Structure, he asserts that extra-literary verbal experience also has a 

constructive intertextual function: 

I wish all teachers of English, at every level, could feel that they were concerned with the 
whole of a student's verbal, or in fact imaginative, experience, not merely with the small part 
of it that is conventionally called literary. The incessant verbal bombardment that students get 
from conversation, advertising, the mass media, or even such verbal games as Scrabble or 
cross-word puzzles, is addressed to the same part of the mind that literature addresses, and it 
does far more to mould their literary imagination than poetry or fiction. (1970, 84-85) 

In emphasising that 'the area of literature should not be restricted to the conventionally 

literary, but expanded to the entire area of verbal experience' (1970, 85), Frye implicitly 

proposes to expand the notion of the intertext from works which have a specifically aesthetic 

status to any verbal matter. Owen Miller clearly distinguishes these two intertextual 

approaches: 

Culler [ ... ] limits the inferential potentialities of the text to those concerns which are more 
properly literary. This itself seems as a significant retreat from an even fuller notion of 
intertextuality envisaged, in theory at least, by Kristeva, who conceives of it as a mode of 
integrating literary discourse with any other form of discourse, where no special status is 
accorded to literary or aesthetic values. (1985, 25) 

In formulating the term 'intertextuality', Kristeva was indebted to Bakhtin, whose dialogic 

concept of language allows a fusion of poetic and everyday discourse. Bakhtin explains the 

many-voiced nature of linguistic units as follows: 

The life of the word is contained in its transfer from one mouth to another, from one context to 
another context, from one social collective to another, from one generation to another 
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~eneration. In this process the word does not forget its own path and cannot completely free 
Itself from the power of these concrete contexts into which it has entered. (1984, 202) 

During the processes of writing and reading literary and extra-literary echoes interact to 

constitute a many-voiced connotative aura around the words of the focused text. It is 

impossible to deal with texts in a 'vacuum' because words activate associations which have 

been attached to them elsewhere. This is not to say that words bring with them all associations 

which they can potentially carry. The actual context and the objective traits of the focused text 

guide the reader in his or her selection of appropriate associations. According to Bakhtin, 

these associations may arise from forgotten or unidentifiable literary and non-literary sources. 

Barthes has a similar concept of intertextuality: 

The Barthian notion views the focused text (indeed all texts) as a mosaic composed entirely of 
fragments of ling~istic matter quoted from anonymous sources, a collage of pieces of 
language brought Into spatial proximity and inviting the reader to create some sort of 
patterning by forcing them to discharge some of their interrelational energy. (Miller 1985,24) 

The concepts of infinite and reader-centred intertextuality do not imply that the reader's 

freedom of selecting intertexts is limitless. The objective features of the focused text and the 

intertext generate as well as constrain the reader's intertextual associations. Culler makes this 

clear in Literary Competence: 

Re~ding poetry i.s a rule-governed process of producing meanings; the poem offers a structure 
which must pe fl~led up and one therefore attempts to invent something, guided by a series of 
~ormal. rules ~enved ~ro~ one's experience of reading poetry, which both make possible 
Invention and Impose limIts on it. (1980, 113) 

The task is [ ... ] to construct a theory of literary discourse which would account for the 
possibi.lities of interpr~tation, the 'empty meanings' which support a variety of full meanings 
but which do not permIt the work to be given just any meaning. (1980, 106-107) 

Since the focused text has a decisive role in guiding the reader's response, Barthes's concept, 

the death of the author, needs to be modified. To say that in searching for appropriate 

intertexts the reader cannot ignore the objective features of the focused text is to acknowledge 

that the reader cannot neglect the author's selections and combinations of linguistic material. 

Accepting the linguistic choices of the author is, however, not the same thing as accepting his 

or her intentions, especially not intertextual ones. Culler proposes a critical balance whereby 

neither the author nor the reader gain tyranny over the text: 

To spe~ [ .. . ] of literary competence as a set of conventions for reading literary texts is in no 
way to Imply that ~uthors are.congenital idiots who simply produce strings of sentences, while 
all the truly creative work IS done by readers who have artful ways of processing these 
sentences. (1980, 105-106) 
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Reversing the traditional sequence of cause and effect, Owen Miller arrives at the notion of 

'plausible .intertextuality', which is a reconciliation of · free and constrained intertextual 

associations: 

In the context of an argument attempting to establish 'plausible' intertextuality, the choice of 
intertext must be viewed as an implication rather than a presupposition. In other words, as a 
result of my intratextual interpretation of the text, I infer from it a pertinent intertext, that is 
one which I select from my repertoire and which seems to address itself to the interpretational 
problems which I have encountered. My selection is not a personal whim but one imposed to 
some degree (like an implication) by certain constraints of the text. In this sense my 
engagement with the text is prior to my selection of an intertext. The choice of an intertext 
functions as a supplement brought by the reader to facilitate additional meanings of the text, to 
which the text lends itself. (1985, 34-35) 

In the last sentence, Miller emphasises that the intertext serves as a supplement of the focused 

text. Riffaterre also points out that the intertext functions as a supplement rather than a key to 

interpretation. This is in accordance with the concept of intertextuality as a relatively free, 

reader-oriented approach, whose objective is not to unlock latent authorial messages, but to 

increase the semantic plurality of the focused text: 

If [the trace of the intertext in the focused text] were a key to interpretation, it would be a 
quotation or an allusion, not an intertext. [The intertext] functions as a supplement to the text. 
(Riffaterre 1990, 70) 

The words 'key', 'quotation', and 'allusion' imply a reconstructive intertextual method, 

whereas the terms 'intertext' and 'supplement' are applicable in reader-established dialogues. 

To avoid confusion, one can refer to recovered authorial quotations as 'pre-texts' as 

distinguished from supplementary 'intertexts'. It is, however, often difficult decide whether a 

text which seems to be a possible source of the focused text has actually been read by the 

author, or its semantic link with the focused text is merely the reader's free association. In this 

case of (re?)constructive intertextuality, it is reasonable to use the neutral term, 'subtext'. The 

paired terms 'prototextlmetatext' are applicable when the focused is about another text, that 

is to say, when the subject matter of the focused text is another text. 

The main distinctions between citational (author-oriented) and reader-created 

intertextuality can be summarised as follows: (1) In the citational model, the primary agent of 

intertextual relations is the author, whereas in the case of reader-centred intertextuality it is 

the reader who constructs intertextuallinks and networks. (2) Source-influence studies focus 

on intersubjective relations between authors, whereas reader-oriented approaches are more 

specifically intertextual. (3) Citational intertextuality is based on a temporal framework, 

whereas reader-created intertextuality is a spatial model, in which all texts exist 

simultaneously, and are open to dialogues regardless of their chronological relations. (4) 
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Author-oriented intertextuality is concerned with deliberate quotations, borrowings, allusions, 

or casual echoes, in order to find keys which can unlock hidden messages and shed light on 

authorial intentions. This reconstructive approach aims at recovering already constituted 

meanings, thereby 'demonstrating and proving authorial intentionality and eliminating the 

possibility that one text's links with another are the product of a reader's personal engagement 

with the text' (Miller 1985, 26). Reader-created intertextuality is a less scholarly, more 

imaginative approach. It is concerned with potential intertexts which can supplement and 

enrich the meanings of the focused text. The purpose of reader-created dialogues is to 

construct additional meanings, thereby illustrating the self-generating, synthetic, and 

polyphonic nature of literary language and imagination. (5) In the teleological model of 

source-influence studies, the reader's search for subtexts is guided mainly by extra-literary 

factors (such as the author's biography, and his historical, social, and cultural circumstances), 

and by the positivist-rationalist principles of causality, temporality, and priority. In the 

paradigm of the reader-oriented approach, it is valid to search for intertexts either in the whole 

universe of literature, or in the infinite storehouse of language, or even in non-verbal forms of 

art, without any temporal or extra-literary (cultural, historical, geographic) constraints.23 

However, the objective traits of the focused text limit the reader's freedom of selecting 

intertexts. The de-chronologisation (i.e. spatialisation) of the notion of intertextuality entails a 

continuous retrospective re-evaluation and renewal of the literary canon. Old texts and 

fossilised metaphors can be revitalised and enriched in the light new works of literature. 

Conversely, literary conventions can also inform new texts. Both the reconstructive (i.e. 

temporal) and the constructive (i. e. spatial) types of intertextuality are aids to illuminate texts , 
and to discover or construct networks in the relative chaos of the literary universe. These 

approaches productively complement each other. 

3.4. The presence-absence structure of literary language 

In agreement with Barthes, Bakhtin, Derrida, Eco, and other critics, Riffaterre claims that one 

of the distinctive features of literary texts is that they are not self-enclosed (as the formalist

structuralist school and new criticism claimed), but they are open to other works of literature: 

23 This thesis focuses on works writ.ten by moder~ European poets. However, the intertextual dialogue of the 
focused texts covers a large semantic space, rangmg from ancient Eastern mysticism through the Victorian Age 
to contemporary poetry. 
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One of the basic components of a text's literariness [ . .. ] is that the text is not simply a 
sequence of words organised as syntagms but a sequence of presuppositions. (1980, 627) 

Literariness [ ... ] must be sought at the level where texts combine, or signify by referring to 
other texts rather than to lesser sign systems. (1990, 56) 

The very idea of textuality is inseparable from and founded upon intertextuality. 
Intertextuality is a modality of perception, the deciphering of the text by the reader in such a 
way that he identifies structures to which the text owes its quality as a work of art. The text 
functions as a literary artifact only insofar as it complements another text. (1980, 627) 

The literary artefact is, by its nature, an elliptic, open form of discourse. It can only fulfil its 

artistic-aesthetic function if it breaks with the rational, straightforward logic of non

imaginative, denotative discourse. Unlike everyday and scientific language, literary discourse 

is obscure, indeterminate, multivalent, and dialogical, or it is read as such. These problematic 

features, together with a wide range of poetic and rhetorical devices, play a crucial role in 

making the literary text an embodiment of imagination, and a stimulus for creative response. 

Owing to these distinctively aesthetic features, language can transgress its own boundaries, 

and it can articulate meanings which are inexpressible in non-imaginative discourse. An 

organised violence against the rules of ordinary language makes the reading of literary texts 

difficult, yet this obstacle is a major stimulus for the reader to activate his or her imagination 

and participate in the creation of meaning?4 Theories of intertextuality lay emphasis on the 

significance of intratextual gaps and obscurities. From the point of view of non-imaginative 

discursive logic, intratextual unintelligibilities seem to be linguistic flaws. However, an 

aesthetic approach regards these apparent semantic 'deficits' as essential features of literary 

texts. In a comparative perspective, intratextual anomalies function as 'gates' or 'windows' 

opening up the boundaries of the focused text towards other texts, thereby guiding the 

interpretation and making additional readings possible. Riffaterre illuminates the significance 

of semantic instability in literary language: 

Ambiguity is generally, if empirically, recognised as a feature typical of literary discourse. As 
I see it, ambiguity exemplifies the idiolectic ungrammaticalities that warn the reader of a latent 
intertext. Text and intertext alike derive from these ungrammaticalities. [ ... ] It is precisely this 
sort of wilful neglect that critics have labelled poetic licence, thereby underlining its literary 

nature. (1980,628) 

Intertextual connection takes place when the reader's attention is triggered by [ . . . ] intratextual 
anomalies _ obscure wordings, phrasings that the context alone will not suffice to explain - in 
short, ungrammaticalities within the idiolectic norm (though not necessarily 
ungrammaticalities vis-a.-vis the sociolect) which are traces left by the absent intertext, signs 
of an incompleteness to be completed elsewhere. [ .. . ] The text's ungrammaticality is but a 

sign of grammaticality elsewhere. (1980,627) 

24 The relation between textual indeterminacy and imaginative response is discussed in detail by Iser 1997,212-

228. 
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Intratextual anomalies mobilise intertexts, thereby bringing about semantic metamorphosis in 

the focused text and a transformation in the reader's mind. In a comparative perspective, 

intratextual gaps and unintelligibilities can turn out to be knots of rich meaning. The 

problematic units of a text are often referred to by terms with a slightly negative sense 

suggesting absence of clarity, such as 'ungrammaticality', 'ambiguity', 'ambivalence', 

'unintelligibility', 'obscurity', 'gap', 'hiatus', 'omission', 'indeterminacy' , and so on. Due to 

the intertextual significance and transformative function of these units, they are exchangeable 

with positive terms which imply a connective function and a hidden presence of meaning, 

such as '(anonymous) quotation', 'citation', 'borrowing', 'echo', 'allusion', 'trace', 

'connective', 'signpost', 'clue', 'key', and so on. The word 'trace' has a metaphorical value; it 

conjures up the sight of a concrete image (trace, track, imprint, mould), which illustrates an 

abstract concept, the simultaneous presence and absence of latent intertexts. Riffaterre 

summarised the paradoxical semantic function of the trace as such: 

These signposts are w?rds and phrases indicating, on the one hand, a difficulty - an obscure or 
m~o~plete utterance m the text - that only an intertext can remedy; and, on the other hand, 
p?l~tmg. the way to where the solution must be sought. Such features, lexical or phrasal, are 
dIstmgUlshed from their co~text by their dual nature. They are both the problem, when seen 
from the text, and the solutlOn to that problem when their other intertextual side is revealed. 
They therefore ?elong equally in text and intertext, linking the two, and signalling in each the 
presence of theIr mutually complementary traits. Accordingly I shall call them connectives 
(1990,58) ,. 

[The connective] is at once the question and the answer, having both textual and intertextual 
relevances. (1990,71) 

Riffaterre often uses the Greek word 'syllepsis' as a synonym of trace, connective, and other 

related terms, to indicate that intratextual gaps carry a semantic load: 

Syllepsis consis~s in the un.derstanding of the same word in two different ways at once, as 
contextu~l meamng, .and as mter~extual meaning. The contextual meaning is that demanded by 
~he word s gram~atlcal collocatlOns, by the word's reference to other words in the text. The 
mtert~xtual meamng is another meaning the word may possibly have, one of its dictionary 
meamngs and/or one actualised within an intertext. (1990,637) 

This passage illustrates a potential dialogue and a mutual understanding between Riffaterre 

and Frye. Syllepsis is an alternative term for Frye's concept of the simultaneous semantic 

operation of various phases. The fusion of dictionary meaning, contextual meaning, and 

intertextual meaning in Riffaterre' s definition of the syllepsis is the same thing as the 

synthesis of sign-values, motif-values, and archetypal values in Frye's concept of the symbol. 

This parallel confirms that in Theory of Symbols Frye presents a valid comparative approach. 

Several years before the recent flourishing of intertextuality, Frye has shown that the literary 
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symbol is a potential intertextual connective. In the mythical phase, which is concerned with 

archetypal-intertextual criticism, Frye specifies the symbol as an archetype, and defines it as 

'usually a natural object with a human meaning [ ... ], which connects one poem with another 

and thereby helps to unify and integrate literary experience' (1990, 113, 99). Frye's notion of 

the archetype is comparable to what later critics call an intertextual connective. 

Frye's specific concern with recurring images is a useful addition to Culler's theory, 

which is concerned with the connective function of literary convention in general, and to 

Riffaterre's theory of intertextuality, in which the definition of the connective is rather broad 

and unspecified. Riffaterre defines the connective as 'words and phrases' (1990, 58), 'verbal 

shapes, that is, words considered at one or more of three levels: phonetic, lexical, syntactic' 

(1980, 625). Frye's notion of the recurring archetypal symbol is practically more easily 

applicable for the construction of intertextual dialogues than Culler's broad concept of 

convention, or Riffaterre's boundless definition of the connective. In specifying the 

connective archetypal symbol as a recurring metaphorical image (an object of nature with a 

human meaning), Frye offers a useful tool, which almost immediately reveals for the reader 

the intertextual potentials of literary texts. The metaphorical image is a widespread literary 

device. As such, it is extremely productive for constructing dialogues between texts. This is 

not to say that Frye restricted the notion of the intertextual connective to metaphorical images. 

In keeping with his broad definition of the symbol ('any unit of any literary structure that can 

be isolated for critical attention' (Frye, 1990, 71)), the notion of the connective archetype 

covers not only symbolic objects of nature, but a large variety of recurring figures, including 

images of man-made objects (such as the wheel, window, cathedral, table, etc.), abstract 

concepts (such as 'winter solstice' or 'blindness', or 'threshold situation'), narrative patterns, 

and even poetic gaps and silences, since these can also be isolated for critical attention. Frye, 

then, also allows a wide variety of conventional figures and verbal units to function as 

connectives, only he chooses to elaborate on the role of the metaphorical image, to show that 

it is a particularly fruitful connective. 

By emphasising the intertextual potentials of poetic images, Frye opened up new 

horizons in comparative criticism. It is implicit in his work that connectives can not only be 

linguistic units which show verbal resemblances, but also recurring visual mental images 

which may be conjured up by various verbal expressions, even incomparable ones. For 

instance, the phrases 'white stars', 'white fire' (Boris Pasternak), 'white sparks' (Gennady 

Aygi), 'constellations falling' (Ted Hughes), 'crystal manna', 'shining cloak', 'starry flake' 

(WaIter de la Mare), 'hand folded flakes', 'fallen sky' (Dylan Thomas), 'broken family 
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crystal', 'rainbowlike, multicoloured, blurred commas, ellipses, spirals, linking heads of 

barley, concentric rings' (Joseph Brodsky) have nothing to do with the verbal form of the 

word 'snow', yet they can function as semantic variants of the snow-archetype, since they 

evoke the mental image of snow in their immediate poetic contexts. Similarly, one can bring 

together 'geraniums', 'roses', 'carnations', and so on, in the archetype of the flower. The 

concept of 'visualised connective' allows one to treat the paired symbols of snow and window 

as one communicative unit. The analytical chapters will show that the symbolic triad of snow

window-flower can also be treated as an intertextual connective, since these images make up a 

unified entity when they are visualised, and they appear together in works of different authors. 

The visual aspect of the connective is particularly revealing in the intertextual interpretation 

of sight-poems or speaking pictures (such as Illyes's Ujevi ablak (New Year's Window)), in 

comparative investigations of poems in which a visual figure is embedded among words (for 

instance, the form of the cross in a number of Aygi's poems), and in the field of 

interdisciplinary intertextuality, where one can connect various forms of art through their 

shared symbols and structural devices (for instance, one can establish a hypothetical 

communicative link between window-poems and Vermeer's window-paintings; snow-poems, 

and the land-earth artist Andy Goldsworthy's works made of snow and ice). The visual 

perception of poetic images stimulates a metaphor making process, whereby several symbols 

can be condensed or superimposed on one another as if they appeared in a dream-text. The 

analytical chapters will deal with how the image of the eye can be synthesised with the 

images of snow, window, flower, and candle. An intertextual network of metaphorical images 

not only helps one to make sense of difficult works; it is also a rewarding method for 

enriching the meanings of simple, straightforward texts which may seem to have no 

significant aesthetic merit. This approach will be demonstrated in comparing Pasternak's 

c,-tez uoem to works of less aesthetic merit, such as Francis Thompson's The Mistress of 

Vision and Robert Louis Stevenson's Winter. 

The recurrence of poetic images manifests the trace-structure of literary discourse, i.e. 

the simultaneous absence and presence of intertexts in focused texts. Recurring archetypal 

images are, by their nature, polyphonic, since they function as visual echoes of distant voices 

in a single poetic voice. Frye pointed out that in studying recurring verbal structures, 'we are 

led very quickly from what the individual work says to what the entire convention it belongs 

to is saying through the work' (1976c, 60). Here Frye is referring to the narrative pattern of 

the romance, but his observation is applicable to any form of convention, including 
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stereotyped images. In The Secular Scripture, Frye introduced the concept of 'symbolic 

spread', which is very similar to what recent critics call 'intertextual echoes': 

'Symbolic spread' [is] the sense that a work of literature is expanding into insights and 
experiences beyond itself. [ ... ] The sense that more is meant than meets the ear in romance 
comes very largely from the reverberations that its familiar conventions set up within our 
literary experience, like a shell that contains the sound of the sea. (l976c, 59) 

What Frye describes as 'the sense that more is meant than meets the ear' is applicable to the 

reader's encounter with any kind of intertextual connective unit. Riffaterre also pointed out 

that traces of subtexts represent the intersection of the individual authorial voice (idiolect) 

with other voices (sociolect). This intertextual polyphony manifests the revitalisation of 

tradition: 

The intertext enables the text to represent, at one and the same time, the following pairs of 
opposites (within each of which the first item corresponds to the intertext): convention and 
departures from it, tradition and novelty, sociolect and idiolect, the already said and its 
negation or transformation. (1990,76) 

Intertextual polyphony is a paradoxical concept, not only because it is characterised by the 

synthesis of convention and innovation, sociolect and idiolect, but also because the 

reverberations of distant voices often take the form of silence. Frye's simile quoted above is a 

pertinent description of soundless polyphony, since the mental perception of intertextual 

echoes is often comparable to 'hearing' the 'soundless sound' of the sea in the hollow of a 

shell. For instance, a literary quotation can associatively bring with it those parts of the 

intertext which are not actually cited in the focused text. A different kind of silent polyphony 

is manifest in connectives which are not precise verbal quotations. As it has been mentioned 

before, it is possible to link texts through their shared images, even if the compared texts do 

not show significant verbal resemblances. A focused text can conjure up non-verbal mental 

images which may find their replicas in other works, and thus function as soundless, visual 

connectives. For instance, the second stanza of Paul Celan's Augen (Eyes) conjures up the 

mental image of heterotopic eyes transferred to the hands.25 The image of the seeing hand also 

appears in Mandelstam' s poem '.51 CJIOBO IT03a6bIJI'. 26 Hand and eye (perhaps the poet's hand 

and the reader's eye) are brought together in Blake's self-referential poem, The Tyger.
27 

It 

will be shown later that the hand functions as an extension of the eye in a number of self-

25 'Augen: / Gold, das die Nacht in die Hande mir zahlt" ('Eyes : / gold that night counted into my hands', 
translated by Michael Hamburger, in Celan 1996,74-75). 
26 The image of seeing fingers appears in the 4th stanza: '0, eCJUI 6hI BepH)'Th 11 3PHQI1X llaJIhueB CThI,L\'. 
27 'What immortal hand or eye / Could frame thy fearful symmetry?', in Blake 1972,214. 
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reflecting poems in which the acts of contemplation, writing, and reading are metaphorically 

synthesised. There is a sculptural form of the seeing hand on the Expiatory Church of the 

Sagrada Familia (designed by Antonio Gaudi, Barcelona). The image of the seeing hand is 

depicted on one of Kahlil Gibran's drawings (the last illustration to The Prophet). The 

clairvoyant hand is a typical example of visual connective. 

Intertextual echoes can be triggered not only by articulated words, images, phrases, 

and structures, but also by textual gaps. Riffaterre pointed out that those gaps 

(ungrammaticalities, unintelligibilities) where something seems to be missing from the 

focused text can function as the very sources of intertextual meaning (1990, 57). One can 

distinguish two main types of textual blanks: wordless gaps and word-created gaps. Wordless 

gaps occur when the author performs silence and indicates this typographically by omissions, 

such as '( )',' ... ' , or ': '. Word-created blanks occur when the author 'defamiliarises' 

language, for instance, by using obscure phrasings, unusual images, or elliptic syntax.28 

Intratextual gaps and anomalies allow the reader's imagination to enter the text and fill it with 

potential meanings and intertexts. Gaps and ambiguities are basic features of the literary text 

since they prevent it from being reduced to a univocal meaning. Without such 'vacancies', the 

text would be less open, pluralistic, and stimulating. Since textual omissions stimulate the 

reader's creative participation, they can be regarded as creative gaps, or polyphonic silences, 

details where the text can speak in many voices, as a result of articulating less than necessary 

for immediate comprehension. By filling intratextual gaps and activating intertexts, the 

reader's voice can add to the polyphony of intertextual dialogues. 

4. Trans-linguistic aspects of the intertextual trace 

The intertextual trace is an ambivalent semantic unit; it is always surrounded by an aura of 

unspoken, unwritten meanings. That is to say, it both reveals and conceals meanings. The 

presence-absence structure of the intertextual trace is perceived as an interplay of word and 

silence. Owing to this feature, the intertextual connective enacts in language the threshold 

situation of creation, the moment when words emerge not from nothingness, but from one' s 

linguistic memory, the plenitude of the pre-creational silence, which potentially contains all 

language, or all literature. The ambivalent semantic behaviour of the intertextual connective is 

28 The term 'defamiliarisation' ('ocrpaHeHI1e', literally : making strange) was introduced by Victor Shklovsky in 
Art as Technique (1917; in Lodge 1996, 15-30). 
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a linguistic-metaphorical analogue of ontological concepts, such as the paradoxical 

interpenetration of presence and absence, and of the trace-structure of mental experience, the 

simultaneous concealing and revealing of the deep content of the unconscious.
29 

The intertextual trace has a transitory nature. It functions as a semantic threshold, or 

'window', connecting the focused text to its intertexts. Due to this connective function, the 

intertextual trace manifests the deconstruction of the law of identity, which includes the 

blurring of the boundaries between the internal and the external, presence and absence, word 

and silence, original and derivative, innovation and tradition, idiolect and sociolect, central 

and peripheral, surface and depth, figure and ground, identity and difference, the 'I' and the 

'Other', and so on. The intertextual trace manifests the paradoxical logic of deconstruction 

and the imaginative act of synthesising mutually exclusive opposites. The presence-absence 

structure of the intertextual trace represents an affinity between the imaginative process and 

some of the major cognitive operations of deconstruction. Owen Miller points out that 

Derrida's notion of 'relational identity' can be applied in the intertextual domain and 

translated as 'intertextual identity'?O Derrida adapted Saussure's relational definition of the 

sign, which is based on the differential nature of meaning: 

Each sign is defined not by some essential property but by the differences which distinguish it 
from other signs. [ ... ] The sign is a purely relational unit. [ ... ] This is a principle wholly at 
odds with logocentrism and the metaphysics of presence. [ . .. ] It defines identity in terms of 
common absences rather than in terms of presence. Identity, which is the very cornerstone of 
any metaphysics, is made purely relational. (Culler 1979, 166) 

Derrida attacks Western logocentrism and the metaphysics of self-presence (the law of 

identity), by arguing that presence is always already inhabited by absence, identity by 

difference. That is to say, difference constitutes and makes identity possible. Derrida's terms 

'trace' and 'differance' (difference, differing, deferring) encapsulate the argument that there is 

no identity without difference, presence without absence. This principle is operative in the 

intertextual domain. Literary texts are always already inhabited by traces of other texts; they 

cannot be isolated from other texts because their words and silences contain echoes of other 

texts, and because they depend on other texts for their identity. 

29 In reinterpreting some of Freud's central ideas, J acques Lacan argues that the unconscious is structured like 
the poststructuralist concept of language. Both language and th~ unconscious m~nifest a? e~~less mov.ement 
from one signifier to another, from one metaphor to another, WIthout ever reachmg the slgmfIed or ultlmate 

meaning. (Lodge 1996, 79-106) 
30 Miller derived this parallel from Culler's article on Derrida. This is why Culler's text is cited in the discussion 
of the parallel between relational and intertextual identity. 
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An obvious link between deconstruction and intertextuality is C. S. Peirce's concept of 

the endless chain of signification, which has been 'rewritten' in many areas of modern 

thought, including rhetorics, psychoanalysis, deconstruction, and intertextuality. Riffaterre 

drew a parallel between his notion of the intertext and Peirce's term 'interpretant': 

The intertext [ .. . ] has the same function as the interpretant in C. S. Peirce's definition of the 
sign: the sign stands to somebody for something in some respect, creating in the mind of that 
person an equivalent sign, the interpretant. Translated at the level of textuality, this would 
read: a text stands to the reader for an intertext, creating in his or her mind an equivalent sign
system. (1980,70) 

This is an alternative formulation of Frye's, Culler's, Barthes's, and other critics' concept of 

the fallacy of fixed textual origin, which has been discussed earlier in this chapter. In asserting 

that texts refer to other texts, these critics transfer to the intertextual domain the Peircean 

concept of the open process of signification. Peirce's criticism of the binary signifier-signified 

relation has been used by Derrida as a major point of reference in the formulation of some of 

the basic concepts of deconstruction, such as trace, differance, and the undermining of the 

structure of binary oppositions (Derrida 1976, 49-50). Peirce's concept of infinite 

signification gains far-reaching importance in that it mediates between deconstruction and 

intertextuality. It represents a common cognitive ground of these trends of critical thought. 

The presence-absence structure of the intertextual connective can be perceived as an 

embodiment of paradoxical ontological experiences, threshold situations, aspects of 

deconstruction and psychoanalysis (such as the trace-structure of signifIcation and mental 

experience), and imaginative mental operations (such as dialogic, synthetic apprehension, the 

fusion of opposites, and the simultaneous use of many perspectives). These trans-linguistic 

functions of the intertextual trace point to the fact that poetic language is more than just a 

vehicle for conveying ideas and beliefs, and that intertextual approaches are not merely 

analytical tools; they manifest certain imaginative processes. The investigation of intertextual 

connectives, such as snow and window, is a threshold situation of opening the boundaries of 

texts, thereby synthesising opposites such as the inside/the outside, presence/absence, 

innovation/tradition, idiolectlsociolect, one/many, word/silence, identity/difference, 

figure/ground, and so on. Intertextual approaches not only help us to uncover and enrich the 

meanings of literary texts; they facilitate an introspective observation of the synthetic, 

dialogical, and ambivalent nature of imaginative meaning-construction. 
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Chapter Two 

Focused text: Cllez uoem by Boris Pasternak. 

Transparency and reflection: the poetic text as a window to the world, 

and a mirror of the imaginative mind 

1. Snowfall: a metaphor of time and the poetic text 

'Not slowly wrought, nor treasured for their form 
In heaven, but by the blind self of the storm 
Spun off, each driven individual, 
Perfected in the moment of his fall.' 

(Snowflakes, by Howard Nemerov) 

This chapter explores the semantic function of the paired symbols of snow and window and 

other images in Boris Pasternak's O-le2 uoem.
31 The main methodological purpose of the 

chapter is to show that one can enrich the semantic scope of a literary text by unearthing the 

mythological roots of its symbols. The analysis will confirm the well-known observations that 

mythical thinking has many affinities with poetic imagination, and that mythological logic is 

not always explicit in the poetic text. Apart from integrating CHe2 uoem into transpersonal 

imagination, the poem will also be linked to various literary texts through brief comparative 

analyses. The epigraphs further enrich the intertextual resonance of the focused text. The 

analyses and epigraphs exhibit various kinds of intertextuallinks which have been outlined in 

the previous theoretical chapter. 

The symbols of snow and window appear frequently in Pasternak's works, often 

separately, sometimes together. In CHe2 uoem the poet describes a scene in which snow is 

divided by a window from the indoor plants. Snow is a recurring leitmotif in the text, and it is 

highlighted in the title as the central image. The window and flowers are equally significant 

images, but they are less dominant, and their poetic functions are more hidden. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to start the interpretation of the poem with investigating the symbol of snow. 

The seventh stanza reveals that the referential meaning of snow can be shifted onto a 

metaphorical plane. The snowfall is compared to the process of time, and to the ongoing acts 

of writing and reading. We are dealing with an anthropo-cosmic, mytho-poetic model, in 

which nature and the human world are inextricably intertwined:
32 

31 Boris Pasternak, Russian poet, 1890-1960. 
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MO)!(eT 6bITb, 3a ro,nOM ro,n 
CJ1e.nyIOT KaK CHer H,neT, 
MAil KaK CAOBa B IIo3Me?33 

In these lines, the poet draws a parallel between the progress of years, the sight of snowfall, 

and the poetic text. He formulates this comparison as a question, thereby alerting the reader 

that temporal continuity, which is the most obvious link between the movement of years, 

poetic words, and snowflakes, is just one aspect of their similarity. The poet's question 

stimulates us to find other common attributes which can link these apparently dissimilar 

phenomena to each other. In what follows, we will examine what features are shared by the 

snowfall and time, and how these features can characterise the poetic text. 

1.1. Metaphors of time: snow in CHe2 uoem 

and the winter solstice in EouHcmeeHHble OHU 

"Ou sont les neiges d'antan?' 
(from La Ballade des Dames du Temps ladis by Francis 
Villon)34 

In the 7th stanza quoted in the previous section, the symbol of snow functions as a chronotope, 

a spatial manifestation of time.35 The sight of snowfall can evoke associations with various 

aspects of time. The seemingly endless repetition of the descent of snowflakes and the 

apparently boundless spatial position of snowfall invite associations with eternity and 

immortality. Conversely, the descent of transient snowflakes can symbolise the irreversible, 

limited nature of life-time. Put very simply, as the descending movement of a snowflake 

comes to an end, so does life. Or, as the snowfall comes to an end, so does life. In this sense, 

the snowfall is comparable to the flow of sand in the hour-glass, which is a widespread 

32 Several critics have pointed out that Pasternak' s poetry is comparable to mythological imagination in that it 
exhibits a correspondence between the macrocosm and the human microcosm. See Baevskii 1980 and 1993; 
Iakobson, A. 1978; Zholkovskii 1978. 
33 Frequently mentioned poems are included in the Appendix with translation and bibliographical information. 
Occasionally, literal translations will be provided, or two or more translations will be blended. 
34 'Where are the snows of yesterday?" the refrain from Villon's Ballad of the Ladies of Old Times. 
35 Bakhtin defines the chronotope as follows: 'We will give the name "chronotope" (literally, "time space") to 
the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in literature. [ ... ] 
It expresses the inseparability of space and time (time as the fourth dimension of space). In the literary artistic 
chronotope, spatial and temporal indicators are fused into one, carefully thought-out, concrete whole. Time, as it 
were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible, likewise, space becomes charged and responsive to 
the movements of time, plot and history. This intersection of axes and fusion of indicators characterises the 
artistic "chronotope" , (1983,84). 
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symbol of mortality. Those flakes which have accomplished their descent may be associated 

with the past, whereas the ones falling in mid-air can represent the ongoing present. The 

image of snowfall is, then, a complex chronotope, representing, on the one hand, an analogy 

between the infinity of space and the eternity of time, and, on the other hand, an analogy 

between irreversible spatial movement and irreversible temporal flow. 

The simultaneous perception of falling and accumulated snow evokes associations 

with a different concept of time, which is based on the principle of reversibility. Since the 

snowflakes look identical from a distance (each being a regular hexagonal crystal), it may 

appear for the observer that those flakes which have already landed are the same ones which 

continue falling, as if they symbolised moments which have passed but can be brought back 

to memory over and over again. However, these recollected moments are never quite the same 

as the actual ones, just as the newly falling flakes are never quite the same as the ones which 

have fallen in the past. The image of snowfall encapsulates the idea that the ongoing present 

retrospectively changes the past, as the ongoing process of reading retrospectively throws new 

light on what has been read. 

The snowfall can also represent time as a perpetual process, which can be linear or 

cyclical. According to Larissa Rudova, in CHe2 uoem 'the sight of the falling snow becomes a 

reminder of life's eternal cycle and time's unrelenting progression from one snow to the other, 

from one season to the next, from year to year' (1997, 180). The apparently ceaseless fall of 

snowflakes can represent time as an everlasting, irreversible linear flux. The concept of 

irreversibility is suggested by the fact that each snowflake is a unique, unrepeatable crystal. 

Superficially, however, the snowflakes look identical. Therefore, their recurring descent can 

also be associated with the cyclical, periodical rhythm of time. The cyclical model can be 

regarded as a reconciliation of the aforementioned contradictory associations of snow, 

because this model holds together the opposites of irreversibilitylreversibility, temporal 

flow/eternity, and mortality/immortality. 

In mythological thought, the cyclical notion of time is symbolised by circular objects, 

including the mandala, the wheel, the dial-plate, the circle of the Zodiac, carved calendar 

stones, and the Later Heaven Sequence of the eight trigrams of the Chinese Book of Changes 

(l Ching). The recurring cycle of days is thought to be analogous with the cycle of the year 

and with the cycle of life. In the 7th stanza of Pasternak's poem, the abstract concept of 

cyclical recurrence is projected onto the concrete image of snowfall. The snowfall is, then, a 
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new poetic representation of the mythological periodical notion of time.36 The idea of cyclical 

recurrence is also evoked in the poem by mentioning turning points when one year ends and 

another begins, such as 'CB5ITKI1' and 'HOBbIH ro.n:,.37 These winter festivities allude not only to 

the endless recurrence of the annual cycle; by analogy, they come to symbolise a cyclical 

concept of life. The end of the cycle of life (,)J(I13Hb He )I(.n:eT') is conceived of as a new 

beginning since it is related to Christmas-tide and New Year. 

In keeping with the ambivalent temporal aspects of snow, there are several possible 

interpretations of the phrase ')I(113Hb He )I(.n:eT' (stanza 5). It can allude to the irreversible 

nature and the limited duration of life ('life does not wait', i.e. it will be gone, finished) and, 

paradoxically, it can also refer to the notion of everlasting temporal process, which can be 

either a linear flow or a cyclical recurrence ('life does not wait', i.e. it is always on the move, 

it never stops). 

The winter feasts as reminders of the cyclical concept of time can be treated as 

connectives between CHe2 uoem and Pasternak's last poem, EouHcmBeHHble OHU. In 

EouHcmBeHHble OHU, the idea of cyclical temporality is illustrated by the endless recurrence of 

the winter solstice: 

Ha npoDDKeHhH MHorHX 3HM 
51 nOMHIO ,nHH COJIHueBOpoTa, 
VI Ka)!()J,hIH 6hIJI HenoBTopHM 
VI nOBTOpHJICH BHOBh 6e3 C'IeTa. 

In CHe2 uoem, the concept of endless recurrence is symbolised not only by the winter 

festivities (as in EouHcmBeHHble OHU), but also by the image of snow. This allows us to take 

an imaginative leap, and draw a parallel between the description of the winter solstice in 

EouHcmBeHHble OHU and the image of snow in CHe2 uoem. This parallel illuminates why snow 

is a pertinent metaphor for the notion of recurrence and for the ambivalent relationship 

between temporal flow and eternity. The cyclical recurrence of the winter solstice is 

comparable to the seemingly endless repetition of the descent of snowflakes. Every snowflake 

is a unique crystal and it falls once only (as every winter solstice is unique and transient: 

'Ka)J(.n:bIH 6bIJI HerrOBTOpI1M'), yet, for the observer of the snowfall, the same hexagonal snow

crystals seem to fall over and over again (as the winter solstice is repeated year by year: 'M 

rrOBTOp5lJIC51 BHOBb 6e3 CqeTa'). Every snowflake, as every winter solstice, is one, and, at the 

36 On Fr~e:s scale of archetypal obviousness, the snowfall as a metaphor for the cyclical notion of time belongs 
t~ unfamiliar symbols, whereas the circular objects listed before have a high degree of archetypal obviousness 
smce they are immediately associated with cyclical recurrence. 
37 .'CBHTKH' .and 'HOBh.IH ~o,n' sh~r~ their s.ymbolic significance with the astronomical annual turning point, the 
wmter solstice, and With Its Chnstlan eqUIvalent, Christmas. 
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same time, many: it exists 'now' and 'forever,?8 Similar relations hold true to the snowfall. 

The snowfall is transient, yet recurring; it is unrepeatable, yet it can hardly be distinguished 

from other snowfalls. Like the winter solstice, the snowfall is both irreversible and reversible: 

it is 'one and many', and it is 'now and forever'. 

The instant when one snowflake touches the ground and another is released from the 

sky is comparable to temporal turning points, such as the winter solstice, when one cycle 

ends, and another begins. In the sight of snowfall, this turning point is visualised not only as 

an endlessly recurring, periodically happening event, but also as an extra-temporal moment 

which is prolonged to eternity. This is because the moment when one snowflake lands and 

another starts its journey is constantly happening, as if it were an ever-present 'now'. In a 

thick snowfall, like the one described in CHez uoem (,CHer I1,LJ:eT, rycTOH-rycTOH:'), this 

unique simultaneity of end and beginning is happening all the time. As the abstract concepts 

of repetition and everlasting present are fused in the visual appearance of snowfall, so they are 

synthesised in the description of the winter solstice in EouHcm6eHHble OHU. In the 1 st stanza 

(quoted before), it is the endless recurrence of the winter solstice which is emphasised. In the 

last stanza, however, the winter solstice is described as an eternally present, extra-temporal 

day prolonged to eternity: 

11 nonYCOHHhlM crpenKaM neHh 
Bopo'laThcH Ha IU1cpep6naTe, 
11 ,ll;OnhIIJe BeKa ,ll;nHTCH ,ll;eHh, 
11 He KOH'IaeTCH 06'hHThe. 

In this poem, the recurrence and the quasi-eternal nature of the 'unrepeatable' days of the 

winter solstice are merely surface subject matters, concrete poetic illustrations of the 

paradoxical synthesis of one/many, now/always, irreversibility/reversibility. These binary 

oppositions are also inherent in the image of snow, but they are not explicitly articulated by 

the poet in CHez uoem. A comparison with EouHcm6eHHble OHU reveals that the snowfall in 

CHez uoem can function as a visual manifestation of the synthesis of now and always, 

whereby either the moment is prolonged to eternity, or all time is compressed in a moment.
39 

The temporal expansion of the moment is comparable to the sight of snowfall. Paradoxically, 

any unrepeatable phase (moment) of the descent of a flake seems to be everlasting since it is 

38 Several critics have noted that the paradoxical fusion of the momentary and the eternal, or the ambivalent 
synthesis of the one and the many are recurring concepts in Pasternak's poetry. See .Zholkovskii 1978, 288, 294; 
Baevskii 1993,30. Both critics refer to EOUHcmeeHHbIe OHU as an example of these Ideas. 
39 According to Iakobson, in EouHcmeeHHble OHU, 'MHr, pacTHHYTbIH,II;O Be'lHOCTH, a He Ha060poT: Be'lHOCTh, 
C)l(aTaH,II;O MHra, KaK y paHHero TIacTepHaKa' (1978,373). In CHez uoem, the image of snow is open to both 

interpretations. 
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continuously happening in the snowfall as a whole, because the snowfall consists of countless 

look-alike flakes. The sight of snowfall also enables one to observe successive phases of the 

descending movement simultaneously, as if all phases of time were contained in a moment. 

The symbols of snow and winter solstice40 are two different representations of the 

same abstract ideas. Both of them illustrate the profound ambivalence of opposites, such as 

dynamic, perpetual process/static, everlasting 'now', one/many; now/always; 

unrepeatability/repeatability, periodical repetition (recurrence )lirreversible linear flux, and 

transience/eternity. The ambivalent semantic aspects of snow represent crucial ontological 

dilemmas, such as the interrelation of mortality and immortality, and of temporality and 

eternity. The overlapping of these opposites is one of Pasternak' s major poetic themes. 

1.2. Meta-poetic connotations of snow 

'3aChIllh CTl1XaMH Bce, KaK cHeroM' 
(from 'B3rnHHH Ha cHer' 
by Evgenii Evtushenko) 

Apart from its temporal aspects, the image of snowfall is endowed with meta-poetic 

. Th 7th meamngs. e stanza reveals that the snowflakes represent poetic words. The snowfall 

thus symbolises the poetic text. The simultaneous presence of temporal and meta-poetic 

meanings in the connotative field of snow stimulates us to transfer the temporal aspects onto 

the aesthetic plane. The falling of snow as a metaphor for the flow of time is, then, also a 

metaphor for the processes of writing and reading. This self-allusiveness is in keeping with 

the use of the present tense throughout the poem. In covering the page with words, the poet's 

hand imitates the sight of descending snowflakes. Following the traces of the poet's hand, the 

reader's eyes move from line to line, in a spiralling pattern. The spiral is a figure in which the 

linear and the cyclical concepts of time are reconciled. Accordingly, the acts of writing and 

reading are comparable to a spiralling motion. Writing and reading are linear temporal 

processes, however, they also involve mental shifts backwards and forwards. Another kind of 

mental spiral is constructed when a poem is read several times. With each repetition, the poem 

is read on a higher or deeper level of the never-ending spiral. 

40 The winter solstice can be regarded as a symbol since it is a 'unit of [a] literary structure that can be isolated 
for critical attention' (Frye's definition of the symbol, 1990, 71). The interrelation of the symbols of snow and 
winter solstice can be called an intertextual image-synthesis. This method is comparable to what Frye calls an 
anagogic view. 
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It logically follows from the analogy between the image of snowfall and the creative

receptive acts that the written or read parts of the text are comparable to the snow 

accumulated on the ground. The continuity of reading, which involves backward glances at 

what has already been read, is comparable to the simultaneous visual perception of falling and 

accumulated snow. The simultaneous visual grasp of moving and resting snow is also 

comparable to the endless repeatability of the reading of any text. At repeated readings, the 

words are the same as the ones which already inhabit memory, yet they are different because 

they are charged with meanings which they have acquired in the light of the text as a whole. 

This is analogous to the impression that the falling snowflakes are the same as the ones 

resting on the ground, yet they are, in fact, different. Repeated readings may thus result in an 

endless semantic thickening of the texture of a poem. The description of snow as 'rycTOi1-

rycToi1' and the repetition of the phrase 'cHer H)J.eT' can thus refer to the increasing semantic 

density of the poem. The seemingly endless repetition of the descent of snowflakes can 

symbolise both the cyclical concept of time and the recursive, never-ending potential of the 

poem. This is one of the many possible meanings of the 7th stanza. The snowfall as a 

metaphor of time and the poetic text is comparable to the circle and the spiral. These 

geometrical forms have a rich semantic significance in mytho-poetic imagination. 

The explicit parallel between time, snowfall, and the poetic text suggests that it may 

be relevant to search for aesthetic analogues of the ambivalent concepts of 'existing now and 

always', and 'being one and many'. Zholkovskii points out that there is a correlation between 

the temporal and the aesthetic meanings of these abstract concepts. In his article on 

Pasternak's treatment of the image of the window, he argues that 'the contact between the 

temporary - the eternal is manifested by "ready made objects" of two main types: [The first 

type is] repetitive phenomena of all kinds, which are both now and always, such as festivals, 

seasons, dates in the natural calendar (as in the example earlier "I remember the days of the 

sun's turning")' (1978, 294). Here Zholkovskii refers to EOUHCmeeH1-lble OHU, but his 

description ('repetitive phenomena of all kinds') is also applicable to snow. Zholkovskii 

points out that in Pasternak's works the concept of 'now and forever' is also illustrated by 

another type of 'readymade objects', 'the deeds of great men, in particular creative artists, 

who have left a trace in time' (1978, 294). Both types of 'readymade objects' are symbolised 

by snow in CHe2 uoem. On the one hand, snow is compared to the periodical rhythm of years. 

The 5th stanza reveals that the cyclical recurrence of years is best discernible at their turning 

points, the winter festivities, which Zholkovskii identifies as typical representations of the 

contact between the temporary and the eternal. On the other hand, snow is used as a metaphor 
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for the poetic text, which, being a trace left by the creative artist in time, belongs to the second 

type of objects representing the unity of the temporary and the eternal. The synthesis of 'now 

and forever', 'one and many', and 'unrepeatable yet recurring' characterises the objective 

traits of snowfall, and also its symbolic meanings, time and the poetic text.41 Every poem is 

'one' in the sense that it is an unrepeatable achievement, a unique 'fingerprint' of its author, 

yet it is also 'many', because it is always already permeated with other poetic voices. Every 

poem is 'one' because it is a fixed verbal structure, yet it is 'many' because every reader 

perceives it differently and because it is an open entity, capable of absorbing new meanings. 

There are several ways in which a poem can manifest the ambivalent concept of 'now 

and always'. The creative and receptive processes take place in temporal continuity, in a 

succession of 'now' -so However, during the moments of imaginative state, one can transcend 

time and glimpse eternity. The imaginative acts are, then, threshold experiences when 

temporality and extra-temporality overlap. Other examples of the synthesis of now and always 

are the long-lasting emotional-intellectual effect of a poem, the repeatability of its readings, 

and what Zholkovskii describes as a trace left in time by creative artists. These issues are 

strongly related to the paradoxical fusion of irreversibility/reversibility, and of one/many, 

which characterises time (as revealed in EouHcmeeHHble OHU), and the snowfall. As each 

moment of the annual cycle (such as the winter solstice) and each snowflake are unrepeatable 

yet repeated countless times, so each reading of a text is a unique, unrepeatable, yet reiterable 

mental experience~ A single poem is one and many because whenever it is read, it appears to 

be slightly different. The common experience that the never-changing surface of a literary text 

is like the topmost layer of a palimpsest, concealing a many-layered depth, can be explained 

by the self-generating mechanism of the hermeneutical circle, and by the dynamic cross

fertilisation of the text and the reader's imagination. The text stimulates imaginative response, 

and, in turn, it grows, evolves, and acquires new meanings. The kaleidoscopic nature of the 

literary text is, then, a reflection of the generative nature of imagination, and it is a 

manifestation of the paradoxical synthesis of one and many. 

The deconstructive interrelation of the opposites of one/many, and now/always can 

also be explained by the fact that the poem does not end when the last word has been written 

or read. The accomplishment of the acts of writing and reading may appear to coincide with 

41 Gennady Aygi, a poet-friend of Pasternak, often depicts in his works the ambivalent temporal concept of 'now 
and forever', and its spatial analogue, 'one and many'. In Aygi 's works, these concepts are frequently related to 
snow and the imaginative act. See for example Tenepb ecezoa CHeza; Ecmb zoe-mo: a '6b/R '; MocKea: 
3aeepweHue Memeneu; M: maKue CHeza; JIec: monbKO no lUyMy; OKHO=COH. It may be due to the paradoxical 
semantic function of snow that the poet frequently uses it in the plural ('cHera'). 
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the poem's death, since this is the moment when the poem enters the post-creational silence. 

However, this moment is also the birth or rebirth of the poem, since the poem can only 

function as a dynamic, vital semantic unit when it is completed. When the writing and the 

reading of the text are accomplished, the words start to 'move' again and establish new 

dialogues with one another. When all the words of a poem have been read, the reader can 

apprehend the semantic and structural unity of the text, and the relations of its parts to the 

whole. The stillness of the accomplished text thus involves a perpetual motion. The sight of 

snowfall, in which various phases of the descending movement co-exist, can be associated 

with the simultaneous mental perception of what is successive in a literary text. 

Northrop Frye explains the interaction of the linear continuity of reading and the static 

apprehension of the whole text with an illuminating analogy. He compares the movement of 

the words to the rhythm of music and he likens the simultaneous mental grasp of the whole 

text to the perception of pattern in the visual arts. Both rhythm and pattern are based on the 

principle of recurrence: the rhythm of music is temporal, the pattern of painting is spatial 

recurrence. All arts, including literature, can be apprehended both temporally and spatially 

(Frye 1990, 77-78; 1963, 14). At the moment when the acts of writing and reading are 

accomplished, the verbal interrelations are perceived simultaneously ('spatially'), and the 

whole text retrospectively sheds new light on itself. This illuminating turning point is 

comparable to the winter solstice, when the death of the year and the birth of new light 

coincide in the order of nature. 

The last line of Olez uoem, 'rrepeKpecTKa rroBopoT', contains a threefold reference to a 

turning point. Both words of this line denote a turning point, and their inverse grammatical 

order is also a manifestation of a turn. The context of the poem demands that this phrase 

should be applied on both the temporal and the self-reflective semantic planes. Thus, 

'rrepeKpecTKa rroBopoT' can be associated with the turning point of life and of the year, and it 

can also refer, in a self-allusive way, to the turning point when the poem ends and is born 

again. After this turning point, at a second reading of Olez uoem, one can apply the 

connotative meanings of snow from the very beginning. Thus, the poem will appear to be 

slightly different. In the light of the text as a whole, the merely descriptive first four stanzas 

gain metaphorical significance. In Frye's terms, signs become motifs or images. Having been 

familiarised with the associations of snow, one can apply these semantic correspondences 

retrospectively to the whole text in an allegorical manner. It logically follows from using the 

image of snow as a metaphor for time and the poetic word that the observers of snow, the 

geraniums, represent the contemplators of time and words, the poet and the reader. 
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2. Two-directional contemplation 

'on the eyes [ ... ] in the palms of one's hands
There is more than glass between the snow and 
the huge roses.' 

(from Snow by Louis MacNeice) 

The image of personified flowers appears in the first and last stanzas, enclosing the poem in a 

circular frame. This framework technique can be regarded as a semantic-structural analogue 

of the cyclical concept of time. The portrayal of the flowers in the last stanza is a turning point 

('rrepeKpecTKa rroBopoT'), when the poem returns to its first image. In keeping with the 

cyclical conception of time, an endless repeatability is built into the structural arrangement of 

the image of flowers. 

The geraniums are endowed with human attributes. It appears as if they were watching 

the snowfall. The first stanza describes them as they are stretching out for (striving after, 

longing for) the snowfall ('UIHYTC5l'). At the end of the poem they are shown to be surprised 

('y.rVIBJIeHHble paCTeHb5l') at the sight of snow. The framework technique, depicting a scene in 

which the flowers are watching the snowfall, highlights the act of contemplation. The theme 

of the poem is, then, not merely the snowfall and its connotative meanings, but the 

contemplation of snowfall. The act of looking through the window is a metaphor for the 

threshold experience of creation and reception. 

The embedding of the image of flowers in the text enables the poet and the reader to 

observe themselves at the very act of contemplation. The poem thus promotes an introspective 

self-discovery of the mental processes involved in creative and receptive acts. Let us, then, 

reflect on our contemplative processes. In the previous section, we have been simultaneously 

observing an imaginary snowfall, and its metaphorical analogue, the poem. We have been 

engaged in a dynamic contemplation, whereby the imaginary snowfall and the poem activated 

our associative thought processes and, in turn, they absorbed new meanings. Gradually, we 

discovered more and more interrelated meanings in these visual and verbal objects of 

contemplation. As we endowed the snowfall and the poem with connotative meanings, they 

have undergone transformation. They are no longer external objects separated from us; they 

are embodiments of our metaphor-making, synthetic, imaginative processes. We have 

experienced a threshold situation of simultaneously outward and inward contemplation. This 

process is based on the internalisation of the external, and the externalisation of the internal: a 

blurring of the boundaries between the observed object and the observer, between nature and 
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the mind, between the text and the reader, and, to some extent, between the poet and the 

reader. 

The image of flowers, occupying a spatial 'threshold' by the window, is a suitable 

metaphor for the mental threshold situation of creative and receptive acts. The image of the 

window stimulates us to visualise the process of mental transformation. The initial stage of 

contemplation takes an outward direction; it is comparable to looking through a transparent 

window, which displays the external world. This outward gaze represents the first stage of 

reading, whereby the reader is caught up by the referential content. This happens when one 

interprets the first four stanzas of C,ie2 uoem as nothing else but a verbal copy of snowfall. 

During a peaceful observation, the beauty, the rhythm, and the structural pattern of the 

observed object may induce an enchanted, imaginative mood. As a result, outward gaze 

gradually turns into a meditative, associative contemplation. During this creative 

apprehension, mutual processes of externalisation and internalisation take place. Thus, 

snowfall is no longer just a concrete object of nature, and the poem is no longer just a 

description of snowfall; both of them are embodiments of abstract, metaphorical concepts, 

and of intangible mental processes, such as the overlapping of outward and inward 

contemplation. The simultaneous transformation of the observed object and the observer 

involves the metamorphosis of the window. At the moment of imaginative transformation, the 

window not only lets the eye see through; it becomes a reflecting looking glass, in which the 

observer can catch a glimpse of his or her mental processes projected onto the sight of snow. 

The double vision of the observer is comparable to the fusion of the optical effects of 

transparency and reflection on a window, whereby the reflected image of the internal realm is 

superimposed on the sight of the outside world. Thus, in watching the outside, one is also 

watching the inside.42 

The process of transformation is depicted in Pasternak's poem in a narrative sequence. 

The text begins with a descriptive portrayal of the outward contemplation of snow (stanzas 1-

4). Then, a meditative, introspective attitude is adopted: the poet introduces his abstract, 

philosophical thoughts that have been inspired by the sight of snowfall. By the end of the text, 

snow and other images turn out to be many-layered metaphors representing various aspects of 

the human mind. 

42 'The dialectics of outside and inside' in literature is discussed by several critics, including Bachelard 1994, 
211-231, Iser 1988,211-228, and Wheeler 1994,182-188. 
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The interrelation of external and internal realities, of outward gaze and inward 

contemplation, has been discussed in theory by Northrop Frye and lurii Lotman. Frye 

combines the outward (centrifugal) and the inward (centripetal) semantic directions in the 

formal phase. He adapts the Freudian 'reality-principle' and 'pleasure-principle' to signify the 

difference between factual (outward) and hypothetical (inward) meanings. He points out that 

the contemplation of a pattern can function as an aid to open up the mind towards 

imagination: 

The reason for producing the literary structure is apparently that the inward meaning, the self
contained verbal pattern, is the field of the responses connected with pleasure, beauty and 
interest. The contemplation of a detached pattern, whether of words or not, is clearly a major 
source of the sense of the beautiful, and of the pleasure that accompanies it. [ ... ] In literature, 
what entertains is prior to what instructs, or, as we may say, the reality-principle is subordinate 
to the pleasure-principle. In assertive verbal structures the priority is reversed. Neither factor 
can, of course, ever be eliminated from any kind of writing. (1990, 74-75) 

Lotman (1973) formulates similar ideas, using a different terminology. He distinguishes two 

channels of communication, which he calls an 'I-S/he system' and an '1-1 system'. These are, 

among other things, models of two different modes of creation and reception. In the I-S/he 

model, the author's main aim is to produce a verbal copy of external things. A reader who 

approaches texts with an I-S/he attitude, seeks objective information, therefore restricts words 

to their denotative meanings. This is how we read assertive texts, such as newspapers, or 

official letters, and this is how we misread a literary text if, overlooking its silences, we are 

caught up by its explicit, surface content. The I-I model (or auto-communicative system) on 

the author's part can be an artistic, meditative contemplation of external objects (such as the 

snowfall, or clouds, or the waves of the sea) which stimulate internal dialogue. In the auto

communicative model, the information is derived from inside, from the mind of the 

contemplator, and projected onto the sight of the observed object. Lotman points out that the 

pattern and the rhythm of the contemplated object serves as a background for calming the 

reasoning consciousness, and stimulating imaginative mental processes. On the reader's part, 

the object of meditative contemplation is the artistic text, its structure, rhythm, and images. 

During I-I communication, the role of the text is not to provide information about the external 

world or about the author, but to inspire imaginative thought, thereby generating new 

associations. Reading Pasternak's poem, we have conjured up the image of snowfall, and 

observed it in more detail than it is actually described in the text. We have applied the same 

method to the image of the window. Such auto-communicative reading reaches beyond the 

information articulated in words; it takes into account potential unspoken meanings lurking 

between words. Thus, an auto-communicative approach results in the mutual transformation 
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of the contemplator and the object of contemplation. One of the main contributions of 

Lotman's theory is that, by elaborating on the role of rhythm and pattern, it illuminates the 

process of an almost imperceptible transition from passive outward gaze to active 

metaphorical perception and introspection. The transparent, reflecting window is a poetic 

analogue of this mental process. 

Lotman's distinction between the I-S/he and the I-I models is comparable to the well-

known distinction between denotative and connotative meanings, and to lakobson's 

referential and poetic functions of the communicative act.43 These categories also correspond 

to Frye's distinction between descriptive and 'literal' (literary) contexts. In the descriptive 

context, like in the I-S/he communicative system, words are treated as referential signs. In the 

literal phase, like in the I-I model, words function as motifs carrying imaginative, hypothetical 

meanings. Both Lotman and Frye emphasise that these semantic directions are not separable. 

Lotman argues that 'poetic texts are evidently formed from a peculiar "swing" of structures. 

[ ... ] The poetic text is a kind of pendulum that oscillates between the I -S/he system and the I-I 

system' (1990, 33). Frye calls the same kind of synthesis a 'formal phase'. In the formal 

context, the sign-values and the motif-values of a symbol are synthesised, whereby an image 

is constructed. Frye defines the image as 'not merely a verbal replica of an external object, but 

any unit of a verbal structure seen as part of a total pattern or rhythm' (1963, 14). 

The oscillation of sign-values and motif-values is one of the hidden themes of 

Pasternak's CHez uoem. This theme is embedded in the poem's images in a concentrated 

form. The speaker of the text alerts us that the symbol of snow carries associative meanings. 

An auto-communicative approach enables us to enrich the referential meaning of window, and 

compare the transparent and reflective nature of this object to the combination of denotative 

and connotative meanings. The window is, then, a metaphor for a two-directional 

communicative attitude, and also for the object manifesting this attitude, the poetic text. Since 

the text is also symbolised by snow, the window can be regarded as a poetic synonym of 

snow. As the window is simultaneously outdoors, indoors, and in-between these realms, so is 

snow. The snowfall appears outdoors in its real form, and indoors as a metaphor for the poem 

and for those abstract concepts which the snow-poem stimulates in the observer's mind. The 

snowfall also appears on the level of the window (as if in a mirror), both outside and inside, in 

a transitory state between being a real object and a poetic motif. 

43 Roman Jakobson, 'Linguistics and Poetics', in Lodge 1996,31-61. 
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This section has shown that Pasternak's CHez uoem is a prominent example of the 

simultaneous transmission along I-S/he and I-I channels, whereby objects of outward reality 

represent inward mental processes. This two-directional mental attitude is part of the self

allusive meanings of the text. At first, snow is being watched as an object of nature which is 

separated by the window from the observer. However, the continuity of the rhythmic, 

monotonous snowfall generates meditative processes, whereby snow undergoes 

transformation and acquires metaphorical meanings. Snow is no longer merely an external 

object, but an image reflecting the mental realm of the observer. The externalisation of the 

contemplator's imaginative mind, and the internalisation of snow are two sides of the same 

transformative process. The simultaneous metamorphosis of snow and of the observer 

involves the transformation of the window into a mirror. 

3. The inside and the outside: opposites and synonyms 

'The Inside M the Outside' 
(from Of Grammatology, 
by Jacques Derrida) 

In what follows, the three main symbols (snow, window and flowers) will be examined to 

show how their connotations can increase the density and the semantic plurality of the poem. 

The juxtaposition of the symbols of snow - window - flowers is apprehended visually. 

In referring to this mental picture, short expressions will be used, such as 'symbolic triad', 

'total visual setting', or 'whole scene'. At first sight, the arrangement of the three main 

symbols may appear to be a metaphorical representation of binary opposites. The window, 

which divides and connects the snowfall and the flowers, functions as a spatial threshold, a 

mediator between the outside and the inside realms, representing a transitory state between 

one mode and its opposite. The contrast between the external, limitless territory of snow and 

the internal, bordered realm of the flowers invites associations with a number of binary 

opposites, such as infinity/finiteness, eternity/temporality, death/life, sterility/fertility, 

winter/summer, and so on. Later we will find that an associative approach can result in a 

reversal of these correlations: all those qualities which seem to characterise the outdoor realm 

of snow, as distinct from the indoor realm of flowers, can hold for the flowers also, and vice 

versa. Such deconstructive inversion does not affect the structure of opposites, which seems to 

be the basic organising principle of the imagery of the text. Regardless of which pole of an 
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antithesis corresponds to the outside terrain and which pole to the inside realm, the overall 

setting represents the structure of bipolar opposites, either their tension or their balance. 

One may assume that, by excluding one pole of the opposites, the tension can be 

released, or the balance will be destroyed. However, a thorough examination of the three main 

symbols reveals that the tension between opposites or their balance can never be altered 

because each part of the total visual setting contains in itself the symbolic bipolar unity, which 

characterises the whole scene. The threshold between opposites is not a firm dividing line, but 

a permeable boundary, which permits not only the inversion, but also the fusion of inside and 

outside features. Reversal of opposites is, then, merely the first step in deconstructing the 

stability of meaning. At a higher level, the very structure of binary opposites can be 

undermined. It will be shown that both snow and the flowers can represent any pole of the 

bipolar opposition, and they can also be associated with the synthesis of opposites. Thus they 

function as poetic synonyms of the window, which is a spatial manifestation of the threshold 

situation of metamorphosis when opposites are synthesised. The metonymical principle, 

whereby the parts reflect the whole, is fundamental to Pasternak's poetic imagination. In what 

follows, we will examine this principle by focusing on the three main symbols one by one. In 

part 3.1., which is divided into 11 sections (marked as 3.1.1. - 3.1.11.), we will investigate 

aspects of the indeterminacy of the meanings of snow. Parts 3.2. and 3.3. are concerned with 

the symbols of flower and window, respectively. Whenever in the course of part 3 the reader 

feels to be lost in details, he or she should take a backward glance at this preliminary 

synopsis, which serves as a signpost showing the main direction of interpretation, thereby 

holding together the apparently diverse aspects of the following discussions. 

3. 1. The mytho-poetic symbolism of snow 

3.1.1. Snow: an ambivalent symbol 

'Dying! Dying in the night! 
Won't somebody bring the light 
So I can see which way to go 
Into the everlasting snow?' 
(from poem 158 by Emily Dickinson) 

In the total visual setting, snow seems to represent part of the whole, for example, the outside 

world, or the winter season of the year. Snow can be associated with passing time and 

mortality because it appears in winter, and only in winter, as opposed to the indoor flowers, 
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which are alive throughout the year, thus symbolising eternity and immortality. However, 

these associations are reversible. According to a chronotopic logic, the boundless outdoor 

realm is analogous with eternity and immortality, as opposed to the spatially confined indoor 

realm, which is analogous to limited temporality. It has been argued before that snow is a 

complex chronotope, symbolising various aspects of time, such as irreversibility, perpetual 

linear flow, cyclical recurrence, and eternity. Representing the succession of years, snowfall is 

perceived as if it were everlasting. It is depicted in such a way that it appears to be still falling, 

or still echoing, after the writing and the reading of the poem have been completed. The 

repetition of the phrase 'CHer If,n;eT' ('snow is falling') implies that the snowfall is continuous 

and recurrent. Although the individual snowflakes accomplish their descent, the snowfall as a 

whole does not disappear from the air; it fills the whole horizon incessantly. The descending 

movement of snowflakes has ambivalent connotations. On the one hand, it can represent the 

continuity of life. On the other hand, it can be associated with the transition from life to death. 

According to the traditional seasonal symbolism, winter and its attributes (snow, frost, cold, 

or ice) are analogous with death. The associative link between snowfall and dying is very 

strong because descending movement is universally regarded as the inner experience of 

dying.44 In this sense, snow takes on the symbolic role of the window, which, being located 

between the organic flowers and the inorganic snow, can be regarded as a spatial metaphor of 

the transitory state between life and death. 

Descending movement is associated with vanous threshold experiences which are 

analogous with dying, such as falling asleep and the journey into the deep, unconscious strata 

of the mind either during meditation or creative imagination. The mental transformation 

achieved in the imaginative state is comparable to the dying fall and to falling asleep, because 

it involves abolishing the rational ego-consciousness.45 The semantic link between descent 

and the imaginative state is embedded in Pasternak's treatment of snowfall as a metaphor for 

44 Durand (1973) introduces three major ways in which death can be euphemised: images of slow descent, 
images of ascent, and cyclical process. All of these means of beautifying death are synthesised in the visual 
image of snow. Snowfall is a slow, gentle descent. Snow is rising on the ground while it is falling from the sky. 
The repeated descent of snowflakes and the recurrence of snowfall illustrate a cyclical process. Durand's views 
on the beautification of death together with other relevant issues are summarised in Hankiss 1985, 138-140. 
45 The symbolic equivalence of death and sleep is a literary commonplace. It can be traced to ancient Greek 
mythology (Hesiod's Theogony), where Thanatos (the god of death) and Hypnos (the god of sleep) are twin 
brothers, sons of Nyx, the goddess of night . The common metaphorical link between sleep and the imaginative 
state occurs in Gennady Aygi's COH-u-n033ufl, Keats's Sleep and Poetry, and many other works of literature. C. 
G. lung pointed out that' "beyond the grave" or "on the other side of death" means, psychologically, "beyond 
consciousness" , (Collected Works, vol. 7, 1966, 191). Ancient 'Books of the Dead' (such as the Egyptian Pert 
em hru and the Tibetan Bardo ThOdol) appear to be manuals for preparing for the journey of dying. However, 
these books are meant to be guides helping initiates to attain a non-ordinary, heightened state of mind, which is 
represented by the mystery of death. 
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poetic words, since poetic words are products and embodiments of the poet's imagination, 

and they are aids for opening the reader's mind towards imagination. The symbol of snow not 

only represents the realm of imagination but it also functions as a sign, referring to a real 

object of nature. The opposites of realitylimagination, nature/the mind, matter/spirit, 

tangible/intangible, and visible/invisible, are thus balanced in the semantic scope of the 

symbol of snow. The poem portrays a mysterious concurrence of snowfall and what the 

snowfall represents for the poet, the imaginative state. This synchronistic correlation of 

outward reality and its metaphorical significance in the world of the spirit is typical of 

Pasternak's poetic thought, and it will be discussed later in more detail. Reading the snow

poem on two semantic planes simultaneously, as a descriptive text and a metaphorical 

portrayal of the imaginative state, is an interpretative analogue of the synchronistic co

occurrence of snowfall and the imaginative act. 

3.1.2. Snow: an emblem of wholeness, transition, and ambivalence 

, .. J1 Ha MrHoBeHhe 
BHOBh pa3JIHQaeIlIh KPY)i(KH, rJla3KH, 
Beep, pa.nY)i(HOe njjTHO 
MHOrOTOQlijj, cKo6KH, 3BeHhjj, 
KOJIOCKH,BOJIOCKH, 

6hIBIlIHH npHBOJIhHhIH y30p nepa, 
KapTY, cTaBIlIYlO ropcThlO lOpKHX 
XJIOnheB, JIeTall\HX Ha CKJIOH XOJIMa. ' 

(from OceHHuu KpUK flcmpe6a, 
by Joseph Brodsky) 

It has been pointed out in the previous sections that the image of snow can be associated with 

one pole of a binary opposition, and, paradoxically, it is also an all-inclusive symbol, 

representing an ambivalent fusion of opposites (such as now/always, one/many, 

imagination/reality, beginning/end). Snow functions as a many-layered metaphor, 

representing transitory ontological states, two-directional contemplation, and the 

simultaneously dynamic and static perception of time and of literary texts. There are other 

types of ambivalence and wholeness inherent in some of the physical properties of snow. The 

repeated phrase 'BCe B CM5ITeHbJ1' conjures up the chaotic appearance of snowfall, whereas the 

description of snowflakes as stars ('6eJIble 3Be3JJ:Ol.J:KJ1') reminds us of the orderly pattern of 

the snow crystal. Thus, chaos and order co-exist in the image of snow. Due to this unique 

feature, the snowfall is a pertinent metaphor for the creative process, whereby a well-
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structured verbal unit emerges from the unorganised chaos of language. The transitory state 

between chaos and order is also a central experience of reading poetry, whereby a verbal 

structure whose meanings and coherence are not immediately grasped, gradually takes on a 

crystalline form. 

In mytho-ritual tradition, the creative act of constructing order out of chaos is often 

symbolised by chronotopic axial figures which mark the centre of the universe, connecting 

heaven and earth, the divine and the human worlds.46 The cosmic axis ('axis mundi'), like 

human imagination, binds together opposites. The snowfall's mediating, axial position 

between the sky and the earth is in accordance with its poetic meaning, the synthesis of 

opposites during the creative act. The snowfall which is simultaneously up in the sky and 

down on the earth is a suitable metaphor for the threshold experience of imagination, whereby 

the soul feels to be 'up' in a heavenly sphere, and, at the same time, 'down' in the depth of the 

unconscious mind.47 

Physical properties of snow, such as the combination of solid ice and fluid water, and 

its unstable, melting or freezing state are associatively related to the abstract concepts of 

ambivalence and transition. Snow is an inherently paradoxical form of nature because it is 

cold, yet it is also a 'warm' blanket protecting plants from freezing. The apparent 

omnipresence of snowfall is suggestive of the concepts of wholeness and penetration. Several 

other properties of snow reinforce its association with totality. In the first stanza, snowflakes 

are described as white stars (,6eJIble 3Be3JJ:Ol.J:KI1'). In this image, white is united with light. 

Natural light is white, and it contains the colours of the rainbow. There is no hint in CHez 

uoem of the physical fact that the whiteness of snow contains the colours of the spectrum. 

Nevertheless, the poem can assimilate this extratextual association, since snow is used as an 

all-embracing symbol, representing all and any poetic word. From an intertextual perspective, 

the idea that the all-inclusive property of white light can be read into Pasternak's snow-poem 

is not as arbitrary as it may seem in a text-centred approach.48 

46 For the traditional mythological connotations of the cosmic axis and of other symbols to be discussed later see 
the relevant entries in Becker 2000, Berze Nagy 1958; Chevalier and Gheerbrant 1996, Chetwynd 1986, Cirlot 
1971, Cooper 1978, de Vries 1974, Jankovics 1988, 1990, Tokarev 1980-82, Tresidder 1999,2000, and Wesler 
1990. 
47 Both ascent and descent are recurring metaphors for travelling into the world of imagination; e.g., the imagery 
of Coleridge' s Kubla Khan, and The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. The fountain is a typical example of 
simultaneous ascent and descent, and this image is widely used as an axial symbol, an emblem of the cosmic 
centre. 
48 The following literary examples as potential intertextual echoes can substantiate the relevance of the 
apparently far-fetched link between white snow and the colours of the rainbow. Pasternak's treatment of snow as 
a metaphor for words reminds us of Brodsky's poem, OceHHuu KpUK flcmpe6a, where the snowflakes are 
compared to rainbow-coloured typographic units of verbal texts. In Pasternak's Ceaob6a (a poem in the novel 
/{oKmop )J{ueazo), the images of snow and peacock are fused since both of them represent the bride. The 
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It may be due to its shining whiteness and all-pervasiveness that snow is often used as 

a metaphor for the creative process or the poetic word. This associative link may be traced to 

a mythological, anthropo-cosmic model, where the poetic word is regarded as a human 

analogue of the divine, universal creative word.49 Throughout mythology, the inaudible 

world-creating Word (or primordial vibration, 'OM' in Hindu cosmogony), which is a 

synthesis of everything and which includes all language in seed form, is represented either by 

a transparent void or by white light, most often the light of the Sun. 50 Light is also a 

conventional symbolic form of creator figures, and of both divine and human creative power. 

The image of bright snowfall in C!-tez uoem can be regarded as a poetic reincarnation of the 

traditional symbol of the light of creation because it connects heaven and earth, permeates all 

space, and it represents the poetic word, which is an embodiment and a vehicle of human 

creativity. 

In cosmogonic myths, the emergence of light from the darkness of the primordial 

chaos symbolises the establishment of ordered structures, and, by analogy, it conventionally 

represents any kind of creative, imaginative activity or mental illumination.51 The 

simultaneity of darkness and light marks the transition when chaos turns into cosmic order. 

This temporal change is expressed in a spatial, visual form in Pasternak's poem, where the 

mentioning of white stars conjures up the mental pictures of the starry sky and the nightly 

snowfall. In these images, white light and darkness co-exist. By a chronotopic logic, these all-

peacock is immediately associated with the interplay of many colours. Chevalier and Gheerbrant point out that 
'the peacock is a solar symbol [ ... ] In esoteric tradition, the peacock is a symbol of wholeness, in that it 
combines all colours when it spreads out its tail in a fan' (1996, 741-742). In the narrative context of Pasternak's 
3UMHflfl HO'lb, colourful Christmas lights shine through the snow on the windows (Chapter III, parts 8 and 10. 
The significance of this image is evident in that it is described twice, from the perspectives of the two main 
protagonists). A similar image is used in one of A. R. Amrnons's snow-poems entitled Mist Curtains Lower and 
Dissolve: 'a Christmas tree / crystalline with / colored lights' . The title of Paustovsky's short-story, EellaR 
paoY2a alludes to snow. In Aygi's 3aAWpCKaR nmut/a, snow represents the colourlessness of God's face. In the 
context of Aygi's poetry, whose typical feature is the use of self-deconstructive concepts and imagery, it is 
relevant to transform colourlessness into its opposite, the synthesis of all colours. This is in keeping with God's 
paradoxical ontological state of being nowhere (as if having no colour) and, at the same time, being everywhere 
(as if containing all colours), and with the ambivalent nature of God's creative word, which is both silence and 
plenitude. God's white colourfulness lurks as a hidden theme in Aygi's Tbl-llUKaMU lj6em06. The title has two 
lexical meanings. It can be translated literally as You -like faces offlowers, and as You -like faces of colours. 
The addressee of the poem is God, who represents inward human essence, the invisible, colourless, transparent 
(window-coloured) introspective soul, which, like white light, contains everything: 'CmIlOll(HM, Bce 
KOHl~eHpTHpy5l, / CH51lOll(HM, KaK 6Y)!,TO BJIaCTHhIM / Bce HCqepnaTh, npHH5IB B ce651!' 
49 Baevskii devotes a chapter to Pasternak's cosmogonic concepts (1993, 31-36) He notes that 'denomination in 
Pasternak's poetry is equal with the creation of a poetic Universe' (1993,32). 
50 In relation to the associative link between light and the world-creating Word it is worth mentioning that 'light' 
and 'world' are often connected etymologically. The Russian 'cBeT', and the Hungarian 'vilag(os)' mean both 
world and light. 
51 The image of light appearing from darkness is widely used in literature as a metaphor for the creative act. This 
conventional figure appears in a new form in the 1 sI stanza of Blake' s The Tyger. 
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embracing, black-and-white dispersal images illustrate the threshold experience of 'now and 

always', the glimpse of eternity in the moment of creative illumination. 

In the image of snowfall, two conventional mythological symbols of the creative act, 

the cosmic axis and light are synthesised. By tradition, the central axis and light are 

consubstantial, interchangeable symbols: 'To reach the light', Cooper writes in his 

Encyclopaedia of Traditional Symbols, 'is to attain the Centre' (1978, 96). Both light and the 

cosmic axis represent the act of creation, and both of them are all-inclusive symbols. These 

meanings are maintained when light and the central axis take on the poetic form of snowfall. 

The following quotations from dictionaries of mythological symbols support the idea that 

there is a semantic link between light, the central axis, and snow: 

Light is associated with rain [which is a fluid form of snow] in the symbolism of the descent of 
heavenly and beneficient influences. (Cooper 1978, 96) 

If [the conjunction of Heaven and Earth] is the downward direction [as in the case of snowfall] 
then this axis is the channel down which all heavenly influence flows. (Chevalier and 
Gheerbrant, 1996,61) 

Heavenly influence is a conventional metaphor for the activation of the human creative 

power, the inward divine. The traditional semantic link between heaven and the creative spirit 

indwelling in man can be treated as an intertextual echo, an anonymous trace, which lends 

mythic and metaphorical depth to Pasternak's description of snowfall as 'CXO.lUIT H<13eMb 

He60cBo~'. 

The discussion of correspondences between some of the physical properties of snow 

and its poetic meanings is not meant to imply that poetic imagination is characterised by 

analytical operations and deliberate choices. It is more likely that the inherent qualities of 

snow are perceived intuitively, and thus transformed into human meanings. The productivity 

of poetic images is partly due to the fact that they open the boundaries of texts towards extra

textual associations. The relevance of bringing such associations into Pasternak's poem is 

confirmed by its auto-communicative nature. In a contemplative mood, the process of reading 

is slowed down, and the reader's horizon expands. The poem, which is in the centre of the 

reader's attention, is obeying the law of centrifugal semantic forces; its penumbra of meaning 

covers wider and wider territories. At the same time, a centripetal movement of semantic 

focusing and integration is taking place. The simultaneous processes of semantic expansion 

and concentration result in enriching the density of the focused text. 
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3.1.3. Snow: a monad, a literary equivalent of solar and axial symbols 

'Four words crystallise the spirit in the place of power. 
In the sixth month the white snow is suddenly seen to fly' 

(from Yti Ch'ing's chant for the Far Journey) 

The simultaneity of darkness and light as a metaphor for the moment of creation is evoked in 

CHe2 uGem not only by using the image of star-like snowflakes, but also by referring to winter 

festivities in the 5th stanza. Christmas-tide and New Year are symbolically equivalent with the 

winter solstice, the astronomical turning point, when, at the longest night and darkest day of 

the year, light returns. From the day of the winter solstice, the Earth starts a new annual circle 

around the Sun, and the periods of daylight get longer and longer. In ancient agricultural 

societies whose calendar followed the astronomical events of the Solar year, the winter 

solstice was the turning point of the year, and it was celebrated as the rebirth of light. This 

annually recurring macrocosmic event has always been associated with the birth of Sun-Gods 

(Mithra, Christ, Osiris, and other deities), who are personifications of the creative light, or the 

world-creating Word. The symbolism of the winter solstice is repeated on a smaller scale each 

day at midnight. This turning point and the actual visible appearance of the sunlight at dawn 

is frequently associated with the creative activity of deities and of man. Cosmogony is 

traditionally regarded as the prototype of the artistic organisation of language, sounds, 

colours, and so on, into structured poetic, musical, or visual forms. Light appearing out of 

darkness also represents understanding and a crystallisation of new ideas. Thus, light-imagery 

can be associated with those flashes in the mind, which happen during the interpretative 

process. Discoveries of semantic interconnections, hidden meanings, and intertextual links 

are, then, symbolic dawns or winter solstices in the reader's mind. 52 Any poem or poetic word 

can be symbolised by the winter solstice because they are embodiments of creative 

imagination, inward analogues of the macrocosmic birth of light from darkness. Since the 

production and reception of poetic structures are illuminating mental transformations, it is 

relevant to compare them to the winter solstice (or any feast of the Christmas season, such as 

Christmas, New Year, or Epiphany), and to any symbolic representation of the winter solstice, 

such as the Sun, the Christmas Star, or snow shining through the night. In CHe2 uGem, the 

52 Light is a common mytho-poetic metaphor for wisdom, imagination, and understanding. This associative link 
is evident in the etymology of words like the English 'illuminating', 'enlightening', 'clear', 'flash of wit', 
'bright', the Russian '5ICHO', 'rrpOCBell(eHl1e', the German 'klar', the Hungarian 'vih'igos', and so on. Chevalier 
and Gheerbrant note that 'light is knowledge and the two senses of the word are to be found in the Chinese 
ideogram ming as well. It synthesises sunlight and moonlight and has the meaning of "Enlightenment" '( 1996, 
601). When the ideogram for white ('bai') is added to the ideogram for light ('ming'), they together (,white 
light', 'white sunlight and moonlight' , 'ming bai ' ) mean 'to understand' . 
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moments of creative illumination are related to the winter festivities by the mediation of 

snow. Both the winter festivities (turning points of the year) and the words of the poem are 

compared to snow (white starlets). In the snowfall, countless white Christmas stars descend 

on earth recurrently. This image represents the never-ending quality and the enlightening 

potential of poems, and it is a manifestation of latent axial symbolism. 

The above discussion substantiates the argument developed earlier that snow and the 

winter solstice, the central symbols of CHe2 uGem and EGUHCmeeHHble GHU, can be regarded as 

poetic synonyms. Both images represent the cyclical concept of time and the imaginative act 

of uniting one/many, now/always, and other opposites. Due to their shared meanings, the 

symbols of snow and winter solstice can semantically cross-fertilise each other. The cyclical 

concept of time can function as a connective, which can carry its aesthetic connotations and 

its symbolic form, snow, from CHe2 uGem to EGUHCmeeHHble GHU. In turn, EGUHCmeeHHble Gmt 

can illuminate some of the shared features of the temporal and aesthetic connotations of snow. 

As every winter solstice is unrepeatable yet recurring, so is every snowflake, every snowfall, 

every poetic word, every poem, and every experience of mental-spiritual enlightenment. 

These analogies allow us to expand the denotative meaning of the first two stanzas of 

EGUHCmeeHHble GHU by reading the description of the winter solstice as a metaphor for the 

inward experience of creative illumination: 

Ha rrpOT5I)!(eHbl1 MHOrH(( 311M 
51 rrOMHIO ,n;HI1 COJIHueBOpoTa, 
M Ka)!(,L(blw 6blJl HerrOBTOpl1M 
M rrOBTOp5lJIC5I BHOBb 6e3 CqeTa. 

M ueJIa51 I1X qepe,n;a 
COCTaBI1JIaCb MaJIO-rroMaJIy -
Tex ,n;Hew e,n;I1HcTBeHHblx, Kor,n;a -
HaM Ka)!(eTC5I, qTO BpeM5I CTaJIO. 

The stopped moment of the winter solstice, when the interaction of darkness and light is felt 

to be prolonged to eternity, is chronotopically analogous with the image of the nightly 

snowfall, in which a spatial oscillation of light and darkness is stretched out to infinity. Both 

symbols can be associated with the extra-temporal experience of creative illumination. In 

supporting the relevance of bringing the theme of creativity into EGUHCmeeHHble GHU, it is 

instructive to point out that this is a love poem, and love in Pasternak's poetic world is 

analogous with artistic creativity and receptivity. 53 

53 Here I refer to one of Pasternak's proclamations only. He writes in a note on Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet 
that 'love is equivalent to creation' (Sochineniia 1961, vol. 3, 198). The themes of love and creative activity are 
synthesised in Pasternak's C8aob6a, 3UA1HJl.Jl HO'lb, and other poems. In the novel /JoKmop )Ku8a2o Christmas is 
strongly associated with both love and artistic creativity. In part 10 of chapter Ill, the main protagonist, Yury, is 
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The hidden radial (or solar) symbolism is one of the key factors of the all-inclusive 

nature of the image of snow. There are two ways in which the synthesis of snow and light 

(,6eJIble 3Be3)l.OQKH') can represent totality. (1) It is possible to view cold snow and warm 

light, ice and fire, as complementary opposites. The synthesis of these apparently 

irreconcilable opposites is a paradigmatic variant of any threshold situation when opposites 

are combined in an indissoluble unity. (2) It is also possible to view snow and light as 

synonyms, since both images represent the total creative word, thus both of them have an all

inclusive symbolism. In one of Pasternak's letters, sunlight is related to the flower of art as 

snow to the flowers in Gin uoem: '¥ICKYCCTBO - He)KHbIH ll,BeTOK, KOTOPbIH Tpe6yeT TenJIa, 

COJIHll,a, YXO)l.a, KOTOPbIH 6JIeKHeT OT OTCyTCTBH~ HX. KaK 3TO 6bIBaeT B npHpO)l.e, l/eemOK 

mRl-lemCR K COJlI-ll/Y.' (Pasternak 1977, 307, italics mine). A comparison of the italicised part 

with the first stanza of CI-lez uoem ('K 6eJIbIM 3Be3)l.OQKaM B 6ypaHe / mRl-lymcR l/eembl 

zepal-lu') reveals that in Pasternak's poetic thought, the images of snow and sun are 

interchangeable. This correlation can be traced to mythological tradition, where the explicit 

opposites of water and fire (the elements of snow and the Sun) function as implicit synonyms, 

both being representations of the prima materia. C. G. Jung pointed out that water and fire are 

consubstantial in alchemical symbolism:54 

Besides the idea of the prima materia, that of water (aqua permanens) and that of fire (ignis 
noster) play an important part. Although these two elements are antagonistic and even 
constitute a typical pair of opposites, they are yet one and the same. (Collected Works, vo!. 12, 
233.) 

In the footnote to this section, Jung cites a few examples from various alchemical texts: 

The aqua permanens is the 'fiery form of the true water' . [ ... ] 'The aerial soul is the secret fire 
of our philosophy, our oil, our mystic water.' [ ... ] 'The water of the philosophers is fire.' [ ... ] 
'And when they desire to extract this divine water, which is fire, they warm it with their fire, 
which is water.' (Collected Works, vo!. 12,233-234. footnote 7). 

In Pasternak's poetic thought, snow (which is described as white fire in part 8 of chapter XIV 

of j{oKmop )[(ueazo) and the Sun of the winter solstice function as poetic synonyms, all

inclusive symbols, similar to the prima materia of water and fire. 55 

travelling to a Christmas party with his future wife. Through a synchronistic link to the macrocosmic event of the 
winter solstice, he experiences a birth of inward light, both in the emotional and in the aesthetic sense. 
54 Jung regarded alchemical symbolism as an expression of the collective unconscious. 
55 In The Psychoanalysis of Fire (1964), Gaston Bachelard gives a survey of the main connotations of fire
imagery. It is remarkable that the same associations are often evoked in literature by the image of snow. Shared 
connotations of snow and fire include death, life, destruction, creation, love, purification, imagination, and 
mediation between the divine and the human worlds. 
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The winter solstice can be regarded as a symbol of the totality of complementary 

opposites, such as light/darkness, masculine/feminine, creative/receptive, chaos/cosmos, 

one/many, and now/always. Since the turning point of the year has a synthetic, all-inclusive 

power, it is analogous to one of the most widespread mythological symbols of divine light, 

the cosmic axis. Chevalier and Gheerbrant note that 'in space, the World Axis is the polar 

axis, in time that of the solstices' (1996,61). The paradoxical fusion of now and always in the 

moment of the winter solstice corresponds to the ambivalent, simultaneously central and 

omnipresent spatial position of the world axis.56 Similarly to the world axis, the light of the 

winter solstice represents the creative act, the world-creating Word, which includes the whole 

universe. The symbol of bright snow, being a manifestation of white light, assimilates the 

unitive function of the winter solstice and the world axis; it represents the poetic word, thus 

contains all words of the poetic universe. The symbol of snow is explicitly identified with 

words: not only with the word 'CHer' but with all poetic words. Snow is, then, an all-inclusive 

centre of the text and of the world of literature. When a symbol achieves such an all

embracing verbal significance, Frye calls it a 'monad'. 

The monad as a verbal centre of gravity is comparable to the simultaneously 

converging and diverging centre of one of the universal symbols of mankind, the mandala, or 

magic circle. The centre of the mandala is a chronotopic concentration of the whole circle. It 

is symbolically equivalent with the winter solstice and with the world axis, sharing their 

symbolic meanings, such as the union of opposites, the white light of divine and human 

creation, and the total creative word. The assimilating mytho-poetic function of the image of 

snow is comparable to the synthetic function of white in the circle of colours. The circle of 

colours is a mandala, the all-inclusive centre of which is white. White contains all colours, 

even black, which is regarded as its opposite. This is in keeping with the poetic treatment of 

the symbol of snow. Opposites of black and white are synthesised when the image of white 

snow is compared to a black staircase, and used as a metaphor for black printed words. Here 

we are dealing with the anagogic aspect of meaning, where, according to Frye, 'the formula 

"A is B" may be hypothetically applied to anything, for there is no metaphor, not even "black 

is white", which a reader has any right to quarrel with in advance' (1990, 124). 

56 The world axis has both a converging and a diverging function . It is regarded as a unitive centre, from where 
all manifestation evolves and where everything is concentrated. The world axis is comparable to the focused text 
in that both are focal points of simultaneously centrifugal and centripetal forces. 
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3.1.4. Metaphorical synthesis of white snowfall and black staircase. 

'Milyen szinu a h6 az ejszakaban? 
Nem lehet feher es nem fekete. 
Derenges mely attilnik a soteten 
Mint a let a nemleten atdereng.' 
(from Kit parton, by Zsuzsa Beney)57 

In the 2nd stanza of O/e2 uoem, the snowfall is metaphorically related to a 'black staircase' 

('qepHa}l JIeCTHI1IJ,a,).58 The staircase, unlike snowfall, is one of the conventional symbols of 

the world axis.59 The metaphorical fusion of staircase and snowfall manifests a synthesis of 

mythological tradition and poetic innovation. 

This thesis is not concerned with deciding whether the associative link between the 

cosmic axis and the complex image of snowfall-staircase is a deliberate authorial choice, a 

subconscious authorial recontextualisation of mythological thought, or a reader-created 

intertextual link.60 The purpose of this analysis is to show that poetic images are capable of 

absorbing and revitalising worn-out, conventional symbols. By constructing intertextual links 

between mythological thought and poetic imagination, one can increase the semantic density 

of literary texts. In what follows, we will investigate what attributes of the cosmic axis are 

assimilated in the synthetic image of snowfall-staircase. 

The world axis is a chronotope, symbolising the central point of time and space. It 

represents a timeless moment, which is all time, and it manifests an empty space, which is all 

space.61 The world axis is a symbolic representation of the creator, who is nowhere and, at the 

same time, everywhere. Accordingly, the world axis symbolises the moment of creation and 

57 'What is the colour of snow at night? / It cannot be white and it is not black. / It is glimmer, penetrating 
darkness / like life shimmering through death.' (from On Two Riverbanks, by Zsuzsa Beney). 
58 In Russian, 'QepHa51 neCTHHua' also means back staircase. This meaning can be integrated into the poem if we 
think of the snowfall as a metaphor for the secret routes which lead into the depths of the imaginative mind. 
59 Other typical forms of axis mundi include the all-inclusive white light of creation (such as the Sun, or a star, 
representing the creative word), cosmic breath, the cosmic tree, the Christmas tree, ladder, sacred mountain, 
rope, the Pole Star, the thread of the umbilical cord, smoke, beam of light, the redemptive cross of Christ, or 
Jesus himself (as the embodiment of Logos, the world-creating Word) and so on. Any axial figure is 
symbolically equivalent with the centre of the mandala, and any symbol which represents the creative centre 
(including snow) is interchangeable with the whole circle of which it is the centre. The mandalic, axial centre is 
also equivalent with the symbol of the threshold, because both of them represent the marriage of opposites. 
These semantic links are evident in window-imagery, because the window is both a 'threshold' and a source of 
light. The window actually occupies the centre when both the outside and the inside worlds are portrayed, like in 
CHez uoem. 
60 Baevskii (1993, 36-39) points out that poetic forms of the world axis frequently occur in Pastemak's poems. 
61 In The Secret o/the Golden Flower (a book of Taoist esoteric mysticism), the experience of attaining the 
centre is described as follows: 'One does not alter the place, but the place divides itself. This is incorporeal space 
where a thousand and ten thousand places are one place. One does not alter the time, but the time divides itself. 
This is immeasurable time when all the aeons are like a moment' (Wilhelm, 1979,58). 
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the inaudible world-creating Word, which is silence, yet potentially contains all sound.62 

Although the world axis represents the central point of the psycho-physical universe, it is also 

omnipresent due to its all-inclusive nature. Pasternak's poetic device of superimposing the 

image of staircase upon the image of snowfall allows us to visualise the paradoxical fusion of 

spatial confinement and omnipresence. The ambivalent spatial position of axial figures is 

analogous to those timeless moments which contain eternity. According to mytho-poetic 

tradition, such mystical moments can be experienced during meditation, creative inspiration, 

erotic union, and ontological transformation. 

It has been mentioned before that the world axis is metaphorically interchangeable 

with the creative light of the winter solstice. The central axis is a spatial, the winter solstice is 

a temporal equivalent of the threshold experience of creation. Various representations of the 

world axis, most obviously the tree, symbolise the never-ending rhythm of nature, eternal 

renewal, regenerative process, and immortality. The cosmic axis is an anthropo-cosmic figure: 

it symbolises the equation of the macrocosm with the human microcosm. All these 

connotations of the central axis are evoked by the image of staircase-like snowfall in 

Pasternak's poem. As the axis mundi represents eternal renewal, so the symbol of snowfall is 

a metaphor for the cyclical recurrence of years and recurring moments of creative 

illumination. In O/e2 uoem, the recurrence of turning points is expressed in a visual form by 

evoking the image of a spiralling, winding staircase. 

Similarly to the world axis, the snowfall connects heaven and earth (,CXO)l.I1T Ha3eMb 

He60CBO)l.'). The contact between the sky and the earth is a traditional metaphor for reaching 

the 'divine', creative light at the centre of the soul. The relevance of bringing this 

mythological concept into the poem can be demonstrated by the fact that snow is used as a 

metaphor for the poem, which is an embodiment (or 'Corporeal illustration,)63 of the creative 

light dwelling in the soul. As the world axis occupies a central place in the psycho-physical 

universe, so the symbol of snow functions as a central monad of the poem and of the poetic 

universe. The following section from Wall ace Stevens's A Primitive Like an Orb (1984, 441) 

can be read as a meta-poetic description of the process of revitalising conventional axial 

symbols in the image of snow: 

62 ,St John of the Cross describes the world-creating Word as silence: 'The Father uttered one Word; that Word is 
HIS Son, and He utters Him for ever in everlasting silence; and in silence the soul has to hear it' (quoted in 
HuxJey 1946,247), 
63 In Emily Dickinson's poem 709 snow is a metaphor for poetry, which is described as a 'Corporeal illustration ' 
of imaginative, 'divine' thought. 
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Until the used-to earth and sky, and the tree 
And cloud, the used-to tree and used-to cloud, 
Lose the old uses that they made of them, 
And they: these men, and earth and sky, inform 
Each other by sharp informations, sharp, 
Free knowledges, secreted until then, 
Breaches of that which held them fast. It is 
As if the central poem became the world, 

And the world the central poem, each one the mate 
Of the other. 

The discussion of the poetic function of the image of staircase would be incomplete 

without mentioning a paradox inherent in this image. The metaphorical synthesis of snowfall 

and staircase results in an ambivalent fusion of connection and disorientation. The axial 

staircase situated between heaven and earth implies the mythological idea of orientation by 

means of marking the centre of a spatio-temporal sphere. The staircase can also be associated 

with descending mental-ontological processes, when the soul is directed from one stage to 

another, perhaps from life to death, or from conscious-extraverted to unconscious

introspective states. It may appear to be a contradiction that, traditionally, the symbolic 

staircase leads the spirit on a fixed route, yet in the poem its steps are compared to snowflakes 

whirling chaotically in the air. In visualising the fusion of these two images, one can conjure 

up an almost surrealist, kinetic picture of steps moving in air like snowflakes. These steps 

seem to be arranged in an orderly pattern, leading rhythmically up or down, yet, they also 

appear to be chaotic. The staircase-snowfall, is, then, at once an axial figure of spatio

temporal orientation, and an image of disorientation. This ambivalence is further emphasised 

in the second line of the second stanza, where the snowflakes and the steps are characterised 

by both descent and (upward) flight ('Bce rrycKaeTc51 B rrOJIeT'). One of the most common 

connotations of flight is 'up, high'. Thus, the sentence 'Bce rrycKaeTc51 B rrOJIeT' may conjure 

up an image of simultaneous descent and ascent, which is, indeed, visible in the sight of 

snowfall. Most snowflakes are descending, but some of them are carried upwards by the wind. 

Some snowflakes are high up in the air, coming downwards, while others are down on the 

ground, accumulating and rising upwards.64 The opposites of up/down, or ascent/descent, 

represent opposite mental or physical states, as shown by expressions like 'lift up one's 

spirits' and 'being downhearted', or 'warm up' and 'cool down' . Up and down are strongly 

associated with light and darkness, respectively. Simultaneity of up and down is, then, a 

64 Similarly to the snowfall, conventional axial figures, such as the staircase, the mountain, the ladder, and the 
cosmic tree, are generally regarded as symbols of both ascent and descent. 
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spatial analogue of the union of darkness and light, which is a conventional metaphor for the 

moment of creation. The spatial ambivalence inherent in the visual sight of snowfall is in 

keeping with its meta-poetic connotation, creative inspiration. The imaginative mood is often 

described in literature as a flight high up, a blissful, heavenly state. (Hence the literary 

convention of using the bird, Paradise, the cloud, the Sun etc. as symbols of imagination.) 

Paradoxically, the non-ordinary mental state of creative imagination is also frequently 

compared to a somewhat frightening and unsettling death-like descent, whereby something 

hidden in the dark depth of the unconscious is approached (related images are the valley, the 

grave, the well, etc.). Due to its inherent ambivalence, the image of snowfall is an apposite 

metaphor for the crucial moment of imagination, when light and darkness, life and death, 

ascent and descent, warmth and coldness, fire and ice, joy and distress, are balanced in the 

sou1.65 

3.1.5. Snow: a symbol of transformation 

'Falling from heavens 
Earth knows little of 
Yet mantling it 
As with a flawless love' . 

(from Snow by WaIter de la Mare) 

'This is how the universe is made. 
He enters her 
and love explodes into star 
she fine as cell-point 
he delicate as pollen 
star exploding into flower.' 

(from In the Skin House, 
by Jeny Couzyn) 

In mythology, the axial contact between sky and earth, and various metaphorical 

configurations of this contact, such as the creative light (i. e. the Sun of the winter solstice), or 

65 The association evoked by the simultaneous descent and ascent of snow can be transferred from Pasternak's 
poem to Debussy's piano-piece, Snow is Dancing. Throughout this piece, the mirror-technique of simultaneous 
upward and downward movement is used as a musical analogue of snowfall. An intertextuallink with 
Pasternak's poem allows one to endow this abstract musical technique with a human meaning. One possible 
explanation of the powerful emotional effect of the piece is that it enacts in the non-representational medium of 
music the inward experience of an imaginative state, a movement out of all directions, which includes a 
concurrent ascent and descent. This is an example of 'interdisciplinary intertextuality', a comparative method 
concerned with cross-fertilising various forms of art through their shared symbols and structural devices. In 
support of the relevance of this method, I shall refer to the Hungarian poet Attila J6zsef, whose short study on 
Bart6k's music (Egy Bart6k-tanulm{my wiziata, 1936) starts with the following sentence: 'A nem-zeneb61 ertjilk 
a zen et' ('We understand music from what is not music'; 1967,263). 
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the emanating centre of the mandala, symbolise at least three interrelated modes of creation: 

cosmogony, human creativity, and love. What links these three modes of creation is that each 

of them is an emotionally intense threshold situation, characterised by a state of non-duality, 

in which chaos/order, silence/word, darkness/light, death/life, temporality/eternity, 

masculine/feminine, creation/reception, and other opposites are momentarily united. In 

mythological imagination, both creativity and sexual love are symbolised by the contact 

between heaven and earth. Sky and its attributes (such as stars, the Sun, and forms of 

precipitation) are commonly regarded as masculine phenomena, whereas the earth is 

traditionally a feminine, receptive entity (Mother Earth). Due to their beneficial effects for the 

earth, precipitation and the Sun function as fertilising agents. In ancient agricultural societies, 

the sacred marriage of heaven and earth ('hierogamy') symbolises the regenerative processes 

of vegetation, as well as erotic union and the creative act. In literary imagination, heaven-sent 

influx is a common metaphor for creative inspiration; it may appear in the metaphorical form 

of the Sun, or stars, or snow, etc., and it may also be personified as the Muse, God, or other 

divine beings. Poetic creativity can be descried in terms of the mythological concept of 

hierogamy, where the fertilising heaven and the receptive earth represent two aspects of the 

poetic soul: creative inspiration, and a receptive submission to the imaginative power.66 

During the creative act, some sort of completion takes place, a union with the inward, 'divine 

spark', or divine beloved. This process is often compared to carnal knowledge.67 

If one is familiar with these mytho-poetic conventions, then one may recognise that 

Pasternak's CHez uoem is open to the theme of love, even though this theme is not included in 

the key stanza (7th), which reveals the central themes of the text. The interrogative form of 

this stanza alerts us that there may be deeper layers of meaning beneath the explicitly 

articulated associations of snow. One way of enriching the semantic density of the poem is to 

66 One example is Aygi's Tbl - /IUKC1.MU t/6em06, where the image of white flowers absorbing white light 
represents the poetic soul which is both a source and a recipient of creative light. 
67 The metaphorical interrelation of love and the creative act is a common concept in the mytho-poetic domain. 
Here I list just a few examples. Biake, Keats, Dickinson, and other poets use the theme of sexuality as a 
metaphor for creative imagination. Aesthetic and erotic energy, intellectual and carnal knowledge, are fused in 
Ezra Pound's deliberate mistranslation of Propertius: ' ... my songs will travel/And the devirginated young 
ladies will enjoy them / when they have got over the strangeness' . In 'Anatomy of the Literary Muse', Ursula R. 
Mahlendorf points out that creative imagination is frequently associated with love: 'The hero encounters [ ... ] a 
female symbol of love, his muse. The relationship for the female artist is reversed: she encounters [ ... ] a male 
muse' (1985, 189). In the Secret o/the Golden Flower, the mental experience of attaining the inward source of 
creativity (the central light of the psyche) is compared to carnal knowledge: 'It is as if man and woman embraced 
and a conception took place' (Wilhelm 1979,31). The creative light in the centre of the mandala often takes an 
alternative form, depicting the perfect union of masculine and feminine principles, which underlies all existence. 
Hermaphrodite mythological figures represent a state of perfection, which is one of the distinctive features of 
creation. Sigmund Freud in his famous essay about Leonardo de Vinci argues that the urge for artistic creativity 
may result from channelling ('sublimating') sexual psychic energy, which he calls ' libido' (1990, 145-231). 
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compare the contact between the snow and the flowers to the sacred marriage of masculine 

heaven and feminine earth, thereby integrating the theme of love into the thematic scope of 

this self-referential poem. The symbolic union of snow and flowers in the threshold situation 

of imaginative acts can be regarded as an aesthetic analogue of erotic union. The verb 

'UIHYTC5I', which depicts the flowers' attraction to the snow in CHez uoem, has erotic 

connotations in EOuHcmeeHHble OHU. In the latter poem, the winter solstice, and the union of 

ice and fire (ice and the Sun, which are comparable to the paired images of snow and flower) 

are symbolic equivalents of erotic union: 

311Ma nO~XO~I1T K cepe~I1He, 
.L(opOrJ1 MOKHYT, c KphIW TeqeT, 
11 conHI..\e rpeeTCjj Ha nh~HHe. 

11 m06jjI.I.\He, KaK BO cHe, 
.L(pyr K ~pyry TjjHYTCjj nocnewHeii, 
11 Ha ~epeBhjjX B BhIWHHe 
TIoTeIOT OT Tenna CKBopeWHH. 

The lines 'M JUo65IIl(l1e, KaK BO CHe, / ,lWyr K ,n:pyry mflHymCfl nocnelllHeii' are comparable to 

the description of the attraction of the flowers to the snow (italics mine in both quotations): 'K 

6eJIbIM 3Be3,n:OQKaM B 6ypaHe / TflHymCfl UBeTbI repamr / 3a OKOHHblii nepeIIJIeT'. 

The direction of attraction is the reverse in Pasternak's 3UMHflfl HOllb, where it is the 

snowfall which is moving towards its complementary opposite. In this poem, a candle 

substitutes the flowers of CHez uoem. The creative history of 3UMHflfl HOllb embedded in the 

narrative parts of Pasternak's semi-autobiographical novel, /(oKmop )/(ueGzo, reveals that the 

themes of love and artistic creativity are synthesised in this poem. 3UMHflfl HOllb and CHez 

uoem can be regarded as twin-poems for many reasons, including their shared imagery, which 

consists of a transparent, reflecting window mediating between the outdoor snow and an 

indoor radial image (candle or flowers) . 

The same symbolic triad appears in Robert Frost's Wind and Window Flower (1955, 

20), with both flower and fire indoors. Note that the window is also referred to as a 'looking 

glass' : 

Lovers, forget your love, 
And list to the love of these, 

She a window flower, 
And he a winter breeze. 

When the frosty window veil 
Was melted down at noon, 

And the caged yellow bird 
Hung over her in tune, 
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He marked her through the pane, 
He could not help but mark, 

And only passed her by, 
To come again at dark. 

He was a winter wind, 
Concerned with ice and snow, 

Dead weeds and un mated birds, 
And little of love could know. 

But he sighed upon the sill, 
He gave the sash a shake, 

And witness all within 
Who lay that night awake. 

Perchance he half prevailed 
To win her for the flight 

From the firelit looking-glass 
And warm stove-window light. 

But the flower leaned aside 
And thought of naught to say, 

And morning found the breeze 
A hundred miles away. 

At first sight, this poem appears to be an allegorical representation of the traditional semantic 

link between death and 'the little death' ('la petite mort'), erotic union. The image of wind

driven snow is an embodiment of death, who has fallen in love with the flower. The 

unwillingness of the flower to join the wind-driven snow can represent a mental-ontological 

state, an inability to lose one's sense of self that would allow one to achieve erotic union or a 

primal integration with the world in dying. In the light of Pasternak's 3UMI-IMl 1-10% and Cl-lez 

uoem, Frost's poem gains deeper metaphorical significance. The interrelated themes of 

unfulfilled love and unaccomplished death can be regarded as metaphors for unaccomplished 

imaginative acts. As the erotic union of the wind-driven snow and the window flower does 

not take place in the poem, so the symbolic union of the outside and the inside worlds is not 

actualised in the imaginative act if one is interpreting the poem as merely an allegory of 

unfulfilled love or unfulfilled death-instinct. In this sense, the flower is an ironic portrayal of a 

superficial reader who is not capable of transgressing the threshold which leads into the world 

of imagination. Paradoxically, as soon as one recognises this mirror-technique, the hidden 

irony abolishes itself. The first stanza, which highlights the imaginative act as an alternative 

of love, reinforces the idea that in this poem the interrelated themes of love and death have a 

hidden meta-poetic aspect. In support of this interpretation, it is worth mentioning that wind, 
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which in this poem is metonymically equivalent with snow, IS a common metaphor for 

imagination.68 

The hypothetical intertextual dialogue of Pasternak's and Robert Frost's poems can be 

enriched with Robert Louis Stevenson's Winter (1950, 257), a nineteenth century poem in 

which indoor 'flowers of fire' are juxtaposed to flowers drawn by the frost (or snow) on a 

window-pane: 

In rigorous hours, when down the iron lane 
The redbreast looks in vain 
For hips and haws, 
Lo, shining flowers upon my window-pane 
The silver pencil of the winter draws. 

When all the snowy hill 
And the bare woods are still; 
When snipes are silent in frozen bogs, 
And all the garden garth is whelmed in mire, 
Lo, by the hearth, the laughter of logs -
More fair than roses, 10, the flowers of fire! 

In the fist stanza, winter has ambivalent connotations. It is depicted as a season of death, yet it 

also has a vital, creative power since it is producing flowers from ice and snow. In a text

centred reading, the image of crystalline flowers drawn by the silver pencil of the winter 

seems to be no more than an ornamental detail. However, in the light of Pasternak's Cl-lez 

uoem, this image ~an gain metaphorical significance, and function as a self-allusive device 

depicting the ongoing act of decorating the page with flowers of speech. The shining flowers 

of winter appearing on the window in contrast to the desolate surroundings, and the laughing 

flowers of fire bringing warmth and breaking the silence of winter, are comparable to poems. 

These 'flowers' create a positive emotional effect which is comparable to the experience of 

writing or reading poems. The flowers of winter and fire manifest imaginative perception 

because they are not actually flowers, just beautiful patterns of frost and flame. 

68 A typical literary example of the associative link between wind and imagination is Shelley's Ode to the West 
Wind. In this poem, the wind is addressed as 'Destroyer and Preserver'. This is a strong suggestion that 
destruction and creation are intertwined in the imaginative act. This idea is implicit in Wallace Stevens' s Man 
and Bottle and Poetry is a Destructive Force. The ambivalent nature of imagination is also implied in Frost's 
Wind and Window Flower, where the wind appears to be a destructive force, yet it can also represent creative 
inspiration. I~s failure to attract the flower can be interpreted as a failure of accomplishing the creative act, in 
b~th the er~tlc . and the aest~etic sen~e. Wind is a widespread metaphor for imagination; one can find examples of 
thIS semantic lInk from anCIent PerSIan to modern European poetry. This associative link can be traced to 
mythological tradition, where wind and air are common symbols of God's cosmic breath. Wind is, then, a 
conventional metaphor for both divine and human creative power. In Prometheus Unbound, Shelley compares 
the snow to the wind: 'Snow - white and swift as wind.' (Act Ill, Scene Ill.) 
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The opposites of frost and flame are indirectly synthesised because both of them are 

described as flowers. These flowers can be compared to one of the central symbols of Taoist 

mysticism, the Golden Flower, which represents the creative white light, and functions as a 

mandalic symbol of the Tao, the underlying unity of all existence and of the central monad in 

the individual. As a poetic variant, the image of snow (flying vapour) substitutes the Golden 

Flower in Yti Ch'ing's magical charm for the Far Journey. Both the Golden Flower and bright 

snow represent a synthesis of the elements of water and fire, and both of them symbolise the 

inward creative light (Wilhelm 1979, 53-64). The elements of water and fire are strongly 

interrelated in Pasternak's 3UMHflfl HOllb, where creative inspiration is represented by both 

snowstorm and a burning candle. Although snowstorm and candle (i.e. water and fire) are 

opposites, they are also mirror-images of each other. In one of the narrative episodes of 

/foKmop )J(uea2o depicting the creative history of 3UMHflfl HOllb, the snow absorbing the 

moonlight is described as white fire ('6eJIbIH oroHb', chapter XIV, part 8). This is an obvious 

allusion to the synthesis of the mutually exclusive opposites of water and fire. A similar 

synthetic image appears in CHe2 uoem, the 'white starlets' (bright snowflakes), representing 

creative imagination. The material of 'white starlets' is a water-element, snow, but they are 

also poetic synonyms of the winter solstice, which is a fire element. 

In Stevenson's Winter, the image of shining flowers assimilates yet another symbol, 

the window. On a frosty window, the flowery patterns of ice crystals seem to be parts of the 

crystalline glass. The image of shining flowers on the window-pane is, then, a visual synthesis 

of the symbols of snow (or frost), window, and flower. The fusion of these images represents 

the inseparability of the outside, the inside, and the boundary between them. Similarly, in the 

narrative context of 3UMHflfl HOllb, there are several descriptions of a visual synthesis of snow 

(or frost), window, and various indoor radial images, such as colourful Christmas lights, 

Lara's candle, and the poet's lamp (parts 8, 9, 10, in Chapter Ill, and part 8 in Chapter XIV). 

These indoor radiation images can be regarded as metaphorical synonyms of the flowers in 

CHe2 uoem. In this poem, the symbols of snow, window, and flowers are visually separated, 

but they are imaginatively united in several ways. The flowers internalise snow during the 

threshold experience of creative-receptive acts. Both the window and the flowers are 

synthesised with snow because they are words in the poem whose words are compared to 

snowflakes. Later we will discuss other aspects of the latent synthesis of these images. 

A fusion of the elements of water and fire appears in Pasternak's EouHcmeeHHble OHU: 
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11 COJIHL\e rpeeTc» Ha JIb.L\I1He. 

11 JIJo6»w.l1e, KaK BO CHe, 
,lWyr K .L\pyry T»HYTC» rrocrrelIlHei1 

In this poem, the synthesis of the elements of fire (Sun) and water (ice) is obviously related to 

the theme of love, and, by metaphorical extension, it can also be associated with the 

imaginative act. None of these topics are highlighted in Stevenson's Winter, but the text can 

assimilate both due to the treatment of poetic images. One possible reading of the poem is that 

the flowers of winter and flowers of fire represent flowers of speech, i.e. poetic words, which 

are offered instead of genuine roses to the anonymous addressee, who can be the lyric 

persona's beloved.69 

The intertextual networking of Pasternak's, Stevenson's, and Robert Frost's poems is 

not meant to imply that whenever the symbolic triad of snow-window-flower (or/and fire) 

appears it can assimilate the themes of love and imagination. It would be a forced over

interpretation to transfer the theme oflove into Wall ace Stevens's The Poems o/Our Climate, 

where the symbolic triad of snow-window-flowers is associated with the creative act. 

The dichotomy of inside and outside is a common literary vehicle for representing the 

encounter of woman and man. One example is the Hungarian Dezs6 Kosztohlnyi's Szerenad 

(Serenade) (1975,557). This poem portrays the lyric persona as he is walking in the snowfall 

towards the house of his beloved and thinks of the snow as his serenade or lullaby to the 

woman sleeping indoors. He compares the snowflakes to white roses: 

Feher r6zsakkent hulIj az ejben 
rea, te sza1I6, tiszta h6! 

(Cover her in the night like white roses, 
you, flying, pure white snow!) 

Hanna Scolnicov in her book entitled Woman's Theatrical Space, devotes a chapter to 

the theatrical icon of 'The Woman in the Window'. She points out that 'from the spatial point 

of view, the world of man and the world of woman meet on the threshold. [ .. . ] The structural 

division of space into the interior and the exterior of the house carries with it social and 

cultural implications. Gender roles are spatially defined in relation to the inside and the 

outside of the house. Traditionally, it is the woman who makes the house into a home, her 

home, while the world of commerce, war, travel, the world outside, is man's world. [ ... ] In 

the theatre, the contrast between interior and exterior space, between house and outside, is 

69 This interpretation can be read into the first lines of one of Stevenson's love poems: 'To you, let snow and 
roses / And golden locks belong' (from Songs of Travel, 1950,250). 
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eroticized, and the seemingly innocent plot aimed at gaining access to the house takes on 

almost explicit sexual overtones of penetration' (1994, 6-8). The dialectics of the inside and 

the outside can be treated as an intertextual connective, which reinforces the idea that the 

theme of love can be woven into Pasternak's CHe2 uoem, even though only with a very thin 

thread. 

The imagery of this poem manifests the logic of deconstruction in that the traditional 

spatial representation of gender roles is both maintained and abolished. That is to say, the 

inside and the outside worlds can be associated, by tradition, with feminine and masculine 

attributes, respectively, but these associative links are reversible. Snow can be associated with 

both masculine and feminine features .7o According to mytho-poetic conventions, snow, which 

belongs to the sky and to the outside world, functions as a masculine, fertilising, creative 

agent. However, snow as a form of water can also be regarded as a poetic version of the prima 

materia, the feminine origin. In Pasternak's poetry, snow is often associated with love, or the 

beloved woman, and it often symbolises artistic creativity, which, according to Pastemak, has 

a feminine, receptive aspect.71 Pastemak viewed the artist as a receiver, a medium, a 'free 

suprapersonal subjectivity', or a 'sponge', which absorbs universal processes.72 The 

masculine, fertilising, life-giving aspects of snow seem to be incompatible with its 

associations with sterility and death, which are equally relevant connotations when snow is 

viewed in opposition to the organic flowers. A changing perspective allows us to view snow 

70 In Russian folklore, snow has a feminine attribute in the figure of a personified snowflake, CHezYPOIJKa 
(Snowflake, used in a diminutive form, which has a feminine gender). There is a Snow-Woman in Japanese 
mythology, Yuki-Onna, a ghostly white spirit, who appears in snowstorms and lulls men to sleep and death. 
71 Snow is strongly associated with the beloved woman in Pasternak's C6aob6a, C6uoaHue, HUKOZO He 6yoem 6 
OOA1e. Snow is related to the creative process in Pasternak's 3UA1HJlJl HO%,j{oKmop }/(u6azo, JIocJIe 6b/OZU, 
JIocJIe nepepb16a, 3uMa npu6JIuJlCaemcJl, MemeJIb, and JIep6blu CHez. 
72 This idea is formulated in Pasternak's CUA160JIU3M U 6eccMepmue, a lost essay, which is summarised in his 
A6m6uozpacjJUIJeCKUU OIJepK. See also HeCKOJIbKO nOJIJlCeHUU, trans. by Angela Livingstone as Some 
Propositions (Livingstone 1985,28): 'Contemporary trends of thought imagine art is a fountain, whereas it is a 
sponge'. In his essay entitled Pasternak's Objective Lyrics, Szihigyi (1989) discusses Pasternak's receptive 
creativity, and refers to a number of critics who have dealt with this issue, including Lidiia Ginsburg, Iurii 
Lotman, and Roman Jakobson. For other commentaries on this topic see de Mallac, 'The Poet as Critic: Views 
on Art and Literature' (1981,338-357), Dyck, 'Poetics in Autobiography' (1972,35-57), Gifford 1977,43, 
Livingstone 1985, 1-27, France 1990, and Han 1993,205. Inj{oKmop }/(u6azo, Pasternak hints at his concept of 
creative imagination as a receptive internal force, portraying his poetic alter-ego at work: 'B TaKHe MHH)'ThI 
lOPHH AH))'peeBH'I 'IYBCTBOBaJI, qTO rrraBH)'1O pa60ry cOBepIIIaeT He OH caM, HO TO, qTO BbIIIIe ero, 'ITO 
Haxo)),HTcH Ha)), HHM H ynpaBJIHeT HM, a HMeHHo: COcToHHHe MHPOBOH MhlcrrH H n033HH' (1989,427). Iakobson 
(1978, 325) mentions that Pasternak often emphasises the feminine origin of the First Cause of creation, 
associating it with the Biblical Eve and Magdalene. Pasternak's idea that creative imagination is a feminine 
power is in affinity with Jung's and Bachelard's concept of the anima, the feminine aspect of men's soul. The 
femininity of the creative, unconscious realm is discussed in Jung's 'Anima and Animus' (Collected Works vol. 
7, 1966, 188-212), 'Concerning the Archetypes, with Special Reference to the Anima Concept' (Collected Works 
vol. 9, part I, 1975,54-75), Bachelard's 'Reveries on Reverie ("Animus" - "Anima")' (1969,57-95), and Ivanov 
1974, 264-265. The archetypal function of the earth as prima materia is another example of the feminine origin 
of the cosmos. 
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as a 'self-deconstructing image' combining death and life, sterility and fertility, receptivity 

and creativity. 

The interdependence of creation and reception is a common feature of love and the 

imaginative act.73 Reception functions as the accomplishment of the aesthetic communicative 

act. In this sense, the acts of creation and reception are temporally divided and they belong to 

different persons: creation to the author, reception to the reader. This relation is more complex 

in Pastemak's poetry. His poetic world is characterised by a deconstructive overlapping of the 

complementary opposites of creation and reception. That is to say, both creation and reception 

contain the other as their attribute. The reading of Pasternak's poems involves the reader's 

active, creative participation in the construction of meaning. The reader's act of 'creative 

reception' is balanced with the author's 'receptive creation'. All these issues can be related to 

the symbol of snow. When viewed in a broad mytho-poetic context, snow in CHe2 uoem takes 

on both masculine and feminine attributes. As a messenger of the sky, or a fertilising agent, 

snow is a masculine phenomenon. As a metaphor for the poetic word or creative imagination, 

snow can be related to the Pastemakian 'feminine' imaginative power. In a few of Pasternak's 

poems, snow appears as a (dis)embodied form of a woman, who either represents creative 

imagination, or acts as the source of creative inspiration.74 The appearance of women in the 

form of snow is actually their embodiment in the words of poems. In CHe2 uoem, there is no 

explicit indication that snow is endowed with either feminine or with masculine features. 
"' 

Perhaps this is why it can evoke associations with both. 

The descriptive content of the poem can be related to several poetic themes in varying 

dominance. The creative and the receptive acts, and the nature of temporal process are well

elaborated, explicit topics, which are allegorically applicable to the whole text. The theme of 

love, however, is merely a free intertextual association. The two opposite gender roles only 

vaguely hover in the dichotomous layout of the main symbols of the text. The theme of love 

emerges only at a few points and in the deep mythological layers of the poem, and when the 

poem is viewed in a wider, intertextual perspective. 

In EouHcmeeHHble OHU, by inversion, love IS the predominant, explicit human 

analogue of the descriptive content, the winter solstice. Nevertheless, the poem is not 

restricted to this theme. In some parts of the text, traces of the theme of creative act can be 

73 The synthesis of these themes occurs in Mandelstam's B03bMU Ha paoocmb, where the offering of a necklace 
of dead bees is a symbolic gesture of offering the poem, and it is also regarded by critics as a symbolic 
expression of love. See Burnett 1992, 18-52. 
74 A prominent example is the poem JIocJIe 6b/OZU, where the creative power is personified as a white, plaster 
cast woman, who descends on earth in the form of snow. 
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found if the poem is read in the context of Pasternak's mytho-poetic thought, where both love 

and the winter solstice are potential synonyms of artistic creativity. In 3UMHMl HO%, the 

dominance of the themes of love and poetic creativity are balanced, but both of them are 

equally concealed. 

As a summary of this section, let us return to the central idea introduced at the 

beginning, that creativity, love, and cosmogony are traditionally regarded as analogous 

threshold experiences. Since the symbol of snow in CHe2 uoem is explicitly identified with 

poetic words, one of its main functions is to symbolise the creative power of man. At the 

same time, snow is endowed with divine attributes. Heaven, which is traditionally regarded as 

the dwelling place of divine beings, is also the dwelling place of snow. In CHe2 uoem, snow is 

metonymically identified with the sky. As it descends on earth, it brings to the human world a 

heavenly state, the state of creative inspiration. The descent of heaven in the form of snow is 

one of Pasternak's recurring metaphors for the release of internal, creative energies. The 

metaphorical relation between snow, creative imagination, and the creative word entails that 

the poetic word takes on the mytho-poetic attributes of snow and of its synonym, the 

staircase. As snow and the staircase can represent the cosmic axis, so the poetic word can 

function as a monad, a mandalic centre of the poem and of the literary universe. In CHe2 

uoem, the word 'cHer' is such an all-inclusive unit. It represents all words, similarly to the 

world axis, which is an omnipresent, all-embracing centre. Snow as a symbol of the poetic 

word absorbs the main functions of the mythological world axis. Both the world axis and 

snow (poetic word) represent a correlation between macrocosm and microcosm, the 

construction of order out of chaos, a chronotopic fusion of space and time, the interrelated 

themes of creation and love, the concept of immortality, the idea of endless recurrence, a 

synthesis of masculine and feminine attributes, and a fusion of creation and reception. A 

further analogy between the central axis and snow (poetic word) is that both of them are 

related to the winter solstice. Indeed, poetic words are verbal analogues of the winter solstice 

since they bring light into mental darkness, re-create order, and manifest the eternalised 

threshold moment of creative imagination. 
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3.l.6. Snow: a configuration of the Christmas tree and of the star 

'a Christmas tree 
crystalline' 
(from A. R. Ammons's 
Mist Curtains Lower and Dissolve) 

'How countlessly they congregate 
O'er our tumultuous snow, 

Which flows in shapes as tall as trees 
When wintry winds do blow!' 

(from Robert Frost's Stars) 

The associative link between snow and the winter solstice allows us to establish further 

mytho-poetic syntheses. The light of the winter solstice has traditionally been represented by 

various ritual objects, including the candle and the so called 'garden of Adonis', a pot of 

sprouting, growing corn symbolising life springing from death, and the return of light at the 

turning point of the solar year.75 In the seventeenth century, this symbol was replaced by the 

Christmas tree. The evergreen pine tree decorated for Christmas with golden and silver 

ornaments represents the axial cosmic tree with the Sun, the Moon, and the stars shining 

through its branches. Similarly to the poetic image of snow, the Christmas tree symbolises the 

contact between heaven and earth. These associative links between the Christmas tree, the 

winter solstice, and snow encourage us to compare the use of snow in CHe2 uOem to the poetic 

treatment of the Christmas tree in Pasternak's 3uMHue npa30HuKu. Baevskii points out that the 

personified Christmas tree in 3uMHue npa30HuKu represents the concept of eternity and an 

analogy between the macro world and the microcosm (1993, 37). The Christmas tree, which 

brings eternity into the room, seems to reach the sky as it wears stars on its branches, perhaps 

'white stars', which in CHe2 uOem are comparable to Christmas stars since they symbolise the 

appearance of creative light and the complex symbolism of the winter solstice. Both snow and 

Christmas tree can be regarded as configurations of the mythological world axis. As such, 

they represent the creative light, the marriage of heaven and earth (and other opposites), 

immortality, and the mystical experience of compressing eternity in a moment.76 

75 Corn is a traditional analogue of the Sun, and of Sun-gods. At the end of Brodsky's OceHHuu KpUK flcmpe6a, 
ears of corn ('heads of barley') are parts of a complex image, in which various symbols of the creative light 
(such as the circle, the eye, the rainbow and snow) are synthesised in a many-layered metaphor of the poetic 
word. 
76 One of the central symbols of Chinese mysticism, the Golden Flower, is a mediator between the Christmas 
tree and snow. In his commentary to the Secret of the Golden Flower, C. G. lung mentions that the Christmas 
tree shares the main associative meanings of the Golden Flower, both being mandalic symbols of the creative 
light (Wilhelm 1979, 101). In the Chinese text itself, the Golden Flower is symbolically equivalent with snow. 
(Wilhelm 1979,58,60,62). 
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In the narrative context of 3UMHflfl HOllb (a twin-poem of CHee uoem), the sight of 

snow is inextricably intertwined with the sight of many-coloured Christmas trees. It is the 

window where the synthesis of these images takes place: 

ilOKpbITble TOJICTbIM CJIOeM JIb.L\a fI CHera OKHa .L\OMOB TOl.JHO 6blJlfl 3aMa3aHbI MeJIOM, fI no fiX 
Henp03pal.JHOH: nOBepxHocTfI .L\BflraJIflCb I..\BeTHble OTCBeTbI 3allOKeHHbIX eJIOK fI TeHfI 
BecellilII..\flXCH, CJIOBHO JIIO.L\HM Ha ymiI..\e nOKa3bIBaJIfI fl3 .L\OMOB TYMaHHble KapTflHbI Ha 6eJIbIX, 
pa3BernaHHbIX nepe.L\ BOJIIIIe6HbIM <pOHapeM npOCTbIHHX. (Pastemak, /I,oKmop )J{u6a2o, 1989, 

88-89) 

IOpa cMOTPeJI no CTopOHaM fI BfI.L\eJI TO )Ke caMoe, l.JTO He3a.L\OJIrO .L\O Hero nona.L\aJIOCb Ha 
rJIa3a nape. [ ... ] CBeTHmfleCH fl3BH)'TPfI fI 3aflH.L\eBeJIbJe OKHa .L\OMOB nOXO.L\flJIfI Ha 
.L\parOI..\eHHble JIapI..\bI fl3 .L\bIMl.JaTOrO CJIOflCTOro TOna3a. BH)'TPfI HflX TenmmaCb CBHTOl.JHaH 
)KH3Hb MOCKBbI, rOpeJIbI eJIKfI [ ... ]. ((Pastemak,/I,oKmop)J{u6a2o, 1989,92) 

The visual overlapping of snow, window, and the Christmas tree is comparable to the 

metaphorical synthesis of the images of snow, window, and flowers in CHee uoem. 

The Christmas tree and most traditional symbols of the world axis are static and 

limited in space. The snowfall, however, is dynamic, and it is expanded in space. One of the 

main features of the axial figures, their distinct, central position is not discernible in the image 

of the snowfall. For the observer, the snowfall is not in the centre of the world: it is 

everywhere. This apparent contradiction may be the very reason why snow is a suitable poetic 

substitute of traditional axial symbols. The axis mundi, like the radiating light, occupies a 

central place in the psycho-physical universe, yet it is symbolically omnipresent. The all

pervasive visual appearance of snowfall actually manifests the concept of omnipresence, 

which is less discernible in the case of traditional axial figures.
77 

The dynamic nature of the 

snowfall allows the observer to capture totality, temporal process, and eternity in a moment. 

In the snowfall, the contact between heaven and earth is being established continuously. Some 

of the snowflakes are already resting on the ground, while some are descending in mid-air, 

and others are still in the clouds. By contrast, most of the traditional, static symbols of the 

central axis represent different phases of the temporal cycle in succession, not simultaneously. 

77 The paradoxical concept of the omnipresence of the centre is often illustrated by a mandalic diagram of 
concentric circles. This diagram represents the symbolic equivalence of the centre and the circumference. Unlike 
most traditional axial figures, the diagram of concentric circles is a precise visual analogue of the all
inclusiveness of the centre. The anonymous author of The Secret of the Golden Flower writes: 'the centre is 
omnipresent; everything is contained in it' (Wilhelm, 1979,35). The cosmic tree is often depicted as an all
inclusive centre. For instance, on Jen Delyth's design of the Celtic Tree of Life, the intergrown branches and 
roots form a circle around the trunk (Green, 1997,215). In the vision of the Anglo-Saxon shaman, Odin, the 
world tree is depicted as a spatially all-pervasive axis of the cosmos: 'its branches spread out over the whole 

world and reach up over heaven' (Bates, 1996,263). 
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The direction of the hero's, or initiate's, or shaman's passage on the axial staircase, ladder, or 

mountain is either descending or ascending, so he cannot be 'up' and 'down' at the same 

time.78 Similarly, the seasonal regeneration of deciduous trees symbolises the cyclical course 

of time and the perpetual cycles of death and rebirth in a temporal succession. The trees wear 

four dresses each year, but only one at a time, symbolising the successive phases of human 

life. Unlike deciduous trees, which manifest the change of seasons in temporal continuity, the 

regenerative processes of evergreen trees are not so apparently divided in time. The evergreen 

Christmas tree thus can symbolise different phases of time simultaneously, as in Pasternak's 

3uMHue npa30HuKU: 

EY.L\YII..\ero He.L\OCTaTOl.JHO, 
CTaporo, HOBoro MaJIO. 
Ha.L\o, l.JT06 eJIKOIO CBHTOl.JHOH: 
Bel.JHocTb Cpe.L\b KOMHaTbI CTaJIa. 

In its all-inclusive temporal meaning, the Christmas tree is comparable to the symbol of 

snowfall. They complement each other, since the Christmas tree is a static, whereas the 

snowfall is a dynamic object, and the Christmas tree is located indoors, whereas the snowfall 

is located outdoors. 

The evergreen Christmas tree and snow are closely associated with another traditional 

representation of the central axis, the star. The stars, like the snowflakes, are 'one and many'. 

Therefore, every star can share the symbolism of the Star of Bethlehem or the Pole star, which 

are universally regarded as symbols of axis mundi. In 3uMHue npa30HuKu, the Christmas tree 

is wearing stars, and it represents eternity within the borders of the room. The evergreen 

Christmas tree and the stars normally belong to the external, limitless space. By a chronotopic 

logic, they symbolise eternity, even when they are brought indoors. It is obvious that in CHee 

uoem the snowflakes are poetic synonyms of stars because they are described as 'white 

starlets' ('6eJIble 3Be3,UOQKH'). This may be regarded as an insignificant descriptive detail, a 

superficial allusion to the similarity between the shape of the stars and the snow-crystals. 

However, one can also assume that every word has weight and symbolic significance in the 

poem. As the 'black staircase' can fulfil more than an ornamental function, so the image of 

'white stars' can bring new semantic aspects into the text by opening the boundaries of the 

poem to the wide context of mytho-poetic imagination.79 

78 Th . e I~age of ~he fount~in, which is a traditional emblem of axis mundi, is comparable to snow in that it 
symbo.lis~s, the SImultaneIty of a~cent and descent. In Shelley's Prometheus Unbound, snow is transformed into 
f?untams. !he snow .u~on my lifeless mountains / Is loosened into living fountains, / My solid oceans flow and 
smg and shme; / A spmt from my heart bursts forth, / It clothes with unexpected birth / My cold bare boso~'. 
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3.1.7. The starry sky in a single star - the snowfall in a snow crystal 

'To see a World in a grain of Sand 
And Heaven in a Wild Flower, 
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand, 
And Eternity in an hour' 

(from William Blake's Auguries of Innocence) 

Bright stars shining through the dark night are common symbols of creative light, and, by 

analogy, they come to represent the immortal poetic spirit.8o Being a source of light, the radial 

image of the star (especially the Pole star and the Christmas star) often functions in 

mythology as an analogue of the mystic centre, that is to say, a synonym of the all-inclusive 

white light of the winter solstice and of the world axis. The star in mythology is a geometrical 

version of the cosmic pillar. Throughout, the Pole Star is called the column of the universe, or 

the pillar of the world. All the constellations revolve around this absolute, fixed centre. The 

Pole star is commonly associated with the creator, the motionless first cause, or creative light. 

The geometrical representation of the Pole star, or of any other star, denotes the union of the 

upper and lower worlds and also the orientation within a circle. The division of the circle by a 

12-pointed star gives the pattern of the clock, and of the Zodiac. These images represent the 

organisation of time. The division of the circle by a star also symbolises orientation in space. 

The star, like the snowfall, is a chronotope, in which spatial and temporal meanings overlap. 

In O-lez uoem, the phrase 'white starlets' conjures up a synthetic image in which stars are 

united with snowflakes. The metaphorical synthesis of the figures of star and snowflake, or of 

the starry sky and snowfall, can be regarded as a 'visual' manifestation of potential links 

between mythological and poetic imagination. Both the mythological symbol of the star and 

the poetic image of snowfall take on the metaphorical functions of the world axis, or central 

light. As the poetic image of snow assimilates the symbol of star, so it absorbs the main 

conventional meanings of light. The description of snowflakes as 'white starlets' supports the 

argument developed earlier that snow takes over the conventional meanings of light. This is in 

keeping with synthesising the image of snowfall with another traditional axial symbol, the 

staircase. 

79 The symbol of snow is correlated to stars in another poem by Pasternak, POJ/coecmeeHcKafl 3ee30a. A 
metaphorical synthesis of stars and snow occurs in many poems, including Stars by Robert Frost, Snow by Ted 
Hughes, B OKHO: c03ee30ue, JlHeapb : c KymeJICa, and 3H(lMeHa ra3u-Ma20Meoa by Gennady Aygi, Snow by 
Waiter de la Mare, Marriage Song and Talisman by Herb Leifer, Kh parton by Zsuzsa Beney, poem 409 by 
Emily Dickinson, and Snow and Stars by Wallace Stevens. 
80 One example is Shelley's Adonais, an elegy written on the death of Keats: 'The soul of Adonais, like a star, / 
Beacons from the abode where the eternal are.' 
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The star, like snow, is an ambivalent image. On the one hand, it is associated with 

light and life. It is a sign of the birth of Christ and of other divine beings, thus representing the 

creative, 'divine spark' in man.81 The star is an attribute of the sky, therefore it is associated 

with creative power, as opposed to the receptive earth. The descent of stars and the downward 

path of their light represent divine and human creation. On the other hand, the fall of a star is 

commonly regarded as a sign of death. In mythological thought, stars also represent the 

immortal spirits of the dead. The connotative aura of the symbol of star includes apparently 

contradictory, yet interrelated meanings, such as life, birth, death, immortality, and eternity. 

The same associations are evoked by the image of snowfall in CHez uoem. 

Due to their shared symbolic meanings, the star (as a poetic synonym of the 

snowflake) and the snowfall can be related to each other metonymically, whereby the parts 

contain the essence of the whole. The 'white starlets' are parts of the snowfall, yet each of 

them contain the main symbolic meanings of the snowfall, at least in an intertextual 

perspective. The metonymical correspondence between the whole and its parts is also 

applicable on a larger scale. While the snowfall represents the whole in relation to its parts, 

the 'white stars', it is also part of a larger scene of snow-window-flowers. Here we are dealing 

with a structure of recursive embeddings. The bipolar structure of the whole setting of inside

outside is condensed in its part, the snowfall. The ambivalent meanings of the snowfall are 

maintained on a smaller scale, in the traditional mythological symbolism of its constituent 

parts, the 'white starl~ts'. Moreover, each star has a centre, whose symbolic function within 

the star is a microstructural replica of the symbolic position of the whole star in the 

macroworld. The central point where the rays of the star intersect is the centre of the circle 

which can be drawn around the star. In mythological imagination, the radiating centre of the 

star symbolises the undivided One, the underlying unity of all existence. It is an axial point, 

from where the creative white light emanates, and where everything returns. It represents the 

sacred point and the all-inclusive moment of creation and transformation. In the structure of 

recursive embeddings, the central point of the star is not only a replica of the whole star, but 

also of the starry sky, which is a poetic synonym of snowfall. This is in accordance with the 

poetic function of snowfall as a configuration of the central axis, a spatio-temporal metaphor 

of the threshold situation of the creative act. 

81 !~sus is. an embodimen~ of th~ divine, creative light, thus, he is also a symbol of human creative power, or 
spmtual hght. St AthanaslUs (4 century) summarises these symbolic interrelations as such: 'The Word of God 
w~s made human in order that we might be made divine'. Northrop Frye (l990a) compared the Bible to a double 
mIrror, where the Old Testament and the New Testament reflect each other. The creative word of God is 
meta~horically .identified with Christ, and the act of cosmogony is synonymous with the birth of Christ just after 
the wmter solstice, on the day when the rising Sun starts moving again on the horizon. 
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These considerations may seem to be too distant from Pasternak's poem because the 

text does not include any hint at an analytical perception of the pattern of the star (or 

snowflake), and it does not allude to metonymical correspondences between the whole bipolar 

setting, the snowfall, and the snowflake. In what follows, we shall investigate whether the 

structure of recursive embeddings can be more firmly integrated into the thematic scope of the 

poem. 

3.1.8. Anagogic view: the poem and the literary universe 

converging into the image of snow 

'The Brain - is wider than the Sky -
For - put them side by side -
The one the other will contain -
With ease - and You - beside-' 

(from poem 632 by Emily Dickinson) 

'the essential poem at the centre of things' 
(from A Primitive like an Orb, by Wallace Stevens) 

One can apply the structure of recursive embeddings on the meta-poetic plane, substituting 

snow with its main poetic meaning, the creative word. As suggested by the 7th stanza, the 

poem can be visualised as snowfall, where each word is comparable to a snowflake. If one 

transfers the mytho-poetic correlations between snowfall and the world axis to the aesthetic 

plane, then the poem (as an analogue of snowfall) comes to represent the centre of the world 

of literature. This is in keeping with Frye's concept of the anagogic context: 

[In the anagogic perspective,] the center of the literary universe is whatever poem we happen to 
be reading. One step further, and the poem appears as a microcosm of all literature, an 
individual manifestation of the total order of words. Anagogically, then, the symbol is a monad, 
all symbols being united in a single infinite and eternal verbal symbol which is, as dianoia, the 
Logos, and as mythos, total creative act. It is this conception which Joyce expresses, in terms of 
subject matter, as 'epiphany'. (1990, 121) 

Pasternak's CHe2 uoem is, indeed, a potential centre of gravity in the literary universe, 

because the metaphorical identification of snow with the creative word is not merely a self

referential allusion, but a meta-poetic device. That is to say, the symbol of snow is not only a 

metaphor for the words of this poem but a symbol of any creative word, and all poetic words. 

The snowfall, then, not only represents the poem, but also the world of literature, as it is 

reflected in the central poem. If the universe of literature is compared to snowfall or starry 

sky, then each snowflake or star comes to represent a literary text. Poems, as stars, or 
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snowflakes, are 'one and many': each of them is a unique verbal entity, yet what they have in 

common is that each of them is an embodiment of creative light, and each one is a potential 

centre of the literary universe. One can take further the allegorical correspondence between 

the star-like snowflake and the literary text by comparing the central, axial point of the figure 

of the star to all-embracing central symbols of poems, such as snow in Pasternak's CHe2 

uoem. Snow is a monad, a converging centre in the poem because it is a metaphor for the 

creative word. In the structure of recursive metonymical embeddings, the symbol of snow 

functions as an all-inclusive centre within an all-inclusive centre: it contains the whole poem, 

and, together with the poem, it assimilates the whole of literature. The snow-crystal as a 

monad represents 'the Word that contains all poetry', 'the universal creative word which is all 

words'. It is a poetic analogue of the 'Word of God', thus, it is also 'an analogy of Christ' 

(Frye's definitions of the monad, 1990, 121, 126). 

Within the structure of recursive metonymical embeddings, it is easier to understand 

the logic underlying Frye's apparently inconsistent use of the term 'monad' . He uses this term 

for poems, as well as for symbols which are parts of poems. The analysis of CHe2 uoem 

reveals that this terminology is entirely relevant in a structure of metonymical embeddings. 

The poem CHe2 uoem is obviously a 'monad': it represents all verbal works of art because it is 

about poetic creativity in general. The central symbol of the poem, snow, is also a monad 

because it symbolises any creative word. 
"-

If one compares the poem to snowfall, and each word to a snowflake, then it is 

expected that the word 'snow' is not the only potential centre of the poem. Indeed, most of the 

key words of the text have a converging semantic significance, such as white star, flower, 

window, cross, everything, chaos, staircase, turning, sky, earth, life, Christmas, New Year, 

time, year, word, and poem. 

The chain of metonymical recursive embeddings, which ranges from a symbol through 

the poem to the universe of literature, can be compared to some of the inherent features of 

snow imagery which are not mentioned in the poem, but which may be evoked associatively. 

Each snowflake is unique, yet each one is a hexagonal crystal, which consists of smaller 

hexagonal units. The centre of the snowflake is generally a six-pointed star, a microstructural 

replica of the whole crystal.82 Since the snowflake consists of smaller hexagons, it is like a 

82 The pattern of the snow crystal is clearly visible on W. A. Bentley's 2453 enlarged photographs (Bentley and 
Humphreys 1962). For a concise scientific description of the pattern of the snow-crystal see the discussion of 
the 'Koch curve' (also called the 'snowflake curve') in Osserman, 1996, 161-163. Here I only quote the key 
sentences: 'The process that forms a real-life snowflake [ ... ] is a process of accretion, starting with a central 
kernel, which "grows" a symmetric set of six crystals, each of which then grows further crystals, and so on. [ ... ] 
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condensed snowfall, or a miniature mirror-image of snowfall. The only difference is that the 

snowfall is chaotic, whereas the 'snowfall' within the snow-crystal has an orderly pattern. The 

idea that the orderly snowflake is interchangeable with the chaotic snowfall may seem to be a 

conceptual mistake. However, if we think of Frye's snowflake-metaphor quoted at the 

beginning of the first chapter, we can see that the interrelation of snowflake and snowfall is a 

precise analogy of the interplay of order and chaos, which is a central feature of imaginative 

comprehension. Whether a text appears to be chaotic or orderly largely depends on how one 

apprehends it. A poem may initially seem to be somewhat obscure and chaotic, comparable to 

snowfall. Repeated readings and an imaginative, synthetic apprehension may alter this 

perception. As the semantic and structural interrelations of the text are gradually crystallised, 

it comes to be comparable to a snowflake, or an 'orderly' snowfall, whose constituent parts, 

the 'white stars' are not randomly scattered on the page, but in such a way that they can be 

linked to one another to make up meaningful verbal patterns, which can be compared to 

constellations. Frye argues that the same process of 'crystallisation' is applicable in a wider, 

intertextual field. This broader synthetic apprehension is the main methodological concern of 

this dissertation, where we are trying to interrelate poetic texts, thereby constructing a 

coherent intertextual structure in the labyrinthine world of verbal imagination. The analysis of 

Olez uoem reassures us that this is a worthwhile undertaking. The intratextual integrity of the 

poem can be regarded as a microstructural analogue of its intertextual network and of the 

possible order of works of literature. In this sense, the central position of the symbol of snow 

in the poem is as a small-scale analogue of the central position of the focused text in its 

intertextual network. 

The interchangeability of the images of star, snowflake, and snowfall, and the 

relevance of their aesthetic connotations have been demonstrated by aspects of mythological 

thought. Snow, the central symbol of Olez uoem, has been revealed to be a new poetic form 

of the common mythological symbol of the all-inclusive, central creative light. In what 

follows, we shall investigate further links between mythological and poetic imagery, in order 

to support the idea that there are correspondences between the symbolic meanings of the 

snowflake and the snowfall. 

The process repeats itself indefinitely. The end result is the Koch snowflake. [ ... ] [This] example became the 
archetype of the [ ... ] theory of fractals' (1996, 161-162). 
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3.1.9. Snowflake and snowfall: mytho-poetic synonyms 

'everlasting snow' - 'everlasting flake' 
(from poems 158 and 275 by Emily Dickinson) 

'Two things of opposite natures seem to depend 
On one another, as a man depends 
On a woman, day on night, the imagined 
On the real. This is the origin of change.' 

(from Wall ace Stevens's 
Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction) 

The geometrical form of the hexagonal snowflake, the six-pointed star, is a widespread 

mythological symbol. There are striking parallels between the traditional connotations of the 

six-rayed star and some of the main connotations of snowfall in CHez uoem. To elucidate 

similarities between the mythological symbolism of the hexagon and the poetic associations 

of snowfall, I will quote relevant sections from descriptions of the six-pointed star in various 

dictionaries of symbols, and include in italics, in parentheses the corresponding poetic 

meanings of snowfall. (Suspension points in square brackets indicate ellipses.) 

The six-pointed star depicts the Creation. (The snowfall connecting heaven and earth is an 
axial symbol of poetic creation.) [The six-pointed star] is the combination of the masculine and 
feminine triangles of fire and water. (The snowfall as an attribute of heaven, is a masculine, 
fertilising, creative principle. However, it also represents the Pastemakian feminine, receptive 
imagination. Snow is a frozen form of the element of water. 83 At the same time, the shining 
snowflakes or 'white starlets' can be associated with the creative light, the Sun of the winter 
solstice, whiCh is afire element.) (Cooper 1978, 159) 

The double triangle, the six-pointed star, [ ... ] is the union of opposites (snowfall is also a union 
of opposites), male and female, positive and negative, the upper triangle being white and the 
lower black (the white snowfall is metaphorically identified with black staircase and with black 
printed words); fire and water; evolution and involution; interpenetration, each being the image 
of the other; the hermaphrodite; the perfect balance of complementary forces; the androgynous 
aspect of the deity; man looking into his own nature (Contemplation of snowfall, which is a 
metaphor for writing and reading poems, has been revealed to be a threshold situation of 
simultaneously outward and inward gaze. By looking at snowfall, or at its metaphorical 
analogue, the poem, the poet and the reader are looking into their own minds.); the twin forces 
of creativity; the synthesis of all elements with the upright triangle as the celestial nature and 
the inverted as the terrestrial, the whole representing universal man uniting the two as mediator 
(the snowfall connecting heaven and earth is a metaphor for the divine light dwelling in the 
human mind). [ .. . ] The two interlocking triangles are the union of opposites which become 
'fluid fire' or 'fiery water' (The hidden solar symbolism of snow may be regarded as a poetic 
analogue of the synthesis of water andfire.) (Cooper 1978, 180) 

83 Although snow is frozen water, it is metaphorically identified with fluid water in Wallace Stevens's The Man 
with the Blue Guitar: 'The sea is in the falling snow'. Water is a conventional metaphor for the soul. A literary 
example is Goethe's Spirit Song over the Waters: 'The soul of man / Resembleth water: / From heaven it 
cometh, / To heaven it soareth, / And then again / To earth descendeth, / Changing ever.' (from The Poems of 
Goethe, trans. by E. A. Bowring, London, 1953,219). 
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In mystical numerology, the number six denotes the spiritual realm, which is an immaterial 

reality, qualitatively different from the sensory data obtained by the five senses. The spiritual 

realm is the right soil for cultivating the inner light, which is symbolised, among other things, 

by the Golden Flower and by snowfall (Wilhelm 1979, 30, 58, 60, 62). The common 

association of six with the spiritual realm is maintained when the hexagonal snow crystal 

functions as a metaphor for imagination. One of the distinctive features of creative 

imagination is that it reaches into an extra-sensory realm beyond the limits of sense-bound, 

empirical perception. 

The number 6 has a special significance in mystical numerology. Marie-Louise von 

Franz refers to the number 6 as an example for explaining the Jungian notion of acausal 

orderedness and the unconscious origin of numerology: 

In the realm of the mind or psyche acausal orderedness is manifest in such examples as the fact 
that 6 is a perfect number; the addition of its factors, 1+2+3, and their multiplication Ix2x3, 
both yield 6. We are mentally forced to accept this as true without being able to indicate a 
cause for 6 having just this quality. (1997, 27) 

All human beings are simply forced, by the very structure of their innate capacity to think, to 
acknowledge that the number 6 is a so-called 'whole' number, that is, it consists of the sum of 
its parts, 1, 2 and 3, but no one could advance a causal psychological explanation for ~h~s. For 
us it is simply evident, our psyche is apparently so structured that we have to look at It In that 
way and not in another way. All the natural numbers, in Jung's opinion, are especially 
'primitive', that is, they are archetypal structures which reach farther into the depths of the 
unconscious than most. They demonstrate an 'acausal orderedness' in the psyche. (1998, 239) 

A. E. Abbot's discussion of the esoteric meanings of the six-rayed star further supports our 

argument that the poetic meanings of snowfall are implicit in the figure of the hexagonal 

snowflake: 

The symbol of six is the six-pointed star [ ... ]. It represents the above and the below (as the 
snowfall connects the heaven and the earth), Spirit and Matter intermingled (union of matter 
and spirit is expressed in the twofold semantic function of the snowfall: it is a sign referrin~ to 
real, material snow, and it is a motif symbolising the imaginative spirit). The geometrIcal 
equivalents of the six, the regular hexagon and the hexagram, the six-pointed star known as the 
'Star of David', are particularly harmonious figures. The six illustrates the relationship of the 
divine and the human (the descent of the snowfall from heaven illustrates the activation of the 
divine, creative power in man) [ .. . ] it represents harmony, proportion, co-operation, and 
implies order and harmony brought to manifestation (the snowfall as a symbol of the w.0rld axis 
represents the organisation of the universe, and it also manifests the process of creatmg order 
in the poetic microcosm). The hexad was considered by all nations a sacred number, because 
the world was created in six days (the snowfall is also associated with the creative process). 
The six signified perfection of the parts because it is the only. number under ten which i~ whole 
and equal in its divisions and produces a hexagon by extendmg the measure of the radIUS of a 
circle six times round the circumference. The six was 'the perfection of parts' (the principle of 
reproductive metonymy is also based on the pelfection of parts), a symbol of creation and a 
sign of the soul. (The snowfall is also a symbol of creation and of imagination. These mental 
processes are attributed to the soul, not to the rational ~ind.). Medieval writers on ~umbers 
associated six with earthly perfection because of the relatIOnship to the days of creatIOn. (By 
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tradition, the poetic universe and the each poem are analogous to the order of the macro world: 
they are verbal forms of earthly peifection, and they are symbolised by the snowfall. As the 
hexagonal pattern of the snowflake is associated with the days of creation, so the snowfall 
expresses temporality in · a spatial form. It represents the everlasting feature of the temporally 
confined creative process.) Six is manifested harmony, order, or arrangement (the snowfall, as 
a metaphor for the poem, is also harmony, order, and arrangement), and thus it plays a 
prominent part in nature: The honey-combs of bees are built of hexagonal cells. Quartz (like 
water) crystallises according to the hexagonal system. (Abbot, n.d . 219-221) 

In the last sentence, the allusion to various hexagonal forms of nature shows that the 

associations of certain mytho-poetic images may be imprinted in their very structure. It is 

possible that this structure is perceived intuitively when a particular image is chosen to 

represent a particular concept. 

In The Mystic Spiral, Jill Purce points out that the six-pointed star (Seal of Solomon) 

is interchangeable with the symbol of two gyres in W. B. Yeats's A Vision, and with the 

Chinese yin-yang diagram, whose alternative representation is the circle of the 64 hexagrams 

of the I Ching (Book of Changes). These symbols are different configurations of the universal 

concept of the dynamic interaction of opposites (1997, 20-22, 119). The two interlocking 

triangles, which make up the pattern of the six-pointed star, are often depicted at the second 

circuit of the self-expanding centre of the mandala, representing the indissoluble unity of 

opposites and the state of primordial one-ness. Cirlot links the image of the hexagonal star 

(Seal of Solomon) to mandala symbolism: 

[The Seal of Solomon] consists of two triangles superimposed and interlaced so as to form a 
six-pointed star. Wirth terms it the 'star of the microcosm'. [ ... ] In reality it is a symbol of the 
human soul as a 'conjunction' of consciousness and the unconscious, signified by the 
intermingling of the triangle (denoting fire) and the inverted triangle (water) . Both of these are, 
according to alchemic theory, subject to the principle of the immaterial, called Azoth by the 
philosophers, and represented in the Seal of Solomon by a central point which is not actually 
portrayed but which has to be seen in the imagination alone, as in some of the mandalas of 
India and Tibet. [The Sri-Yantra and the akarshani-yantra are typical examples.]84 (Cirlot 1971, 
281-2) 

The hexagonal emanation of the invisible mandalic centre is a configuration of the world axis, 

the central creative light, and the mind's omnipresent self-reflecting eye. It represents a state 

of non-duality, which involves a sense of mystical at-oneness with the cosmos, and a 

realisation of the unity of all phenomena and experience. The latent axial symbolism of the 

snowfall is consubstantial with the mandala symbolism innate in the hexagonal snow crystal. 

This section has shpwn that the poetic image of snowfall has taken over the main 

associations of the conventional figures of the hexagon and the six-pointed star. These 

84 The symbolic significance of the hexagon in the mandala is discussed in Khanna (1997) and Shearer (1993). 
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traditional metaphors are revitalised when they appear in the poem as snowflakes (,white 

starlets'). The apparently unusual association of snow with creative imagination may be 

rooted in the conventional meanings of the hexagon. Taking into consideration the typical 

mythological meanings of the hexagonal star, the association of snow with the marriage of 

opposites is not as arbitrary as it may seem at first sight. The union of opposites is a 

characteristic feature of imaginative acts, and it is imprinted in some of the microstructural 

properties of snow, which may be recognised on an unconscious level.85 

The interchangeability of the mythological symbolism of the star with the poetic 

associations of snowfall is a metaphorical analogue of the anagogic correspondence between 

the poem and the world literature. The metaphorical consubstantiality of the snowflake and 

the snowfall also signifies the paradoxical co-existence of form and formlessness, the 

presence of the infinite in the small, the many in the one, and the eternal in the ephemeral. 

3.1.10. The four-pointed star as a symbolic equivalent of snow 

'6yp5I 6eJIa5I - 3HaM5I - H KpeCTHKH - meJIhI BrrepBhle OTCJ(),ll,a 
KaK OT M03ra OT cep,ll,~a H fJIa3a 
K 60ra ,ll,yrue = 

TOJIhKO 3TO OKHO ... H rrpOCMorp5ITC5I 3HaM5I H KpecTHKH-meJIhI' 
(from OKltO = COlt by Gennady Aygi) 

The six-pointed star is not the only microstructural representative of the poetic meanings of 

snowfall and of the whole setting of snow-window-flowers. The star is closely associated with 

the cross in mythology as well as in Pasternak's poem. The cross is a basic mythological 

symbol, and it is a recurring motif in CHe2 uoem, where the expression 'rrepeKpecTKa 

rroBopoT' appears twice and the phrase 'OKOHHbIM: rreperrJIeT' evokes the image of a window 

85 lung believed that 'identity of opposites is a characteristic feature of every psychic event in the unconscious 
state', and that the coincidence of opposites 'can adequately be expressed only by the symbol' (Collected Works, 
vo!. 12, pp. 282, 283). The inherently ambivalent nature of snow may be the reason why it is widely used as a 
metaphor for creative imagination and its products. This connotation of snow appears in poems by E. 
Evtushenko, B. Pasternak, G. Aygi, O. Mandelstam, V. Briusov, 1. Brodsky, A. Kushner, O. Mitiaev, V. 
Turiansky, Gy. Illyes, l. Dsida, ZS. Beney, M. Radn6ti, D. Kosztohinyi, P. Celan, T. Hughes, D. Thomas, I. 
Rosenberg, E. Dickinson, H. Leifer, L. MacNeice, R. Frost, R. L. Stevenson, F. O'Hara, 1. Cocteau, W. Stevens, 
W. B. Yeats, A. R. Ammons, H. C. ten Berge, and other poets. In most of the cases, the treatment of snow as a 
symbol of imagination is an independent invention of poets rather than a result of borrowing. The 
unconventional semantic link between snow and imagination is used so frequently in poetry that it can be 
regarded as a 'new convention'. In this oxymoronic phrase, 'convention' is used in an unconventional sense, 
since most poets using this snow-metaphor were unaware that their poetic invention is also the invention of other 
poets, therefore it is part of an intertextual network, where a personal poetic association is perceived by the 
reader as a common literary device. 
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which is divided by the pattern of the crosS.86 The phrase 'rrepeKpecTKa rroBopoT' manifests 

its meaning by its form: it is an inverse poetic form of the colloquial 'rroBopoT rrepeKpecTKa'. 

That is to say, it is a grammatical 'cross' involving a turning of the ordinary word order. 

Conventionally, the cross shares the symbolism of the star: both are chronotopes, 

geometrical models of the world axis. Both of them can be surrounded by a circle in which 

they represent the organisation of space and time. The cross is a universal symbol of the 

crossing of roads, threshold situations, turning points in human life, and the unity of 

opposites. There are numerous equivalences between the conventional meanings of the cross 

and the poetic meanings of snow. Quoting Champeaux in A Dictionary of Symbols, 1. 

Chevalier and A. Gheerbrant summarise some of the main connotations of the cross: 

'The cross is above all other symbols the one which creates totality. [ ... ] The cross performs a 
function of synthesis and measurement. In it, Heaven and Earth are conjoined ... in it time and 
space intermingled. [ ... ] Of all symbols the cross is the most universal and all-embracing. It 
symbolises [ ... ] the natural and permanent structure of the universe and communication 
between Heaven and Earth and Earth and Heaven' (1996,248-9).87 

The authors of the dictionary add further details: 

The Cross symbolises the Crucified Christ, the Saviour, the Word. [ ... ] The Cross and the hill 
of Golgotha became the pole of the world. The four arms [of the cross] display the division of 
the four elements - Air, Earth, Fire and Water - with their traditional humours - hot, dry, moist 
and cold. [ ... ] The two axes of the cross call to mind the flow of time and the four cardinal 
points. [ ... ] The two axes are also those of the equinoxes and solstices or their intersection with 
the polar axis. [ ... ] The centre [of the cross] in which time and space cease to exist and there is 
no change of any' sort, is a place of passage or communication between this world and the 
Otherworld. [ ... ] The centre of the cross, the point at which divergent directions converge and 
where balance is achieved, effectively corresponds to 'the void in the centre', with the 'non-
active action at the centre'. [ ... ] The cross has a cosmic significance, as its totality, since it 
indicates the cardinal points. [ ... ] As the crossroads, it depicts the paths of life and death. [ ... ] 
The cross is a marriage of opposites [ ... ], the symbol of the world in its totality (1996, 248-
261). 

Most of the traditional symbolic meanings of the cross are present in the connotative field of 

the symbol of snow in Pasternak's poem. This synthesis of mythological tradition and poetic 

innovation can actually be visualised in the context of the poem. As the traditional axial 

image of the staircase is fused with the image of snowfall, so is the cross. In the second 

stanza, 'rrepeKpecTKa rroBopoT' is related to the synthetic image of snowfall-staircase. The 

chaotic snowfall is, then, fused with two traditional axial symbols, the staircase and the cross. 

86 Pastemak often uses the image of the cross in his poetry and prose, maintaining its traditional, mythological 
connotations. For example, in J{oKmop )f(ueG20, the cross is associated with a change in life when Zhivago, 
standing at one of the crossroads of Moscow, reads the news of the October revolution, or when he is forced to 
join the partisans at the crossroads to Varykino. 
87 Chevalier and Gheerbrant are citing G. de Champeaux and Dom Sterckx's Introduction au monde des 
symboles (Paris, 1966,365,31-2). 
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regarded as analogous with the ontological transformation of death-rebirth.
88 

The journey into 

the unconscious-spiritual region of the mind has often been compared in mythology and in 

literature to a death-like descent into an unknown, mysterious world of darkness. When 

darkness is at its most extreme, like at the end of the winter solstice, it turns into its opposite, 

a flash of newly born, concentrated, blinding white light, which represents the spiritual centre. 

This process is analogous to the experience of reading literary texts. The act of reading is a 

journey into the mysterious darkness of an unknown world. However, the gradual 

understanding of what initially may have seemed to be a somewhat obscure verbal unit is 

comparable to a mental journey from darkness to light. The two processes are interdependent. 

The brighter the light of understanding, the deeper the darkness of mystery, because the better 

one understands a poem, the more complex and unattainable its hidden depth becomes. The 

simultaneous passage from darkness to light and from light to darkness is comparable to a 

momentary synthesis of death and birth, which is a symbolic inner experience of the crucial 

moment of imaginative acts. 

The processes of artistic production and imaginative reception are also comparable to 

the threshold experience of love, in the sense of 'mysterium coniunctionis', marriage of the 

complementary opposites of male and female, creation and reception. In this sense, love has a 

component of death; it involves self-oblivion, a dissolution of the boundaries of the ego. At 

the same time, it brings about new life. 

In mytho-poetic thought, both erotic love and creative imagination are related to the 

divine creative power. Cosmogony, like its human analogue, the imaginative act, is associated 

with the union of opposite sexes. In mythological imagination, hermaphrodite deities 

represent the primordial state of undivided opposites. Androgynous figures are metaphorically 

identified with the primal cause, the creative light from which all life emanates. Cosmogony, 

like the sexual act and the processes of artistic creation and reception, is a synthesis of death 

and birth, of being and non-being. Cosmogony, artistic production, creative reception, and 

erotic union are metaphors for each other because each of them is a metamorphosis, and a 

state of wholeness, in which opposites are united. 

88 Frye points out another kind of analogy between the pattern of initiation rituals and the process of reading: 
'When students complain that it will kill a poem to analyze it they think (because they have been told so) that the 
poem ought to remain out there, as an object to be contemplated or enjoyed. But the poem is also a power of 
speech to be possessed in his own way by the reader, and some death and rebirth process has to be gone through 
before the poem revives within him, as something now uniquely his, though still also itself.' (1976a 119.) In The 
Act of Creation, Arthur Koestler gives a concise summary of the Death-and-Rebirth motif (or the motif of night 
journey) and its semantic link with the creative act (1969,358-365). 
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Snow is a suitable metaphor for human experiences of transformation, due to its 

discernible and less apparent physical properties and mytho-poetic associations. Snow is 

normally in the process of transformation: it is melting or freezing, and it is in-between fluid 

and solid states of matter. Snow changes the appearance of the world, whether it is falling or 

melting. Snowfall is chaotic, yet it consists of regular crystals. Snow is the combination of the 

four humours: it is both wet and dry; it is cold yet it is a 'warm' blanket protecting plants 

from freezing. When it falls, snow is in-between sky and earth. It is associated with both male 

and female attributes. The hexagonal pattern of the snowflake symbolises creative 

transformation and the mutual attraction of opposites. The snowflake, like the snowfall, is 

'one and many', 'now and forever'. Transformation and union of opposites are, then, inherent 

in the image of snow. It may be due to the ambivalent nature of snow that it is widely used as 

a metaphor for threshold situations. It is irrelevant whether the innate ambivalence of snow 

has been recognised consciously or perceived unconsciously by poets who use it as a symbol 

of transitory ontological or mental states. 

One of the most discernible attributes of snow is its whiteness. Most of the common 

associations of white are maintained in the poetic meanings of snow. According to traditional 

colour symbolism, white, the colour of light, represents creation, self-illumination, the 

spiritual centre, transcendent perfection, and a state of primordial, undifferentiated one-ness. 

In the associative field of white, snow (water-element) and the Sun (gold, light, fire-element) 

co-exist. White thus unites in itself water and fire. The synthesis of these opposites is a 

common metaphor for the creative act. 89 White symbolises love, marriage, life, and it is also a 

89 The last day of the 12-day Christmas season, 61h January, was known in European folklore as the day on which 
the waters merge with fire as they reflect the Sun. The significance of this day is due to the fact that from this 
time it is perceptible that the Sun is gradually regaining its strength. Ancient people thought that the golden 
waters of 61h January had a purifying power. Christianity assimilated this pagan belief in a displaced form as the 
feast of Epiphany and Baptism, when Jesus, the embodiment of creative light, is united with water. In Burning 
Water, Laurette Sejourne devotes a chapter to the 'Union of Water and Fire' in Toltec civilisation. He links this 
universal symbol of creation to biological facts: 'There is a proof that the dynamics of the union of two opposites 
is at the basis of all creation, spiritual as well as material. [ ... ] The Earth gives fruit only when it is penetrated by 
solar heat, transmuted by rain. That is to say, the creative element is not either heat or water alone, but a balance 
between the two. It is in fact this dual aspect that the divinity of celestial rain is frequently met with' (1978,99). 
One of the central symbols of Taoist mysticism, the Golden Flower, which represents the Tao, the non-polarised 
One underlying all creation, is a union of water and fire (Wilhelm 1979, 18,31,49,60,62,63). Discussing the 
symbolic significance of the hexagon (two interlocking triangles, akarshani-yantra) in Hindu cosmogony, 
Alistair Shearer points out that 'in Vedic thought it is from the union of the two apparently irreconcilable 
opposites of fire and water [represented, respectively, by the upward and downward pointing triangles of the 
hexagon] that creation, the 'Great Delight' arises, and it is by their interaction that it is ceaselessly vitalized and 
maintained (1993, 27). The union of water and fire is an integral part of the ancient Greek Dionysian ritual 
(Szillird 1989, 54). According to Nietzsche, Ivanov, and Bakhtin, the cult of Dionysos may be interpreted as a 
projection of crucial aspects of the psychological state of creative imagination (Szilard 1989). There are 
numerous literary adaptations of the mythic union of water and fire, including Shelley's Mont Blanc, a poem 
about the creative mind ('the flakes burn in the sinking sun') and Prometheus Unbound ('sunny frost'). In Dylan 
Thomas's A Winter 's Tale, the oxymoron 'flames of the snow' is a metaphor for creative imagination. Water and 
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colour of death, burial, and mourning. Accordingly, it is associated with both the East 

(sunrise, ascension~ growth) and the West (sunset, descent, decay). By a deconstructive 

reversal of opposites, white in marriage symbolises death to the old form of life, and in death 

it represents the rebirth of the soul. White is associated with cleanness and purity, therefore it 

plays a significant role in initiation rituals whose aim is, among other things, to purify the 

soul. White is a symbol of rites of passage, of threshold situations, and of metamorphosis. 

White is, then, the colour of the boundary and the unitive centre where opposites meet. White 

is, indeed, profoundly ambivalent. Apparently, it is the absence of colour, yet, by the laws of 

optics, it is a sum of all colours. Hence it is a suitable metaphor for silence, which is the 

potentiality of all sounds. White light, which is a widespread symbol of the world-creating 

Word, is soundless, yet it contains all language, like its poetic equivalent, the 'white starlets' 

in O-lez uoem. 

The symbol of snow in Pasternak's poem absorbs and recharges old metaphors, such 

as the star, the light, the cross, the staircase, the Christmas tree, and the number six. As a 

configuration of symbols of the world axis, snow is a poetic equivalent of the alchemical 

'mysterium coniunctionis', and of the mythological concept of 'coincidentia oppositorum'. 

Both terms denote one of the main features of imagination, a fusion of opposites, which is 

encapsulated in the term ' threshold situation' .90 The synthesis and revitalisation of worn-out 

symbols in the new poetic form of snow demonstrates that mythological schemes are still 

operative and that poetic imagination is capable of endless renewal, while maintaining the 

continuity of human experience. 

The paradoxical simultaneity of continuity and discontinuity in the treatment of 

literary symbols has been discussed by poets and critics alike, including Jung, Frye, and 

Coleridge. Jung has conducted extensive research in the symbolic structure of the collective 

fire are united in Coleridge's The Rime of the Ancient Mariner (the description of the Sun submerging into the 
sea occurs twice), and Kubla Khan ('A sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice'). Both poems are concerned with 
imagination. Snowflakes are described as 'white sparks' (,6errhle I1CKphI') in Aygi's self-referential poem CHe2. 
The image ofbuming ice appears at the end of Mandelstam' s '5I crrOBO rr03a6hIJI' ('A Ha ry6ax, KaK qepHhIH 
rre,n, ropl1T / CTl1f11HCKOrO BOCrrOMI1HaHI1H 3BoHa'). H. C. ten Berge synthesises the images of sun and snow in 
two of his self-reflective poems, Greenland fossil / an icy poet ('polar snow: a myriad of weapons hang glittering 
in the sun') and Winter Tree ('the afternoon's sun snows hieroglyphs'). 
90 According to Jung, 'the alchemical mysterium coniunctionis [ ... ] is nothing less than a restoration of the 
original state of the cosmos and the divine unconsciousness of the world. [ ... ] It is the Western equivalent of the 
fundamental principle of classical Chinese philosophy, namely the union of yang and yin in tao (Collected 
Works, vol. 14, par. 662). The Seal of Solomon (Star of David), and the satkona (six angles, akarshani-yantra) 
which are schematic variants of the hexagonal pattern of the snow-crystal, are symbolic equivalents of the yin
yang diagram. The image of snow is interchangeable with another symbol of the Tao, the Golden Flower 
(Wilhelm 1979,53-64). 
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unconscious.91 He claimed that the collective unconscious is a repository of archetypes: of 

universal situations, thought-forms, mental contents, ideas, themes, narrative patterns, stories, 

primordial images, mythological motifs and emblems. Manifestations of the collective 

unconscious can be typical images that have a universal character, such as the mandala, or the 

cosmic tree, but 'mythological themes clothed in modem dress also frequently appear' (1972, 

183). The symbol of snow in Pasternak's poem may be said to be such a 'mythological theme 

in modern dress'. Jung pointed out that the use of archetypal symbols is an effective way of 

externalising unconscious, imaginative thought-forms: 

The union of opposites on a higher level of consciousness is not a rational thing, nor is it a 
matter of will ; it is a psychic process of development which expresses itself in symbols. 
Historically, this process has always been represented in symbols. [ ... ] The conscious will 
cannot attain [ ... ] a symbolic unity [of opposites] because the conscious is partisan in this case. 
Its opponent is the collective unconscious which does not understand the language of the 
conscious. Therefore it is necessary to have the magic of the symbol which contains those 
primitive analogies that speak to the unconscious. The unconscious can be reached and 
expressed only by symbols, which is the reason why the process of individuation can never do 
without the symbol. The symbol is the primitive expression of the unconscious. [ ... ] Coming 
from these depths, [symbols] blend together the uniqueness of present-day with the age-old 
past of life. (Jung's Commentary in Wilhelm 1979,99, 107) 

In investigating the nature of literary symbols, Frye also observed a peculiar overlapping of 

tradition and novelty. According to him, unconventional poetic associations are often deeply 

rooted in mytho-poetic convention. In the mythical phase of Theory of Symbols, Frye 

established a scale that shows different degrees of how obvious and conventional the meaning 

of a symbol is. At one extreme of this scale, he placed learned, conventional associations, and 

those connotations that are strongly suggested by the ostensible qualities of a symbol. When 

snow is used as a symbol of death or purity, it is a conventional figure. The association of 

white with purity, and the analogy between seasonal change and the process of life, where 

winter and snow correspond to a standstill and death, are obvious, universal, traditional 

semantic links. These are examples of what Frye meant by a high degree of symbolic 

obviousness. Immediate, obvious semantic links between an image and an idea (say between 

light and mental illumination) are not dependent on cultural and historical circumstances. 

These links form the basis of proper Jungian archetypes, traditional symbols whose 

connotations are inherited in the human brain-structure and travel across barriers of languages 

and cultures. What Jung calls 'archetypes clothed in modem dress' (1972,83) are comparable 

to images which are not immediately associated with the meanings which they carry. These 

91 'The Personal and the Collective (or Transpersonal) Unconscious' in vol. 7 of Jung's Collected Works (pp. 64-
79), and 'The Hypothesis of the Collective Unconscious' in vol. 18, pp. 515-516. 
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images have a low degree of symbolic obviousness on Frye's scale.92 Snow is such an image 

when it is used ~s a metaphor for the creative word. Although the associative link between 

snow and creative imagination is not conventional, it is presented in poetry in such a way that 

it can be traced to tradition. Frye explains this apparent contradiction as follows: 'Extremes 

meet, as Coleridge said, and anti-conventional poetry soon becomes convention. [ ... ] The 

attempt to reach originality through turning one's back on explicit convention [ ... ] results in 

implicit convention' (1990, 103). 'Originality returns to the origins of literature' (1990, 97). 

Frye's scale of archetypal familiarity closes itself into a circle when the extremes of anti

conventional poetry and convention meet. The overlapping of tradition and novelty is a 

characteristic feature of imaginative thought. 

The symbol of snow as a metaphor for the creative word manifests three different 

ways in which convention and poetic innovation are synthesised. (1) The poetic image of 

snow can be regarded as a disguised form of several traditional metaphors of creativity, such 

as the star, light, the cross, the world axis (staircase), and the hexagon. (2) Poetic innovation 

and tradition are united when an anti-conventional image is used frequently. If an apparently 

unconventional associative link, such as between snow and the imaginative acts, is invented 

by several poets, then the recurrence of this associative link may be perceived by the reader as 

poetic convention, even though it is in fact the recurrence of novelty. Poets using the same 

metaphors can reply to each other by the mediation of the reader, even if they are unaware 

that what they have written is part of a polyphonic intertextual dialogue, and that they have 

participated in the creation of a new convention. (3) Poetic innovation and tradition are 

inextricably intertwined when snow represents the imaginative acts, since this non

conventional association implicitly contains some of the traditional, immediate associations of 

snow, such as death, love, and purity. Throughout literature, snow, as a metonymical 

substitute of winter, is frequently associated with death and stillness, according to the 

traditional seasonal symbolism. However, snow is perceived not only as a destructive force 

which turns green fields into bleak deserts. The snow-blanket, which protectively covers the 

bare trees and the Mother Earth, has a beneficial, fertilising agricultural effect. Thus, snow is 

92 In spite of these parallels, there are notable differences between Frye's and Jung's concept of the archetype. 
Frye's definition of the literary archetype is, in a sense, broader than the Jungian psychological archetype. For 
Frye, any recurring literary image is an archetype, regardless of whether the semantic link between the image 
and its human meaning is based on the contents of the collective unconscious or not. Discussing archetypal 
criticism, Frye writes: '[The] emphasis on impersonal content has been developed by Jung and his school, where 
the communicability of archetypes is accounted for by a theory of a collective unconscious - an unnecessary 
hypothesis in literary criticism, so far as I can judge' (1990, 111-112). 
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often associated with rebirth and love. Snow is a common metaphor for purity and innocence 

because of its all-embracing whiteness. It is also a typical image of silence.93 All of these 

immediate associations are implicitly embedded in a less obvious connotation of snow, the 

creative and receptive acts. It has been pointed out before that love, death, and rebirth are, in 

an abstract sense, aspects of the threshold experience of imaginative acts. Freud's theory of 

the unconscious as the root of artistic creativity involves the assumption that the creative 

impulse consists of a duality of death instincts and life instincts at their most intense. The 

profound ambivalence of death and life is also fundamental to carnal knowledge, which, 

therefore, is favourably used in literature as a metaphor for artistic creation and reception. 

Both the ecstasy of love and the creative-receptive aesthetic process are based on the pattern 

of initiation rituals. These are events of internal transformation, comparable to the threshold 

situation between death and life. These crucial human experiences have a purifying power. 

Silence is a typical feature of introspective imagination and of the cathartic moment of inward 

transformation. Conventional connotations of snow, including death, life, love, purity, and 

silence, are thus synthesised in its less obvious association, the aesthetic situation. It is due to 

the inherently ambivalent nature of imagination that it can hold together those associations of 

snow which contradict each other, such as death and life, destruction and creation, descent 

and flight, word and silence. 

The interrelation of the themes of creation, destruction, love, death, and purity in the 

associative field of snow may be regarded as a poetic concentration of some of the central 

aspects of literary carnivalisation. Carnival is an alternative term for the ancient Greek cult of 

Dionysos. According to Nietzsche, Viacheslav Ivanov, and Mikhail Bakhtin, the mytho-ritual 

tradition of the suffering, dying, and rising god, Dionysos, is a projection of unconscious 

processes. Lena Szilard (1989) pointed out that the cult of Dionysos is a sublimated form of 

93 Here I refer to only a few examples of various metaphorical treatments of the image snow. Snow figures as a 
metaphor of death in several poems by M. Radn6ti , including Osz es haZcll (Autumn and Death) and Teli vers 
(Winter Poem), in V. Briusov's XOJlOO HOlJU, in M. Vorosmarty's EZ6szo (Preface), in Wallace Stevens's The 
Snow Man, and in works by many other authors. Snow is associated with love in A. Kushner's 'BOT cmKY ... ', 
and in D. Kosztolanyi's Szerendd (Serenade). Snow illustrates love, protection, cleanness, and warmth in W. de 
la Mare's Snow. The themes of love and death are united in the connotative field of snow in Robert Frost's Wind 
and Window Flower. Love, death and life are fused in the image of snow in J. Dsida's Szep haW (Beautiful 
Death) and in G. Kinnell's Good Bye. In Kinnell's The Last Hiding Places of Snow, the symbol of snow 
represents both death and after-life. Snow is a metaphor for love and purity in H. Leifer's Marriage Song. In I. 
Kormos's Havas ret (Snowy Meadow) the image of snow symbolises purity and innocence. The motif of snow 
unites birth and death in Amy Clampitt's A Procession at Candlemas. Snow is associated with death and the 
creative process in V. Briusov's BelJep cpeou CHeZ08, in Zsuzsa Beney's Ker parton (On Two Riverbanks) and in 
several poems by G. Aygi and by E. Dickinson. Snow has ambivalent connotations in A. Kushner's AnOJlJlOH 8 
cHezy, where it is associated with both creation and destruction. Snow is a metaphor for silence in poems by 
Aygi, Dickinson, e. e. cummings, J. Pilinszky, W. Stevens, A. Drapsey, H. C. ten Berge, and others. 
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the interrelated threshold experiences of death-rebirth, creative state, and erotic union.94 The 

myths and cults of Dionysos may be interpreted in terms of the psychology of creativity. 

Similarly to the imaginative acts, Dionysian rites are characterised by a reconciliation of 

contrary principles, such as water/fire, deathlbirth (hence the image of pregnant death), 

destruction/creation, winter/summer, high/low, and so on. Both the inner experience of 

creative imagination and the Dionysian mytho-ritual tradition are based on the pattern of 

initiation rituals. The fragmentation of Dionysos into the elements of air, water, earth, and fire 

is a mythological expression of a psychological state whereby the self is liberated from the 

constraints of the reasoning consciousness, and dissolves in the primordial one-ness of being. 

Dionysos, 'the teacher of downward road' ('Ku8rlYEllwv'), manifests the shattering of 

'principium individuationis', the losing of the sense of everyday self. During this process, the 

bodily outlines which isolate the ego from the outside world seem to dissolve, and the self 

becomes part of the cosmic unity of being. As the true inner self rises, it can behold the 

permanent order of things beneath the surface of appearances. This experience is traditionally 

described as a glimpse of clear light, and a feeling of mystical one-ness with the whole of 

existence, and it is universally symbolised by the unitive centre of the mandala. Reintegration 

into the totality of being in non-ordinary mental states and in the moments of creative 

imagination can be linked imaginatively to death-rebirth transformation and to erotic union. 

These threshold experiences have a cathartic, purifying effect. 

The symbol of snow in Pasternak's poem has a synthetic power. It assimilates and 

integrates fundamental themes which are rewritten over and over again in literature, such as a 

transition from receptive, outward attention to an active contemplation of mental contents, 

imaginative illumination, cyclical recurrence, immortality, the analogy of time and space, the 

union of opposites in ontological, aesthetic, erotic, and cosmogonic threshold experiences. As 

an axial symbol, snow represents the eternal enigmas of the cycle of creation and destruction 

and of the imaginative mind. Snow functions as a spatial equivalent of the all-inclusive, 

creative moment of the winter solstice. As a reincarnation of creative light, and a metaphor for 

the poetic word, snow is analogous to the universal creative word. Thus, it can be regarded as 

94 Basic texts about literary carnivalisation include Nietzsche 1956, Ivanov 19.04, 192~ and .Bakhtin 1984, ,r01 -
181. Lena Szihird (1989) gives a concise survey of these scholars' .interpret~tlOn of DlOn~slan myth a~d nt~al, 
and provides a detailed bibliography. West 1970, 76-8~ ~s a g~od mtroduc~lOn to Iv~no~ s study o~ DlOnyslan 
religion. In summarising Ivanov's theory of carnival, Szilard pomts out that m the .orglas~lc cult of DlOnyso~, the 
experiences of love and death are ontologically related to each other through the dissolutIOn of the boundaries of 
the ego. Love and death are symbolically interchangeable beca~se both Of. them a~e ~a~ed on the fundamental 
morphological principle of metamorph~sis whereby th~ boundanes separatmg t.he mdlVl.dual are bl~rred (1989, 
76-77). Szilard claims that the interrelatIOn of the expenences of love and death IS an ancient and universal topos 
(1989,79). 
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a monad, an axis of the literary universe. The axial, synthetic nature of the creative word 

appears as poetic theme at the end of Pasternak's A e2ycm , a poem in his novel J(oKmop 

)J(uea2o: 

I1pOll\aH, pa3MaX KPhIJla paCnpaBJIeHHblH, 
I10JIeTa BOJIbHOe ynopcTBO, 
11 o6pa3 Ml1pa, B CJIOBe lIBJIeHHbIH, 
11 TBOpqeCTBO, 11 qy.n:OTBOpCTBO. 

3.2. Flowers: radiation images, poetic synonyms of the white stars 

'Clear water in a brilliant bowl, 
Pink and white carnations. The light 
In the room more like a snowy air 
Reflecting snow.' 

(from Wall ace Stevens's The Poems of Our Climate) 

This section investigates the poetic function of the symbol of flowers. So far we have 

observed that in the context of the whole scene of snow-window-flowers, the geraniums 

appear to represent one pole of opposites. In contrast to the inorganic snow, the flowers are 

associated with summer and life. The opposition between the mobility of the snowfall and the 

stationary position of the flowers illustrates a contrast between active/passive, 

creative/receptive, an~ dynamic/static principles. In this sense, the dynamic snowfall and the 

static flowers can be associated with life and death respectively, which is a reversal of the 

connotations of inorganic snow and organic flowers. Due to the reversibility of their 

associative meanings, both images can represent an ambivalent state of in-betweenness. That 

is to say, both snow and the flowers can assimilate the meanings of the bipolar setting of 

which they are parts. For instance, due to their static, rooted position, the flowers may be 

associated with eternity as opposed to the falling snow, which can symbolise the flow of time. 

These connotations are exchangeable. According to chronotopic logic, the geraniums 

occupying a limited, indoor space can be associated with restricted time, or with the fleeting 

brevity of life, in contrast to the boundless, apparently everlasting snowfall. Reversibility of 

opposites is the first step towards their synthesis. By assuming an analogous relation between 

space and time, it is possible to unite the two contrasting temporal aspects of the flowers. The 

geraniums are located in both a limited and a limitless space because they are surrounded not 

only by the walls of the room but also by the endless snowfall. The double enclosure of the 
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flowers in a bordered and in a boundless space evokes associations with a dynamic 

interrelation of temporality and eternity. This is in accordance with the thematic scope of the 

poem. The flowers, standing near the window, represent threshold situations, such as the 

imaginative act or love. These events are characterised by a paradoxical synthesis of time and 

eternity. The ecstasy of love is described in EouHcmeeHHble OHU as a timeless moment. The 

state of the imaginative act has an aspect of temporal continuity (i.e. the processes of 

contemplation, writing and reading), yet it is generally described as a unique, extra-temporal 

experience. The ambivalent fusion of time and eternity can be assigned to each of the three 

main symbols of the poem. This issue will be discussed later in more detail. 

In Pasternak's poetry, as in mythology, outdoor, organic, self-regenerating forms of 

vegetation represent eternity, even when they are brought indoors. In 3uMHue npa30HUKU, the 

Christmas tree brings eternity into the room. The symbolic role of the indoor flowers is 

similar to the poetic function of the evergreen Christmas tree. The relevance of constructing 

such intertextual links is acknowledged by Zholkovskii, who proposes studying Pasternak's 

poems in relation to each other: 

Now what happens if we declare that all the poems by Pasternak are one poem and, leaving 
aside for a moment their differences, try to bring together all that is common in them to a single 
formula [ ... ]? Presumably we must come up with a formula of that Pasternakian element that is 
intuitively known by all his readers who are capable of recognizing the poet from any single 
line which seems like a splinter from that poetic world. [".] The poet has a distinct unified 
view of the world and expresses it in his works, the differences between which are, so to say, 
purely external, purely various translations of a single complex of ideas into the language of 
things. (1978,284) 

Frye has a similar view: 

The first and most striking unit of poetry larger than the individual poem is the total work of 
the man who wrote the poem. (1990, 110) 

These ideas retrospectively validate our attempts to establish a dialogue between Pasternak's 

CHe2 uoem, EouHcmeeHHble OHU, 3uMHue npa30HuKu, POJICOeCmeeHcKafl 3ee30a and other 

poems. Zholkovskii's approach also confirms the relevance of studying different poetic 

meanings of recurring symbols in relation to each other. His investigation of Pasternak's 

treatment of the image of window shows that a comparative examination of recurring symbols 

is a revealing approach. Other critics of Pasternak's works also apply this method. Iakobson, 

for instance, summarises the semantic significance of plants in Pasternak's poetry. He argues 

that Pasternak often uses the symbol of plants in their mythological meanings (1978, 344, 

375-379, 388). Plants in mythology and in Pasternak's works can symbolise a section of time 
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(mainly summer and spring), and the brevity of life and of beauty, yet they also represent the 

eternal process of renewal and transformation. According to Iakobson, the image of flowers in 

CHe2 uoem symbolises immortality. 

In general, the symbol of the flower has a wide range of associations, including life, 

decay, resurrection, and metamorphosis. Plants are displaced forms of the Mother Earth, 

which is a symbol of eternal femininity. Indeed, the plants in CHe2 uoem have a feminine 

attribute as they represent passivity and reception in contrast to snow, which is a fertilising 

attribute of heaven. As the earth is associated with both the tomb and the womb, so the plants 

can represent decay as well as rebirth and spring revival. Since the image of plants assimilates 

both death and life, it can represent any threshold situation in which symbolic life and death 

are united, such as the creative-receptive acts, both in the aesthetic and the erotic sense. The 

ambivalent semantic potential of the image of plants is summarised in Pasternak's /{OKOp 

)J(uea2o: 

QapcTBo paCTeHI1M TaK JIemo ce6e npe~CTaBI1Tb 6JII1)!(aMIIII1M coce~OM L\apCTBa CMepTI1. 
3~ecb, B 3eJIeHI1 3eMJII1, Me~ ~epeBMIMI1 KJIa~6I1m, cpe~11 BbIlIIe~1II11X 113 rp~~ L\BeTO'lHbIX 
BCXO~OB coCpe~OTO'IeHbI, MO)!(eT 6bITb, TaMHbI npeBpameHI1R 11 3ara~KI1 )!(113HI1, Ha~ KOTOPbIMI1 
MbI 6beMCR. BbIlIIe~lIIero 113 rp06a Ml1cyca Mapl1~ He Y3Hana B nepByIO MI1HYTY 11 npl1H~JIa 3a 
l1~ymero no norocTY Ca~OBHI1Ka. (1989, 574) 

In CHe2 uoem, the flowers are personified indirectly. It logically follows from the poetic 

treatment of snow as a metaphor for poetic words that the observers of the snow, the flowers, 

represent the poet and the reader. The flowers thus symbolise the whole aesthetic 

communicative act, creation and reception. The fusion of the roles of poet and reader in a 

single image can also be understood as a symbolic representation of a deconstructive 

overlapping of these complementary opposites, which is expressed in the paradoxical 

concepts of 'receptive creation' and 'creative reception'. 

In mythology, flowers (such as the lotus, the rose and other species) are all-inclusive, 

mandalic symbols. They are emblems of the world axis, similar to the poetic image of snow. 

Both snow and the flower symbolise the marriage of sky and earth, which is one of the main 

features of the creative centre. When plants absorb sunlight and rain-water, attributes of earth 

meet with attributes of sky. During their photosynthesis, plants unite the four main elements: 

fire (Sun), water, air, and earth. Throughout literature, flowers often symbolise poems, 

perhaps because of their capability of endless self-renewal, and because they emerge as a 

result of the union of fire (Sun) and water (rain), which is a conventional symbol of creation. 

The unfolding of petals from buds can illustrate how the hidden beauties and secrets of a 
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poem may become apparent.95 In the context of Pasternak's self-deconstructive poem, the 

flowers represent both the subject and the object of aesthetic contemplation because the 

boundary between the observer (flowers, poet, reader) and the observed thing (snowfall, 

poem) is dissolved through simultaneous acts of externalisation and internalisation. 

In her lecture notes on Romantic literary theory, K. M. Wheeler points out that the 

symbol of the flower is a radiation image. Due to their structure and meanings, poetic radial 

images are comparable to the mandala, which is an esoteric archetype of the all-encompassing 

centre, and an emblem of creative imagination and its products: 

One of the major techniques in Romantic poetry is the revitalization of old metaphors and 
whole mythologies or systems of thought which have become so familiar that they are worn
out, dead, and no longer stimulate relational apprehension and imaginative response as they 
once did: E. g. light metaphors and images: sun, lamp, moon, star. Natural metaphors and 
images: flowers, trees, animals, birds. Artistic metaphors: song, dance, creating things. All 
these metaphors can be related by the idea of radiation and organicism. Radiation involves the 
idea that a source of light causes rays of meaning to extend out in all directions from a centre to 
a non-existent circumference. Star, flower, song, are good examples of radiation imagery, 
which is the pre-eminent metaphor for imagination and how it works. It is a source, a 
tremendous energy which radiates meanings and relationships in all directions, and causes huge 
networks of connections and relations to develop for the mind. If knowledge is conceived as a 
field of networking relationships, imagination makes it possible both to extend and expand that 
field, and also to enrich existing portions of the field with more or different relations which had 
not been before perceived. The Romantics took many ancient metaphors and stock images from 
classical, Egyptian, and also medieval and Renaissance poetry and art, and revitalized them by 
setting them into new relations or adding new dimensions. 

As the images of star, flower, and song are related by the idea of radiation in Romantic 

poetry, so are snow (white stars), flower, and the creative word in Pasternak's CHe2 uoem. 

Pasternak follows the Romantic tradition of recharging conventional symbols.96 He revitalises 

the images of light and star by embedding them in the less common radiation image of snow, 

and he refreshes and expands the conventional meanings of the flower by using it as a 

metaphor for the imaginative perception of the poet and the reader. 

95 Flowers are metaphors for poems in works by Emily Dickinson, Gennaii Aygi, Rainer Maria Rilke, Robert 

Louis Stevenson, and other poets . 
96 For the influence of Romantic tradition on Pasternak's poetry, see Evans-Romaine 1997, and France 1990. 
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3.3. The window: an axial figure 

'Neck of an hour-glass on its side -
Hermitage, equilibrium. 

The slightest tilt and a grain would glide 
Away from you or towards you ; 

So without tremolo hold this moment 
Where in this window two worlds meet' 

(from The Window by Louis MacNeice) 

The previous sections have shown that both snow and the flowers assimilate the meanings of 

the whole bipolar setting of which they are part. Snow and flowers are, then, synoyms, while 

they are also opposites in the context of the poem. Transformation is at the heart of 

identifying two dissimilar symbols. The imaginative transformation of the personified flowers 

(i.e. the poet and the reader) takes place when they transgress the dividing boundary by 

internalising snow (or the poem), or externalising their mental processes in the form of snow 

(or in the form of the poetic text). It is the window which allows the mingling of the internal 

and the external worlds. The ambivalent setting in which snow and the flowers are both 

opposites and synonyms is in keeping with the twofold nature of the window as both a 

dividing and a connecting boundary. 

At first sight, the image of the window may appear to be an insignificant descriptive 

detail. However, it can gain a rich metaphorical significance through an associative meaning

expansion. The nature of poetic discourse is such that it is capable of evoking complex 

meanings with only a few words. Poetic images are especially productive in stimulating 

imaginative response because they are always surrounded by an aura of unspoken 

associations, and because they simultaneously conceal and reveal meanings. 

The window has many features which can be integrated into the thematic scope of the 

text, even though these features are not mentioned in the poem. Apparently, the window is a 

simple everyday object, yet it has many unique, ambivalent features, among which the most 

obvious one is its intermediary position between the inside and the outside worlds. The 

window is made of glass, a solid matter, yet it is transparent as though it were immaterial. The 

window-pane is palpable yet invisible. The pattern of the cross, which divides the window in 

CHe2 uoem makes the invisible, transparent pane visible. The window is both a transparent 

and a reflecting object, therefore it can represent the imaginative act of simultaneously 

outward and inward contemplation. Due to its ambivalent nature, the window is a pertinent 

metaphor for both the division and the marriage of opposites. 
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The symbolic role of the image of the window in Pastemak's poetry has been 

thoroughly investigated by Zholkovskii (1978). According to him, one of the main semantic 

functions of the window is the connection of opposites: 

The window as a ready made object expressing the theme of contact [ .. . ] turns out to be a 
poetic synonym for trees, mountains, and the mirrors of the waters (contact between earth and 
heaven), feast days, seasons, and the deeds of great men (contact between the temporary and 
the eternal), and so on. (1978, 303) 

In CHe2 uoem, the image of the window connecting the flowers and snow manifests a contact 

between earth and heaven, summer and winter, temporality and etemity, and other opposites. 

Zholkovskii's observation that in Pastemak's poetry the window functions as a synonym of 

trees, mountains (i. e. a poetic representation of the world axis), is applicable to CHe2 uoem. 

Holding together opposites, the window, like snow and the geraniums, contains the symbolic 

meanings of the whole visual setting of which it is part. The structural arrangement of the 

three main images, in which the window occupies a central position between the inside and 

the outside worlds, supports the relevance of associating the window with the unitive, creative 

centre. The threshold and the centre are synonyms in that both of them are characterised by 

the synthesis of opposites. The all-inclusive centre is often described as a creative void, which 

is not emptiness but a concentrated nucleus from where all of existence evolves. It can be 

imagined as a central 'hole', which contains 'the whole'. The transparent window functions as 

an altemative poetic metaphor of the central creative void. 

This network of symbolic interrelations enables us to integrate the apparently 

insignificant image of the window-cross into the metaphorical scope of the poem. Since the 

cross is a traditional symbol of the unitive centre, the window-cross may be regarded as a 

small-scale reproduction of the metonymical principle of embedding the whole in its parts. 

The cross is part of the window, as it is part of the snowfall-staircase, yet it contains their 

symbolic meanings in its microstructure. 

The window, being the nucleus of the bipolar setting, can be imagined as a 

transparent, two-sided mirror. Its indoor side reflects the flowers and its outdoor side reflects 

the snow, while its indoor side displays the outdoor world of snowfall and its outdoor side 

displays the indoor realm of flowers. The synthesis of the effects of reflection and 

transparency constitutes a transformative mirror-effect, whereby the flowers and the snowfall 

see themselves in the form of the other. On the level of the window, the outside and the inside 
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worlds overlap.97 The window is, then, a chronotope representing the site and the moment of 

transformation. That is to say, the window symbolises the threshold experience of 

interiorisation and extemalisation, the transitory state when receptive, outward attention tums 

into an inward contemplation of mental contents. The window itself undergoes transformation 

when it functions as a membrane-like object between the inside and the outside worlds. 

During the threshold situation of imaginative acts, the window functions as a transparent 

mirror, in which the flowers (i.e. poet and reader) can watch themselves while watching the 

white stars (i.e. the poem) behind or in the frame of the window. That is to say, the window is 

a metaphor for any poetic text which is describing extemal phenomena while also reflecting 

the mental processes of the poet and the reader. Being a metaphor for the poetic text, the 

window is a poetic synonym of snow and of the flowers . The synthesis of transparency and 

reflection is a precise visual analogy of the projection of the mind onto the outside world. 

This interaction between the observer and the observed world is an archetypal issue which 

travels across the barriers of space and time, from ancient Eastem mysticism, through Kant's 

philosophy and Blake's poetry to phenomenology. A concise summary of the paradoxical 

experience of projected introspection can be found in the Lankavatara Sutra (fourth century 

AD): 'Foolish common people do not understand that what is seen is merely their own mind.' 

One of the universal visual representations of the dissolution of the boundaries between the 

self and the cosmos is mandala symbolism. The centre of the mandala has many common 

features with the window. It is a transparent, reflective point, a creative void which is also an 

eye and a mirror, representing the mystical experience whereby the self achieves a state of 

non-duality, realising its original unity with the ultimate One which is also the Many. 

In supporting the idea that the window is a poetic incamation of the mandalic centre, it 

is instructive to enlarge the scope of mythological associations. For many reasons, the 

window is regarded as a radiation image. It is a synonym of conventional symbols of the 

mandalic centre, such as light, the cosmic breath, and the eye. Etymologically, the word 

'window' is a compound noun, wind-eye, that is to say, the wind's eye. Both the window and 

the eye are sources and recipients of light. Thus, they evoke associations with creativity and 

receptivity. Being a radiation image, the window is a synonym of the symbols of snow and 

flower. The window appears as the eye of the house, and the eye is commonly regarded as the 

97 Meeting of opposites at the boundary between the inside and the outside worlds can be one of the latent 
meanings of the closing line of Louis MacNeice's Snow: 'There is more than glass between the snow and the 
huge roses' (1979,30). 
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window or the mirror of the soul, an organ of both outward sight and inward vision. This is in 

accordance with the metaphorical function of the window as a transparent, reflecting object 

which displays the territory of the mind in the form of the external world. In mythology and in 

ancient folk rituals, the internal space near the window was regarded as the place of the 

creator. An eye within a triangle has often been drawn above windows to represent the 

creative power of the Divine Essence. In CHez uoem, the internal space behind the window is 

occupied by the geraniums, which are metaphors for the creative observers, the poet and the 

reader. Zholkovskii points out that the spatial position by the window is typical of Pasternak' s 

contemplative lyric persona: 

If we ask ourselves in what pose it is most natural to imagine the figure of the poet who 
emerges from Pasternak's verses, [ ... J then one of the most suitable answers would probably 
be: by a window. (1978,279) 

The position of the contemplating lyric persona behind the window is comparable to the 

symbolic representation of the creator as an eye above the window. The window, like the eye, 

the snow, and the flowers, synthesises both sides of the aesthetic process: artistic creation and 

reception. It opens to snow, light, air, and wind, which are common poetic symbols of 

creativity. Air and wind are similar to snow in that they are not limited in space, yet when 

they represent the creative act, they function as synonyms of the cosmic axis . Air and wind 

are common mytho-poetic symbols of God's cosmic breath, and they are universal figures of 

the spirit and the creative power.98 According to Francis Huxley, 'the wind's eye in a house is 

the window' (1990,8). The window represents the mind's receptive and creative eye, and, 

accordingly, it functions as a boundary where reality and imagination meet. In displaying the 

snowfall, the window lets the eye see the external reality, which, in a contemplative mood, 

may come to function as an embodiment of inward, imaginative processes. The transparent 

window appears as an extension of the observing eye, yet it is also equivalent with the 

observed world (i.e. the transformed mirror-image of the observing mind), which appears to 

be on the level of the window, as if it were a framed picture. Since the window encloses the 

sight of snowfall in a frame, it can be regarded as a metaphor for the poem, or for the page, on 

which the words appear like snowflakes, transformed mirror-images of the mind. 

98 The symbols of air and wind are not included in Olez uoem. Nevertheless, they can be related associatively to 
the image of snowfall. Pasternak often uses the image of snowstorm (MeTeJIb, BblOra), which is a combination of 
snow and wind, as a metaphor for creative imagination. See for instance [Jocne BbIOZU, [Jocne nepepblBa, 3uMa 
npu6nu:J/caemCfl, KaK nOBaoRmCfl Bempbl c MemenflMU, 3UMbl oenalOmcR MemenflMU, Memenb, [JepBblu CHez, and 
3UMHRR HO'lb. 
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The analogy between the window and the eye can be extended by allegorical logic. If 

the window represents the eye, then the house is a model of the body.99 In this sense, 

contemplation through a window is a metaphor for the common perception whereby one is 

inside one's body looking out to the world, which has its separate existence. During the 

process of outward contemplation, one may discover that the transparent window is a 

reflecting glass, that is to say, what is out there is a mirror-image of the observing mind. This 

change of perception involves the realisation that the house is not only a model of the body, 

but also a symbol of the mind, and an archetype of the universe. The threefold analogy 

between the mind, the body, and the universe can be inferred from a comparative reading of 

Jaan Kaplinski's and Emily Dickinson's poems. Kaplinski's poem is about the mutual 

reflection of the mind and the body, whereas Dickinson's work is concerned with how the 

mind ('Brain') and the universe reflect each other: 

All in one 
one in all 
mind in body 
body in mind 
the strange in the ordinary 
the ordinary in the strange 
a swarm of bees 
in an old chest 
in the loft 
of an abandoned 
farmhouse 

(from Kaplinski's The Same Sea in Us All; 1990, 75, translated by the Author and Sam Hamill) 

The Brain - is wider than the Sky -
For - put them side by side -
The one the other will contain 
With ease - and you beside -

The Brain is deeper than the sea -
For - hold them - Blue to Blue -
The one the other will absorb -
As Sponges - Buckets - do-

The Brain is just the weight of God -
For - Heft them - Pound for Pound -
And they will differ - if they do -
As Syllable from Sound. 

(Dickinson's poem 632; 1975,312-313) 

99 In Evgenii Onegin, Pushkin compares the eyes of the dead Lenskii to the curtained windows of a deserted 
house (VI.xxxii). 
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In Emily Dickinson's poetry, and in other poets' works, the mind and its transformed mirror

images, the sky, the sea, and God, are related to snow. 100 The image of snow does not appear 

in poem 632, yet its invisible presence can be felt if one is reading the poem in a comparative 

perspective. Thus, the poem can be viewed as part of an intertextual network of snow-poems. 

In supporting this idea, it is revealing to quote Paul Celan's Kristall (Crystal), a poem about 

silence and negative presence. The title of Celan's poem is interchangeable with both snow 

and window. None of these crystalline objects appear in the poem directly, yet they are 

dwelling there, invisibly, transparently, enigmatically, seven layers below the surface of the 

palimpsest, where only the seventh sense can reach: 

Nicht an meinen Lippen suche deinen Mund, 
Nicht vorm Tor den Fremdling, 
Nicht in Aug die Trane. 

Sieben Nachte hoher wandert Rot zu Rot, 
Sieben Herzen tiefer pocht die Hand ans Tor, 
Sieben Rosen spater rauscht der Brunnen. 

(Not on my lips look for your mouth, 
Not in front of the gate for the stranger, 
Not in the eye for the tear. 

Seven nights higher red makes for red, 
Seven hearts deeper the hand knocks on the gate, 
Seven roses later pi ashes the fountain.)lol 

100 The metaphorical interchengeability of snow and the sky is obvious, since snow is an attribute of the sky. In 
CHee uoem, the descent of snow is described as the descent of the sky. The sea is a poetic synonym of snow in 
Emily Dickinson's poem 1264. Both images represent the imaginative state. The description of the sea in the last 
lines of the poem is applicable to the 'escapeless', impenetrable snowfall, which immediately restores its texture 
when one is walking in it. This is an essential feature of the snow-sea metaphor: 'Too distant to arrest the feet / 
To walk this plank of balm - / Before them lies escapeless sea - / The way is closed they came.' Snow is 
metaphorically related to the sea in Wall ace Stevens's The Man with the Blue Guitar (,The sea is in the falling 
snow') and in Janos Pilinszky's Vesztohely lelen (Place of Execution at Winter) ('S a ha a t6li ha? Talan / 
szamuzott tenger, Isten hallgatasa.'; 'And the snow, the winter snow? Perhaps / exiled sea, the silence of God') . 
Snow and God are metaphorically related in several works by Gennady Aygi and Emily Dickinson. 
101 Michael Hamburger's translation, in Celan 1996,69. 
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3.4. Snow, window, and flower: radial images, configurations of the eye 

'your eyes, flowers of ice and snow' 
(from Those Various Scalpels, by Marianne Moore) 

'Das Aug, dunkel: 
als HUttenfenster. Es sammeit, 
was Welt war, Welt bleibt' 
(from Hiittenfenster, by Paul Celan)I02 

The motifs of snow, window and flower have been revealed to be radial images, poetic 

synonyms of the symbol of light. One of the common metaphorical configurations of light is 

the eye. Some of the fundamental aspects of CHe2 uoem, including two-directional 

contemplation and the mirror technique of observing the act of observation, are strongly 

associated with the eye. Although there is no explicit reference to the contemplative, self

reflecting eye, it plays a significant role in CHe2 uoem, where the objects of contemplation are 

reflected images of the mind's eye, representing both the seer and the seen. This mirror 

technique confirms that the eye can be related indirectly to the three radial images of the 

poem. The negative presence of the eye in CHe2 uoem is comparable to the latent presence of 

snow and window in Celan's Kristall. Each of these images dwell 'seven layers' below the 

explicit content, in the silent realm of the invisible. 

Apart from being a !lletaphor for both outward and inward sight, the symbol of the eye 

has other attributes which can be integrated into the semantic scope of CHe2 uoem. The eye is 

a radial image, a symbol of Sun-gods, representing the central creative light, the innermost 

divine essence of man. It is an emblem of omnipresence, omniscience, and it is closely 

associated with the symbol of the star. In mythological imagination, the eye represents the 

androgyne, which is one of the traditional metaphorical synonyms of the central monad. 

Being a configuration of the central light, the eye symbolises the soul and the radial structure 

of human imagination and the world-creating imagination of God. Similarly to the three main 

symbols of CHe2 uoem, the eye represents a synthesis of opposites, including the inside/the 

outside, masculine (Sun)/feminine (Moon), word/silence, and time/eternity. 

The ambivalent temporal experience of being simultaneously in time and in eternity is 

traditionally attributed to the perception by the eye of the heart. Angelus Silesius explicitly 

states that 'the soul has two eyes, one fixed on time, the other on eternity' (quoted by 

Chevalier and Gheerbrant, 1996, 363), This is in affinity with CHe2 uoem, where the 

102 'The eye, dark: / as tabernacle window. It gathers, / what was world, remains world', from Paul Celan's 
Tabernacle Window, translated by Michael Hamburger. 
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contemplating flowers are empirical symbols of the poetic soul, and they appear to have two 

eyes, because they can 'see' both time and eternity in the external form of snowfall. Each of 

the three main symbols of the poem represents a synthesis of time and extra-temporality. It 

has been discussed at length at the beginning of this chapter that snow has ambivalent 

temporal connotations. Similarly, the window has been revealed to be a symbol of threshold 

experiences, of moments of metamorphosis which contain eternity.103 Being engrossed in the 

sight of snow behind or in the frame of the window, the inward experience of the flowers (i.e. 

of the poet and the reader) is the ambivalent imaginative state of being simultaneously in time 

and in eternity. 104 

Ambivalent temporal perception is one of the central aspects of Pasternak's 3t1JvtHflfl HOt/b. 

In the first stanza, there is a parallel between the apparently opposite images of snow and candle. 

Both images represent an inextricable fusion of time and eternity. The concept of ambivalent 

temporality, which permeates this poem and its narrative context, allows us to bestow 

metaphorical significance on the apparently insignificant ornamental detail of circles and 

arrows drawn on the window by the snowstorm (stanza 3). The circle evokes associations 

with eternity, whereas the arrow with linear temporal progress. 105 In the third stanza, the 

interaction of time and eternity is suggested not only by portraying frosty patterns of circles 

and arrows, but also by bringing together the three main symbols of the text (snow, window, 

and candle), which are also emblematic of the concept of ambivalent temporality. 

Apart from the paradoxical fusion of temporal flow and eternity, there are more 

obvious examples of the hidden presence of the eye beneath the surface layer of the symbols 

of snow, window, and candle. In 3UMHflfl HOllb, the snowstorm is endowed with sight. It is 

compared to midges which fly towards the flame. This reminds us of Frost's Wind and 

103 Similar treatment of the window appears in Louis MacNeice's The Window and in Mandelstam's,l{aHo MHe 

mello. 
104 The images of window and flower are blended in a mandala drawn by Jung, which he called 'Window on 
Eternity'. The picture is reproduced in Wilhelm 1979, fig. 3. As any mandala, this picture is an emblem of the 
inner layers of the soul where time and eternity and other opposites are united. Jung's mandala is comparable to 
the rose-window of gothic architecture. The metaphorical function of the rota-rosa design has been discussed in 
poetic contexts by John Leyerle (1977) and Leon Burnett (1994) . 
They point out that the rose window represents a synthesis of time and eternity in that from the outside it is the 
wheel of time, whereas from the inside it is radiating light, a symbol of eternity. 
105 The motif of snowy window shares its temporal and meta-poetic connotations with a similar image, patterns 
of breath on the window-panes of eternity, occuring in Mandelstam's self-reflective poem,l{aHo MHe mello. In his 
article on Mandelstam's poem, Leon Burnett (1994) points out that it is relevant to integrate the traditional 
association of breath with the creative word into the poem, and that the synthetic image of breath and window 
represents a unique fusion of time and eternity. Due to the interchangeability of the images of snow and breath, 
Mandelstam's ,l{aHo MHe mello can function as an intertext and a metatext of Pasternak' s CHez uoem and 3UMHflfl 
HO% . The intertextual network of these poems can be enriched with Aygi's TaKue CHeza, where the symbols of 
snow and breath are inextricably fused, and they are associated with the internal dialogue of the introspective 
soul, the creative act, the interplay of word and silence, and the death-like nature of the imaginative state. 
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Window Flower, where the wind-driven snow is watching a flower behind the fire-lit window

pane. Snowflakes and eyelets are brought together in a complex metaphor in Brodsky's 

OceHHuu KpUK flcmpe6a (The relevant section is quoted in the epigraph of section 3.1.2.)106 

The image of seeing snow appears in Pasternak's nOC!le nepepbl6a, where snowfall is an 

externalisation of creative inspiration. The snowflakes, like bright eyes are shining through 

the darkness and looking into the room, straight into the eyes of the poet, who is just about to 

start working on his winter-poems. By synthesising the images of snow and eye, the theme of 

self-reflection is more strongly suggested in this poem than in CHe2 uoem. Such visual 

intertextual links stimulate the reader to superimpose one concrete image on a related other 

image. Later in the analysis of Aygi's CHe2 we will employ this method again, further 

supporting the idea that the image of snow can assimilate the image of the eye. 

The significance of the eye is highlighted in the narrative context of 3UMHflfl HOllb. 

Zhivago is particularly interested in the nature of poetic vision, therefore he intensely studies 

the physiology of sight. This information starts part 10 in chapter Ill, which is concerned with 

the creative history of 3UMHflfl HOllb. In this part, the candle which inspired Zhivago to write 

the poem, is explicitly identified with an eye: 

Bo JIb.l()' OKOHHoro CTeKJIa Ha ypoBHe CBel{l1 CTaJI npOTal1BaTb l{epHbIH rJIa30K. [ ... ] IOpa 
06paTI1JI BHI1MaHl1e Ha l{epHYIO npOTaHBrnylO CKBa)!illHY Ha JIe.ll.HHOM HapocTe O.ll.HOrO 113 OKOH. 
CKB03b :ny CKBa)KI1HY npOCBel{l1BaJI orOHb CBel{l1, npOHI1KaBIIIHH Ha YJII1IW nOl{TI1 c 
c03HaTeJIbHOCTblO B3rJIH.lI.a, TOl{HO nJIaMH nO.ll.CMaTPI1BaJIO 3a e.ll.Yll\I1MI1 11 Koro-To nO.ll.)!(I1.l1.aJIO. 

'CBel{a ropeJIa Ha CTOJIe. CBel{a ropeJIa .. . ' - IIIenTaJI IOpa npo ce6H Hal{aJIO l{erO-TO 
cMYTHoro HeocpopMI1BIIIerOCH B Ha.ll.e)!()1.e, l{TO npO.ll.OJI)!(eHl1e npl1.l1.eT caMO C060H, 6e3 
npI1HY)!()1.eHI1H. OHO He HPI1XO.ll.I1JIO. (Pasternak, 1989, 90, 92) 

When Zhivago is watching the candle, which comes to be a symbol of his creative activity, it 

is as if he were looking into the eye of his poetic 'I'. He is looking through the curtain of 

snow, and he finds his symbolic mirror image behind the transparent looking glass. 107 The 

metaphorical identity of the candle with an eye is implied in the 5th stanza of poem, where the 

dripping wax is compared to tears. The seeing candle and the flowers in CHe2 uoem are 

configurations of the poetic '1', who is 'observing' creative inspiration and a synthesis of time 

and eternity in the sight of snowfall. 3UMHflfl HOllb complements CHe2 uoem in that it portrays 

a complete, two-sided mirror technique, whereby the candle and the snowstorm are watching 

106 The metaphorical synthesis of snow and the eye can be used as a semantic connective between these poems 
and Paul Celan's Unten (Below) , Schneebett (Snow-bed), Augen (Eyes), and other poems. 
107 In the Varykino episode, when Zhivago is writing 3UMHRR HO% and other poems, Lara actually identifies him 
with a burning candle: 'A Tb! Bce rOpl1IIIb H TeIIJII1IIIbCH, CBel{el{Ka MOH HpaH!' (1989, 511). According to Donald 
Davie, Lara 'is quoting back to the author his own poem, which he has recited to her at some earlier stage' 
(1965, 107). 
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each other, and seeing themselves reflected in the eyes of the other. The apparently 

insigificant image of the eye in the narrative context of 3UMIlJlJl 1l0l.Jb can be charged with 

poetic meanings when it is integrated into the semantic scope of 3UMIlJlJl 1l0l.Jb and its twin

poem, CIle2 uoem. The novel and the two poems mutually enrich each other. 

3.5. Virtual mandala symbolism: the eye and the snow crystal 

'Each mandala of lives 
has a single life 
at its centre. 
Can I bespeak 
This flurry of snow-grains, 
Palace of crystals?' 

(from In the Skin House by Jeni Couzyn) 

'Like a meaning in nothingness, 
Like the snow before it softened 
And dwindled into patches, 
Like a shelter not in an arc 

But in a circle.' 
(from Wallace Stevens's 
Celle Qui Fat Heaulmiette) 

The symbolic equivalence of the eye with the radial symbols of snow and flower allows us to 

transform the imagery of the poem into a scene where an eye is watching an eye, either itself 

or another eye, or an eye watching itself in the pupil of another eye. This simplification of the 

relation of snow and flowers deepens our understanding of the metaphorical link between the 

themes of self-reflection and love. In discussing the main connotations of the image of the 

eye, Francis Huxley (1990) raises several issues which are applicable to the context of CIle2 

uoem. The eye is generally associated with love, creativity, and self-reflection. The schematic 

diagram of an eye reflected in an eye is a simple mandala, a dot at the centre of a circle. This 

diagram designates self-reflection, impregnation, and the creative act. Creation is universally 

re-enacted in rituals by casting a circle and marking its centre. The fact that creation, self

reflection, and the cosmic union of male and female principles are brought together in this 

mandalic image indicates that they are interrelated: 

It is by looking into each other's eyes that the bonds of love are tied [ ... ]. Gazing thus, one sees 
in the black of the other's eye its pupil, a tiny doll that is the reflection of oneself. Rightly 
speaking, then, I see my pupil in your eye, and you see yours in mine. It is simple fact which 
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gives force to Meister Eckhart's pronouncement: 'The eye wherewith I see God, that is the 
same eye .wherewith God sees me; my eye and God's eye, that is one eye and one vision and 
one knOWIng and one love.' An eye of this kind is, to quote another mystic, Boehme, a centre 
of nature and the similitude of the first principle. [ ... ] In Plato's Alcibades, Socrates is 
pondering the meaning of the Delphic inscription 'Know thyself'. It is, he says, as though 
so.meone were to say to the eye, 'See thyself', which it should do in a mirror, especially in the 
mIrror of another eye. 'If the eye is to see itself, therefore, it must look at the eye, and at that 
part of the eye - the pupil - where sight which is the virtue of the eye resides.' It is then a small 
step to be talking about the soul, which should look at that part of the soul in which wisdom 
resides, and looking at wisdom we may arrive at God, and thus come to know ourselves. 
(Huxley 1990,7,32.) 

All these associations of the eye are embedded in the imagery of CIle2 uoem in a concealed, 

new poetic form. The symbolism of the eye leads us back to the archetypal correlation 

between divine wisdom and the universal centre of the imaginative mind. Whatever point of 

departure we take, we find ourselves moving towards this centre. This is why the structure of 

the analysis is like a spiral tracing wider and wider circles around this central axis. 

At this point, it is instructive to give a brief summary of mandala symbolism and show 

how it permeates Pasternak's poem. Mandala is a Sanskrit word for circle. Being the most 

perfect geometrical form, the circle is an archetype of God. According to Hermes 

Trismegistus, 'God is a circle whose centre is everywhere and circumference is nowhere' 

(quoted by Cooper 1978, 36). The mandalic circle is, then, also an all-inclusive centre. Its 

principal forms include a concentric set of circles, a circle divided by a cross, and the 

radiating sun-disk with God's reflecting eye at the centre. The vacuous centre of the mandala 

is a focus of simultaneous convergence and divergence; it is a concentrated point, in which 

the whole circle is contained, as the universe is contained in the inaudible world-creating 

Word. Since the mandala is an imago Dei, it is also an imago mundi, a symbol of divine 

wisdom as it is manifest in the macrocosm. The mandala is a chronotope, representing the 

interrelated structure of space and time. Being an archetype of divine intelligence, the 

mandala is also a symbol of immanent transcendence, the innermost essence of man. 108 Blake 

calls this spiritual essence 'Jesus who is the Divine Vision' (The Four Zoas), 'Imagination the 

Divine-Humanity' (Jerusalem), Crashaw refers to it as 'God in Man' (Hymn in the Holy 

Nativity), Wall ace Stevens writes: 'We say God and the imagination are one' (Final Soliloquy 

of the Interior Paramour). The mandala is, then, an emblem of the central monad in the 

individual, which is a microcosmic equivalent of the macrocosmic all-inclusive centre. 109 The 

~08 Ju~g calls this centre. the 'Self', and he calls the spiritual journey towards the Self 'individuation'. Jung has 
Investlg~te~ t?e symbohsm of the mandala in detail. One of his comprehensive accounts is 'Concerning Mandala 
Symbohsm ,In Collected Works, vol. 9. pp. 355-390. See also Tucci (1961) and Khanna (1997). 
1~9 Ma?da~a symbol~sm.is well-elaborated in Eastern mysticism. The ultimate aim of the Hindu journey of self
hberatlOn IS the reahsatIon of the self's original identity with the ultimate source of existence (the identity of 
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mandala is a psycho-cosmogram; it functions as a transparent, reflecting object, representing 

the unity of matter and spirit. The centre of the mandala symbolises the threshold experience 

when the individual consciousness transcends opposites, and thereby finds itself to be one 

with the cosmos. 

The mystical moment of attaining the mandala's vacuous still centre is symbolically 

equivalent with threshold experience. Both the mandalic axis and the threshold function as an 

equilibrating centre of dual polarities; they symbolise a state of heightened consciousness, 

which is characterised by a dissolution of all dualities. Grasping the symbolic significance of 

the centre of the mandala is essentially the same as realising that the world behind (or in the 

frame of) the transparent window is a transformed mirror-image of the mind. This self

liberating experience involves the recovery of primordial oneness, a realisation of the 

essential unity of the heterogenous world. The snowfall is a perfect illustration of this axial 

threshold experience. It has been shown that snow is an ambivalent image, representing the 

indissoluble unity of opposites. As the snowfall covers the world, it abolishes all distinctions. 

In the snowfall, the diversity of the universe gradually vanishes from sight, and all things 

become united in a homogenous oneness. The snowfall is, then, a suitable visual analogue of 

the mental experience of seeing the non-manifest unity in manifest diversity. In this sense, the 

snowfall is symbolically equivalent with the ultimate integration of the Many in the One, of 

the circumference in the axial centre. Mandala symbolism is imprinted in the hexagonal 

pattern of the snow crystal, whose mytho-poetic associations correspond to the metaphorical 

function of the snowfall. liD 

The mandala, like the imagery of Cue2 uoem, signifies wholeness, the union of 

opposites, the mutual reflection of nature and the mind, a metonymical embedding of the 

whole in its parts, and the ultimate unity of all existence. Both the mandala and the snow

poem are aids for introspective meditation, which leads to a realisation of the ungraspable, 

evanescent nature of the mind. 

The hidden mandala symbolism of the motifs of snow, window, and flower expands 

the semantic scope of the poem towards cosmic dimensions, and, in turn, the poem adds an 

aesthetic aspect to the common meanings of the mandala. Both the mandala and the snow

poem are concerned with the nature and dynamics of the intangible mind. In affinity with 

Atman with Brahman). This mental experience is visually represented by the central, self-expanding point of the 
mandala (the so-called bindu, the first circuit), whose first emanation (i.e. the second circuit) is often a hexagon 
(satkona), as in the mandala of the Sricakra (Tucci 1961, 137-141, and Plate III) and the akarshani-yantra 
(Shearer 1993, 27). 
110 In the first volume of The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life, Drunvalo Melchizedek points out that the 
pattern of the snow crystal is a version of the mandala of the Flower of Life (1998, 179). 
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mandala symbolism, the snow-poem alludes to the inner unity of the external and internal 

worlds, i.e. of nature and the mind. Besides, the snow-poem reveals that the literary text, 

which can be viewed as a microstructural analogue of the potential order of the literary 

universe, is also an embodiment of the mind. The combination of these two sets of relations 

entails the conclusion that the mind, the cosmos, the literary text, and the literary universe 

reflect each other. The realisation that the semantic and material worlds are but two different 

versions of the mind can be called an 'axial threshold experience', because these links emerge 

from the synthesis of the symbolism of the mandalic centre and the threshold experience of 

imaginative acts. The term 'axial threshold experience' denotes the process whereby the mind 

integrates both the semantic and the cosmic spheres into itself through an act of 

simultaneously outward and inward contemplation. This process involves the realisation that 

nature is like a text, and the poem is a model of the universe, as well as an embodiment of the 

mind. 

The concept of axial threshold experience implies a synthesis of mandala symbolism 

and Frye's view of literature. The convergence of the universe into the individual centre is 

comparable to the convergence of the literary universe into a single text and its central monad 

or monads. These processes are united in Cue2 uoem, since the central monads of this poem 

are metaphors for the cosmic centre of the imaginative mind. Jung's observation that 

'mandala symbolism shows a marked tendency to concentrate all the archetypes on a common 

centre' (Collected Works vol. 14, p. 463) is applicable to Cue2 uoem, where the poetic images 

of snow, flower, and window, representing human imagination and its products, are 

consubstantial with each other and with various symbols of the central creative light, such as 

the eye, the circle, the star, the cross, the Sun, the androgyne, the Word, and the cosmic 

breath. Jung's definition of the mandalic centre is comparable to Frye's definition of the 

monad as 'a center of archetypes' (1990, 118), 'a unit of total poetic experience' (1990, 19), 

'a universal symbol comparable to the universal creative word which is all words' (1990, 

125). Frye points out that the poetic work containing a monadic symbol is 'a microcosm of all 

literature', 'a centre of the literary universe', 'a complete organisation of archetypes' (1990, 

121). In Spiritus Mundi (1976a) Frye established a link between his concept of literature and 

mandala symbolism: 

At the centre of [Jung's] vision of life is a progress from the 'ego', ordinary life with its 
haphazard and involuntary perceptions of time and space, to the 'individual' modes of 
perception. In Jung the symbol of the 'individual' perception is the mandala, as he calls it 
(perhaps he should have called it a yantra), a symmetrical diagram recalling the geometrical 
cosmologies so common in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The view of literature set out 
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in Anatomy of Criticism has many points of contact with mandala vision, so much so that 
people have drawn up mandalas based on the book. (1976a, 116-117). 

Later in the same chapter Frye draws a parallel between mandala, music, and the unitive, 

anagogic view of literature: 

One of the central principles in Anatomy of Criticism is founded upon an analogy with music 
[ ... ]. I am by no means the first critic to regard music as the typical art, the one where the 
impact of structure is not weakened, as it has been in painting and still is in literature, by false 
issues derived from representation. For centuries the theory of music included a good deal of 
cosmological speculation, and the symmetrical grammar of classical music, with its circle of 
fifths, its twelve-tone chromatic and seven-tone diatonic scales, its duple and triple rhythms, its 
concords and cadences and formulaic progressions, makes it something of a mandala of the ear. 
We hear the resonance of this mandala of musical possibilities in every piece of music we 
listen to. Occasionally we feel that what we are listening to epitomises, so to speak, our whole 
musical experience with special clarity: our profoundest response to the B Minor Mass or the 
Jupiter Symphony is not 'this is beautiful music' but something more like 'this is the voice of 
music'; this is what music is all about. Such a sense of authority, an authority that is part of 
one's own dignity and is not imposed from outside, comes mainly from the resonance of our 
aural experience within that piece of music. [ ... ] I am providing a kind of resonance for literary 
experience, a third dimension, so to speak, in which the work we are experiencing draws 
strength and power from everything else we have read or may still read. (1976a, 118-119.) 

These quotations confirm the idea that the monad of the anagogic phase functions as a 

semantic equivalent of the all-inclusive mandalic centre. Both the semantic and the mandalic 

axial points are characterised by a balancing of centripetal and centrifugal forces, and by 

combining stillness and movement, beginning and end. The latent mandala-symbolism of 

Frye's view of literature is compressed in his snowflake-metaphor quoted at the beginning of 

the first chapter. The snow crystal is an appropriate image because it is a natural mandala. The 

quintessence of Frye's view of literature is encapsulated in Pasternak's CHe2 uoem. The poem 

is a verbal manifestation of the snowfall and the snowflake; it functions as a monad, or a 

poetic mandala, a symbolic equivalent of the potential order of literature. 

Pastemak's poem is encircled by axial, monadic symbols; it begins with the image of 

snowfall (,CHer M.IJ:eT, CHer M.IJ:eT') and it ends with a metaphorical equivalent of snowfall, the 

threshold ('rrepeKpecTKa rroBopoT'). This semantic-structural frame is a precise poetic 

expression of one of the key concepts of mandala symbolism, the consubstantiality of the 

centre and the circumference. Put very simply, when end and beginning meet, the 

circumference of the circle is completed, and at this moment the centre (or threshold) is 

attained. This moment is the climax of the quest for meaning; it involves the realisation that 

all observation of external phenomena is a projected introspection, and that the central light of 

the universal mind can never be grasped. CHe2 uoem can be regarded as a verbal mandala 

since it is a manifestation of creative imagination, and it functions as an aid for approaching 
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the central creative light in an act of simultaneously outward and inward contemplation. End, 

beginning, and central monad are united in both the structure and the semantics of this poem, 

like in the circular shape of the mandala. The following lines from Wall ace Stevens' s A 

Primitive like an Orb (1984, 440-443) are applicable to the interrelation of the anagogic 

significance and the latent mandala symbolism of CHe2 uoem: 

The essential poem at the centre of things [ ... ] 
The central poem is the poem of the whole, 
The poem of the composition of the whole 
The composition of blue sea and of green, 
Of blue light and of green, as lesser poems, 
And the miraculous multiplex of lesser poems, 
Not merely into a whole, but a poem of 
The whole, the essential compact of the parts, 
The roundness that pulls tight the final ring. 

3.6. Inseparable duality: a key factor of universal interrelatedness 

'I call it death-in-life and life-in-death' 
(from W. B. Yeats's Byzantium) 

'It must be visible or unvisible, 
Invisible or visible or both: 
A seeing and unseeing in the eye.' 

(from Wallace Stevens's 
Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction) 

Having examined the symbols of snow, flower, and window in a mythological-intertextual 

scope, the following conclusions can be drawn. Pasternak's CHe2 uoem is based on a 

metonymical principle, whereby the bipolar duality of the whole setting is encapsulated in its 

parts. This organising principle is reminiscent of the process of cell-division, therefore, it can 

be called 'reproductive metonymy'. These are, of course, not causal links, merely contingent 

affinities. The process of chromosome duplication is a distant analogy of the imaginative act 

of reproducing the whole from its complementary constituent parts, or seeing the whole 

reflected in its parts. III In support of this unusual association, I should refer to C. G. Jung, 

who discovered some astonishing affinities between psychic and microphysical processes, and 

therefore assumed that the world of matter and the world of the spirit may be mirror-images 

III During the process of chromosome duplication, two new double helix spirals are constructed from the double 
helix which is contained in the cell's nucleus. The two new DNA molecules are replicas of the unwinding double 
helix which formed the templates for their construction. 
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of each other (Collected Works Vol. 14, 768f). In accordance with lung' s assumption, David 

Maclagan compared the division of the cell to the mythological concept of cosmogony. He 

also compared the structure of the cell to that of the mandala, which is a radial image, and a 

psycho-cosmogram, representing an analogy between the structure of the universe and of the 

human mind (1997, 14, 7). Alistair Shearer has also drawn a parallel between Hindu 

cosmogony (which is one version of the universal mythological concept of the evolving 

cosmos) and chromosome duplication: 

Creation begins with the golden Egg of Brahman, emerging from the depths of the ocean of 
unbounded Consciousness. From the pure potential of this seed emerge all the dualities that 
compose life - spirit and matter, male and female, light and dark. [ . .. ] In the microcosm, the 
same process takes place each time the fertilized egg begins the duplication of cells that lead to 
the creation of a new form. (1993, 95) 

The process of cell-division is indirectly related to the imagery of Louis MacNeice's Snow 

(1935; in MacNeice 1979,30), which is a poetic reflection of the imagery of Cl-Ie2 uoem. The 

word 'spawning' seems to be a translucent allusion to the comparability of the mechanism of 

biological reproduction and the irresolvable ambivalence of the world: 

The room was suddenly rich and the great bay-window was 
Spawning snow and pink roses against it 
Soundlessly collateral and incompatible: 
World is suddener than we fancy it. 

World is crazier and more of it than we think, 
Incorrigibly plural. 

The concept of 'incorrigible plurality', which is explicitly articulated in MacNeice's poem as 

one of the poetic meanings of the juxtaposition of snow, window and flowers, is implicit in 

the imagery of Cl-Ie2 uoem. The symbolic triad can function as a visual trace, which brings 

verbal echoes with it from one poem to the other. The intertextual dialogue of the two poems 

entails their semantic cross-fertilisation. In the light of Cl-Ie2 uoem, one can attribute specific 

meanings to the general concepts of threshold situation and irresolvable ambivalence 

formulated in MacNeice's poem. In turn, the latter poem reveals that Cl-Ie2 uoem is not merely 

a symbolic representation of various threshold experiences, of cyclical temporal change, and 

of other themes. The latent metonymical organisation of the poem's imagery addresses crucial 

ontological dilemmas in a non-verbal form. Namely, dualities are the fundamental nature of 

the world and of human existence; they are deeply imprinted in the human mind, as in cells 

and in atoms. Opposites are distinguishable, yet they cannot be separated from each other. 

They are inextricably intertwined, and they are totally dependent on each another for their 
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very existence. If one pole would destroy the other, it would destroy itself at the same time 

because each part of a bipolar whole is itself 'incorrigibly plural'. Ambivalence is, then, 

irresolvable. 

The non-dualistic comprehension of the world is not a new development of human 

thought. It is an axiom of mysticism, of mythological and imaginative thought, of esoteric 

wisdom, including alchemical and Kabbalistic traditions, and of Eastern philosophies and 

religions, such as Hinduism, Buddhism, and Taoism. I 12 The logic of ambivalence is the key to 

Ivanov's and Bakhtin's theory of literary carnivalisation, which, like Nietzsche's theory of 

artistic creativity formulated in The Birth of Tragedy, is an aesthetic-psychological 

interpretation of the ancient Greek Dionysian mytho-ritual tradition. A relatively recent 

reinvention of the concept of mutual interpenetration of opposites is the paradoxical, non

logocentric thought-form of deconstruction. 

The assumption that one pole of a bipolar contrast secretly dwells within the other 

entails an alternative understanding of threshold situations. Namely, two equally ambivalent 

spheres occupy both sides of the threshold. The border between opposites is, then, a border 

between synonyms. The transgression of the boundary is, therefore, not always perceptible. 

The step from life to death may be understood as a step from 'death-in-life' to 'life-in-death' . 

'Death-in-life' refers to death-like experiences, such as the creative and receptive acts, both in 

the aesthetic and erotic sense. 'Life-in-death', which is a synonym of after-life, results from 
~ 

moments of 'death-in-life'. That is to say, the fruits of creative acts are manifestations of 

one's after-life, or immortality.ll3 Pasternak's fictional alter-ego, Yury Zhivago, explains the 

concept of immortality to his dying stepmother as follows: 

Ho Bce BpeMH O)].Ha H Ta )!(e Heo6'bHTHO To~eCTBeHHaH )l(H3Hb HarrOJIHHeT BCeJIeHHYIO H 
e)!(e'faCHO 06HOBJIHeTCH B HeHC'fHCJIHMbIX CO'feTaHHHX H rrpeBpaIl(eHHHX. [ ... ] HeT, CKOJIbKO HH 
rrpHrroMHHTe, BbI BCer.L\a 3aCTaBaJIH ce6H B HapY)!(HOM, .L\eHTeJIbHOM rrpOHBJIeHHH, B .L\eJIax 

112 One of the central emblems of Taoism, the yin-yang diagram, is a visual representation of non-dualistic 
thinking: 'Yin-yang symbolism is expressed by a circle divided into two equal halves by a wavy line, one half 
white (yang) and the other black (yin), in which it is noticeable that the length of the dividing line equals half the 
external circumference of the circle and that hence the total perimeter of each half, of yin or yang, is equal in 
length to the total circumference of the circle. [ ... ] The yin half bears a yang dot and the yang half a yin dot, a 
sign of their interdependence, the trace of light in darkness and of darkness in light [ ... ] This concrete symbol 
expresses the complete structure of the world and of the spirit.' (Chevalier and Gheerbrant 1996, 1140-41.) The 
yin-yang diagram is a configuration of the symbol of six-pointed star made of two interlocking triangles. CHe2 
uoem shares with the yin-yang diagram the idea of bipolar unity, whereby the parts contain the ambivalence of 
the whole. Poetic reformulations of the inherently ambivalent doctrine of yin-yang can be found in the works of 
Gennagii Aygi. He often uses the symbols of snow and window as metaphors for threshold experiences which 
are portrayed as unnoticeable transgressions of the boundary between two, equally ambivalent existential states. 
113 The word 'immortality ' is often used to designate an artist's after-life, that is to say, the eternal presence of 
his or her spiritual essence in his works. This meaning of immortality is close to the meaning of 'memory'. The 
word 'immortality' is also used in a different sense, denoting a unique mental state, an experience of eternal 
presence. 
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Balmrx PYK, B ceMbe, B ~PYrHx. [ ... ] lleJIoBeK B ~PYrHX JIIO~HX 11 eCTb ~YIIIa qeJIOBeKa. BOT qTO 
BbI eCTb, BOT qeM ~blIIIaJIO, nI1TaJIOCb, ynI1BaJIOCb BCIO )!(I13Hb BaIIIe C03HaHI1e. BaIIIeH ~YIIIOIO, 
BaIIII1M 6eccMepmeM, BaIIIeH )!(I13HbIO B ~PYrHx . [ ... ] B ~PYrHX BM 6bIJII1, B ~PYTI1X 11 

oCTaHeTecb. 1-1' KaKaH BaM Pa3HI1Ua, qTO nOToM :no 6y~eT Ha3bIBaTbCH naMHTbIO. 3TO 6y~eTe 
Bb!, BOIIIe~IIIaH B cocTaB 6Y~IIJero. (Pasternak, 1989, 77) 

A poetic concentration of these ideas can be found in one of Zhivago-Pasternak's poems, 

Ceaob6a, where the leaving of a trace in others is depicted in terms of marriage and creative 

activity: 

)KI13Hb Be~b TO)!(e TOJIbKO MI1r, 
TOJIbKO pacTBopeHbe 
Hac CaMI1X BO Bcex ~pyrI1x 
KaK 6bI I1M B ~apeHbe. 

TOJIbKO cB~b6a, B rrry6b OKOH 
PBYIIJaHCH CHI13Y, 
TOJIbKO neCHH, TOJIbKO COH, 
TOJIbKO rorry6b CI13bIH. (1989, 615) 

The act of dissolving ourselves in everyone is a process of leaving a trace of life in eternity. 

This process is called metaphorically a wedding, and it is related to the image of the window. 

Similar treatment of this image occurs in Mandelstam's self-allusive poem,aaHo MHe meJlo: 

Ha CTeKJIa BeqHOCTI1 y)!(e JIemo 
Moe ~blXaHI1e, Moe TenJIO. 

Both poems exhibit a non-dualistic logic, whereby time and eternity are inextricably 

intertwined. According to non-dualistic thought, it is not time and eternity which occupy the 

two sides of the threshold, but the intermediate states of eternity-in-time and time-in-eternity. 

The phrase 'eternity-in-time' refers to those extra-temporal moments of life in which time 

seems to stand still: death-like moments of altered mental states, when one attains the central 

monad in the soul, and becomes unaware of corporeal existence, or moments when one is 

dissolving oneself in others, thereby achieving the 'immortality' of the soul. There is a hint in 

Ceaob6a that the moment of dissolution is equal with eternal life. This theme is elaborated in 

EouHcmeeHHble OHU, where the moment of the winter solstice is prolonged to eternity as it 

coincides with a non-ending embrace, an act of holding the universe while dissolving oneself 

in the other. In Richard Crashaw's Hymn in the Holy Nativity (1972, 83), the all-inclusive 

moment of the winter solstice symbolises immanent transcendence, the divine, creative spirit 

of man: 
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Wellcome, all Wonders in one sight! 
!Eternity shutt in a span, 

Sommer in Winter. Day in Night. 
Heaven in earth, and God in Man!1l4 

In this stanza, the list of paradoxes appears to be an implication that the principle of 

inseparability is applicable to any kinds of opposites. This calls to mind Jung's notions of 

'anima', the female part of the male unconscious, and 'animus', the masculine aspect of the 

feminine psyche. A similar overlapping of gender roles characterises the imagery of CHe2 

uoem, where both snow and the flowers can be endowed with feminine as well as masculine 

attributes. Thus, both images can be associated with creation as well as reception. 

According to non-dualistic thinking, the boundary between reality and imagination 

can be re-conceived as a transparent, almost non-existing threshold between 'imagination-in

reality' and 'reality-in-imagination'. That is to say, nature and the imaginative mind, matter 

and spirit, are inseparable since they reflect each other. The internal is external, the external is 

internal, and the threshold (or the 'window') is both external and internal. The window, being 

a transparent, reflecting object, is an apposite metaphor for the almost imperceptible boundary 

between two overlapping spheres. Figuratively speaking, to be located either indoors or 

outdoors is just the same thing as standing on the threshold, on the crossroads in-between, 

which is symbolised in the poem by the window-cross ('OKOHHbIH neperIJIeT'). 

The symbol of the cross is related to each of the three main images of the text: the 
" 

turnings of the snowfall-staircase, the window-cross, and the turning of the crossroad, on 

which the whitened walker (who can be an externalised counterpart of the flowers) stands, all 

represent threshold situations. Everything appears as metaphorically equivalent with 

everything else, because everything contains in itself 'the everything,.115 Many critics have 

discussed the principle of symbolic-semantic interchangeability in Pasternak's poetic 

114 Richard Crashaw (1612113 - 1649). Crashaw's metaphors, 'summer in winter', 'day in night', 'heaven in 
earth', 'God in man', and similar paradoxical images often appear in Emily Dickinson's poetry as metaphors and 
manifestations of non-dualistic, imaginative thinking. 
lIS This is a poetic version of mythological cosmologies, which are represented mainly in axial symbols and 
mandalas. Brian Bates summarises their structural features as follows: 'The World Tree is a sacred image: a 
Western shamanic version of the meditational images [mandalas] of Tibetan Buddhism. [ ... ] The people of 
ancient Europe thought of the tree as structured holographically, in which every place, every tree - and in fact 
every human being - is considered to be the essence, the centre. This belief gives rise to a cosmos with a sacred 
dimension from every aspect, like'light shining through a complex crystal, a cosmos in which each detail 
represents and incorporates the whole so that everything is related to everything else'. (1996, 263-4). In Vedantic 
texts, this view of the cosmos is referred to as 'Indra's Net of Jewels' (Shearer, 1993,27), and it is comparable to 
Frye's anagogic context, where every poem is a monad, a potential centre reflecting the literary universe. 
Bakhtin also defines the text as 'a unique monad that in itself reflects all texts (within the bounds) of a given 
sphere' (1986, 105). 
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thought. I 16 Here we are dealing with a poetic representation of one of Frye' s theoretical ideas, 

the anagogic context: 

In the anagogic aspect of meaning [ ... ] the formula 'A is B' may be hypothetically applied to 
anything [ ... ]. The literary universe, therefore, is a universe in which everything is potentially 
identical with everything else [ .. . ] as though all poetic images were contained within a single 
universal body. Identity is the opposite of similarity or likeness, as total identity is not 
uniformity, still less monotony, but a unity of various things. (1990,124-125) 

C!-Iez uoem exhibits the principle of total identity in that its symbols (snow, flower, the black 

staircase, the stars, the cross, the window, etc.) are metaphorically interchangeable with each 

other and with various traditional axial figures. The interchangeability of the dissimilar 

images of snow, window, and flower is expressive of the threshold experience of self

reflection whereby the outside and the inside, the contemplated object and the contemplator, 

are united. The three main images merge on a metaphorical plane because each of them 

represents the concept of profound ambivalence, the consubstantiality of the macrocosm and 

the human microcosm, and various threshold situations. Each of these symbols is a half

physical, half-spiritual figure, a concretisation of abstract concepts and mental contents. Each 

of them functions as a monad, a radiation image, in which the whole poem, the whole literary 

universe, and the non-dualistic nature of the creative mind are reflected. 

In imaginative thought, the symbols of snow (star), window, and flower are often 

interlinked. In mythology, stars are regarded as the windows and the eyes of the universe. 

Accordingly, in CHez uoem, the white stars share the main connotations of the window. Both 

symbols manifest an intermediate realm between spirit and matter. In other words, both of 

them function as axial connectives between heaven (spirit) and earth (matter), representing the 

threshold experience of imaginative acts. Quoting Martin Ruland's A Lexicon of Alchemy 

(London 1892), Jung points out that 'imagination is the star in man, the celestial or 

supercelestial body' (Collected Works 12, par. 394). We could add that imagination is also the 

window, the snow, the Golden Flower, the rose, the geranium, the candle, the light, the eye, 

the world tree, the rainbow, the sea, the wind, and the breath in man. A comparative study of 

mytho-poetic imagination enables one to construct a complex mental image, a monad, in 

which all these symbols are united. 

116 See for instance Zholkovskii 1978, Iakobson A. 1978,344. Roman Jakobson (1973, 133) pointed out that in 
Pasternak's lyrics, the neighbouring images metonyrnically represent the 'poetic 1'. Total identity is based on the 
process of metamorphosis. Several critics have dealt with the significance of transformation in the works of 
Pasternak, including Iakobson, A. 1978, and Smirnov 1991, 136. 
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The images of snow and window visually overlap in any poem which depicts snow on 

or behind a window (i.e. snow in the frame of the window). Flower and window are 

intermingled in the figure of the rose-window and in Jung's mandala called 'Window on 

Eternity'. In poetic thought, the images of snow and flower are often synthesised. In Yti 

Ch'ing's poem for the Far Journey, snow substitutes the symbol of Golden Flower. In Dezso 

Kosztohinyi's Szerenad (Serenade), snow is compared to white roses. In Robert Louis 

Stevenson's Winter, flower, window, and snow (or frost) visually overlap. In Louis 

MacNeice's Snow the contrasted images of snow and flower are also transformed mirror

images of each other, as both of them are 'incorrigibly plural'. In Wall ace Stevens's The 

Poems of Our Climate (1984, 193) the outdoor world of snow and the indoor realm of flowers 

overlap: 

Clear water in a brilliant bowl, 
Pink and white carnations. The light 
In the room more like a snowy air, 
Reflecting snow. 

A more explicit poetic synthesis of snow and flower can be found in Marianne Moore's Those 

Various Scalpels: 'your eyes, flowers of ice and snow' (1981, 51). In Emily Dickinson's 

poem 409, the images of snow, star, and flower are interchangeable. Each of them represents 

the products of creative imagination (1975, 194-195): 

They dropped like Flakes -
They dropped like Stars -
Like petals from a Rose -
When suddenly across the June 
A wind with fingers - goes -

They perished in the Seamless Grass -
No eye could find the place -
But God can summon every face 
On his repealless - List. 

Stars, which are poetic synonyms of snow, are related to the image of flowers in Pasternak's 

OxpaHHafl zpaMoma (part 2, chapter 8): 'l(BeTbI If 3Be3.LJ:bI TaK C6JIIf:>KeHbI, lJ:TO noxo:>Ke'). This 

sentence reminds us of the mirror technique which unites the flowers and the white stars in 

CHez uoem. Star and flower are united through metamorphosis in Jeny Couzyn's untitled 

poem from the collection In the Skin House: 'star exploding into flower'. In The Mistress of 

Vision (from the collection Sight and Insight, 1992, 149-155), Francis Thompson (1859-1907) 

uses the same images for an illustration of the experience of glimpsing the basic one-ness of 
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the universe. The speaker of the poem is quoting the words of a mysterious Lady, whom he 

encountered in a secret garden: 

'When to the new eyes of thee 
All things by immortal power, 
Near or far, 
Hiddenly 
To each other linked are, 
That you canst not stir a flower 
Without troubling of a star; 
When thy song is shield and mirror 
To the fair-snaked curled Pain, 
Where thou dar'st affront her terror 
That on her thou may'st attain 
Persean conquest; seek no more, 
o seek no more! 

Pass the gates of Luthany, tread the region Elenore.' 

The first part of these lines can be related to CHe2 uoem, where the white stars and the flowers 

are mutually interdependent through simultaneous acts of externalisation and internalisation. 

That is to say, the observed physical reality and the psychological state of the observer 

mutually affect each other. 

The metaphor-making process of internalising material objects or projecting mental 

contents is based on a direct transformative connection between outside reality and poetic 

interior. There are less obvious kinds of interconnections, such as coincidental structural 

parallels, between the world of matter and the world of spirit. 117 Abstract, structural affinities 

between psychic and physical processes manifest the ultimate unity of all existence. It is this 

universal interconnectedness which Thompson explicitly formulates in the lines quoted 

above. This poem can increase the latent philosophical depth of Pasternak's CHe2 uoem by 

stimulating us to link the notion of non-dualistic perception to the concept of the basic one

ness of existence. In CHe2 uoem, the relation of flowers and white stars represents the implicit 

unity of explicit opposites. In Thompson's poem, the same paired images evoke the idea that 

the universe is a unified field of infinite correlations. The two poems complement each other 

since the mental acts which they depict are mutually interdependent. By transcending 

117 We have encountered various examples of such parallels, including the acausal correspondence between non
dualistic thought forms , the process of cell-division, and the structure of the atom. These are mutually 
independent, incommensurable phenomena, yet they exhibit fundamental structural similarities. It is a well
known observation that certain geometrical patterns, mathematical concepts, forms of nature, and processes in 
the material world have structural affinities with works of art and other embodiments of the human mind. Such 
'coincidental' parallels are the central concern of sacred geometry and other interdisciplinary fields. See Barrow 
1995, Blair 1975, Capra 1992, Franz 1974, Lawlor 1998, Melchizedek 1998,2000, and Waiter 1996. 
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opposites, the observer realises that he is not separate from the observed cosmos. This leads to 

a further insight into the ultimate unity of all existence. 118 

In affinity with Pasternak's poem, threshold experience is a central concern of The 

Mistress of Vision. In the latter poem, the act of crossing a threshold (,Pass the gates of 

Luthany, tread the region Elenore') is used synonymously with meeting with a wise, beautiful 

Lady (perhaps the poet's Muse) at the centre of a secret garden (,The Lady of fair weeping, / 

At the garden's core, / Sang a song of sweet and sore / And the after-sleeping; / In the land of 

Luthany, and the tracts of Elenore.'). Both movements (crossing the threshold and attaining 

the centre) are used in the conventional sense as metaphors for mental transformation and 

spiritual realisation. The lyric persona has to pass 'the fosse of death' and nine emerald walls 

to reach the core of the secret garden. This mystical centre is a psycho-chronotope, a spatial 

metaphor for the unique moments of a visionary, imaginative state, which the poet describes 

as 'a mazeful wonder'. In the first stanza, the poet recalls his spiritual experience: 'My eyes 

saw not and I saw'. Here we are dealing with the conventional mytho-poetic device of 

depicting mental transformation as closing the bodily eyes and opening the mind's far-sighted 

inner eye. This change of perspective enables one to ignore the illusory appearances of the 

visible world, and see the fundamental unity of existence: 119 

'Learn to dream when thou dost wake. 
Learn to wake when thou dost sleep. 
[ ... ] 
Die, for none other way canst live. 
When earth and heaven lay down their veil, 
And that apocalypse turns thee pale; 
When thy seeing blindeth thee 
To what thy fellow-mortals see; 
When their sight to thee is sightless; 
Their living, death; their light, most lightless; 
Search no more -

Pass the gates of Luthany, tread the region Elenore.' 

The moment of blinding illumination involves the awareness that the ordinary perception of 

the universe as a random conglomerate of unrelated entities, which are separate from the 

observing self, is a product of the analytical, categorising intellect. This illusory perception 

can be transcended by quieting the reasoning consciousness. In an altered mental state one can 

attain the universal centre of the mind, and perceive the world as an indivisible unity, a web of 

11 8 For a detailed discussion of how the inner unity of opposites is linked to the concept of all-embracing 
interconnectedness see Watts 1987. 
119 In Emily Dickinson's poetry, the closing of eyes and death often function as a metaphors for seeing beyond 
the perceptible reality: 'the Cheated Eye / Shuts arrogantly - in the Grave - / Another way - to see -' (627); 
'And then the Windows failed - and then / I could not see to see -' (465). 
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mutually interrelated phenomena. This perception includes the awareness that entities which 

are ordinatily considered to be opposed to each other have a basic unity. 

The intertextual cross-fertilisation of Thompson's and Pasternak's poems reveals that 

the two threshold experiences articulated in these texts are mutually interdependent. The 

recognition that the apparently disparate entities of the world are interconnected in a cosmic 

network (The Mistress of Vision) is inseparable from the awareness that polar opposites 

constitute a dynamic unity (CHe2 uoem). This knowledge can only be attained by passing 'the 

fosse of death', that is to say, through a renunciation of the everyday consciousness, which is 

an inevitable precondition for a reintegration into the totality of being. The climax of this 

mystical self-sacrifice is an expetience of blinding illumination, a mental transformation, 

whereby one no longer perceives the illusory distinction between matter and spirit, and no 

longer feels oneself to be a passive observer, divided from the observed reality, but an integral 

part of the all-embracing unity of being. This state of illumined dissolution is perceived as an 

extra-temporal moment in which one attains the central monad, the all-encompassing void at 

the heart of existence. It is this mystical experience which is depicted in Crashaw's Nativity

hymn (,Wellcome, all Wonders in one sight! / }Eternity shutt in a span. / Sommer in Winter. 

Day in Night, / Heaven in earth, and God in Man.' 1972, 83). A mythological-intertextual 

perspective reveals that the illuminating experience of seeing 'all wonders in one sight' is 

encapsulated in Pasternak's CHe2 uoem. The window and the snowfall function as poetic 

configurations of the mystical centre, where heaven and earth, man and woman, the divine 

and the human worlds are intertwined. 

The threshold experience of blinding illumination is traditionally depicted as a 

transition from outward sight through outward blindness to inward vision and inward 

blindness. 'Outward blindness' is meant to denote the mental transformation whereby the 

observer no longer sees the world in the ordinary way, that is to say, when the manifold world 

vanishes from sight and the underlying unity of all existence is crystallised. In this sense, 

'blinding illumination' (i.e. 'outwardly blinding illumination') refers to the threshold moment 

of closing the bodily eyes and opening the mind's eye, which can grasp the fundamental unity 

of all existence. 'Inward blindness' refers to a further recognition, whereby the seer not only 

understands that all apparently separate things are interrelated, but also realises that they are 

interrelated in an infinitely complicated, indescribable, and never quite comprehensible way. 

In this sense, the term 'blinding illumination' (i. e. 'inwardly blinding illumination') denotes 

the wisdom about the limitations of knowledge, an awareness that there is a mystical core at 

the heart of existence which evades our grasp. This enigmatic centre is traditionally 
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represented by concentrated clear white light, the world-creating solar light of the winter 

solstice, axial symbols, the all-inclusive void at the centre of the mandala, and abstract 

concepts such as the psycho-physical vital energy, the cosmic breath, Dharmakaya (in 

Buddhism), the Tao (in Taoism), the unity of Brahman and Atman (in Hinduism), or 

boundless nothingness, the depth of primordial being (Ayin in the Jewish mystical tradition of 

Kabbalah). It is at once the unifying centre of the mUltiplicity of the world, and the universal 

centre of the human mind. The centre of the cosmos and of the mind coincide, since this 

centre is a psycho-chronotope, symbolising the moment of inwardly blinding illumination, 

which involves the awareness that there is no boundary between the observer and the 

observed world, the knower and the known. In other words, the cosmos and the human mind 

are mirror-images of each other. 120 This idea is implicit in the traditional view of the poetic 

text as a model of the universe and an embodiment of the imaginative mind. The poetic text is 

thus comparable to a transparent, two-sided mirror, in which the mental and physical worlds 

reflect and mutually shape each other. 

In CHe2 uoem, the moment of 'outwardly blinding illumination' is represented in a 

new poetic form, in the synthesis of snowfall and staircase. Perceiving the image of an axial 

staircase in the chaotic snowfall is a reflection of a mental transformation, whereby the mind's 

eye beholds orderly structures and interrelations in what the bodily eyes see as a disarray. 

This perceptional transformation forms the basis of the consubstantiality of the images of 

snowfall and snowflake. At first, this metonymical link may have seemed to be an over

interpretation, but gradually it gained a rich semantic significance. It not only epitomises the 

ptinciple of reproductive metonymy (seeing the whole in its parts), but it can also be regarded 

as an emblem of the mental transformation which enables one to glimpse a hidden, all

embracing, crystalline network in ostensible chaos. 

The interchangeability of the images of snowfall and snowflake led us to the 

conclusion that the semantic-structural integrity of the poetic text is a manifestation of the 

structure and dynamics of the creative human mind, and it can also be viewed as a 

microstructural analogue of the potential order of the world of literature. The text-centred and 

the intertextual acts of 'crystal formation' are also analogous to the experience of grasping the 

basic one-ness of the universe. It logically follows from these correspondences that the central 

monad of the poetic text coincides with the potential centre of the literary universe, and it also 

represents the universal centre of the mind, and the unifying, simultaneously diverging and 

converging, centre of the cosmic whole. The central monads of Pasternak's CHe2 uoem, snow 

120 This explains why the mandala is regarded as a psycho-cosmogram. 
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and window, have many attributes (including whiteness, transparency, the inner unity of 

opposites, axial and radial symbolism), which support the relevance of applying the 

aforementioned correspondences to the poem, and regarding these symbols as innovative 

metaphors of the all-encompassing central creative void of existence and of the enigmatic 

centre of the mind. 

The question as to whether universal interrelatedness is an objective feature of the 

observed entity (the poem, the literary universe, or the world) or a projection of the observing 

mind is irrelevant in the state of mystical illumination, because the very essence of this 

experience is the mental act of transcending the distinction between matter and spirit, reality 

and imagination, object and subject, observed thing and observer, and other opposites. This 

synthetic perception is a recurring literary theme. One obvious example is from William 

Blake's Jerusalem: 'as in your own Bosom you bear your Heaven / And Earth & all you 

behold; tho' it appears Without it is Within, / In your Imagination' (Chapter 3, plate 71). 

Blake often formulates explicitly the idea that the external world is a reflection of the 

imaginative mind. In Pasternak's CHe2 uoem, this concept is not laid bare theoretically, but it 

is compressed in the poetic technique of transformative mirror-effect. The window, which 

divides and connects the white stars and the flowers, functions as a transparent, two-sided 

looking glass; it enables the observing mind to recognise its transformed mirror-image in the 

observed object. These relations expand the primary meaning of snowfall-staircase: this 

image is not only a metaphor for the poem, but also an embodiment (or reflection) of the 

imaginative mind, a model of the potential order of the literary universe (which is yet another 

reflection of synthetic apprehension), and an analogue of the interrelated cosmic web. 

This perspective sheds new light on the images of star and flower in Francis 

Thompson's poem. The explicitly formulated idea that 'All things by immortal power, / Near 

or far, / Hiddenly / To each other linked are, / That you canst not stir a flower / Without 

troubling of a star' (1992, 154) is more complex than it seems at first sight. While it appears 

as a poetic summary of the ultimate unity of the cosmos,121 it can also be read as a met a

poetic device, a hint that all is interrelated in the literary text and in the world of literature, as 

in the human mind. These parallels endow Thompson's apparently simple poem with the 

function of intertextual self-referentiality. Unbeknown to the author, his poem thematises its 

121 'It is theoretically true that the motion of a flower exerts a minuscule force on a distant star, via the . 
gravitational field that exists between them: I doubt th~t the cat~olic mystic F,rancis !h?mps~n knew thIS , and he 
was probably thinking of a more metaphysIcal c~nnec~lOn constl~uted b~ go~ s o~mscIence. I am grateful to 
Jeff Vernon for allowing me to quote his unpubhshed InterpretatlOn, as It epItomises the concept of unus mundus 
(or psycho-physical universe), which will be discussed in detail in the next section. 
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potential intertextual dialogues. The parallels between the above mentioned inwardly 

interconnected entities further expand the semantic scope of the poem in a self-generative 

way. In the light of these parallels, the concept of total interconnectedness not only applies 

within the boundaries of these entities, but it also describes the mutually reflective relations 

between them. 

3.7. Acausal interrelatedness: a central aspect of Pasternak's model of existence 

'The frolic architecture of the snow' 
(from Emerson's The Snowstorm) 

'Poetry is indeed something divine. It is at once the centre 
and circumference of knowledge.' 

(from P. B. Shelley's A Defence of Poetry) 

The anagogic VIew of literature, which is based on the principle of meaningful, acausal 

semantic interrelations, and involves the notion of an all-encompassing central monad, can be 

viewed as a semantic analogue of the final unity of existence. The belief in the acausal 

connectedness of mental, spiritual, and material processes played a central role in Pasternak's 

artistic apprehension of existence. This mode of perception is a basic compositional principle 

of /{OKOp )J(uea20, where linear causality is replaced by a network of meaningful 

coincidences. The principle of acausal orderedness is manifest throughout the novel in that 

events and mental states are often reflected in nature in symbolic forms . The author's belief 

that there is a mysterious unity between nature and man is laid bare in part 8 of chapter IV: 

'qTO-TO CXO)l,HOe TBOPI1J10Cb B HpaBcTBeHHoM Ml1pe 11 B cpI13I1QeCKOM, B6J111311 11 B)l,aJJl1, Ha 

3eMJ1e 11 B B03)l,yxe' (1989, 224). This sentence reminds us of Thompson's The Mistress of 

Vision ('All things by immortal power, / Near or far, / Hiddenly / To each other linked are, / 

That you canst not stir a flower / Without troubling of a star', 1992, 154). Thompson's poem 

takes us back to another Pasternakian hint at the concept of cosmic interrelations: 'l(BeTbI 11 

3Be3)l,bI TaK C6J1I1)KeHbI, QTO rroxQ)Ke' (OxpaHHafl 2paMOma, part 2, chapter 8). The poetic 

treatment of the images of flower and star in Thompson's and Pasternak's texts can be 

regarded as a metaphorical concentration of the acausal, meaningful interrelatedness of all 

existence, which involves the idea that the external and the internal worlds reflect each other. 

The inseparability of the worlds of matter and mind is a central aspect of C. G. Jung's 

psycho-cosmological system of thought. In agreement with other scholars (including 
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scientists/22 and with ancient mythological wisdom, Jung posited the concept of psycho

physical universe. He often referred to this concept as the 'unus mundus', borrowing the term 

from medieval philosophy: 

Undoubtedly the idea of the unus mundus is founded on the assumption that the multiplicity of 
the empirical world rests on an underlying unity and that not two or more fundamentally 
different worlds exist side by side or are mingled with one another. Rather, everything divided 
and different belongs to one and the same world (Collected Works 14, par. 767). 

In Psychology and Alchemy, Jung pointed out that the symbol is a pre-eminent manifestation 

of psycho-physical interconnections: 

The physical and the psychic are blended in an indissoluble unity. [ ... ] This intermediate realm 
of subtle reality [ .. . ] can adequately be expressed only by the symbol. The symbol is neither 
abstract, nor concrete, neither rational nor ilTational, neither real nor unreal. It is always both. 
(Collected Works, vol. 12, par. 394, 400) 

The central monad of C1Ie2 uoem, the symbol of snow, can, indeed, be regarded as an emblem 

of the concept of 'unus mundus' because it manifests a synthesis of matter and spirit, the 

inner unity of opposites, and the principle of total interconnectedness. Jung pointed out that 

mandala symbolism is a pre-eminent representation of the concept of 'unus mundus'. This 

supports our argument that snow functions as a psycho-cosmogram, a mandalic radiation 

image: 

The mandala symbolizes, by its central point, the ultimate unity of all archetypes as well as of 
the multiplicity of the phenomenal world, and is therefore the empirical equivalent of the 
metaphysical concept of unus mundus. (Collected Works 14, par. 661) 

Later in the same work Jung adds: 'If mandala symbolism is the psychological equivalent of 

the unus mundus, then synchronicity is its parapsychological equivalent' (Collected Works, 

vol. 14, par. 662). Jung regards synchronistic phenomena (i.e. meaningful coincidences, so

called 'puns of destiny') as particular instances of the acausal orderedness and of the all

embracing unity of existence. Synchronicity is a cohering principle in Pasternak's !foKmop 

)J{uea20, where an intricate network of interrelated incidents is constructed by various kinds 

of coincidence. 123 There are numerous examples throughout the novel where human events 
• 

122 In The Tao of Physics (1992), Fritjof Capra reveals that the findings of modern atomic physicists are in accord 
with the primitive intuition that all entities of the world constitute a unitary reality. The same idea is formulated 
in Shearer 1993, 26-7, and Franz 1997. The affinity between ancient mystical intuition and modern scientific 
theories is itself an example of the concept of all-inclusive acausal interconnectedness. 
123 Jung's major work on synchronicity is 'Synchronicity: an Acausal Connecting Principle', in Collected Works, 
vol. 8, pp. 417-531. See also Main 1997. Several critics dealt with the structural principle of coincidence in 
/{oKmop )/(u6a20, including Clowes 1995, Gasparov 1995, and Livingstone 1988. 
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and states of mind are reflected in nature in symbolic forms. Other kinds of synchronistic 

phenomena include chance occurences, crossings of paths of lives, and what Jung calls the 

transgressive aspect of the archetype, incidents when an archetype is activated in the 

unconscious of an individual, and at the same time (or somewhat earlier or later) this 

archetype manifests itself in the world of matter. Synchronistic phenomena are embodiments 

of a dynamic interrelation of the inside and the outside worlds. This is why it is relevant to 

mention them in the analysis of C1Ie2 uoem. There are several instances of synchronicity in 

the novel which can be linked to the symbolic structure of C1Ie2 uoem. Here I only mention 

one detail, a striking parallel between the colours of the indoor and the outdoor realms, which 

occurs while Zhivago is writing 3UMIIJlJlIl0llb, a twin-poem of C1Ie2 uoem. 

CBeT naMrrbI crrOKOHHOH )KenTli3HOIO rra.ll.an Ha 6enble nliCTbI 6YMarli li 30noTliCTblM 6nHKOM 
rrnaBan Ha rrOBepxHOCTli 'fepHlin BHYTPli 'fepHlinbHliQbI. 3a OKHOM rony6ena 3liMIDlll Mopo3Hall 
HO'fb. IOPliH AH.ll.peeBli'f IlIarHYn B COCe.ll.HIOIO XOnO.ll.HYIO li HeocBemeHHYIO KOMHary, oTKY.ll.a 
6bInO Bli.ll.Hee HapY)Ky, li rrocMoTpen B OKHO. CBeT rronHoro MeClIQa CTlIrliBan CHe)KHYIO 
rronllHY oC1I3aTenbHoH B1I3KOCTbIO lIli'fHOrO 6enKa linli KneeBblX 6enlin. POCKOIlIb MOP03HOH 
HO'fli 6bIna Herrepe.ll.aBaeMa. Mlip 6bIn Ha .ll.YIlIe y .ll.OKTopa. OH BepHYncll B cBeTnyIO, Terrno 
liCTorrneHHYIO KOMHary li rrpliHlInClI 3a lIlicaHlie. (1989, 508) 

The poet's lamp appears as an indoor reflection, a transformed mirror-image of the full moon. 

These sources of light are also metaphorical synonyms of the candle in 3UM1IJlJl 1I0llb. The ink 

and the white sheets of. paper, which are illuminated by the yellow lamplight, appear as 

transformed reflections of the moonlit snow. The yellowish white colour of lamp-lit papers 

and the golden blue colour of the lamp-lit ink are intermingled in their external analogue, the 

moonlit snow, which is coloured by tinges of blue and yellow. In the framework of this 

parallel, the blueish, yellowish snow appears as an outdoor analogue of both the page and the 

ink, that is to say, of both the silence of the page and the words written (or to be written) on 

the page. This synthetic reflection anticipates the physical contact of the paper and the ink 

during the act of writing. Indeed, just after the poet observed (and probably noticed) the 

parallels between the inside and the outside worlds, he started writing poems. 

Snow is compared to the written page at several points of the novel. An initial stage of 

the development of the snow-text metaphor can be found in the Christmas episode (part 8 in 

chapter Ill), when there is a surface similarity between chalk (a material which is instantly 

associated with writing) and snow. The chalk-like snow covering the windows at Christmas is 

not only a descriptive detail, but a semantically charged image, which perfectly fits into the 

symbolic structure of 3UM1IJlJl1l0llb and C1Ie2 uoem: 
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TIoKpblTbIe TOJICTbIM CJIOeM JIb.n:a 11 CHera oKHa .n:OMOB TO'-lHO 6bIJII1 3aMa3aHbI MeJIOM (1989, 88-
89) 

In the episode of the October revolution (part 8 in chapter VI), there is a synchronistic co

occurrence of blizzard and the words of the freshly printed newspaper. The grey snowflakes 

actually merge with the printed words: 

MeTeJIb XJIeCTaJIa B rJIa3a .n:OKTOPY 11 nOKpbIBaJIa ne'-laTHbIe CTPO'-lKI1 ra3eTbI cepoH 11 
mypmaIIIeH CHe)f(HOH KpynOlo. Ho He :3T0 MemaJIO era '-ITeHI1IO. BeJII1'-1I1e 11 BeKOBe'-lHOCTb 
MI1HYTbI nOTPJlCJII1 era 11 He .n:aBaJII1 OnOMHI1TbCJI. (1989,225) 

In part 18 of chapter XIII a mysterious coincidence brings together snow and the words of 

Tonya's letter. From behind a window, Zhivago is watching two magpies: 

'COPOKI1 K cHery', - nO~MaJI .n:OKTOp. B TY )f(e MI1HYTY OH YCJIbImaJI I13-3a nopTbepbI: 
- COpOKI1 K BeCTJlM, - 06paIIIaJICJI CI1Ma K JIape. - K BaM rOCTI1 C06I1paIOTCJI. I1JII1 nI1CbMO 

nOJIY'-II1Te. (1989,484). 

Yury believes that magpies are portents for the impending snow, while Sima thinks that 

magpies are omens for news. At the very moment when Yury is pronouncing the word 

'snow', Sima is uttering the word 'news', by which she means guests or a letter. In this 

context, snow and letter are interchangeable since both of them are associated with magpies. 

The black-and-white colour is a potential link between the magpie, the snowfall, and the 

written text. A few moments after the words 'snow' and 'news' have been pronounced 

simultaneously, a meaningful coincidence happens. Both news (a letter) and snow manifest 

themselves in physical reality. Yury receives a letter from Tonya. While he is reading it, the 

snow starts falling, as if nature 'enacted' Tonya's letter. Yury is aware of this acausal 

interconnectedness. He compares the snow with the white gaps between the words of Tonya' s 

letter: 

3a OKHOM nomeJI CHer. BeTep Hec era no B03.n:yXy B60K, Bce 6bICTPee 11 Bce ryIIIe, KaK 6bI 3TI1M 
Bce BpeMJI '-ITO-TO HaBepCTbIBaJl, 11 IOpI1H AH.n:peeBI1'-1 TaK CMOTPeJI nepe.n: C060H B OKHO, KaK 
6y.n:TO :3T0 He CH er meJI, a npo.n:OJI)f(aJIOCb '-ITeHI1e nI1CbMa TOHI1 11 npOHOCI1JII1Cb 11 MeJIbKaJII1 He 
cyXI1e 3Be3.n:0'-lKI1 CHera, a MaJIeHbKI1e npOMe~TKI1 6eJIOH 6YMam Me~ MaJIeHbKI1MI1 
'-IepHbIMI1 6YKOBKaMI1, 6eJIbIe, 6eJIbIe, 6e3 KOHl(a, 6e3 KOHl(a. (1989,487) 

This is an explicit portrayal of a dynamic interconnectedness of the internal and the external 

worlds. Tonya's letter seems to continue outdoors in the form of snow. This is similar to the 

coincidental parallel between the colours of the moonlit snow and the lamplit page and ink in 

the Varykino episode. In the same episode, when Yury is writing 3UMI-IMl 1-10%, he compares 

the wolves in the snow to pencil-strokes on the page: 

neJIbIH orOHb, KOTOPbIM 6bIJI 06'bJlT 11 nOJIbIXaJI He3aTeHeHHbIH CH er Ha CBeTY MeCJll(a, OCJIenI1JI 
ero. BHa'-laJIe OH He Mor HI1 BO '-ITO B3rAA.n:eTbCJI 11 HI1'-1ero He YBI1.lI:eJI. Ho '-Iepe3 MI1HYTY 
paCCJIbImaJI oCJIa6JIeHHOe paCCTOJlHI1eM npOTJI)f(HOe YTP06HOcKYJIJlIIIee 3aBbIBaHI1e 11 Tor.n:a 
3aMeTI1JI Ha KpaIO nOAAHbI 3a OBparOM '-IeTbIpe BbITJlHYTbIe TeHI1, pa3MepOM He 60JIbme 
MaJIeHbKOH '-IepTO'-lKI1. BOJIKI1 CTOJlJII1 PJl.n:OM, MOp.n:aMI1 no HanpaBJIeHI1IO K .n:oMY 11, no.n:wlB 
rOJIOBbI, BbIJII1 Ha JIYHY I1JII1 Ha OTCBe'-lI1BaIOIIII1e cepe6pJlHbIM OTJII1BOM OKHa MI1KYJII1l(bIHCKOro 
.n:oMa' (1989, 510). 

The unusual parallels between the outdoor and the indoor reality can be interpreted as 

metaphors of the acausal connectedness of the world of matter and the world of spirit. While 

Zhivago is writing 3UMI-IJlJl 1-10%, the image of snowstorm as a metaphor for the creative 

process is activated in his mind. He is writing about a window which is being covered by 

snow: 'MeTeJIb JIemma Ha CTeKJIe / KPY)KKH H CTpeJIbI'. After finishing his work, he wants to 

look out of the window again, but by this time the window has been covered with frost, as if 

nature imitated Zhivago's act of writing: '3a Te qaCbI, qTO OH rrpOBeJI 3a rrHcaHHeM, CTeKJIa 

ycrreJIH CHJIbHO 3aHH.JJ:eBeTb' (1989, 510). This is an example of what Jung calls the 

transgressive nature of the archetype, a magical concurrence of symbolically interrelated 

events. It appears as if Zhivago performed 'white magic' through a deep-communication with 

nature. Such coincidences are particular instances of the concept of 'unus mundus'. Marie

Louise von Franz summarises Jung's ideas about meaningful coincidence as follows: 

Jung observed a class of events that appear to point to a direct relationship between psyche and 
matter. If one observes a series of dreams and unconscious processes in an individual over a 
considerable period of time, one sees that with some frequency, but sporadically and irregularly, 
a dream motif or an unexpected fantasy will appear in the material environment also, as an 
outer event, either in very similar form [ ... J or in a symbolical way. [ ... J Jung described such a 
combination of events as phenomenon of synchronicity. The connection between the inner event 
(dream, fantasy, hunch) and the outer event appears not to be a causal one, that of cause and 
effect, but rather one of a relative simultaneity and of the same meaning for the individual who 
has the experience. [ ... J In the synchronistic phenomena, or instances of meaningful 
orderedness, images appear in the inner field of vision, which stand in analogous, that is, in 
meaningful, relation to objective outer events, even when a causal relation between the two 
classes of events cannot be demonstrated. (von Franz, 1998,237,240) 

The Jungian explanation of the acausal connectedness of the spiritual and material worlds is 

applicable not only to 3UMI-IJlJl 1-10% and its narrative context, but also to its twin-poem, Cl-lez 

uoem. This poem can be read on two main semantic planes simultaneously, as a descriptive 

text and as a metaphor for the imaginative act. This implies the transgressive nature of the 

archetype of snow. Similarly to 3UMI-IJlJl 1-10% and other poems by Pasternak (such as nOCfle 



nepepbl6a, naCfle 6b102U, and 3uMa npU6flUJlCaemCJl) , CHe2 uoem portrays a meaningful, 

symbolic concurrence of snowfall and the imaginative act. The blurring of the boundaries 

between the human mind and the physical reality, between the observer and the observed 

thing, and between subject and object, can be regarded as a poetic condensation of the concept 

of psycho-physical universe. The poem manifests an interplay of simplicity and complexity in 

that its ostensible subject matter assimilates crucial psychological, philosophical, 

cosmological, and ontological issues. 

4. Transformation: one scene viewed in different ways. 

Orderly chaos and chaotic order 

'Mit wechselndem Schltissel 
schlie~t du das Haus auf, darin 
der Schnee des Verschwiegenen treibt' 

(from Mit wechselndem Schliissel by Paul Celan)124 

Transformation is the process underlying the mirror-technique and the anagogic model of 

total interconnectedness, therefore, it is one of the hidden themes of the poem. The text is not 

only an indirect expression of transformation, but also an embodiment of this concept, since it 

constantly changes and expands, and it always brings new insights. Transformation is, then, 

the experience of reading the mind in the mirror of this self-allusive text. 

One of the most obvious manifestations of the semantic metamorphosis of the poem is 

that at least four different relations can be distinguished between its three main symbols. (1) It 

is possible to view the window as a dividing border between two opposites. In this case, three 

different qualities make up a whole: the internal, the external, and the threshold represent, 

respectively, one pole of a bipolar whole, its opposite, and the meeting of opposites.l25 Snow 

and flowers represent only a part of their otherwise more complex, ambivalent connotations. 

In this view, the imagery of the poem portrays various three-part structures, such as life

death-the moment on the verge of life and death, or heaven-earth-their sacred marriage, or 

reality-imagination-their synthesis. (2) The layout of the three main symbols can be seen as a 

static juxtaposition of three synonyms, each of which is an 'incorrigibly plural' analogue of 

124 'With a variable key / you unlock the house in which / drifts the snow of that left unspoken', from With a 
Variable Key, by Paul Celan, translated by Michael Hamburger. 
125 This arrangement is comparable to the relation of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis in Hegel's dialectics. 
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the whole setting, when the setting is viewed as a model comprising binary oppositions. (3) In 

a different perspective, the snowfall is not juxtaposed with the geraniums, but surrounds them. 

The flowers are located both in the limited space of the room and in the limitless space of 

snowfall. This perspective invites associations with various ambivalent situations, such as the 

threshold experience of being simultaneously in time and in eternity. If the boundless 

snowfall is viewed as a metaphor for the eternity of death, then the flowers located within the 

limitless snowfall and within the bordered room can represent the immortal presence of life in 

death. Indeed, the flowers are metaphors not only for the agents of imaginative acts, but, 

according to the logic of non-dualistic thinking, they can also be associated with the products 

of artistic creativity. The products of imagination are traces of time in eternity and traces of 

eternity in time. (4) A further possible relation between the three main symbols results from 

the connective function of the window. The transparent window is comparable to a 

membrane, because it facilitates a dynamic exchange and a fusion of the inside and outside 

worlds. In this model, the categories of inside, outside, and threshold are not sharply divided; 

the corresponding meanings of snow, flower,and window overlap. Each symbol can be a 

metaphor for the poetic text, which is an embodiment of the synthesis of the outside/the 

inside, physical reality/the imaginative mind, object/subject, word/silence, and other 

opposites. 

While the 'flowers' are engrossed in the outdoor scenery, an interpenetration of the 
, 

indoor and the outdoor territories is taking place. During their contemplative auto-

communication, the poet and the reader transform in their minds the real snow by associating 

it with time, eternity, the poetic word, and other meanings. Perceiving the image of snow as a 

metaphor is the same thing as endowing it with an aura of meaningful silence. As soon as 

snow is enriched with unspoken meanings, it transgresses the threshold; it is no longer an 

outward object of material reality separated from its observers, but a mirror-image of the 

imaginative mind. At this moment of metamorphosis, the chaotic snowfall turns into a 

crystalline order. 

The poem can be interpreted as a self-allusive portrayal of this process of 

crystallisation. Accordingly, the line 'CHer M,ll;eT, M BCe B CM5ITeHbM' undergoes semantic 

transformation. When this line appears at the beginning of the poem (in the 2nd stanza), it can 

refer to the chaos of snowfall, and, by analogy, to the disorder in the poet's and reader's 

minds. The chaotic appearance of snowfall can be associated with the initial stage of creative 

inspiration, when various images and feelings are mixed in the poet's mind. During the 

processes of contemplation and writing, the inchoate mixture of symbols and meanings comes 
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to be disentangled in a linear form. Similarly, at the beginning of reading, everything in the 

poem may seem to be somewhat confused and disarrayed, but this impression changes when 

connotative meanings are activated, and the poem is comprehended as a whole. Accordingly, 

when the phrase 'BCe B CM5ITeHbH' reappears at the end of the poem, it can acquire a different 

meaning. After the i h stanza, which reveals the main allegorical meanings of the poem, the 

phrase 'BCe B CM5ITeHbH' can express the sudden realisation that everything which at first 

seemed to be disarrayed is now correlated, or interlinked in a complex network of semantic

symbolic relationships. At the end of the poem, the expression 'BCe B CM5ITeHbH' can imply 

that various images, semantic planes, and mutually exclusive opposites are closely interwoven 

in the complex, well-organised fabric of the text. 

The verbal context of the poem allows us to associate the phrase 'BCe B CM5ITeHbH' 

with both chaos and meaningful interrelatedness. This semantic ambiguity is comparable to 

the synthesis of the images of chaotic snowfall and axial staircase, and to the consubstantiality 

of the snowfall and the snowflake. The semantic ambiguity of 'BCe B CM5ITeHbH' is consistent 

with the assumption that any poetic text has a hidden 'crystalline' structure, because the 

creative human mind is capable of filling semantic gaps and establishing meaningful 

connections even in apparently chaotic verbal contexts. The interpretation of the poem as a 

whole determines how the reader understands the phrase 'BCe B CM5ITeHbH'. One can regard 

the interrogative form of the i h stanza as an indication that nothing can be entirely intelligible 

in the poetic text because poetic images create an endless chain of uncertainties. Such 

interpretation will result in maintaining the lexical meaning of the expression 'BCe B 

CM5ITeHbH'. It is, however, also possible to understand the i h stanza as a key, which unlocks 

the central meanings of the image of snow, thereby throwing light on the whole text. This 

interpretation will result in transforming the lexical meaning of the expression 'BCe B 

CM5ITeHbH' into a metaphor for the meaningful interconnectedness of the text's intricate 

semantic network. One of the latent themes of Pasternak's meta-poetic text is the aesthetic 

process whereby a seemingly chaotic verbal structure is transformed into a coherent semantic 

unit. 

The ambiguity of the phrase 'BCe B CM5ITeHbH' not only represents a transformative 

process whereby order emerges from chaos, but it also indicates that chaos and potential 

order, formlessness and form, can co-exist in any work of literature. CHe2 uoem, which is 

comparable to a formless, chaotic snowfall, and which also has an orderly (circular, spiralling, 

axial) structure, is a model of the co-existence of chaos and potential order in any literary text, 

in the literary universe, and in the cosmos. The mental act of relational apprehension, which 
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enables one to comprehend the semantic and structural coherence of the text and the inwardly 

interrelated structure of the world, can never be fully accomplished. There always remains 

something which does not entirely fit into the network, thus creating a sense of disorder and 

unfinalisability. 

It logically follows from regarding CHe2 uoem as a 'micro-cosmogram' of the literary 

universe that the oscillation of order and disorder is applicable to the context of literature. The 

poem thus offers an answer to the dilemma as to whether the world of literature is a 

labyrinthine chaos or a potential order. The semantic ambiguity of the line 'CHer H)J,eT, H BCe 

B CM5ITeHbH', and the method of transforming mutually exclusive opposites into mutually 

inclusive synonyms suggest that order and chaos, like any other kinds of opposites, are 

inseparably united within the context of a single text, within the context of literature, and in 

many aspects of human existence. In support of this idea, I shall quote a few lines from 

Wallace Stevens's Connoisseur of Chaos (1984, 215): 

A. A violent order is disorder; and 
B. A great disorder is an order. These 
Two things are one. (Pages of illustrations.) 

Snow is a relevant image for the expression of the interplay of chaos and order. The chaotic 

snowfall consists of regular snow crystals, which reflect the snowfall, as the apparently 

chaotic world of literature consists of orderly structured texts, which reflect the literary 

universe. Due to its constant motion, the snowfall can illustrate the dynamic, unstable nature 

of verbal structures. This impermanence can account for the alternation of order and disorder. 

A prolonged contemplation of the falling 'white stars' may result in discovering orderly 

spatial designs that are similar to constellations or to the crystal lattice. One can also perceive 

rhythm in the seemingly disorganised dance of the snowflakes. These hidden spatial and 

temporal patterns of snowfall are comparable to the potential order of a single text and of 

groups of interrelated texts. The interchangeability of the symbolism of the snowfall, the axial 

staircase, the snowflake and the cross is a unique mytho-poetic representation of the co

existence of chaos and order, and of the moment of creative metamorphosis. 

The semantic transformation of the line 'CHer H)J,eT, H BCe B CM5ITeHbH' signals a 

transformation in the reader's mind. This line is lexically the same at the beginning and at the 

end of the poem, yet it can be endowed with different meanings. The technique of repeating 

this line word by word implies that the poem is unchanged on the surface. It is the mental 

transformation of the reader which brings about changes in the meanings of the poem. In the 

course of this semantic metamorphosis, the words of the text remain the same; what changes 
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is the way in which associations and intertextual echoes are activated. These unspoken 

meanings inhabit poetic gaps, and transform them into semantic connectives. Poetic silence 

thus plays a significant role in transforming the text into a mirror, in which one can observe 

the imaginative process of 'crystal formation'. It is due to this process that the description of 

chaotic snowfall turns out to be a metaphor for the well-structured poem. 

The oscillation of the contradictory concepts of chaos and meaningful interrelatedness 

highlights the paradoxical nature of introspective imagination. Achieving the mental state 

which is traditionally symbolised by central creative light, the self-observing mind obtains a 

certain degree of self-knowledge, yet this knowledge involves the realisation that the nature 

and operations of the creative mind can never be fully comprehended. The totality of the 

central monad is not only inexpressible, but it is ungraspable and unthinkable. Contemplation 

of mental contents is, then, an endless process. The aim of the inward quest is not to achieve 

full understanding, but to be in the process of observing and exploring the ever-changing, 

never quite graspable, elusive mental interior. The endless continuity of the snowfall is a 

suitable analogue of this experience. The semantic link between snow and the imaginative 

mind is strongly related to the conventional association of snow with death, since both the 

mind and death are eternal secrets. 

In the last stanza, the ambiguous line 'CHer H.IJ:eT, H BCe B CM5ITeHbH' ends with a 

colon. This punctuation indicates that the things listed after the colon ('Y6eJIeHHbIM nernexo.IJ:, 

/ Y.IJ:HBJIeHHble paCTeHb5I, / IIepeKpecTKa nOBopoT') are either randomly juxtaposed or 

meaningfully interrelated. In the latter case, this stanza can be interpreted as a portrayal of a 

recognition scene, whereby the flowers become aware of their threshold situation of observing 

themselves while observing the outside world. When the flowers look through the window, 

and, at the same time, look at the window, as if into a mirror, they may recognise themselves 

in the snow-covered walker. This mysterious figure appears from nowhere. Perhaps he 

descended on the snowfall-staircase, and is now reaching a crossroad, ('nepeKpecTKa 

nOBopoT'), like the poet and the reader, whose pen or glance descended on the ladder-like 

shape of the snow-poem, and are arriving at the turning point when the text reaches into the 

silence which is filled with the poem's echo. The journey through the poem is analogous with 

coming through the year, or through life, and arriving at a turning point when one cycle ends 

and another begins. This process is comparable to the drawing of a mandalic circle, which is a 

unified, yet infinite pattern. 

The strong phonetic similarity of the adjectives 'y6eJIeHHbIM', 'Y.IJ:HBJIeHHble' that are 

attached to the nouns 'walker' and 'plants' respectively, reinforces the idea that the whitened 
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walker (,y6eJIeHHbIM nernexo.IJ:') and the astonished plants ('Y.IJ:HBJIeHHble paCTeHb5I') are alter

egos. Even though the walker is physically outdoors, and the flowers indoors, symbolically 

they stand in-between these realms. Their threshold experience is indicated by the last line of 

the poem, 'nepeKpecTKa nOBopoT'. In support of the idea that the snow-covered walker can be 

a metaphorical counterpart of his observers, the flowers, I should refer to Zholkovskii, who 

argues that the internal and the external territories are essentially the same in Pasternak's 

window-poems. In relation to Cliez uoem, he quotes a line from another poem by Pasternak, 

in which the flowers are both indoors, outdoors, and on a threshold: ' "And the swellings of 

the same white buds / Both on the sill and at the crossroads" - the variation something is the 

same as something else; "Towards the white stars in the snowstorm / Stretch the geranium 

flowers / Across the window embrasure" , (1978,299). 

The idea that the plants and the snow-covered walker are mirror-images can be 

supported by the observation that the geraniums represent human beings, the poet and the 

reader. The poetic technique of bringing an outdoor, anthropomorphic alter-ego of the flowers 

into the text highlights the poet's and the reader's threshold situation of being outside the text, 

and, at the same time, being part of it. This mirror-technique is reminiscent of the the eye 

symbolising the mind as both the seer and the seen. 

The last stanza represents the creation of order out of chaos not by dividing opposites 

but by suggesting the close interrelation of the poem's images and their semantic layers. The 

astonishment of the flowers may represent the readers' astonishment at the poem's density 

and self-allusive nature. If not before, then at this point, the reader may recognise himself or 

herself in the flowers, who are, at the very moment, recognising themselves in the figure of 

the whitened walker. Both the flowers and the reader are astonished at what they have been 

absorbed in: the snow behind (or in the frame of) the window-pane, and the snow-poem on 

the page. The last line ('IIepeKpecTKa nOBopoT') can refer to the semantic transformation of 

the poem, and to the transformation in the reader's mind. Since this is the last turning point of 

the poem, it is analogous with the winter solstice, if snowfall is compared to the passing of the 

year. On the corresponding aesthetic plane, the moment of the winter solstice represents 

mental illumination as well as new beginning. The end of the poem is, then, the moment of its 

(re)birth. The last line is not the end of the snowfall, but a turning point, the beginning of a 

new cycle. The words resting on the page do not freeze and do not melt. They start to fall 

again whenever the poem is read or remembered. 

The reader's entering of the landscape of the snow-poem is comparable to the flowers' 

contemplative absorption into the sight of snowfall. As the flowers undergo metamorphosis at 
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the threshold between the inside and the outside worlds, and step out to the snow in the form 

of the whitened walker, so the reader enters the world of the snow-poem in the disguise of 

flowers. Put very simply, as the flowers step through the window-pane, so the reader is 

stepping, symbolically, through the page, into the poem. The flowers' entering of snowfall is 

comparable to the reader's experience of becoming part of the poem. When 'walking' in the 

snow-poem, one is actually part of a lattice-like order, which is also chaos, an always 

changing, elusive, never fully explorable outer and inner landscape. This ambivalent 

experience is depicted in one of the Hungarian Zsuzsa Beney's snow-poems, where the 

snowfall (as an analogue of the snow crystal) is meant to represent the lattice-like order and 

the manifold nature of the world and of human existence, and it can also symbolise the black

and-white lattice of the poetic text as an embodiment of the impenetrable human mind. The 

snow-poem is, then, a model of the 'unus mundus', a transparent window which is also a two

sided mirror, reflecting the crystal-lattice structure of the mind and of the world: 

Mint a havazasban. Akadalytalan 
jarsz a fekete-feher racsozatban -
Egymason zuhog at az 0lvad6 
s az athatolhatatlan. 

(Like in the snowfall. Unhindered, 
You walk in the black-and-white lattice
Flowing over each other, the melting 
and the impenetrable.) 
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Chapter Three 

Symbolic-thematic parallels manifesting 

transpersonal thought-forms and mental contents. 

Focused texts: Ted Hughes's The Thought-Fox and Gyula Illyes's Ujevi ablak 

1. Theoretical background 

This chapter deals with two poems which are comparable to Pasternak's Ole2 uoem in their 

treatment of the symbols of snow and window: Ted Hughes's The Thought-Fox, and Gyula 

Illyes's Ujevi ablak (New Year's Window). It is unlikely that there are any authorial links 

between these works. The main aim of this chapter is to show that differences of language and 

culture do not always affect the workings of the poetic mind. The focus here is not on the 

well-known observation that archetypes of the collective unconscious appear recurrently in 

literature without limitations of space and time. The central issue is the recurrence of 

unconventional semantic links, such as between the theme of imaginative acts and the paired 

symbols of snow and window.126 We are concerned with the curious phenomenon whereby 

poets invent the same metaphors independently from each other, without relying on a 

common source. 

Coincidental parallels between non-traditional treatments of poetic images signal a 

mental-spiritual kinship between poets who may not have known each other. Borrowing 

lung's term, such affinities could be called 'synchronistic' thought-forms. In this expression, 

the word 'synchronistic' does not imply that we are dealing with cases when poets 

constructed something similar at the same time (or about the same time), independently of 

each other. We are concerned with a different kind of spatio-temporal simultaneity, when 

related literary texts, which may have been written at different times, co-exist in an 

intertextual space. In this context, the word 'synchronistic' implies the reader's experience 

that something similar is happening coincidentally at different spatial points of the literary 

universe. Synchronistic thought-forms manifest a deeper affinity between poets than shared 

126 A similar approach has been applied by W. Lillyman. In his article on the literary symbol of the blue sky, he 
claims that this image is recurrently used for the expression of man's isolation. This theme, unlike freedom, is 
not an immediate association of blue sky. The author offers several examples of this unusual semantic link 
'from German, French, English, Italian, and American novelists and poets who were, as far as can be 
ascertained, not directly borrowing from one another, but giving artistic form to a commonly held concept of 
man by their unanimous choice of this symbol' (Lillyman 1969, 118). 
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mental contents. Thought-form is used here as a more abstract and comprehensive concept 

than mental content; it is meant to refer to how the mind perceives the inner and outer world 

and their relations, and how it organises material, as distinct from what is the content of the 

mind. The distinction between thought-form and mental content is blurred in the poems 

analysed, where the snow-window imagery is a shared mental content, yet at the same time it 

is used as a metaphorical manifestation of abstract cognitive processes and imaginative 

thought-forms. 

The discovery of accidental similarities in the poetic treatment of symbols is one of 

the aesthetic experiences of comparative reading. It is similar to the experience of 

encountering synchronistic phenomena in real life. If one attributes significance to causally 

unrelated phenomena, then for this person coincidences gain meaning, and function as signs 

of a hidden (or potential) artistic structure of life as well as of the literary universe. 

Synchronistic phenomena can be regarded as manifestations of the human desire to make 

meaningful connections between coincidental events, thereby creating some sort of order 

from relative chaos. Frye, Riffaterre, and other scholars have pointed out that the creative 

mental process which enables us to perceive meaningful links within the boundaries of a 

single text is operative in a broader context, in the universe of literature. Frye argued that the 

synthetic apprehension of 'recurrent acts of symbolic communication' is similar to the 

perception of rhythm in nature, and to the anthropomorphic representation of this rhythm in 

rituals (1990, 105; 1963, 14). In attributing significance to coincidental affinities between 

literary texts, the reader is, then, performing a semantic ritual. 

Through a comparative investigation of literary symbols, one can encounter deliberate 

borrowings, casual echoes, as well as causally unrelated, 'synchronistic' intertextual links. 

The relational apprehension of recurring metaphors has two main benefits. (1) The mere 

perception of recurrence is an experience of aesthetic beauty because it exhibits two basic 

structural principles, rhythm and pattern. In the field of creative arts, recurrence is never a dull 

repetition but more like the movement of a spiral tracing the same circular pattern around the 

same centre, moving deeper and deeper or higher and higher. This spiralling movement is 

characteristic of the mental experience of reading the same text over and over again, and of 

coming across similarities between different texts. The discovery of potential intertextual 

dialogues is comparable to the mental satisfaction gained by recognising a structure of hidden 

interconnections in life or in a single work of art. According to Frye, 'the contemplation of a 

detached pattern, whether of words or not, is clearly a major source of the sense of the 

beautiful, and of the pleasure that accompanies it' (1990, 74). One of the methodological aims 
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of this work is to support Frye' s idea that it is possible to systematise literary experience on 

an exclusively aesthetic basis. By transgressing the barriers of languages, space, and time, one 

can construct co-ordinated symbolic systems in literature. The emphasis on the reader's 

freedom to bring together comparable works and see them as parts of a larger whole is not 

meant to imply that there are no discernible cultural, personal, or historical differences in the 

use of literary symbols. (2) A comparative approach allows one to participate actively in the 

construction of literary meaning. One text can illuminate and enrich the meanings of another, 

even if they are not related by their authors. The boundaries of texts are open to other texts, 

and the reader can establish productive dialogues between them. Intertextual dialogues not 

only provide a deeper insight into works of literature; they can also expand the meanings of 

texts in unexpected ways. Moreover, they reflect the cognitive faculty of constructing large 

networks of interrelations. 

The main purpose of the forthcoming two analyses is to demonstrate that Frye's 

archetypal criticism, which is mainly concerned with the aesthetic significance of coincidental 

affinities in the use of literary symbols, is a valid approach. This chapter mainly focuses on 

symbolic parallels, as distinguished from more productive intertextual dialogues. The two 

texts to be discussed here have many affinities with the meta-poetic aspects of O-le2 uoem, but 

none of these poems are open to the theme of love, which is an integral sub-topic of 

Pasternak's poem. Although a comparison with CHe2 uoem can increase the semantic density 

of Hughes's and Illyes's poems, it cannot enrich their semantic diversity. This chapter shows 

that the objective traits of the focused text can constrain the reader's freedom of 

interpretation. The analyses of Hughes's and Illyes's poems indicate the potentials as well as 

the limitations of reader-created intertextual meaning-expansion. 
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2. Ted Hughes: The Thought-Fox 

'This pendulum of snow' 
(from poem 287 by Emily Dickinson) 

Twas sooner when the Cricket went 
Than when the Winter came 
Yet that pathetic Pendulum 
Keeps esoteric Time' 

(from poem 557 by Ernily Dickinson) 

127 +' h f' . t' When reading Ted Hughes's The Thought-Fox lor t e Irst tIme, one may no recogmse 

immediately that the poem has many affinities with Pasternak's Oiez uoem. The central 

image of Hughes's poem, the fox, appears to be alien to the context of Oiez uoem. However, 

this ostensible incomparability should not stop the reader from connecting the two texts 

through less dominant images, such as snow and the window. The main topic of both texts is 

contemplation of a snowy scenery through a window. In both poems, the window functions as 

a transparent, reflecting medium, which enables the contemplator to observe his mental 

interior as it is projected onto the snowy landscape. Both poems are self-sufficient in the sense 

that their central allegory can easily be unravelled in a text-centred reading. 

The title word 'thought-fox' highlights the fact that the central image of the poem, the 

approaching fox (which is compared to dark, falling snow in the 3rd stanza), represents an 

emerging thought. As the fox is coming closer and closer to the observer, its contours become 

more and more visible. This is comparable to the process whereby an emerging thought, 

which initially has an obscure silhouette, gradually takes on a more definite form with well 

visible outlines. The significance of the approaching movement may be the reason why the set 

phrase 'going about one's business' is rephrased in the poem as 'coming about its own 

business' . 

The 1 s\ 2nd, and last stanzas reveal that the dark forest is an imaginary construct, a 

metaphor for 'the dark hole of the head' .1 28 This projection and concretisation of the mental 

landscape entails an inextricable fusion of outward contemplation and introspection. In this 

context, the fox's brilliant eye illuminating the dark forest functions as a projected self

reflective device representing the process whereby an idea is born and enlightens mental 

127 Ted Hughes, English poet, 1930-1998. . . .. .. . . 
128 The forest is a conventional symbol of the unconsclOUS nund. It IS associated With dlsonentatlOn, darkness, 
and the labyrinth, as in fairy tales and in works by Blake, Dante, Aygi, Mandelstam, and others. 
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darkness. The image of the approaching fox is not only an externalisation of the process 

whereby a thought is taking shape, but also a metaphor for the physical, graphic manifestation 

of this process on the page where the poem is being written. The growth of poetic idea is 

simultaneous with the description of the approaching fox and with the process whereby 'the 

blank page' is being 'printed'. Put very simply, the fox's footprints in the snow represent the 

words which are being written ('printed') on the page. 

At first, it may seem to be inconsistent with the text's self-referentiality that it ends 

with the line 'the page is printed' instead of 'the page is written', for printing is a mass-scale 

reproduction of the (hand?)written text, not the instant trace of the emerging poetic thought. 

One possible explanation of the poet's choice of the word 'printed' is the allegorical 

correspondence between the fox's footprints in the snow and the words on the page. Another 

explanation is that it is the printed page which is transmitted to the reader, therefore, the last 

line can draw the reader into the text. In other words, the poet anticipates the reader's self

reflection during his own act of self-reflection. 

A comparison with Pasternak's CHez uoem can enrich the meanings of Hughes's 

simple, straightforward poem since such comparison can direct one's attention to details 

which otherwise may easily escape one's notice. The fox-metaphor as the poet's portrayal of 

himself at the act of writing is so obvious in The Thought-Fox that it conceals the possibility 

that this surface theme can have other allegorical meanings. This is not so in CHez uoem, 

where the image of the flowers is indefinite, therefore more flexible. It functions as a mirror

image of both the poet and the reader. If one is familiar with this technique of drawing the 

reader into the self-allusive text, then one can easily recognise that the same mirror-technique 

is applicable in The Thought-Fox. The use of present tense in both poems entails that their 

central theme, the ongoing act of writing, is metaphorically interchangeable with the process 

of reading. One of the hidden themes of both texts is, then, the reader's self-reflection during 

the act of reading. The co-existence of these semantic planes is a typical example of what 

Lotman called an oscillation of I/(S)he and I-I communicative models. One is taking an 

I1(S)he approach when reading The Thought-Fox as the poet's metaphorical account of 

himself. However, one can also take an auto-communicative approach by re-enacting the 

poet's introspective situation. Put very simply, the 'blank page' where the poet's 'fingers 

move' (1 si stanza) is analogous with the not-yet read page, where the reader's eyes have just 

started following the traces of the poet's hand. The last line, 'The page is printed', coincides 

with the moment when the reading of the poem is accomplished. Of course, the actual 

physical processes of writing and reading are not the ultimate meanings of the poem. The 
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allegorical correspondence between the descriptive and the meta-poetic meanings turns into a 

deeper semantic relation when the observation of the acts of writing and reading are viewed as 

metaphors for the projection and contemplation of ongoing imaginative activities. The 

externalisation of thought-forms is a border-situation in which the objective and the subjective 

realms overlap, constituting a unique quality. In manifesting an indissoluble unity of the 

external and the internal worlds, poetic words can reach beyond the limits of reason, and they 

can evoke that which can never be articulated and grasped. In this sense, words function not 

so much as vehicles of thoughts but as means to produce silence which manifests the 

inexpressible. The nature of the imaginative mind is one of the unresolved mysteries of 

mankind. These self-reflective poems show that introspection through projection is a good 

method for exploring the mind at work, and it is the only possible way of gaining self

knowledge about the nature and structure of the creative mind. However, even this method is 

not sufficient for a full understanding of mental operations. The central creative light (which 

is often symbolised by an eye) can never be comprehended in its totality, as there always 

remains something hidden in the widening, green, brilliant eye of the fox. The eye, like the 

mind, can never see itself unless there is a mirror (or a reflecting window, or the eye of 

another 'I') in front of it. And when a looking glass is placed in front of the mind's eye, it is 

the very act of self-observation which the mind's eye can see. 

Self-observation through a transparent, reflecting window is a well elaborated theme 

in Hughes's poem. In the third stanza, the 'two eyes' can represent 'two I-s', the poet and the 

reader, who are looking through a window, watching 'a movement, that now I And again 

now, and now, and now II Sets neat prints into the snow.' The 5th stanza depicts a self

recognition scene. The 'two eyes' are looking into their own minds' eyes when they are 

watching the imaginary brilliant eye of the fox, which illuminates the forest at the very 

moment when understanding brings light into 'the dark hole of the head'. The widening eye 

of the fox functions as a metaphor for evolving thoughts and their vehicles, the poetic words. 

The poet's and reader's eye-contact with the fox is comparable to the transformative mirror

effect of the imagery of CHez uoem. In both poems, a metamorphosis is taking place at the 

moment of self-recognition, on the threshold where the inside and the outside worlds flow 

into each other. In CHez uoem, the flowers recognise themselves in the image of snow (or 

snow-covered walker). The poet and reader of Hughes's poem behold their minds in the 

image of the fox. In both texts, the window is a transparent, reflecting medium displaying an 

altered mirror-image, which is not a precise reflection of the observer, but his metaphorical 

substitute, a concretisation of abstract mental contents and thought-forms. This transformative 
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mirror-technique is a true representation of the metaphor-making mind, of the border situation 

when the subjective and the objective realms overlap, and of the experience that the mind can 

never fully reflect itself. 

The self-recognition scene in The Thought-Fox has many affinities with the archetypal 

quest, whose narrative scheme can be summarised as follows. In a dark, labyrinthine forest, 

the seeking hero arrives at a central clearing, which represents his illuminated mind. An 

alternative version of this recognition scene is based on a more explicit mirror-technique, 

whereby the seeker beholds his double. By looking into the eyes of his alter-ego, the seeker is 

looking into his own eyes as if in a mirror. The mirror-effect in Hughes's poem is peculiar in 

that two eyes (or 'two I-s', the poet and the reader) are looking into a single eye. This may 

suggest that there is something common in the poet's and reader's thought-forms and mental 

experience. The poet's writing fingers, which capture his visual and imaginary experience, 

appear as extensions of his mind's self-reflecting eye. As the mind's eye can never see itself 

directly, without mediation, so the seeing fingers are partially blind since the words they 

produce not only describe what is visible, but also evoke that which can never be witnessed as 

pure presence. By following the 'prints' of these half-seeing, half-blind fingers on the page, 

the reader can visualise certain aspects of both the poet's and his or her own imaginative 

thought-forms, yet he or she can never entirely grasp the nature of this projected inward 

object of contemplation. This is because every observation, even introspection, requires an 
" 

external (or externalised) point of view. Alan Watts formulated this problem as such: 'In 

trying to figure out the brain, the obstacle is that we have no finer instrument than the brain 

itself for the purpose' (1979,50). 

One of the shared thought-forms of The Thought-Fox and CHez uoem is the 

hypothetical synthesis of the acts of writing and reading, which entails a metaphorical 

synthesis of the poet's hand and the reader's eye. In both texts, the poet's writing hand is an 

extension of his outward and inward sight, yet it is also partially blind in the sense that by 

writing words, it is also writing silence, evoking more than what is perceptible for the external 

and the inner eye. 129 Paradoxically, the manifestation of blindness in the form of unarticulated 

meanings is a sort of clairvoyance; it is a way of seeing that certain things can never be seen 

or expressed as full presence; they abide in thought, yet are transparent, like a window. 

129 There is a brief comparative survey of the trope of the seeing hand in the first chapter. For the semantic 
function of the image of seeing fingers in Mandelstam's poetic thought see Leon Burnett 1990, 32, note 44. 
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The border situation of synthesising outward and inward sight results in a 

deconstructive reversal of the inside and outside worlds in both The Thought-Fox and Clle2 

uoem. In Hughes's poem, the indoor and outdoor spaces acquire an inverse metaphorical 

meaning. The interior of the room (the clock, the page) represents physical reality, which is 

external to the lyric I and to the reader, whereas the outside world, the imaginary forest 

beyond the window, symbolises their internal, mental terrain. A closer examination reveals 

that the relation of the inside and the outside worlds is more complex than this metaphorical 

inversion. Apparently, the written page as a concrete object of external reality is opposed to 

the forest, which is a projected mental interior. However, the words on the page are traces of 

the poet's seeing fingers, which imitate the fox's footprints on the snow. Being a 

typographical analogue of the outdoor scenery, the written page is an alternative image of the 

projected landscape of the mind. Here we are dealing with a sequence of inversions. First, the 

mental interior is projected onto the outside world, then this externalised interior is brought 

indoors as it is reflected on the page. During this process, the page, which is a concrete object 

of external reality, is internalised, and functions as a symbolic mirror-image of the mental 

process of developing an idea and creating a verbal structure out of nothing. The actual visual 

sight of the written page obtains a metaphorical function in both Hughes's and Pasternak's 

poems. In both works, a sequence of reversals and a complex mirror-technique characterises 

the relation of indoor and outdoor spaces. This represents an inextricable fusion of 

reality/imagination, object/subject, concrete/abstract, literal/metaphorical, and other opposites. 

The overlapping of these opposites is a way of giving shape to thought-forms which are 

incomprehensible for the rational mind. 

Similarly to Clle2 uoem and The Thought-Fox, there are numerous analogies between 

the sight of the outdoor snowy scenery and the sight of the page indoors in the narrative 

context of 3UMllflfl 110%. The shadows of wolves in /foKmop JKuea20 are comparable to the 

'lame shadow' of the fox in Hughes's poem. Both the wolves and the fox appear in the snow 

as if they were transformed mirror-images of the verbal, graphic manifestations (pencil

strokes, hyphens, prints) of the poet's thought on the page. Put very simply, the thought-fox 

represents 'prints' on the page, and the wolves are compared to hyphens ('qepTOqKH') on the 

page. This meta-poetic meaning does not abolish the impression that there is something 

disturbing about the life-threatening wolves and the stinking, cunning fox. In both texts, the 

indoor space of human habitation evokes a sense of protection from the outdoor predators. At 

first, it may seem to be paradoxical that threatening predators, which are often associated with 

death, are used as metaphors for products of poetic imagination, which are generally 
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associated with light and life. It has been shown in the previous chapter that this is not 

necessarily a contradiction, for both death and life, darkness and light, are metaphorical 

attributes of the imaginative act. A death-like descent into the dark depth of the unconscious 

is a conventional paradigm of the non-ordinary mental state of imagination, which produces 

an eternal light. These ambivalent connotations characterise the image of bright, descending 

snowfall in Clle2 uoem, as well as the bright-eyed predator in The Thought-Fox. 

The most obvious semantic link between the approaching fox in Hughes' s poem and 

the snowfall in Clle2 uoem is that both images represent crystallising poetic thoughts and their 

embodiments, the words on the page. Due to their shared meta-poetic connotations, the image 

of the fox appears to be a poetic configuration of the snowfall. In the light of this comparison, 

the fox manifests the ambivalent, simultaneously destructive and creative, aspects of 

imagination, the process whereby fossilised or obvious metaphors are deconstructed, that is to 

say, transformed or replaced by strikingly new images. The revitalisation of poetic images 

involves a witty twist in poetic logic; it is an act of concealing, which is in accordance with 

the cunning nature of the fox. 

The creative transfiguration of poetic imagery and perception involves a destruction of 

worn-out, conventional, or obvious metaphors. This ambivalent process is depicted in 

Shelley's Ode to the West Wind, where the speaker of the poem addresses the wind as 'Wild 

Spirit, which art moving everywhere; / Destroyer and preserver'. The interrelation of the 

creative and destructive aspects of imagination is one of the themes of Wall ace Stevens's Man 

and Bottle (1984, 238-239): 

The mind is the great poem of winter, the man, 
Who, to find what will suffice, 
Destroys romantic tenements 
Of rose and ice 

In the land of war. More than the man, it is 
A man with the fury of a race of men, 
A light at the centre of many lights, 
A man at the centre of men. 

It has to content the reason concerning war, 
It has to persuade that war is part of itself, 
A manner of thinking, a mode 
Of destroying, as the mind destroys, 

An aversion, as the world is averted 
From an old delusion, an old affair with the sun, 
An impossible aberration with the moon, 
A grossness of peace. 
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It is not the snow that is the quill, the page. 
The poem lashes more fiercely than the wind, 
As the mind, to find what will suffice, destroys 
Romantic tenements of rose and ice. 

The previous chapter provided examples of how the traditional contrast between ice and rose 

(i.e. snow and flower, ice and fire) is revitalised in Pasternak's c,-tez uoem and its intertexts. 

The image of the fox in Hughes' s poem is an even more radical innovation. 

The parallel between the apparently incomparable images of fox and snowfall is not 

just a potential intertextual link, but it is embedded in Hughes's poem. In the 3rd stanza, the 

falling dark snow is compared to the fox's nose, which, by metonymical extension, is 

equivalent with the approaching fox: 

Cold, delicately as the dark snow 
A fox's nose touches twig, leaf. 

The comparison of the falling dark snow and the approaching fox is a manifestation of the 

deconstructive act of transforming the snow-thought-word metaphor into the more innovative 

associative cluster of fox-thought-word. The fox's nose touching twig, leaf is an alternative 

representation of the approaching movement which two lines later is described as 'a 

movement that [ ... ] sets neat prints into the snow'. Here we are dealing with a set of parallel 

images: the fox's nose and the dark snow touching leaf can be correlated to the fox's footsteps 

in the snow. In these lines, the word 'leaf' can be regarded as a syllepsis 130. Literally, it refers 

to a leaf of a tree, yet metaphorically it can refer to the page. It is necessary to draw a 

semantic distinction between the falling dark snow (3rd stanza), which is correlated to the 

fox's nose and footprints, and the snow on the ground (4th stanza), which is correlated to the 

'leaf'. In contrast to the dark snow, the snow resting on the ground is not specified by an 

adjective. Therefore it can be visualised as white. The qualitative difference between falling 

and resting snow is maintained on the metaphorical plane. The snow on the ground on which 

the fox sets its prints allegorically represents the white page, which is being covered with 

words. Due to the explicit comparison of the falling, dark snow and the fox's nose in the 3rd 

stanza, the dark snow assimilates the connotations of the fox. Both images represent the 

130 The Greek term 'syllepsis' refers to a certain kind of polysemy, when two or more meanings of a word or 
phrase are simultaneously applicable in their verbal context. Michael Riffaterre (1980) defines 'syllepsis' as a 
combination of 'meaning' and 'significance'. Riffaterre uses the term 'meaning' for referential meaning, while 
he uses 'significance' for connotative meaning which a word acquires in its poetic context. Riffaterre's 
'meaning' and 'significance' are comparable to Frye's notions of 'sign' and 'motif'. Syllepsis, the synthesis of 
'meaning' and 'significance', thus corresponds to Frye ' s definition of the 'image' as a unity of the 'sign-values' 
and the 'motif-values' of a symbol. 
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emerging poetic thought and its physical manifestations, the dark words which are touching 

the 'leaf' in front of the poet. 

The allegorical simplicity of the poem conceals a complex structure of shifting 

metaphors. The approaching fox is consubstantial with the falling snow, whereas the 'leaf' is 

a poetic synonym of the snow resting on the ground. The first semantic pair is a two-layered 

metaphor for poetic words, whereas the second pair represents the page. The poem, however, 

is not merely an allegorical representation of the physical process of writing words on a blank 

page. The writing process is tenor in relation to the image of the approaching fox as vehicle, 

yet it is also vehicle representing the mental act of developing new poetic thoughts. We are 

dealing with a many-layered semantic construction: the dark snow touching leaf, the fox's 

nose touching leaf, the footprints in the snow, and the words on the page all represent newly 

developed thought-forms and mental contents which bring light into 'the dark hole of the 

head'. In this context, the associative cluster of leaf - resting snow - blank page can be 

associated with pre-creational silence, into which thoughts and words step like the fox into the 

untouched snow. Snow as a metaphor for white 'leaf' can also be associated with 

afterthought, or with unspoken connotations, traces of blind, clairvoyant fingers, which 

surround the words like their shadows, the white gaps on the page. In this sense, the resting 

white snow is more than just a descriptive detail, and more than an allegorical representation 

of the white page. It is part of the mental landscape, where it plays a qualitatively different 

function from the falling dark snow. 

Page (as a potential metaphor for silence and unarticulated or inexpressible thoughts) 

and word (as a manifestation of thought) are distinguished in that they correspond to resting 

snow and falling snow, respectively. However, they are also interrelated since both of them 

are represented by the image of snow. The inconsistency of the snow-metaphor is not a 

semantic error, but a sophisticated poetic device, which deepens the scope of the poem by 

hinting at the fact that the opposites of word and silence are distinguishable yet indivisible 

semantic entities. Poetic images and metaphors are pre-eminent examples of the 

interpenetration of word and silence. Since snow represents both word and silence, it can be 

regarded as a metaphor of metaphor. 

Lines 11-13 further suggest that the presence-absence structure of poetic language is a 

potential theme of the poem: 

Two eyes serve a movement, that now 
And again now, and now, and now 

Sets neat prints into the snow. 
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The sequence of 'now' -s represents the instants when the poet's pen is leaving traces on the 

paper, and when the reader's eye is following the traces of the poet's pen. In spite of its 

explicit temporality, the word 'now' acquires a spatial meaning, referring to 'here', to the 

continuously moving spots where the poet's pen and the reader's eye touch the 'leaf'. This is, 

however, merely the allegorical, surface content. Both 'now' and 'here' transcend themselves 

in that their corresponding images, the footprints and the falling dark snow, are metaphors for 

any and all 'here and now' -s of the poem. This is an example of how a symbol can function as 

a monad, a word which is all words. l3l 

The verbal sequence of 'now' -s reminds us of one of the central aXIOms of 

deconstruction, according to which every present instant is always already inhabited by 

absence. In his article on Jacques Den'ida, Jonathan Culler explains this interaction of 

presence and absence by referring to the famous paradox of the Greek philosopher Zeno: 

Consider, for example, the flight of an arrow. If we focus on a series of present states we 
encounter a paradox: at any given time the arrow is at a particular spot; it is always in a 
particular spot and never in motion. Yet we want to insist, quite justifiably, that the arrow is in 
motion at every instant between the beginning and the end of its flight. When we focus on 
present states, the motion of the arrow is never present, never given. It turns out that motion, 
which is after all a fundamental reality of our world, is only conceivable in so far as every 
instant, every present state, is already marked with the traces of the past and the future. An 
account of what is happening at a given instant requires reference to other instants which are 
not present. There is thus a crucial sense in which the non-present inhabits and is part of the 
present. The motion of the arrow is never given as something simple and present which could 
be grasped in itself; it is always already complex and differential, involving traces of the not
now in the now. (1979, 162-3). 

The impossibility of looking at the arrow as a sequence of static spots is comparable to the 

impossibility of reading a verbal unit 'in vacuum', in isolation from other parts of verbal 

experience. The arrow-metaphor can be regarded as a simplified (linearised) image of 

relational apprehension, which is operative in both contextual and retroactive reading. Both 

the intratextual and the intertextual trace-structure of language are based on the cognitive act 

of relating new information to what is known from other parts of the focused text and from 

the whole of one's verbal and non-verbal mental experience. Figures of speech also manifest 

the presence-absence structure of language; syllepsis and pun are obvious examples. These 

devices frequently appear in Hughes's poem. Here I list a few examples. The word 'print' 

refers to the fox's footprints, which represent printed words. 'Leaf' refers to a leaf of a tree, 

yet it is also a metaphor for the page on which the words fall like dark snowflakes. This 

semantic link may be the reason why leaf is used in the singular. The word 'bold' functions as 

131 Similarly to The Thought-Fox, now and always, here and everywhere are united in Pasternak's CHe2 uoem 
and in Aygi's Tenepb 6ce2oa CHe2a. 
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an adjective of the fox, yet its typographical meaning (bold print) is also applicable on the 

metaphorical plane. The phonetic construction of the word 'snow' contains the words 'now' 

and 'now-s'. This is in accordance with using the image of snow as a metaphor for every 

'here and now' -s of the poem, including words and silences. 

The word 'clearings' is another example of a semantic presence-absence structure. 

The noun 'clearing' is derived from the adjective 'clear', which has two interrelated 

dictionary meanings, bright and understandable. The fusion of these two meanings in one 

phonetic form shows that the metaphorical identity of light with mental enlightenment is 

deeply imprinted in the human hind, and it can be traced to the origins of language. Towards 

its end, the poem depicts clearings which are illuminated by the fox's brilliant eye in the 

midnight forest. This image is an innovative poetic configuration of the archetypal topos of 

light in darkness, which is one of the most common concrete manifestations of mental 

illumination. 

The brilliant eye of the fox appearing behind a window in an imaginary dark forest at 

midnight is comparable to the white starlets in Pasternak's ClIez uoem and to the gazing 

snowflakes in nOCfle nepepblBa. In an intertextual scope, these radial symbols appear as 

transformed mirror-images of the candle, which, like an eye, is shining through the window at 

Christmas eve in the narrative context of 3UM1Iflfl 110%. 

The 'midnight moment' of creative-receptive illumination in Hughes's poem is 

analogous to the hidden winter-solstice symbolism of 3UM1Iflfl 110% and ClIez uoem. Midnight 

in the daily cycle corresponds to the winter solstice in the cycle of the year. Both symbolise 

the appearance of light in the 'dark hole of the head'. The birth of light from darkness is a 

universal metaphor for the creative act. 132 

In ClIez uoem, the threshold experience of the creative act appears to be more complex 

than division of light from darkness; it is depicted as a transition from light-in-darkness to 

darkness-in-light. A similar simultaneity of light and darkness occurs in Hughes's poem. An 

obvious example is the image of illuminated clearings in the midnight forest. A less obvious 

example is the image of dark, falling snow, which is endowed with the attribute of light when 

it is viewed as part of a many-layered metaphor. Being a metaphorical synonym of the 

thought-fox, the dark snow falling on leaf gradually becomes bright as it assimilates the light 

132 The biblical 'Let there be light' is a typical example. Richard Webster in his article on The Thought-Fox 
devotes a few lines to the 'God-like nature of Hughes's vision' . 'There is', he says, 'a powerful element of magic 
in the poem. [ ... ] It is [ ... ] like the sublime and awesome magic which is contained in the myth of creation, 
where God creates living beings out of nothingness, by the mere fiat of his imagination.' (Webster, 1984, 38.) 
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of the fox's brilliant eye. Paradoxically, the dark snow functions as a radial image, a poetic 

synonym of the brilliant eye. The snowflakes can be visualised as eyes, representing the traces 

of the poet's seeing fingers and of the reader's eyes on the page. The thought-fox and the dark 

snow touching 'leaf' are analogous to dark words on the page, which are typographic 

manifestations of bright poetic ideas. Simultaneity of light and darkness characterises the 

image of snow, the deep, green, brilliant eye of the fox, the winter forest, and its 

typographical analogue, the written page. This oscillation of light and darkness represents a 

typical feature of imaginative experience, the recognition that something always remains 

hidden even in the most illuminating thought. In other words, the seeing fingers are always 

partially blind. 

Paradoxically, the innovative poetic treatment of the symbols of fox and snow can be 

traced to some of the most common traditional meanings of light and eye. Fusion of tradition 

and novelty is achieved (1) by the use of synaesthesia, (2) by metonymical principle, and (3) 

by complex metaphorisation. (1) Synaesthesia is used when the poetic thought entering 'the 

dark hole of the head' is represented by entities that are related to different organs of 

perception: the fox's green, brilliant eye illuminating clearings in the dark forest, the fox's 

nose touching leaf, the cold, delicate dark snow touching leaf, and the 'sudden sharp hot stink 

of fox'. Since these images are synthesised in one complex sensation, light, the attribute of the 

eye, becomes an attribute of the dark snow. The dark snow gradually becomes bright as it is 

lit up by and metaphorically related to the widening eye of the fox. (2) A shift from apparent 

novelty to implicit tradition is achieved by a metonymical equivalence of the whole and its 

parts. The nose, the eye, and the footprints are parts or traces of the fox, yet their metaphorical 

meaning is equal with that of the whole animal, the thought-fox. Furthermore, the fox is part 

of the surrounding dark snowfall, yet their allegorical meanings are equivalent. The attribute 

of light is thus transferred by metonymical extension from the brilliant eye through the 

thought-fox to the dark snowfall. (3) A complex metaphorisation is achieved by comparing 

the fox's nose with the falling snow, and identifying both with the words falling on the 'leaf'. 

Both the fox and snow are unusual associations to thoughts or words. The strangeness of this 

semantic link is diminished when the fox's eye appears as a source of light which illuminates 

the darkness of the mind. The three-layered metaphor of fox-snow-thoughts can be regarded 

as a poetic innovation through which mytho-poetic tradition shines. 

The visual sight of the poem is comparable to a midnight forest with clearings, where 

the words, like snowflakes and like the fox's eye, are shining through darkness. Here we are 

dealing with a reversal of colour symbolism. The dark words represent mental light, whereas 
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the white page is analogous with the 'dark hole of the head', which is gradually illuminated as 

more and more dark, shining words are printed on, or read from, the page. An inextricable 

fusion of darkness and light, black and white, word and silence, is achieved by using the 

image of snow to represent both poles of these binary oppositions. The visual appearance of 

The Thought-Fox on the page seems to be a schematic mirror-image of a window whose 

frame encloses the sight of an imaginary forest, a fox's footprints on the white snow, and 

traces of dark flakes on a blank 'leaf'. All these scenes are superimposed on each other; they 

appear in an abstract visual form which is composed of words and silences, framed by the 

margins of the page. 

The poem on the page can be viewed as an abstract figurative image of a window, 

which displays a scene of dark snow falling on white snow. The images of window and snow 

are inseparably united on both the visual and the metaphorical planes. The same visual 

transformation is applicable to Pasternak's Ole2 uoem, where the words are compared to 

snowflakes seen through a window. The title Snow is Falling is, then, a compression of the 

poetic analogy between snow falling on the window pane and words falling on the page. 

Writing and reading are performative processes enacting the snowfall in a metaphorically 

displaced form. The same technique is used as a compositional principle in the Hungarian 

poem to be discussed in the next section of this chapter, and in the focused text of the last 

chapter. 

Snow in Hughes's poem is a complex metaphor because it represents the printed 

words as well as the white paper. Snow is, then, both figure and ground, both word and 

silence, blindness-in-sight and sight-in-blindness. As such, it represents both spoken and 

unspoken meanings. Furthermore, snow portrays two sides of the aesthetic situation, writing 

and reading. It is a monad, an all-inclusive symbol, which refers to all poetic words and 

thoughts, all 'here and now' -s of the self-referential poem. The symbol of snow not only 

illustrates the continuous appearance of words during the processes of writing and reading, 

but it also manifests the static apprehension of the whole text. This subtle treatment of snow is 

expressive of an essential feature of the creation and reception of any text. The ongoing acts 

of writing and reading are dynamic like the snowfall. However, any text can be made sense of 

only when its creation or reception is completed: when all the words, like the fallen snow, rest 

on the page or in the reader's mind as if they were frozen, motionless. This apparent stillness, 

however, is permeated with movement. When the words of the text are perceived spatially 

and simultaneously as parts of an integrated whole, the reader can establish semantic links 

between the various units of the text. And when the structures of verbal inter-relations are 
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revealed, the words acquire new connotations, and the text starts to move, grow, and evolve. 

As soon as the words participate in a network of metaphorical relationships, they start to 

communicate with other, often distant, parts of the text, and with other texts. In establishing a 

network of semantic relationships, we rely on our mental capability of synthetic apprehension. 

One normally applies this mechanism within the boundaries of individual texts. Frye, 

Riffaterre, and others argue that this relational apprehension is operative in a broader context, 

in an intertextual discursive space. When we try to interconnect the shared symbols of 

different texts, we expand the field of our relational apprehension. It has been mentioned 

before that Frye explained the interdependence of continuous and static textual perception by 

a felicitous analogy. Texts, he said, move in time, like rhythm, but the network of their 

interconnected motifs can be comprehended spatially when they are looked at as a pattern. 

This analogy applies both to intratextual and intertextual construction of meaning. To be able 

to perceive principles that produce rhythm and pattern in an intertextual space, one has to be 

familiar with as many details of texts as possible. In other words, the more detailed the 

analyses of individual texts are, the broader and denser the intertextual syntheses can be. This 

principle has been demonstrated by enhancing the significance of the eye and wolves in the 

narrative context of 3UMHJlJl HO%, and recollecting these details in relation to The Thought

Fox. The metaphorical links between the eye and the candle, and between the wolves and 

pencil strokes ('1JepT01JKH', 'hyphens') proved to be significant details in a network of 

symbols that can connect 3UMHJlJl HO% to The Thought-Fox. This is an example of how 

literary texts can inform each other through coincidental parallels. 

The image of snowfall as a metaphor for text-centred reading can also represent the 

mechanism of intertextual reading since both acts are based on the cognitive faculty of 

relational apprehension, and both are characterised by a paradoxical overlapping of rhythm 

and pattern, movement and stillness, chaos and order. There is a sense of chaos and instability 

when one is in the temporal process of moving from one word to the other, since one never 

knows what will follow. This experience is comparable to watching the snowfall. There seems 

to be no logic in the spontaneous, unpredictable movement of snowflakes. However, when the 

snowfall is perceived spatially as a momentarily frozen whole, one can behold 'constellations' 

in what seemed chaotic during temporal perception. The same happens if one 'freezes' the 

focused text or a group of texts for a moment, as if their temporally sequential parts co-existed 

in space. Due to the mental synthesis of the experiences of temporal and spatial apprehension, 

chaos and order co-exist in both text-centred and intertextual reading. 'Labyrinthine' is an 

appropriate adjective for this sort of ordered chaos, since the labyrinth is chaotic yet it has a 
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centre, and its shape is normally a regular geometrical form, such as a circle or a square. Both 

CHee uoem and The Thought-Fox take the shape of a circle in the sense that their end returns 

to their beginning. 133 

The complex treatment of snow in Hughes's and Pasternak's poems demonstrates the 

interdependence of movement and petrifaction, of rhythm and pattern, and of kinetic and 

static textual apprehension. A similar relation of motion and motionlessness is illustrated by 

the temporal organisation of these texts. Pasternak's poems discussed convey the sense of an 

ambivalent perception of time. The snowfall (in CHee uoem and in 3UMHJlJl HO%), the burning 

candle (in 3UMHJlJl HO%), and the days of the winter solstice (in EouHcmeeHHble OHU) are 

associated with both temporal flow and eternity. These symbols can represent the infinitely 

prolonged epiphanic moment of imaginative acts. Eternity is compressed in the moment of 

imaginative awakening in Hughes's poem, as well. The poem is an account of one moment 

only, the 'midnight moment' of imaginative transformation. 134 However, this intense, static 

moment is prolonged and mobilised because it contains the ongoing acts of writing and 

reading. The poem is based on a subjective perception of time, which is characterised by an 

ambivalent fusion of temporal continuity and temporal void. This is illustrated by the symbol 

of the clock. The clock appears at the beginning and at the end of the poem, providing a 

circular thematic frame for the whole text. An endless repeatability is built into this circular 

structure, which counterbalances the association of the clock with a frozen midnight moment. 

In the first stanza, 'the clock's loneliness' can be an allusion to the process duririg which the 

lyric persona and the reader imaginatively transgress the boundary of the window, and 

gradually move out to the projected landscape of the poem, as if leaving the clock alone 

indoors. This process involves the loss of conscious awareness of time and reality. When the 

journey into the imagined midnight forest ends, the poem also ends, and conscious perception 

awakens: 'the clock ticks, the page is printed'. As the symbol of the clock encircles the whole 

poem, so the single stopped moment registered on this clock contains in itself the temporal 

133 It is not obvious that these poems have a circular structure because they do not begin and end with the same 
word. However, their end returns to their beginning in a concealed way. In CHee tloem, the first phrase 'cHer 
l1~eT' is metaphorically related to the last phrase, 'nepeKpecTKa nOBopoT'. Due to their shared connotations, the 
snowfall and the crossroad are interchangeable images. The circular frame of The Thought-Fox is the portrayal 
of a non-imaginative mental state, which the poet transcends when he imagines the fox in the forest, and which 
he regains when 'the clock ticks, the page is printed'. The concealed circular structure of these poems is more 
like a spiral, where there is a return to the point of departure, but on another level. 
134 In his book on the symbolism of North in Russian Romantic literature, auo Boele (1996) establishes the 
following chains of associations : midnight-north-winter-snow, as opposed to rnidday-south-summer-fire. The 
poems analysed show that it is possible to synthesise these apparently irreconcilable opposites in the threshold 
situation of imaginative acts. The deconstructive reversal and overlapping of these opposites is a central feature 
of Emily Dickinson' s poetry. 



continuity of the acts of writing and reading. Similarly to this poem, the clock appears in 

Pasternak's 3UM1IMl 110% and EOU1ICn16e1l1lble 01ltt as a metaphor for the ambivalent temporal 

experience of expanding the threshold moment of imaginative transformation. The circles and 

arrows on the window in 3UM1IJlJl 110% ('KPY)KKH H cTPeJIhI') resemble the main parts of the 

clock, dial-plates and pointers. In this text, and in its twin-poem, C1Iez uoem, the window is an 

emblem of the fusion of time and eternity in the eternalised moment of metamorphosis. The 

same association is evoked by the image of circles and arrows: the circle, being the traditional 

form of the dial plate, is associated with endless recurrence and eternity, whereas the arrow, 

which is the shape of the clock's pointer, is associated with temporal progress. The 'clock's 

loneliness' in Hughes's poem is comparable to the sleepy pointer in the last stanza of 

EOU1ICm6e1l1lble 01lu. In both poems, the clock symbolises the stopped 'midnight moment' or 

'winter-solstice-moment' of imaginative awakening. The manifold thematic and symbolic 

affinities between these poems reinforce the relevance of associating the snowy patterns of 

'circles and arrows' in 3UM1IJlJl 110% with the image of the clock, which is yet another 

metaphor for the ambivalent temporal meanings of snow and window. 

The comparative analysis of Hughes's poem is an example of how large networks of 

shifting, interacting metaphors can reinforce the self-sufficiency of meta-poetic meanings, and 

stimulate an introspective discovery of imaginative thought-forms. 

3. Gyula Illyes: Ujevi ablak (New Year's Window) 

'It is not the snow that is the quill, the page.' 
(from Wallace Stevens's Man and Bottle) 

'3Ta np03pa'lHa», 6eJIa» TlUllh.' 

(from Vladimir Solov'ev's Ha tGuMe 3UJ.WU) 

The Hungarian Gyula Illyes's Ujevi ablak (New Year's Window)135 is obviously a sight-poem 

or speaking picture. The lyric persona, who is situated behind a snowy window, recreates the 

object of his contemplation on the page, using words to construct a graphical pattern of a 

snowy window. The title New Year's Window refers both to the subject matter and to the 

visual form of the text, highlighting its self-referentiality. The same device is used in C1Iez 

uoem. The two titles are interchangeable, and they complement each other. 

135 Gyula Illyes, 1902-1983. 
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In Illyes's work, as in C1Iez uoem and The Thought-Fox, the threshold experience of 

writing is intertwined with the experience of reading. In each of these poems, the poet's 

writing hand, whose traces on the page appear as snowflakes on the window pane, is an 

extension of his contemplating eye, and of his inner eye. In reading the words of the poem, 

the reader's eyes are following the traces of the poet's half-seeing, half-blind hand, as if 

watching snowflakes falling on a window, and, at the same time, watching the invisible traces 

of the inward looking 'blind' fingers. 

Ujevi ablak portrays a typical auto-communicative situation. Imitating the rhythm and 

pattern of snowfall, the word 'h6' ('snow') is repeated ten times in each of the first five lines. 

Later, its phonetic min'or-image, the word 'oh' (translated as 'WOh,)136 is repeated numerous 

times. The monotony of these one-syllable words is comparable to the ancient mantra

technique of evoking a meditative mood by repeating certain words or syllables. In Ujevi 

ablak, the combined effects of rhythm and pattern are especially productive in stimulating an 

enchanted mood in which outward contemplation turns into inward meditation. During this 

process, the word 'h6' ('snow') becomes internalised, and takes an inverse phonetic form, 

'oh', which is an exclamatory word, expressing a mood of meditative melancholy mixed with 

amazement. 'H6' ('snow') refers to an object of the external world, whereas 'oh' refers to an 

emotion, i.e. to the poetic interior. In this sense, these words are opposites, yet in another 

sense they are also minor-images of each other. Both words are written (or drawn) on the 

window-page, which is a symbolic boundary where the external and the internal worlds flow 

into each other. This is reminiscent of Pasternak's poems, where the external and internal 

realms (snow and flowers, snow and candle) are at once opposites and synonyms. In both 

Pasternak's and Illyes's poems the meeting of opposites takes place at their transparent, 

almost non-existing boundary, on the level of the window. 

Ujevi ablak depicts a complex threshold situation. The speaker of the poem is 

meditating by the window, which is a spatial boundary, and he is also in a temporal turning 

point between one year and another, and between one day and another. By a common 

analogy, he imagines that he is on the verge of life and death. He takes a backward glance at 

his life, and a forward glance H'Lt death. His half-sentences reveal that he has a rather 

pessimistic view of his past: 'himy bukas Mny elsikoltott nema oh', 'mennyi vegso keso oh', 

'mennyi hiabaval6 oh' ('how many downfalls how many screamed mute woh', 'how many 

136 The Hungarian 'oh', which could have been transferred to the English translation without alteration, has been 
replaced by 'woh', because this neologism (a blend of woe and oh) is a partial phonetic inversion of the word 
'snow' and it is a precise inversion of 'how' . The phonetic mirror-technique is an essential feature of the 
Hungarian text because it is a linguistic manifestation of the transformative function of the window. 
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final belated woh', 'how many hopeless woh,137). By the end of the poem, however, the 

poet's grief turns into serenity. The end of the text suggests that it is the writing of 'death

clean words' ('haUil tiszta sz6') which counts most in life. The poem demonstrates the process 

whereby all the remembered mistakes and failures are transformed into 'death-clean words'. 

The regretful experiences become purified by merely articulating them in a poetic form, as if 

transforming them into snowflakes. Death, cleanness, and poetic creativity are thus 

synthesised in the associative aura of snow. 

Similarly to c,-lez uoem and The Thought-Fox, an endless repeatability is suggested in 

Illyes's poem in several ways, most obviously by referring to temporal turning points of the 

daily and annual cycles. The thematic concern with the turning points of temporal cycles is 

reinforced by a circular semantic-structural frame. The last word 'sz6' ('word') is 

metaphorically related to the first word 'h6' ('snow') since snow represents the poetic word 

itself. The poem thus encloses itself in a circle. End and beginning are united in that the poem 

ends with the concept of death, yet the whole text is a New Year's Window, a symbol of new 

beginning. The final phrase 'halal tiszta sz6' (,death-clean word') is not only a reminder of 

death, but also a hint at poetic immortality. Death is euphemised in this phrase by using it as 

an analogue of the purity of poetic creation. The circular frame, in which the last 'death-clean 

word' is metaphorically equivalent with the first word, snow, not only suggests the endless 

repeatability of the poem but also manifests a mythological, cyclical concept of time and 

existence. 

The threshold experience on the verge of life and death is accompanied by the fusion 

of sound and silence throughout the text. Word and silence are united in the oxymoronic 

expressions 'elsikoltott nema oh' ('screamed mute woh') and 'halal tiszta sz6' (,death-clean 

word'). It is almost impossible to read the poem out loud because of the frequent repetition of 

the sound 'h'. The words 'h6' and 'oh' have an onomatopoetic effect, resembling the fusion 

of sound and silence in breath. One can view the regular pattern of the words 'h6' and 'oh' on 

the page as a spatial projection of the monotonous rhythm of breathing. At the end of the text, 

when the rhythm of breathing stops, the words are described as 'death-clean'. 

In this poem, the image of snow assimilates the traditional semantic link between 

breath and the creative word. 138 The metaphorical synthesis of snow, breath and word implies 

137 In these expressions, ' how many' is not a question, but a synonym of 'what a lot' . In the translation of the 
poem, the phrase 'how many' has been chosen because the word 'how' can reconstruct in English some aspects 
of the phonetic play of the original Hungarian poem. 'How' is not only a phonetic inversion of 'woh', but half 
of the word 'snow' is also embedded in its typographic construction. 
138 The same device is used in the Hungarian Arpad Farkas's Dudol6, where the snowfall, an image of the lyric 
persona's disseminated soul, is described as a 'consoling huge silent verse / the breath of the universe'. 
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that the creative word is inextricably intertwined with silence. Perhaps this is why snow, a 

soundless object of nature, is frequently used as a metaphor for the creative word, whose 

distinctive feature is that it always contains unspoken contents. The phrase 'death-clean word' 

and the ambivalent colour symbolism of the poem further suggest that word and silence are 

mutually interdependent entities, and that this is one of the meta-poetic meanings of this 

sight-poem. The analogy between words and snowflakes includes a reversal of colour 

symbolism since the words printed in black represent white snowflakes. When taking into 

account that snow is described as death-clean word, and that it is also comparable to a silent 

sigh, one can visualise the poem in an alternative manner that is true to the real colours of a 

snowy window at night. The black printed words are comparable not only to snowflakes, but 

also to the darkness of the night disseminated through the white snowflakes. Applying the 

same reversal of figure-ground relations, the phrase 'death-clean word' can refer not only to 

the words which stain the whiteness of the page and have a kinetic effect, but also to the 

soundless, motionless, apparently non-existing, death-like 'words', the unuttered meanings 

which lurk between words and lines. In this sense, the snow-coloured gaps on the page are not 

empty spaces, but integral parts of the sigh(t)-poem, traces of the poet's blind, clairvoyant 

fingers. The ambivalent colour symbolism represents the interchangeability and mutual 

interpenetration of word and silence. 'H6' and 'oh' are metaphors for printed words as well as 

for white poetic spaces, death-clean silences. Word and silence are synthesised in a different 

way when Ujevi ablak is treated as a sight-poem and a speaking picture, a text in the stage of 

ongoing transformation, both the object and the product of simultaneously outward and 

inward contemplation. 

Snow and sigh, as metaphors for the creative word, contain both sound and silence. 

This is why they can function as the 'materials' from which the sight-poem is built. New 

Year's Window is actually made out of snow (word and silence) both visually and verbally. 

The reversibility of figure and ground relationships is equivalent with the interchangeability 

of two images, snow and glass (window), both of which are crystalline materials. A similar 

blending of the metaphors of snow and window occurs in the previously analysed focused 

texts. In further supporting this view, it can be mentioned that both snow and window can be 

associated with breath. The window is comparable to breathing in that it mediates between the 

internal and the external worlds. 139 The window-poem functions as membrane which 

('Havazas lennek lengon aId6, / Gylirott arcokra fdldreszaIl6, / Vigasztal6 nagy csondes enek, / Lelekzete a 
rnindensegnek.' ) 
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facilitates the exchange and fusion of the inside and the outside worlds, as an open window 

lets the air move in and out. Both breathing and the window are often associated with 

threshold experiences when the inside and the outside realms (and other opposites) interact, 

as, for instance, during imaginative acts. Deeply imprinted in the human mind, there is a 

semantic link between cosmic breath, the creative act, and the soul. This semantic link is 

evident in the phonetic-semantic interrelations of words like the Hungarian 161ek - 161ekzet 

(soul - breath), or the Russian JJ:YX, B03JJ:YX, BJJ:OXHOBeHHe, and B3JJ:OX, and in the acoustic 

similarities between the Russian JJ:YIlIa, JJ:bIIlIaTb, and OTJJ:bIXaTb. With the last breath, the soul 

is thought to leave the body. The dissolving of the invisible breath in the invisible air signifies 

the unification of the soul with the cosmic breath. Death is one form of such reintegration into 

the totality of being, creative activity is another. In Illy6s's poem, the image of breath-like 

snowflakes disseminated on the window-page reminds us of the common belief that poetry 

can dissolve the self in the universe and immortalise the soul. 

The metaphorical interrelations of snow, window, and breath involve an interplay of 

whiteness and transparency. Snow is white, yet, as a potential metaphor for breath, it is 

transparent. The window is transparent, yet as a metaphor for the page it is white. This 

oscillation of whiteness and transparency is consistent with our observation that snow and 

window are consubstantial symbols; both are configurations of breath, the traditional symbol 

of cosmic and human creative power. Both images are suitable metaphors for the holistic 

centre, the hole at the centre of the whole, where nothing and everything, silence and the total 

creative word, are inextricably united. Snow, window, breath, soul, transparency, whiteness, 

word, and silence constitute a complex metaphor for the threshold experience of imagination. 

While the central symbols of snow and window acquire manifold metaphorical significance, 

the poem changes its quality from a descriptive text to a self-referential, self-generating 

sigh(t)-poem. This semantic metamorphosis is at once the cause and the effect of an 

imaginative transformation in the reader's mind. Transformation is, thus, both the subject 

matter and the experience of reading the poem. 

139 In Mandelstam's ,L7aHo AtHe meJlO, the transparent window pane and transparent breath actually overlap, 
constructing an indivisible bipolar unity of cold/warmth, eternity/time. 
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Chapter Four 

The literary symbol as a meaning-generating connective. 

Intertextual self-referentiality of Gennady Aygi's Cllez 

1. Brief introduction to Aygi's poetic thought 

'51 III1CaJI 6bI BClO )f(M3Hb 
"Ql1cToTa nemnHa" - ' 
(from Aygi's TaKue cHe2a) 

The methodological aim of this chapter is to illustrate productive intertextual dialogues as 

distinguished from symbolic-thematic parallels between literary texts. The contemporary 

Chuvash poet, Gennady Aygi' s Russian poem c,-tez will be analysed to demonstrate various 

ways in which literary symbols can function as meaning-generating connectives. Snow and 

window are recurring leitmotifs in Aygi's poetry, and they often constitute a symbolic pair.140 

Aygi's oeuvre is a unified context, which is rich in symbolic cross-references. The i~ages of 

snow and window play a crucial role even in those works where they seem to occupy a 

modest position. Aygi's poetry is characterised by a unique synthesis of innovative avant

garde techniques and mytho-poetic tradition, including elements of his native Chuvash 

folklore. This poetic world restores poetry's ancient introspective function and its task of 

dealing with universal themes such as poetic creation, the imaginative mind, immortality, 

threshold experience, the interrelation of existence and non-existence, and the aesthetic

ontological significance of silence. Pure imaginativeness is often achieved in Aygi's works by 

means of psycho-chronotopes (images in which certain mental, temporal, and spatial 

experiences overlap), such as the field, snow, or window. The introspective nature of Aygi's 

poetic thought entails the frequent use of interior dialogue, whereby the lyric persona 

addresses his personified inner essence. This 'alter-ego' often acts as a speechless interior 

listener, a quasi-divine being dwelling in the sou1. 141 One of the central dilemmas of Aygi's 

poetry is the ambivalent nature of border-situations, the experience of a paradoxical 

140 Gennady Aygi (1934 -) wrote several poems in which the images of snow and window appear together, 
including Ho'lb nep6020 CHe2a, IIoKa, Cao 6 oeKa6pe, Ph 3UMHe20 OKHa, IIpeo311AlHuU peK611eM, AJlbm, 
lloR6JleHue CHe2a, 3apR: nOCJle 3Wlflmuii, B OKHO: C036e301le, OKHO = COH, and CHe2 C nepepbl6aMU. 
141 The inward divine is presented as silence in several of Aygi's poems, including Tbl MOR mUUlUHa, H: KaK 
6eJlblU Jlucm ('TI1IllI1Ha-I1Mcyc'), and OlOaa: JHecma 6 Jlecy . In Aygi's poetry, snow is a recurring metaphor for 
the inward divine. The compound noun ' 60r-6eJIeeT-BbloroH' from 3HaMeHa Ta3u-Ma20Meoa, and the phrase 
'BO BblOre caMo06pa3a' from 3ae30bl: a nep epb16aX CHa complement each other, revealing that white snow is a 
metaphor for the divine dwelling in the soul. These inteITelations are also depicted in Tenepb 6ce2oa CHe2a: 'KaK 
cHer rOCIIO~b 'ITO eCTb / 11 eCTb '1TO eCTb CHera / Kor~a ~yIlla '1TO eCTb // CH era ~yIlla 11 cBeT' . 
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interchangeability and interpenetration of opposites. Aygi wrote many self-deconstructing 

poems which thematise or enact the inseparable unity of opposites such as life/death, 

life/after-life, beginning/end, waking/sleep, reality/imagination, material/immaterial, 

presence/absence, light/darkness, light/shadow, insight/blindness, outsidelinside, nature/the 

mind, one/many, now/always, word/silence, the 'I' /the 'Other', and so on. Aygi's difficult, 

enigmatic texts require the reader's active participation in the construction of meaning, and, as 

a result, they prove to be extremely rich in meaning. 

2. Illyes's Ujevi ablak: a potential intertext of Aygi's C,-te2 

'a CTPYHbI JIO)KIUHiCb 6bl qeTqe Ha KHl1fl1 
oCBe~eHHble cHef OM Ha KpbIlIIe 
Qepe30KHo' 

(from Aygi's AJ/bm) 

CHe2 is a fairly early poem (1959); it nevertheless exhibits some of the major characteristics 

of Aygi's poetic thought. At first reading, the poem appears to be somewhat obscure and 

chaotic. Repeated readings and an intertextual approach are helpful in understanding the text's 

metaphors, unravelling its layer-upon-layer of meanings, clarifying who can be the 

anonymous addressee, and integrating the seemingly incompatible parts into a coherent 

whole. Let us start exploring the poem as Frye suggested, by investigating the use of imagery 

in a comparative manner. One of the most revealing parts of the poem is the comparison of 

h . d f . h h' 142 t e WIll ow- rames WIt w Ite paper: 

11 pyKI1 MOI1 
npOCTbI 11 ~aJIeKI1, 

11 OKOHHbIe paMbI 
6Y~TO Bblpe3aHbI 113 6eJIOH 6YMafl1 

In a close reading, the images of distant hands and paper-like window-frames may seem 

unusual, almost surrealist. The juxtaposition of hand and paper may evoke associations with 

142 In investigating how one's repertoire of literary texts can affect one's interpretation, I introduced Aygi's CHee 
to twelve readers, six of whom were familiar with the metaphorical function of snow and window in self
reflecting poems. These six readers immediately attributed significance to the simile in which the window 
frames are compared to white paper. However, this detail escaped the notice of those informants who did not 
have previous knowledge about the recurrent use of the paired symbols of snow and window as a meta-poetic 
device. Most of these readers picked up details which are suggestive of the themes of love and death . It did not 
occur to them that the poem may be self-referential, and they had difficulty in creating an integral semantic unit 
out of the disparate entities of CHee. This experiment supports Culler's and Frye's argument that the wider one's 
knowledge of literature, the easier it is to comprehend 'difficult' texts, and the richer one's interpretation can be. 
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the writing act. This association is rather vague in a text-centred approach, but it can gain 

support if it is treated as a potential intertextual trace. If one visualises the window-frames as 

the white parts of the written page, or the white margins of the page as a window's frames, 

one can immediately connect Aygi's poem to Illyes's sight-poem, Ujevi ablak, which is based 

on the allegorical link between window and page. By activating Illyes's poem as a potential 

intertext, one can suddenly realise that Aygi's CHe2 portrays the ongoing act of writing. This 

is consistent with the use of present tense in the two stanzas quoted above. 

The comparison of page and window is a visual-allegorical affinity between Aygi's 

and Illyes's poems. In both texts, the allegorical complex of window-page143 is inseparable 

from the images of nightly snowfall and distant hands. As in Illyes's poem the writing hand is 

covering the window-page with the words 'h6' ('snow'), and with other words and silences, 

which appear on the page like snow on a window, so in Aygi's poem the distant hands are 

actually writing, performing Snow on the window-page. 144 The Hungarian poem, in which 

snow is almost explicitly identified with the main constituents of poetic speech (word and 

silence) can productively inform Aygi's work where this association is concealed. 

Conversely, Aygi's poem, in which the writing hand distanced to the level of the window 

appears as an image embedded in the text itself, can complement Illyes's poem, where the 

hand writing 'snow' on the window-page is not part of the content of the text. This 

'intertextual shuttle' results in a semantic cross-fertilisation. 

The activation of Illyes's poem as a potential intertext is an example of reader-created, 

non-chronological intertextuality. Ujevi ablak was written later than Aygi's CHe2, and Illyes 

was not familiar with Aygi's poem. Nevertheless, the Hungarian poem can shed light on the 

hidden self-reflectiveness of Aygi's poem. The affinities between the two poems manifest 

shared poetic thought-forms and mental contents. The intertextual relation of these works is 

based on a visual connective, as distinguished from verbal connective. There is no significant 

verbal resemblance between the two texts. The word 'snow' appears in both poems, but in 

different collocations, and in different languages. The word 'window' as a noun does not 

appear in Aygi's poem, yet the sight of the window is evoked by the word 'nO)1,OKOHHHK' and 

by the phrase 'OKoHHble paMbI'. Regardless of their verbal dissimilarities, there is a strong 

143 The semantic link between the snowy window and the written page is not a proper allegory, neither is it a 
genuine metaphor. It is somewhere on the boundary between allegory and metaphor. Therefore it is reasonable to 
regard it as an allegorical complex, or a complex allegory, which serves as the two-layered vehicle-part of 
various metaphors. 
144 Whenever the metaphorical link between the physical appearance of the poem on the page and of snow on (or 
behind) the window is emphasised, the title of Aygi's poem will be quoted in English. 
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visual affinity between the two poems, since both of them conjure up the image of a snowy 

window, which is comparable to the written page. 

Illyes's work as a supplementary intertext reveals that Aygi's CHez can be viewed as a 

sight-poem or a speaking picture. This visual self-allusiveness is one of the reasons why only 

the frames of the window are described as white in the 5th stanza of CHez. The window-frames 

are comparable to the four margins of the page, which enclose the central part where the poem 

appears, resembling a snowed up window pane. In affinity with Illyes's speaking picture, 

there are two ways of looking at Aygi's sight-poem: either the black words on the white page 

represent white flakes on the dark window (with a reversal of colour symbolism), or the white 

intra- and interlinear spaces illustrate the figures of soundless snowflakes scattered through 

the dark background of the night. This inversion of visual figure-ground relationships is a 

manifestation of the interdependence of word and silence, which is a typical feature and a 

recurring theme of Aygi' s poetry.145 

3. Whiteness as a metaphor for both word and silence 

'S a h6, a t61i h6? Tahin 
szamiizott tenger, Isten hallgatasa.' 

(from Vesztohely te/en, by Hnos Pilinszky)146 

'There be 
Three silent things: 
The falling snow ... the hour 
Before the dawn ... the mouth of one 
Just dead.' 
(Triad, by Adelaide Drapsey) 

In Aygi's poetic thought, as in works of many other poets, silence is often compared to 

whiteness, which reigns in the soul as a sort of inward mirror. 147 Mystics and imaginative 

thinkers are well aware that concentrated silence is a basic precondition for attaining a state of 

inwardness. Longing for silence is a common paradigm of longing for 'death', in the sense of 

ignoring the noise of ordinary existence in altered states of mind. In the death-like state of 

imagination, the power of extraverted, reasoning consciousness is diminished, and one can 

145 The reversal of figure-ground relationships as a means for illustrating the interrelation of word and silence 
can also be found in Aygi's Bce ()afl bUle 6 CHeza. In this poem, the common perception that the air is the 
container of snow and dust is reversed. The air, like silence, is contained in the net of snow and dust: ' - H cnmo 
- ,ll;aBHO ()YX06HbIM CHOM / a CHer / pa60TaeT B nOJIHX - B JIQ)K6HHax - KaK KpeCTbHHHH / (CKpoMHeH n03Ta 
HCTHHHbIH n03T) / H npoCbmaIOcb - BOnJIOIl\eHHeM / Kal<OH-To HOBOH THlllHHbI - 6e3 npocb6 / ,ll;ep)J(aIl\eHCH KaK 
B npaxe B03,ll;YX -' . 
146 'And the snow, the winter snow? Perhaps / exiled sea, the silence of God' (from Place of Execution, by Janos 
Pilinszky). 
147 An obvious example is the beginning of Aygi' s 11: l11eHlInpm()/-IeCI116a: 'a Ha'laJIH MbI / C EeJIH3HbI-
THlllHHbI! .. - '. 
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attain the universal centre of the mind, where opposites are reconciled. The renunciation of 

the ego leads to a mystical reintegration into the primordial one-ness of being, which is often 

described in poetry as homecoming. 

Silence is not only the precondition, but also the product of writing purely 

imaginative, introspective poetry, for such poetry is extremely rich in unspoken and elusive 

meanings. Silence enables one to transcend time through a concentrative absorption into one's 

inner centre. The silence of the soul is frequently personified as an inward listener, who, like 

God, is evoked by the act of addressing him or her. The interior dialogue with the speechless 

alter-ego is often depicted in poetry as a conversation with a deity, or with the Muse. 

The interrelation of word and silence is a major issue in Aygi's IIo33ufl-KaK

MOJl'-laHUe, where the poet emphasises that word is created from silence, and silence is created 

by the word: 

MOJI'laHHe - KaK "MeCTO Eora" (MecTo HaHBblCllleH TBop'lecKoH CHJIbI). 

(Silence is like the "Place of God" (the place of the highest Creative Power)). (Aygi 1997a, 
147) 

11 - cnpocHT: ,ll;a)Ke 06 31110)'1 - CJIOBa~m? ,IJ:a, - H MOJI'laHHe, H THlllHHY MO)J(HO TBOPHTb: JIHlllb 
- CJIOBOM. 11 B03HHKaeT nOHHTHe: "MacTepcTBo - MOJI'laHHH". 

(And they ask: about that too - in words? Yes, - both silence and quietness can be created: by 
the Word alone. And the notion emerges: "Art - of Silence".) (Aygi 1997a, 159)148 

The silence preceding and following the creative act can be perceived paradoxically as the 

absence yet the fullest presence of words and thoughts. The pre-creational silence is a 

plenitude of unuttered thoughts. As soon as one starts putting ideas into the linear structure of 

language, something is inevitably lost, especially when abstract and complex issues are meant 

to be articulated. 149 The post-creational silence is, likewise, a semantic abundance. When all 

148 The Russian word MOJI'laHHe (a noun derived from the verb 'MOJI1faTb', 'to be silent, to keep silence') implies 
the act of listening or the presence of non-speaking, whereas THlllHHa (quietness) is passive silence, the absence 
of sound. Bakhtin draws a distinction between these words: 'In quietude nothing makes a sound (or something 
does not make a sound); in silence nobody speaks (or somebody does not speak). Silence is possible only in the 
human world (and only for a person). Of course, both quietude and silence are always relative.' (1986a, 133-
134.) 
149 In his essay efl060 U Kyflbmypa, Osip Mandelstam uses the image of the mould (in relation to blindness) as a 
metaphor for the pre-creational silence which is pregnant with words: 'CJIenOH Y3HaeT MHJIOe JIHL(O, e,ll;Ba 
npHKocHYBlllHCb K HeMY 3pH1fHMH nepCTa~1I1, H CJIe3bI pa,ll;OCTH, HaCTOHIl\eH pa,ll;OCTH Y3HaBaHbH, 6pbI3HYT H3 
rJIa3 ero nOCJIe ,ll;OJIrOH pa3JIyKH. CTHXOTBOpeHHe )KHBO BHYTPeHHHM 06Pa30M, TeM 3BY1faIl\HM CJIenKOM CPOPMbI, 
KOTOPbIH npe,ll;BapHeT HanHcaHHoe CTHxoTBopeHHe. HH O,ll;HOrO CJIOBa eIl\e HeT, a CTHXOTBopeHHe Y)J(e 3By1fHT. 
3TO 3BY1fHT BHYTPeHHHH 06pa3, 3TO OCH3aeT CJIyx n03Ta' (quoted in Bumett, 1994, 157). Similar cognitive 
operation characterises non-verbal creative activities , such as visual art, or music. In a letter Mozart described 
the pre-creational silence as a plenitude of inaudible sound: 'The whole [piece of music], though it be long, 
stands almost complete and finished in my mind, so that I can survey it, like a fine picture or a beautiful statue, at 
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the words of a poem have been read, they co-exist in the mind simultaneously, therefore they 

can productively interact, modify, and enrich each other. Only in this holistic perception can 

one reveal the text's semantic and structural integrity. Silence not only reigns before and after 

the articulation of words; it permeates the literary text itself. It dwells among words in 

semantic omissions, syntactic gaps, and in elliptic phrases, and it inhabits the words 

themselves. Whenever an implication, a presupposition, or a connotative meaning is attached 

to a linguistic unit, this unit is perceived as a combination of word and silence, of spoken and 

unspoken meanings. That is to say, whenever we have the feeling that more is meant than 

meets the eye, we are perceiving the silence dwelling in words. It is due to the inherent 

presence-absence structure of linguistic units that they can acquire additional meanings and 

they can function as poetic tropes. Thus, what is not said in poetry is of equal importance to 

what is explicitly articulated. In 17033UJl-KaK-MOJl'-laHUe, Aygi explains the significance of 

silence by reference to Wagner: 'BeJIHqHe rr03Ta CKopee Bcero oTKpbIBaeTC51 TaM, r~e OH 

MOJIqI-IT, qTo6bI HeBblcKa3aHHoe caMO BbICKa3aJIOCb B MOJIqaHHH' ('In truth the greatness of 

the poet is revealed most of all when he is silent so that the unuttered word can utter itself in 

the silence'; 1997 a, 151). 

The penumbra of unspoken meanings surrounding poetic words can be visualised as 

the white gaps in the body of the text. By treating the white textual spaces as visual 

manifestations of non-articulated poetic meanings, these blanks can no longer be perceived as 

the emptiness of the page. Once a text, either visual or poetic, is enclosed in a frame, it is 

supposed to have structure and unity; it is meant to be a coherent entity without any empty, 

meaningless, background spaces. The white intra- and interlinear spaces belong to the body of 

the text; they are not the whiteness of the empty paper, but what Aygi calls in COH - u-n033UJl 

'non-paper spaces', 'poetic spaces' (,He6YMa)l<Hble rrpocTpaHcTBa', 'rr03THQeCKHe 

rrpocrpaHcTBa'; 1989, 92)150, that is, wordless, visual metaphors for poetic silences where 

inexpressible thoughts, unuttered connotations, intertextual associations, or undefined 

connections between apparently incompatible words and images reside. As the unspoken 

meanings are created by the articulated units, so the shapes of white interspaces are formed by 

a glance. Nor do I hear in my imagination the parts successively, but I hear them; as it were all at once (gleich 

alles zusammen)' (quoted in Ghiselin 1959,45). 
150 In notes 11 and 13 of [J033ufl-KaK-MOJl'iGUe, Aygi discusses the significance of wordless gaps in his poems: 
'MOH C'I'pOKH - JIHWh H3 OTIOLIHJ;'r, He "rrycToTa", He "HHLITO", - 3TH OTIOLIIDI- wypwaT (3TO "MHP - caM no 
ce6e"). [ ... ] ECTh Y MeHH H CTpOl<l1, COCTOHll(He TOJ]hKO H3 (}eoemO'lUfl . 3TO - "He-Moe" MOJ]LIaHHe. "THwHHa 
caMoro MHpa" (no B03Mo)KHOCTH, "a6coJ]J{)THa5l").' (,There are lines in my poems that are just lines of dots. Not 
"emptiness", not "nothing", - these dots - rustle (this is "the world - in itself'). [ . .. ] Some of my lines of verse 
are simply colons. This is a silence that is "not of me". "Quietness of the World itself' (as far as possible, 
"absolute"))' (translated by Peter France, in Aygi 1997a, 148, 149). 
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the printed words. The gaps on the printed page appear as the white shadows of words. In 

COH-u-n033UJl, Aygi illustrates the interdependence of word and silence as 'light images with 

shadow hieroglyphs' ('o6pa3KH CBeTOBble, - c TeHb5lMH-HepOrJIHcpaMH', 1989, 92).151 This 

metaphor can be traced to the archetypal representation of the world-creating Word as light. 

Both light and snow are soundless phenomena, both are white, and both represent the creative 

word, which is always already inhabited by silence. 152 In Aygi' s works, poetic silence and the 

interpenetration of word and silence are often compared to God's voice. l53 

In affinity with Aygi's poetic thought, God's world-creating Word IS described as 

silence in the Hungarian Zsuzsa Beney's prose poem Sz6 es csend kozott (Between Words and 

Silence): 

... a sz6, mely olyannira ktilanbOzik a mienkt61, hiszen a mienk, ha kimondjuk, a leveg6 lassan 
lecseng6 hulhimaiva, ha pedig leirjuk, fekete jelekke valtozik a papir feMr havan, a teli sziiz 
havon, melyet mas emberi leptek meg nem erintettek de az ave nem hang es nem is jel, es 
megis egyetlen, hangzastalanul cseng6 hang es egyetlen, dallamive arabeszkjeivel a semmibe 
rajzolt jet. [ ... ] A sz6, mely megteremtette a vilagot [ .. . ] hangtalanul sz6lt, mert nem volt 
leveg6, hogy tovabbitsa es el6lenyek sem, hogy meghalljak es befogadjak a hangot. (Beney 
1993,90,91) 

[God's] word is different from our word, for if we were to exhale the slowly stilling currents of 
air and we could then record this sound, black marks on snow-white paper, on winter's virgin 
snows, as yet untouched by any human step, but this word is neither sound, nor symbol, an 
inaudible resonance and single stroke drawn into nothingness by the arabesques of melody. [ ... ] 
The Word that created the world [ ... ] was spoken without sound, because there was no air to be 
its medium, and no living beings to hear and receive the sound. (Beney 1999,53,54) 

The interrelation of the all-inclusive creative word and silence is one among the many 

paradoxical conjunctions of opposites which characterises the threshold situation of 

imaginative acts. Silence In itself manifests a clash of opposites, such as 

151 In CMepmb, Aygi uses the word hieroglyph as a synonym of snow: 'A CHe)!(HHKII / Bce HecyT II HecyT Ha 
3eMJIlD / Hepo[JIwlJhl 60ra' . 'Hieroglyph' is a bisemous word. It refers to the pictorial linguistic units of ancient 
Egyptian script, and it is commonly used to denote obscurity and incomprehensibility. The semantic link 
between hieroglyph and snow suggests that in Aygi's poetic thought, snow is a complex metaphor substituting 
the articulated units of poetic language (including word and image, by analogy to hieroglyphs) as well as 
unarticulated, hidden meanings (corresponding to the enigmatic aspect of hieroglyphs). Both snow and 
hieroglyph are, then, metaphors of the presence-absence structure of language. 
152 One of the most obvious poetic representations of the interdependence of word and silence is the use of 
soundless objects, such as the Sun, the star, the flower, and snow, as metaphors for the creative word. In Aygi's 
poetry, God's voice and the inaudible creative word are frequently symbolised by wordless noise, such as 
whisper, rustling sounds, birdsong, the sound of the wind, or by audible phenomena which are in a transitory 
state between silence and noise, such as breath and the silent sound of the forest. Breath as a symbol of the poetic 
word is related to the mythological representation of the cosmic creative energy as primeval breath. A prominent 
example of the associative link between the creative word, snow, and breath is Aygi's TaKue CHe2a 
( ' 06HoBJ]eHheM MOJ]HTBhI BepHeilweil weflLlY 51: "CHera" / [ ... ] / ~a CK3)!(eTCH B3~OXOM: " cHera ... " / [ ... ] / ~a 
B3~OXOM - mWOH: 03apIITcH!'). 
153 See for instance !l.ee 6epe3bl, P03bl e 20pax, 11 CHoea - flec, CHo6a: Mecma e flecy , EflU3KO: nOflflHbl, 11 6H06b: 

60flPblUlHUK,11: KaK 6eflbltl fl llCI11 . 
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nothingness/plenitude, absence/presence, reception/creation, and so on. It may be due to the 

ambivalent nature of silence that it often conjures up the mental image of whiteness, the 

colourless colour, which contains all colours. 154 In Aygi's poetry, white silence is often 

described as the dwelling place of God and of the creative human spirit. 155 Since quietude, 

God, and the soul are inaudible, invisible, and impalpable phenomena, they are also perceived 

in mytho-poetic imagination and in Aygi's works as transparency, such as the wind, breath, 

air, water, and the window pane. It may be due to the shared associations of whiteness and 

transparency that the white page is often compared to a transparent window, and snow to 

invisibly existing, 'transparent' entities such as silence, the soul, imagination, and God. Snow 

is also a twin-image of the sea (transparent water), the traditional 'prima materia', a maternal 

first cause. 156 Water represents the amorphous, all-encompassing, non-differentiated unity of 

being, the pre-creational state of primordial one-ness, and, by analogy, the unconscious. The 

primeval state of undivided cosmic totality, from which all dualities arise, is re-established in 

threshold situations when opposites co-exist in a transitory state of simultaneous balance and 

instability. One of these border situations is the transition between crystalline and liquid states 

of matter, which can represent a spatio-temporal co-existence of pattern and rhythm. This 

moment of metamorphosis is captured and extended in time in the analogy between snowfall 

and water (sea). The analogy is quite obvious, for transparent water is the form in which the 

white snowflakes exist before and after their crystalline lives, that is to say, in their pre

creational and post-creational silence. When snow melts, it does not disappear; it dissolves 

into the form of transparent existence, and in this form it penetrates and nourishes life. The 

symbol of snow is often interchangeable with transparent images, such as water, window, air, 

wind, and breath. All these images frequently occur as metaphors for the all-inclusive first 

cause, the undifferentiated, radiating creative energy.15? 

154 White is depicted as all-encompassing colourlessness in Aygi's 3a.MopcKafl nmul{a: 'CJIaBa 6eJIOMY ~BeT)'
npHCYTCTBHIO 60ra / [ ... ] CHeraM - pacceKaJOlll,HM - CYThIO 6ec~BeThH / 60ra - JIH~O'. One can complement the 
associative link between colourless white and God's face by Aygi's Tbl - J/UKaMU l{eemoe where God, 
representing the mirror-image of the introspective soul, is compared to white flowers ' faces. As flowers absorb 
light through photosynthesis, so the creative soul assimilates everything (,CHHIOlll,HM, Bce KOH~eHTpHpyH, / [ ... ] / 
Bce HC1JepnaTh, npHHHB B ce6H'. This poem illustrates that white can be perceived not only as the lack of colour, 
but also as an all-inclusive colour. The synthetic quality of white is reinforced by the punning title, where the 
plural genitive case of the word 'flower' is used, which is a homonym of the plural genitive of 'colour' 
('~BeToB'). 

155 See for instance Tbl - J/UKaJHU l/eemoe, J(ee 6epe3b/, Tenepb ece20a CHe2a. 
156 Water is not the only element which represents the 'prima materia'. Earth, fire, and air are also common 
symbols of the primeval unity of being. 
157 Since transparency is an attribute of the invisible, ' impenetrable' soul, it comes to be an attribute of the page, 
where the soul can manifest itself in the silences and words of poems. The associative link between page and 
transparent window can be traced to the mythological symbolism of glass and window (the wind's eye) as 
metaphors for the spirit. For a poetic representation of these semantic connections see Aygi's CHoea: mbl C 

KOHL/a ('0 Bce TbI no.nparHBaeIIIb / 06pa3a-.l(yxa / np03pa'-lHOIO na,D,aJIbIO! / [ ... ] / (6YMarH KaK 6y,D,TO 
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4. The transparent window as a two-sided mirror 

'Senki sem IMhatja a kUszobot 
a kint es bent, a kint es kint kozott, 
a bent es bent, az l:llom es az alvas, 
az alvas es melyebb alvas kozott.' 

(from Kit parton, by Zsuzsa Beney)158 

'Could it be that the visible world had become a double mirror 
which she was now looking into? What she saw to her right w~s an 
exact inversion of what she saw to her left. Could the world, this 
place of disorder be thus - or was the scene before her nothing more 
than the projection of the story her mind was inventing as she 
swam?' 

(from Roberto Calasso's Ka) 

The synaesthetic association between whiteness and silence represents a tendency to visualise 

the poetic process. This technique is fundamental in Aygi's sight-poem, where the 

comparison of window and page represents a metaphorical simultaneity of outward gaze and 

the acts of writing and reading. In affinity with the poems analysed before, the transformation 

of the snowy window into the printed page entails that the reader re-enacts the poet's 

threshold experience. Together with the lyric persona, the reader is also watching a 'window', 

the page, on which the traces of 'distant' hands appear like snowflakes, leaving only the 

frames empty, white. Contemplation and the writing act are so perfectly balanced that one 

cannot decide which one is more real than the other; whether a real snowy window aroused 

the image of the written page, or the poem which the author was writing conjured up the sight 

of a distant, imagined window, or both appeared at the same time as a synchronistic event (as 

in Pasternak's ,.l{OKn?Op JKU6G20) . This double fusion of reality and imagination is compressed 

in lines 8-11. These two stanzas depict the lyric persona's synaesthetic perception, whereby 

the sensations of his contemplating eyes and writing hand overlap. That is to say, the poet's 

pen touching the page is actually re-creating what his eyes see, snowflakes touching the 

window pane. The surface level of the synaesthetic fusion of sight and touch is the verbal

visual reflection of the snowy window on the page. At a deeper level, the writing hand not 

only describes (verbally) and re-creates (visually) what the corporeal eyes see in reality, but 

also captures what the mind's eyes observe beneath the surface of visible appearances. Here 

np03pa1JHoi1:)'). Transparency and whiteness are recurring leitmotifs in Aygi's poetry. In Mandelstam's 
JIacmO'lKa ('51 CJIOBO n03a6hIJI') transparency is linked, paradoxically, to darkness, blindness, and the colour 
black. What the whiteness of snowfall, the darkness of the night, and the transparency of the soul have in 
common is that each of them is an all-pervasive, impenetrable embodiment of silence which is pregnant with 
words. 
158 'No one can see the threshold / between the outside and the inside, between the outside and the outside, / 
between the inside and the inside / between dream and sleep, between sleep and deeper sleep' (from On Two 
Riverbanks, by Zsuzsa Beney). 
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we are dealing with the implicit image of 'seeing hands', which also figures in the poems 

analysed before. The heterotopic eyes transferred to the writing fingers are endowed with both 

outward and inward sight. This is why the poet's hand can capture the invisible, spiritual 

world in the form of visible reality. Paradoxically, while the poet's fingers have both outward 

and inward sight, they are also blind in the sense that they arrest the inexpressible by the act 

of writing silence. The latent image of half-seeing, half-blind hand manifests a deconstructive 

interpenetration and interchangeability of sight and blindness. Put very simply, there is always 

something unseen and unwritten in what is seen and written. To see something is also to be 

blind for something which is not manifest. Conversely, the poet's blind fingers can 'see' the 

invisible which escapes the notice of the seeing fingers. When the blind hand arrests the 

invisible and the inexpressible in the form of silence, it actually manifests its clairvoyant 

'sight'. The interplay of sight and blindness is analogous to the interrelation of sound and 

silence, and black and white. 

The metaphorical synthesis of contemplation with the acts of writing and reading 

represents a dynamic exchange of the outside and the inside terrains. Similarly to the poems 

analysed previously, there are correspondences between the physical world outdoors and 

indoors. The reflection of the snowy window on the written page is, however, merely the 

surface layer of a more complex metaphor, where inside refers to the mental-spiritual interior, 

and outside to external reality. In this sense, the term 'outside' involves the physical reality of 

both the outdoor and the indoor realms, whereas 'inside' denotes the mental interior which is 

projected onto the sight of snowy window and written page. The physical objects of snow and 

poem correspond to outdoor and indoor realms respectively, yet both of them are external to 

the perception of the poet and reader, at least initially, during the sensebound stage of outward 

contemplation, writing, and reading. Gradually, the external objects of contemplation come to 

function as means to access the immaterial inward world of imagination and memory. During 

this process, the snowy window and the written page become united as a two-layered vehicle, 

a transparent, reflecting object displaying the projected landscape of the mind. 

The metaphorical construction of the poem can be compared to two sets of double 

mirrors facing each other. The optical effect of the first set of two mirrors is the reciprocal 

reflection of outdoor and indoor realities, of snowfall and Snow, the poem. This mutual 

reflection involves a transformative process, whereby the outdoor and the indoor worlds 

permeate each other. This transformation is just the first step of a more complex 

metamorphosis, whereby the outward activities of contemplation, writing, and reading come 

to represent an introspective, imaginative journey. In this second set of double mirrors, the 
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objective reality of both the indoor and the outdoor terrains reflects, and is reflected by, the 

subjective world. That is to say, the inside and the outside, the subjective and the objective 

worlds merge and become indistinguishable. The threshold situation of imaginative acts is 

characterised by holding together an outward and an inward point of view, where the outward 

point of view is itself a two-directional gaze, one eye fixed on the outdoor reality, the other on 

the indoor world. Here we are dealing with the square of a twofold mirror-technique. This 

analogy is a concretisation of the complex process whereby the objective and the subjective 

worlds, and related opposites (such as the observed object and the observer, snow and 

flowers, nature and the mind, reality and imagination, word and silence, figure and ground, 

the 'I' and the 'Other') reflect and mutually shape each other. The square of reciprocal 

reflection brings about the identity of the seer and the seen. Put very simply, while the flowers 

are watching the snowfall, the snowfall is also watching the flowers, and they are, in fact, 

watching their own transformed mirror-images through the transparent window, which is a 

two-sided looking glass. As a two-sided mirror, the window is an all-inclusive entity, yet as a 

transparent object it is associated with non-existence, or with the existence of 'the nothing'. 

Due to these ambivalent connotations, the window is a suitable configuration of the mandalic 

centre, the inaudible creative word, which is all words. Snow is another variation of this 

creative void. 

The transformative mirror-effect and the technique of double reflection have far

reaching implications: (1) The transformative mirror-effect is a metaphorical compression of 

the idea that the deep structures of the mind can never be laid bare. Whenever they manifest 

themselves, they appear in disguise. (2) The mutual reflection of the external and the internal 

worlds epitomises the central axiom of phenomenology, which can be traced to Kant's idea 

that it is impossible to obtain a mind-independent knowledge of reality. We can never know 

the 'things in themselves', because they are always already filtered through our 

consciousness. As William Blake wrote in A Vision of the Last Judgement, 'Mental things are 

alone real; what is call'd corporeal, Nobody knows of its Dwelling-place: it is in Fallacy and 

its Existence an Imposture. Where is the Existence Out of Mind or Thought?' (1972, 617). (3) 

The technique of transformative reflection and the dual mirror of spiritual and material worlds 

are poetic condensations of the concept of psycho-physical universe, or 'unus mundus', which 

is a central aspect of mandala symbolism and of Jung's psycho-cosmology. 
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5. Snow as an incarnation of the immortal mental-spiritual interior 

'A ,L\o :HOro - BCe ,L\aJIbllIe - B cHera. B rOJIoe HH~eHcTBo. KaK 
MaJIO 6bIJIO HY)J(HO Be~eii:. qYTb 60JIbllIe - PYK. CTHxoTBopeHHe ... 
- Bce :HO He~IHOrOe, Bce 60JIee -
6e3 Hac - MI1p.' 

(from Aygi 's Ilo33ufl-KaK-MoJl'laHue) 

'So you're back. 
Listen to this life splinter 
clish clish 
like blown glass 
like snow-crystals 
icon after icon.' 

(from Jeni Couzyn's In the Skin House) 

In Aygi's CHez, the transparent window, which displays the snowfall, also reflects the interior 

journey of the lyric persona. As in Illyes's Ujevi ablak, the sight of snowfall stimulates the 

poet to embark on a mental journey in two temporal directions simultaneously, backwards to 

the past, and forward to the future, when he will no longer be present physically, only in the 

memory of others, as an ever-silent interlocutor of their interior dialogues: 

a TaM, 3a HHMH, [3a OKOHHblMH paMaMI1] 
OKOJIO cpoHapeii:, 
KPY)J(HTCH CH er 
c caMoro HallIero ,L\eTCTBa. 

116Y,L\eT KPY)J(HTbCH, nOKa Ha 3er-me 
Te6H BcnoMHHalOT H c T060ii: rOBOpHT. 

The last stanza quoted here is ambiguous in that it connects the phrase 'Te651 BCIIoMHHaIOT' to 

the phrase 'c T060H rOBOp5lT', thereby implying both the absence and the presence of the 

addressee. This apparent paradox can be reconciled in the concept of negative presence. This 

stanza can be read as a condensed reformulation of Pasternak's concept of immortality in the 

form of the lyric persona's interior dialogue, whereby he assures himself of his poetic after

life. The anonymous addressee, who is incarnated in the form of whirling snow, thus can be 

identified with the incorporeal, immortal aspect of the poetic self, a spiritual essence, which is 

believed to be present after death in the form of Snow and other poems, in the memory of 

friends, relatives, and readers. 159 It logically follows from using snow as a metaphor for poetic 

word and silence that snow is also a metaphor for what poetic language manifests, the 

159 The image of white sparks in the last stanza is comparable to the 'white radiance of eternity' from Shelley's 
Adonais, an elegy on Keats. 
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immortal, creative soul. 160 The last part of the poem, depicting a ceaseless snowfall, confirms 

the lyric persona's belief in poetic immortality: 

113TH 6eJIble XJIOnbH KOr,L\a-TO 
yBH,L\eJI H HaHBY, 
H 3aKpbIn rJIa3a, H He Mory EX OTI<PbITb, 
H KpY)KaTCH 6eJIble HCI<PbI, 

H oCTaHoBHTb HX 
H He MOry. 

These lines, depicting the threshold situation of the imaginative act, anticipate the border 

situation of dying, which is the beginning of eternal poetic memory. As suggested by the 

visual self-referentiality of O-{ez, the shining snowflakes, which continue falling behind the 

closed eyes, can represent creative words and silences, or their echoes, in which the spiritual, 

incorporeal essence of the poet's personality continues to exist. The image of white sparks 

scintillating in the darkness behind the eternally closed eyes is, then, an illustration of a 

synthesis of being and non-being, presence and absence, life and after-life, movement and 

stillness. 

There is an apparent contradiction in that the image of eternally closed eyes implies 

death, whereas the inward sight of ceaseless snowfall implies that life is still going on. This 

contradiction is an innovative poetic representation of the common concept that threshold

moments contain eternity. Here we are dealing with an implicit winter solstice symbolism. 

The image of white sparks scattered in darkness may be said to be a spatial configuration of 

the eternalised midnight-moment when light is reborn at the longest and darkest night of the 

year. Pasternak's description of the days of the winter solstice in EouHcmeeHHble OHU is so 

similar in essence to Aygi's description of inward snowfall that these two symbols can be 

fused by blending the two texts through their shared anaphoric device: 

11 Ka)J(,L(blii: 6bIn HenOBTOpI1M 
11 nOBTOpHJICH BHOBb 6e3 CLleTa. 

160 C. G. Jung characterised the creative soul as 'a spiritual and immortal figure within', 'an invisible, personal 
entity that apparently lives in a world very different from ours. Consequently, once the activity of the soul is felt 
to be that of an autonomous entity having no ties with our mortal substance, it is but a step to imagining that this 
entity must lead an entirely independent existence, perhaps in a world of invisible things' (1966, vol. 7, 192, 
191). According to Jung, 'the immediate meaning of "immortality" is simply a psychic activity that transcends 
the limits of consciousness' (1966, vol. 7. 191). This definition implies that immortality is not the same as poetic 
memory, although the two concepts are often used as synonyms. The extra-temporal experience achieved during 
a deep absorption into imaginative activity is a death-like state, as well as a form of immortality. The most 
obvious manifestation of the immortal spirit is the work of art, which functions as a trace of the creative artist: a 
trace of time in eternity (which is poetic memory), and a trace of eternity in time (which is immortality in the 
Jungian sense of the word). 
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11 KpY)J(aTCjj 6eJIhle I1CKPhI, 

11 oCTaHOBI1Th I1X 

jj He MOry. 

The winter solstice symbolism of Eoulicm6eHHbze oml is comparable to the poetic meanings of 

snow in Aygi's Cliez and Pasternak's CHe2 uoem. The parallel between these poems 

anticipates that in Aygi's poem the border situation in which the processes of dying and 

imaginative acts are united may integrate a third component, the transformative experience of 

love. This topic will be investigated later. 

6. Interplay of opposites in metaphorically related border situations 

'Augen, weltblind, 
Augen im Sterbegekltift, 
Augen Augen: 

Das Schneebett unter uns beiden, das Schneebett. 
Kristall um Kristall, 
zeittief gegittert, wir fallen, 
wir fallen und liegen und fallen.' 

(from Schneebett, by Paul Celan)161 

In the last two stanzas of Aygi's poem, the closing of eyes can represent not only dying, but 

also a transition from waking to dream, from reality to imagination, from outward 

contemplation to introspection. These threshold experiences are frequently correlated in 

Aygi's works. Most obviously, in COWU-11033Ufl, the transitory state between conscious 

awareness and unconscious mental state is related to falling asleep, to the creative act, and to 

the moment between existence and non-existence. These border situations are treated as 

metaphors for each other, and they are conceived of by inversion as illuminating, awakening 

experiences. Their fundamental unity is expressed in Aygi's compound nouns such as 'Sleep

Poetry', 'Sleep-the-creator', 'Sleep-the-artist', 'Sleep-Illumination', 'Sleep-Lethe', 'Sleep

Haven' ('COH-I1033IUI', 'COH-TBOpeu:', 'COH-XY,l.l,O)KHHK', 'CoH-03apeHHe', 'CoH-JIeTa', 

'CoH-I1pH6e)l(HlIJ,e'; Aygi 1989, 90, 97, 97, 96, 90, 85). These transitory states are united at 

the end of the poem, where the closing of the eyes not only portrays the processes of falling 

161 'Eyes world-blind, / eyes in the fissure of dying, / eyes eyes: /I The snow-bed under us both, the snow-bed. / 
Crystal on crystal, / meshed deep as time, we fall, / we fall and lie there and fall.' (from Paul Celan's Snow-bed, 
translated by Michael Hamburger). 
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asleep and dying, but it can also be a metaphor for attaining an imaginative insight. In these 

threshold experiences, snow has a manifold existence: it is apparent for the conscious mind in 

its real, physical fonn, which is referred to as '6eJIble XJIOIIb5I', and it is present for the inward 

sight of imagination in its chronotopic and metaphorical form as '6eJIble HCKPbI', 

embodiments of the immortal soul, radiating, creative words together with their white 

shadows, the meaningful silences. 

The death-like descent into the unconscious realm during dream, introspective 

meditation and the imaginative state can be associated superficially with a transition from 

light to darkness. By inversion, this process can also be associated on a metaphorical level 

with a transition from darkness to light. This paradoxical reversal of light and darkness can be 

explained by the simultaneous operation of reasoning consciousness and imagination. From 

the point of view of reason, to disregard outward reality is to dwell in darkness; dream and 

imagination mislead from truth; knowledge and mental enlightenment are achieved by 

trusting the physical organs of perception. From the point of view of imagination, however, 

there is a spiritual, imperceptible significance beyond the world of appearances, which cannot 

be comprehended by imitative reason. Some sort of illumination, a spiritual awakening to a 

liberated, heightened mental state is taking place when one attains the 'dark' depth of the 

unconscious either in dream or in the imaginative state. This oscillation of darkness and light 

is widely used in Aygi' s poetry as a metaphorical condensation of the border-situation of 

holding together two points of view. The interplay of light and darkness is evoked, for 

instance, by the compound noun 'Sleep-Illumination' ('CoH-03apeHHe'), and by the image of 

white sparks disseminated in the darkness behind the closed eyes. The mutual interpenetration 

of conscious and unconscious states entails the ambivalent feeling that one is moving towards 

an inner light while descending to darkness. This state of paradoxical equilibrium is often 

illustrated in Aygi' s works by sunset or dawn, transitory periods when light permeates 

darkness, and by dispersal images in which various forms of light, such as shining particles of 

snow or golden dust are scattered through darkness. Alternatively, dissemination images, such 

as sound-waves, smell, or rain penetrating the neutral, invisible, soundless background of air 

also appear. These images can represent, among other things, the threshold moment of 

creation, when light and darkness, word and silence, movement and stillness, existence and 

non-existence, and other opposites coexist. 162 These binary oppositions are interrelated in 

162 Typical examples of the issues discussed in this paragraph are Aygi's 3apfl: nocJle 3aHflmuu, JIec - mOJlbKO no 
UlYMY, 30ecb, Tenepb 6ce20a CHe2a, CHe2 C nepepb/BW4U, and Bce OaJ/bUle 6 CHe2a. 
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creation myths where the appearance of the world-creating Word from the pre-creational 

silence is compared to the appearance of light from darkness at the midnight-moment of the 

year. In dispersal images, figure and ground are interchangeable; there is no strict temporal or 

spatial division between light and darkness, or between word and silence. In all-pervading 

dissemination images, the threshold moment of transition from one mode to its opposite is 

prolonged to eternity, which is illustrated in the spatial and temporal co-existence of the 

opposites of figure and ground. 

The 9th stanza of CHez portrays an intermediate state, when conscious and unconscious 

states of mind interact. The first two lines describe conscious perception of reality by the 

bodily eyes, whereas the last two lines describe dream vision seen by the inward eyes. There 

is, however, no sharp dividing line between these modes of perception. The inward vision of 

white sparks scattered through darkness appears as a reflection of the nightly snowfall.
163 

This 

similarity of outward and inward sight represents the simultaneous processes of introjection 

and projection, whereby concrete objects are interiorised and turned into metaphors, and, 

conversely, mental images are externalised. In other words, as there is room for reality in 

imagination, so imagination can inhabit reality. The 9th stanza of CHez is, then, an artistic 

portrayal of the paradoxical threshold situation when the outside and the inside worlds 

overlap, both realms representing an interplay of reality and imagination, light and darkness, 

while still maintaining their dominant features . One dominant mode is distinguishable from 

its opposite (as life can be distinguished from death, waking from sleep, reality from 

imagination, outward gaze from inward vision, rational perception from non-ordinary mental 

sensitivity), yet they are indivisible because both modes always already contain their 

antitheses. This dynamic intelTelation of opposites is one of the distinctive features of the 

imagery of all the focused texts discussed previously, and of other poems in which the image 

of the window functions as an ambivalent, connecting and dividing border, a two-sided 

looking glass between the external and the internal worlds. These poems reveal that the border 

situation of uniting an outward and an inward point of view enables us to catch a glimpse of 

the fundamental double-mirror-structure of the psycho-physical universe. 

The synthesis of outward and inward perception also designates a semi-conscious 

state, which enables one to reach the ambivalent, paradoxical, and enigmatic core of 

existence. One needs to transcend the limitations of ordinary consciousness to glimpse the 

undifferentiated, hidden essence of being, yet, at the same time, this synthetic information is 

163 It is strongly suggested by the images of lamp and lamp-post that the poem describes an evening scene. 
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processed through the rational cognitive apparatus, which is why the data of altered 

consciousness appear as ambivalence, paradox, and mystery. In other words, what our reason 

perceives as undifferentiated chaos, ambivalence, paradox, or eternal enigma, is the natural 

order of things according to the inner logic of non-ordinary consciousness. Things which are 

rationally incomprehensible may have a secret inner structure, which we cannot understand, 

yet we can sense through deep emotional involvement. Only by balancing a rational and a 

non-ordinary point of view can we comprehend that incomprehensibility is the ultimate nature 

of the deepest layers of existence. It is in this intermediary mental state when we can combine 

thought and feeling, perceive the wonder of mystery, sense the reality of miracle, and believe 

in the existence of a non-ordinary, abstract reality, which is not perceptible by the physical 

organs of perception and the brain, only by the extra-sensory, emotional 'logic' of the mind 

and the soul. In the threshold situation of combining the sensory data of the bodily eye (and 

other organs of perception) with the extra-sensory data of the mind's far-sighted inner eye, 

one can experience an epiphanic moment of blinding illumination, which involves the 

recognition that the concentrated essence of existence is forever concealed from ordinary 

cognitive thought-forms, yet it is accessible (but not explicable) by pre-cognitive and post

cognitive imaginative acts. 

7. 'White sparks' and 'white stars', representing inward light 

'.nyrna 11 CBeT 11 cHer' 

(from Aygi's Tenepb 8cezoa cHeza) 

In the 9th stanza of CHez, the transition from extraverted perception to a reflective mental state 

is accompanied by the transformation of snow. As the white flakes (,6eJIble XJIOIIMI') enter 

from reality into the dark interior realm behind the closed eyes, they become white sparks 

('6eJIble H"CKPbI'). This transformation is almost imperceptible. The internalised snow is very 

similar to the outdoor snow, yet it is also different from it; it is both a mental replica (a 'copy' 

in memory) of what the poet saw in reality, and a qualitatively different inward entity. The 

process of interiorisation, whereby the genuine white flakes become mental pictures of 

radiating white sparks, is a manifestation of the artistic activity of turning real objects into 

metaphors, in order to express abstract, spiritual, transcendental ideas in the form of concrete, 

outward reality, or to depict the threshold experience whereby the world and the mind 

dissolve in each other. The transformation of white flakes into white sparks represents the 

simultaneity of outward contemplation and introspection, whereby the half-seeing, half-blind 
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hands, extensions of the poet's half-closed eyes, capture the scene beyond the window, and, at 

the same time, arrest the invisible contents and thought-forms of the mind. This two

directional contemplation manifests a synthesis of nature and the mind, of conscious and 

imaginative modes of perception, of referential and connotative meanings, and of the 

transformation of the window-page into a two-sided looking glass. 

During the metaphor-making process of simultaneous projection and introjection, 

snow is endowed with the property of light. When the white flakes are referred to as white 

sparks, they immediately assimilate connotations of conventional radiation images, such as 

light, fire, and the eye. The image of white sparks, as a poetic configuration of common radial 

images, is comparable to Pastemak's description of snow as '6eJIble 3Be3.IJ:OQKI1' and '6eJIbIH: 

oroHb'. The image of shining snow is widely used in literature as a metaphor for the 

imagination. 164 The embedding of light in the image of snow manifests an oscillation of life 

and death, because light is a common symbol of life and creative energy, and the ice-cold, 

descending snowfall is metonymically related to winter, the season of death. Since the image 

of shining snow contains the attributes of both death and life, it is a more precise analogue of 

the border-situation of imaginative acts than pure light without the connotation of non

existence would be. The imaginative act has both destructive and creative aspects. It involves 

a death-like oblivion of the self, and it is a paradigmatic event of the creation of a new life. 

Imagination is a mental act of deconstructing worn-out concepts and metaphors. 

The image of bright snow as a metaphor for creative imagination and its products is an 

emblem of a unique balance of novelty and tradition. It is an innovative yet recurring 

metaphor, in which death and life, the traditional components of snow and light, are 

synthesised as a poetic condensation of the ambivalent nature of threshold-situations. 

164 Here I list just a few examples: Jeno Dsida' s Vtban Cl rendeltetesfele (On the Way Towards Destiny), Dylan 
Thomas's A Winter's Tale, Shelley'S Mont Blanc, Wall ace Stevens's Pieces, Robert Frost's Stars. 
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8. The closing of eyes as a metaphor for attaining inward vision 

'SchHifst du? 

Schlaf. 

Meermtihle geht, 
eishell und ungehort, 
in unseren Augen.' 

(from Weiss und Leicht, by Paul Celan)165 

Similarly to the texts discussed in the previous chapters, the reader of Aygi's ClIe2 can re

enact the poet's two-directional contemplation. While looking outwards at Snow, the traces of 

the poet's distant hands on the window-like page, the reader is also looking inwards, thereby 

witnessing the transformation of the window-page into a mirror. The closing of eyes in stanza 

9 can represent the mirror-phase of interpretation, the reader's mental shift from the explicit 

surface content to unspoken meanings, that is to say, a shift from focusing on words to 

interpreting silence. The semantic transformation of the ostensible subject matter into a 

metaphorical context is a manifestation of the border-situation of the receptive act, whereby 

the reader surpasses the limits of outward gaze and gains an inward insight. As the silences 

surrounding the words obtain meanings, they come to function as invisible reflections of the 

reader's and the poet's inward sight on the mirror-like page. The transformation of the 

window-page into a mirror takes place at the moment when the poet and the reader start 

writing and reading meaning into silence. This shift from passive, imitative reason to creative 

imagination is only possible if the poet and the reader 'close' their bodily eyes so that they 

can open their inward eyes, adopting an introverted, imaginative attitude, which enables them 

to grasp a spiritual, immaterial, eternal reality beyond the reach of senses, and to enrich 

visible appearances or ostensible subject matters with 'invisible' meanings. 

Traditionally, the closing of eyes and blindness have two contradictory associations, 

which are comparable to the mutually incompatible meanings of light and darkness discussed 

in the 6
th 

section of this chapter. From the point of view of the sensebound reasoning 

consciousness, blindness symbolises 'ignorance of the real state of things, denial of the 

obvious, and hence madness, stupidity, and irresponsibility' (Chevalier and Gheerbrant 1996, 

99). From a more imaginative and philosophical viewpoint, 'the blind are those who ignore 

the deceitful shows of this world, and thanks to this are privileged to know its secret reality, 

165 ',Are you ~sleep? II Sleep, /I Ocean-mill turns, I Ice-bright and unheard I In our eyes' (From Paul Celan's 
White and LIght, translated by Michael Hamburger), 
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too deeply buried to be discerned by ordinary humanity' (Chevalier and Gheerbrant 1996,99). 

The darkness behind the closed or blind eyes is, thus, the dwelling place of inward light, of 

white sparks, which can symbolise clairvoyance, mental illumination, self-knowledge, 

imagination, or prophetic wisdom. 166 

At the end of Aygi's poem, the closing of eyes may symbolise the threshold moment 

of blinding illumination. The countless, ever-falling white sparks emanate so much light that 

they make the speaker of the poem snow-blind. The appearance of white sparks behind the 

closed eyes can represent the conventional paradox that blindness is associated with the gift of 

seeing some sort of spiritual essence beneath the surface of physical reality. Applying the 

ambivalent fusion of blindness and insight to the poem, the white sparks, which bring light 

into the dark realm behind the closed eyes, can be associated with inward vision, and thus 

with the mind's self-reflecting eyes.167 This is consistent with the double mirror-technique 

applied in the poem. While the white sparks can be endowed with sight, as if they were 

observing inward eyes, at the same time, they are also being observed; they are actually seen 

as dream-like images permeating the dark realm behind the closed eyes. This portrayal of self

examining eyes, a hidden mirror-technique, can represent the introspective self-discovery of 

the soul. The semantic link between snow and the eye is based on the affinity between the 

poetic function of snow and the traditional symbolism of the eye. The eye is commonly 

regarded as the window or the mirror of the soul; it is, then, a potential synonym of both snow 

and the window. Etymologically, the window is the eye of the wind, that is to say, the eye of 

the creative spirit, just like snow, which, in these poems, is both the seer and the seen. 

Introspection can be described figuratively as looking with the mind's eye into the mind's 

eye, as if seeing the mirror of the soul in the mirror of the soul. Self-reflection is a dynamic 

process of looking into an inner mirror with one's inward eyes, and looking back from the 

mirror into the inward eyes, so that not only the nature of the mind, but the very act of 

introspection can also be observed. 

On a metaphorical level, the closing of bodily eyes can symbolise the process whereby 

the eyes are turning inwards for the sake of self-discovery. Surprisingly, in Aygi's poem, the 

166 In myth, folklore, and legend, there are many blind creator-figures, inspired bards, musicians, poets, and 
prophets: 'seers' of secrets which are not visible for the bodily eyes. Blind wonder-workers or enchanters can 
create things by the power of their words. Homer has been portrayed by sculptors as blind. The Greek Tiresias, 
the Finnish Vejnemojnen, The Egyptian Ptah, the Welsh Taliesin are typical examples of the farsighted prophet, 
creator, storyteller, or singer. 
167 One can apply the paradoxical analogy between blindness and sight to Robert Frost's Stars, thereby 
transforming the ostensible meaning of the last line into its opposite: 'Those stars like some snow-white / 
Minerva's snow-white marble eyes / Without the gift of sight'. The allusion to Minerva, goddess of wisdom, is 
consistent with the idea that blindness can be a metaphor for inward sight. 
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sight of outward reality is maintained after closing the eyes. What the inward eyes see behind 

the closed eyes (snow scattered in darkness) appears to be a copy of what the corporeal eyes 

saw in reality. There is, however, a latent transformation concealed in this parallel. The 

closing of eyes may symbolise a metaphor-making process, a typical technique of self

expression, which is based on simultaneous acts of introjection and projection. The objects of 

outward material reality (such as snow and window) are interiorised and are endowed with 

inward meanings. Conversely, abstract, immaterial mental concepts are externalised and 

embodied in the forms of concrete objects. The similarity between what the bodily eyes see 

outside in reality and what the mind's eyes see in the world of dream or imagination shows 

that what appears to be a transition from external reality to another, physically imperceptible, 

inward reality, is a more complex process. The outside world of white flakes is hardly 

distinguishable from the inside world of white sparks. These realms interpenetrate each other, 

as if they had always already been in the state of ongoing transformation. It seems that once 

the synthetic quality of the border has been experienced, one can never again be either outside 

or inside, either in reality or in imagination, only in the border-land, regardless of whether one 

is actually standing on the threshold, or outside, or inside. As soon as the window is revealed 

to be a two-sided looking glass, this unique quality expands, and comes to characterise the 

outside and the inside worlds. In this extended border situation, outward and inward gaze 

(sight and blindness) cannot be divided. In the threshold situation of simultaneously outward 

and inward contemplation, the eyes are looking at snow, at the words and silences of Snow, 

and, at the same time, they are looking into the mind's eyes, as if in a mirror. During the 

process of simultaneous introjection and projection, the external objects of snow and window 

can be perceived imaginatively as transformed mirror-images of the self-reflecting mind's 

eye. 

The closing of eyes as a metaphor for the opening of inward eyes is revealed to be an 

alternative poetic illustration of the mirror-phase of imaginative acts, whereby Snow on the 

window-page is perceived as an embodiment of the mind. The act of seeing the mind in the 

form of outward reality is illustrated in the 9th stanza by an ambivalent balancing of 

parallel/contrast, and of similarity/dissimilarity in the perception of white flakes and white 

sparks. As it has been pointed out before, the transformation of white flakes into white sparks 

is more than a poetic description of a transition from reality to imagination, from outside to 

inside, and it is more than the illustration of an imitative recollection of reality; it can be 

interpreted as a poetic representation of a mirror-technique, a simultaneous interiorisation and 

externalisation, which entails the reversibility and mutual interpenetration of outside/inside, 
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nature/the mind, material/spiritual, object/subject, concrete/abstract, reality/dream or 

imagination, life/after:-life, conscious/unconscious states of mind, and other opposites. 

9. Snow and window: mirrors of the soul, poetic synonyms of the eye 

'The Outer - from the Inner 
Derives its Magnitude - [ .. . ] 
The Star's whole Secret - in the Lake
Eyes were not meant to know.' 
(from Emily Dickinson's poem 451) 

In the context of Aygi's poem, it is particularly relevant to perceive snow imaginatively as the 

mind's eye, or a transformed reflection of the mind's eye. Both snow and window take on the 

symbolic function of the eye as a window or a mirror of the soul. It has been mentioned 

earlier that the window is commonly associated with light, with the eye, and with the soul. 

These traditional metaphorical correspondences are operative in Aygi's poem, where the 

outward contemplation of window comes to represent an inward contemplation of the soul, 

and, conversely, introspection is comparable to looking at a window, or looking into the eye 

of the wind, both the eye and the wind being conventional symbols of the soul. The traditional 

associative link between window and the eye is maintained indirectly in any poem where the 

window, and its metaphorical substitute, the page, function in the threshold experience of 

imaginative acts as mirrors of the soul. The semantic fusion of the images of snow, window, 

wind, eye, and mirror is in accordance with the synthesis of the seer and the seen in self

reflecting poems. 

Window and snow are used interchangeably as transformed mirror-images of the 

mind's eye. They are both the mirror and the reflection in the mirror. Both snow and window 

are crystalline materials; both of them are associated with light, with the imaginative mind, 

and both of them represent a threshold-experience, whereby the two contrasting poles of the 

binary units of outsidelinside, realitylimagination, the observer/the observed object, the 

creator/the creation, and so on, are reflected in each other. Window and snow are almost 

inseparable in actual visual perception due to the transparency of the window-pane. They are 

strongly interrelated on a metaphorical plane as well, since snow, as a metaphor for the words 

and silences of Snow, actually makes up the window-page. Both snow and window are objects 

of contemplation, metaphors for the poem itself. The interchangeability of white snow and 
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transparent window is most evident in the affinity between the meta-poetic function of the 

title of Aygi's Snow and Illyes's New Year's Window. 

A deeper affinity between these symbols can be revealed when comparing them to the 

image of the eye. What snow, window, and their half-allegorical, half-metaphorical 

counterpart, the poem, have in common is that they assimilate the symbolic meaning of the 

eye, functioning as means for self-reflection. This is an example of the presence-absence 

structure of signification. The symbolic pair of snow and window is a 'vehicle' representing 

the written page as its 'tenor'. However, this tenor is also a 'vehicle' comparable to the 

symbol of the eye, functioning as a mirror, or an embodiment of the soul. 

One may wonder what is the benefit of complicating the poem with weaving the 

image of the eye into its texture, when the reflecting function of snow, window, and poem can 

be inferred from the text anyway.168 One reason for assimilating the symbol of the eye into the 

observed objects of snow and window is that it highlights the fact that we are dealing with a 

double mirror-technique, a mutual reflection of the observing mind and the observed world. 

Another reason for bringing the image of the eye into the poem is that indirectly it makes us 

aware of the transjormative mirror-effect employed in the poem. For what the observing eye 

sees in the mirror of the snow-poem is not an eye, but its transfiguration, snow and window. 

The same sort of metamorphosis is at the heart of the threshold situation depicted in 

Pasternak's Olez uoem and 3UMHJlJl HOttb, where flowers and snow, or candle and snow, are 

different entities (opposites) yet they also reflect each other. This transformative mirror

technique conveys the message that the structures of the mind can never appear as pure 

presence, and that the imaginative mind can never fully reflect itself, not even when it projects 

itself in another form, because there is always something ungraspable and elusive at the core 

of imaginativeness. In other words, the self-observing mind can never arrive at an ultimate 

knowledge of itself. The last lines of the poem depicting a perpetual snowfall suggest that the 

inward quest can never be accomplished. Aygi's snowfall is comparable to the metaphorical 

function of ripples in the work of the thirteenth century Jewish mystic, Moses de Lean: 

Thought reveals itself only through contemplating a little without content, contemplating sheer 
spirit. The contemplation is imperfect: you understand - then you lose what you have 
understood. Like pondering a thought: the light of that thought suddenly darkens, vanishes; 

168 The phrase 'reflective function ' is used, of course, in a non-literal sense. Neither snow nor the poem reflect 
optically, yet they can function as mirrors of the soul. Any poem and any metaphor which is a projection of 
thought-forms and mental contents is a symbolic mirror. Moreover, the poems analysed are built on the 
mythological-phenomenological concept that the world is a minor of the mind. 
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then it returns and shines - and vanishes again. No one can understand the content of that light. 
It is like the light that appears when water ripples in a bowl: shining here, suddenly 
disappearing - then reappearing somewhere else. You think that you have grasped the light, 
when suddenly it escapes, radiating elsewhere. You pursue it, hoping to catch it - but you 
cannot. Yet you cannot bring yourself to leave. You keep pursuing it. (translated by Daniel C. 
Matt, in Matt 1996, 114,201) 

10. The interchangeability of snow, eye, and window in a wider perspective 

'Tor~a H nOIDIJI, nO'leMY 
OHa [3HMa] BO BpeMH CHeron~a, CHe)KHHKaMH 
npOH3aH TbMY, 3arJIH~bIBaJIa B ~OM H3 ca~a.' 
(from Pasternak's IIoc!le nepepbl6a) 

The latent associative link between snow, window, and eye is an example of how 

conventional images (such as the eye) can take on new poetic forms. The eye here functions 

as a 'trace', because it is absent, yet it is vaguely present in the images of snow and window. 

By enriching the poem with the symbol of the eye, the abstract mirror-technique of 

self-examination and the mutual reflection of the inside and the outside worlds obtain a 

concrete visual form. The latent presence of the eye in the observed objects of snow and 

window implies the presence of a two-sided mirror and a synthesis of the seer and the seen. 

The eye which looks back from the snowy window-page is both an observed eye and a 

reflection of the observing eye. The composite image of snow-window-eye is, then, both the 

mirror and the observer's reflection in the mirror. By transforming the observed objects of 

snow and window into observed and observing eyes, one can actually visualise the identity of 

the seer and the seen. This supports the argument that the poem can function as a mirror, in 

which one can watch the mind at the very moment of simultaneously outward and inward 

contemplation. The compari son of snow and window with an eye makes it easier to grasp that 

the act of watching snow and window (i. e. dealing with the poem) is metaphorically the same 

as watching the contemplating 'I'. By illustrating this technique as the mind's eye-contact 

with itself, one can visualise in a concrete form the abstract processes of introspection, self

discovery, and self-reflection. 

We have related the image of snow to the organ of contemplation (the eye) and to the 

medium of imaginative thought (word). Synthesising word and eye, the image of snow can 

represent words about contemplation, self-reflecting words (words about words), and self

reflecting eyes (eyes looking into their own eyes, as an illustration of the self-exploration of 

the mind, and of the very act of simultaneously outward and inward contemplation). The 

association of snow with both the eye and the creative word is consistent with the basic 
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organising principle of the text, the metaphorical synthesis of contemplation and the 

imaginative acts. The simultaneous presence and absence of the eye is in keeping with the 

poetic function of snow as a metaphor for both word and silence. The semantic pairs of eye

word and blindness-silence are inextricably intertwined throughout the poem, as we have seen 

in the hidden motif of the half-seeing, half-blind hand. 

The image of white sparks, when compared to introspective eyes which both observe 

and are being observed, functions as a microstructural replica of the mirror-technique applied 

in the poem as a whole. Here we are dealing with a method of recursive embeddings of 

mirrors within mirrors, similar to the Chinese box-structure. 169 This recursive repetition of the 

technique of reduplication is part of the meaning of the poem, since it highlights the act of 

self-reflection. 

The correlation of snow and the eye may seem somewhat far-fetched until we link it to 

relevant intertexts. It has been mentioned in the second chapter that in the narrative context of 

Pasternak's 3UMHJlJl 1-10% there is an associative link between the candle and the eye, and that 

the candle (like the flowers in C1-Iee uoem) is a transformed reflection of the snowfall. Snow 

and candle are, then, watching each other as if they were two eyes, or two mirrors. The 

associative link between snow, candle, and the eye is consistent with the technique of double 

reflection, which involves the identity of the observer and the observed object. 

More convincingly, one can relate Aygi's CHee to Pasternak's naClle nepepbl6a, where 

the snowflakes illuminating the darkness of the night are endowed with sight. Snow is 

depicted as the eye of the personified, feminine creative inspiration,170 that is to say, the 

inward eye of the poet, a symbol of his creative soul. Snow is, then, both outside and inside; it 

is both a concrete object of nature and a manifestation of the imaginative spirit. By using a 

window-mirror alternation, the poet portrays himself as he is looking through a window at the 

snowflakes, which appear as reflections of his inward eyes. These reflected inward eyes look 

back at him from the garden through the (looking) glass. (This is similar to the technique of 

twofold reflection applied in Hughes's poem, where the fox's eye is looking back into two 

eyes, which are watching it from behind a window.) The associative chain of snow - eye _ 

mirror/window of the soul, which we have read into Aygi's CHee in a somewhat arbitrary 

169 The self-referential technique of embedded mirror-structure is widely used in literature. Typical examples are 
Shake~peare's Ham.let: Borges's. The Man on the Threshold, and Shelley's Ozymandias. The technique of 
encios1l1g frames wlth1l1 frames IS also used in visual art. For instance, Vermeer, the painter, painted a painter 
who is painting the painting in which he appears (The Artist's Studio). Another example is an anonymous 
?loaster's caricature of an artist pain~ing his own self-portrait (c. 1700, National Museum of Ancient Art, Lisbon). 

I?s.tead of snow or snowfall, which are masculine nouns in Russian, their metonymical substitute, winter, a 
ferrun1l1e noun, is used in the poem as personified inspiration. 
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manner, is obviously applicable to the transformative, double mirror-technique in Pasternak's 

nOCfle nepepblea. This poem was written in 1957, two years before Aygi's Otez. It is possible 

that there is an author-established link between the two poems, whether conscious or 

unintentional. l7l 

When snow is used as a metaphor for imagination and its products, it is often related 

to traditional radiation images, such as the star, the candle, the window, the Sun, and also the 

inward eye. The symbol of the star can mediate between snow and the eye. The stars appear 

as the eyes of the night sky, and they are often compared to snow-crystals. Pasternak's 'white 

starlets' (in CHez uoem) and Aygi's 'white sparks' resemble the stars, the eyes of the night. 

The associative link between snowflakes, stars, and eyes gains support in an intertextual 

perspective, in which Pasternak's nOCfle nepepblea, CHez uoem, POJICOeCmeeHCKaJl 3ee30a, 

Aygi's CHez, JlHeapb: C l(ymeJ/ca, B Ol(HO: c03ee30ue, 3HaMeHa rmu-MazoMeoa, Aflbm, 

Robert Frost's Stars, Emily Dickinson's 'They dropped like flakes' (409), Wallace Stevens's 

Snow and Stars, Ted Hughes's Snow, Peder Eyzin's The star looks, and other poems are 

interrelated through their shared images, demonstrating what Bakhtin called 'semantic 

convergence'. This hypothetical dialogue of poems can be extended to anonymous, 

mythological texts. As snow is associated with the creative word in poetry, so is the eye in 

mythology. Cirlot mentions that 'the Egyptians defined the eye - or, rather the circle of the 

iris with the pupil as centre - as the "Sun in the mouth" (or creative word)' (1971,99). 

When soundless objects, such as the eye, the Sun, 'white stars', or snow represent the 

creative word, they transcend themselves in that they manifest the co-existence of silence and 

word. The interdependence of these opposites can be correlated to the dynamic interaction of 

blindness and sight. Both binary oppositions characterise the threshold-experience of 

imaginative acts, and both are associated with dispersal images, such as light scattered in 

darkness, or little particles disseminated in the invisible, transparent air. In Aygi's CHez, the 

overlapping of dark background and white sparks illustrates the synthesis and reversibility of 

blindness and sight, and of silence and word. Blindness, closed eyes, sleep, and silence are 

associatively related to each other. Paradoxically, they can represent their apparent opposites, 

including inward vision, the awakening of inspiration, and the germinal stage of the creation 

of words. Similarly to Aygi's CHez, the interplay of closed eyes and inward sight is correlated 

171 Aygi is not only familiar with Pasternak' s poetry, but he was a friend of the older poet; they were neighbours 
in the writers' village of Peredelkino. Some of Aygi's poems are explicitly related to Pasternak, including Ho'lb 
nepeozo CHeza, Ympo e nepeoefllwNo, Ilpeo l lyecl11eue p eKeueJIW, and IloKa. 

to the interdependence of silence and word III a number of Paul Celan's poems, most 

obviously perhaps in Erblinde (Go Blind): 

Erblinde schon heut: 
auch die Ewigkeit steht voller Augen -
darin 
ertrinkt, was den Bildern hinweghalf 
liber den Weg, den sie kamen, 
darin 
erlischt, was auch dich aus cler Sprache 
fortnahm mit einer Geste, 
die du geschehn lieBt wie 
den Tanz zweier Worte aus lauter 
Herbst und Seide unci Nichts. 

(Go blind now, today: 
eternity also is full of eyes -
in them 
drowns what helped images down 
the way they came, 
in them 
fades what took you out of language, 
lifted you out with a gesture 
which you allowed to happen like 
the dance of the words made of 
autumn and silk and nothingness.)172 

In Celan's poetry, which has many affinities with Aygi's poetic thought, the images of snow 

(or ice) and inward eyes are often united, and associated with interior dialogue, and with the 

white silence of introspection. Snowflakes, or raindrops, which are also eyes, represent the co-
" 

existence of articulation and non-speaking, and of blindness and inward sight in Augen (Eyes), 

Unten (Below), Schneebett (Snow-bed), Weiss und Leicht (White and Light), and Zuversicht 

(Confidence). These poems, together with mythological intertexts and with Pasternak's 

relevant works, can be linked to Aygi's CHez. By activating these intertexts, one is probably 

more willing to accept that the image of white sparks may represent the introspective soul, 

thus it can be associated with self-examining inward eyes, and with what the inward eyes see 

in the mirror-phase of imaginative acts. By bringing the images of the eye and mirror into the 

poem, it is easier to understand that the lyric persona can be one with the snowflakes, and, at 

the same time, he can see the snowflakes from an outside perspective. 

The parallel between the images of snow and eye is an example of the meaning

generating and systematising potentials of intertextual reading. I am aware of the danger that 

this method can lead to the misinterpretation of the authorial intention and to a radical 

expansion of the meaning which is suggested by the poem as a self-contained unit. The 

172 Translated by Michael Hamburger, in Celan 1996,246-247. 
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technique of spatial intertextuality is based on the assumption that works unrelated by their 

authors can inform one another through the reader, and that seemingly far-fetched links can 

serve as means for semantic expansion or creative misreadings. By reading more into the 

focused text than an isolated or reconstructive reading would allow, one can experience the 

self-generating and synthetic nature of imagination. This method can be a useful addition to 

those approaches which view the text as an embodiment of the author's consciousness. 

11. Image-synthesis and image-construction 

'the constellations falling' 
(from Ted Hughes's Snow) 

'He sings of my home. Snowflakes 
pause in their fall. 
Birds become stone' 
(from 'A man passes in the street', by Jeni 

Couzyn) 

The associative link between white sparks, inward eyes, and the mirror is an example of a 

constructive intertextual method, whereby new images are read into the semantic gaps of the 

focused text, and thereby function as intertextual traces. The assimilation of the eye and the 

mirror into Aygi's Cllez shows that connective symbols can not only be found ready-made in 

poetic language, but they can also be created from the silences surrounding the words. 

One has to distinguish between image-construction and image-synthesis. Image

construction takes place when the context of a poem stimulates the reader to conjure up the 

mental picture of an image which is not mentioned in the poem. For instance, the reflecting 

poetic function of snow and window prompted us to bring a new image, the mirror, into the 

contexts of the poems analysed. Another example is the composite image of half-seeing, half

blind hand, which has been inferred from the metaphorical simultaneity of two-directional 

contemplation and the wri ting act. Image-synthesis is a slightly different technique. It is 

applied when one is uniting two or more images which appear in different texts and have a 

semantic affinity. We have employed this method by synthesising the images of snow and 

window with the latent j mage of the eye on the basis of their common meanings and 

intertextuallinks. 
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The methods of image-construction and image-synthesis are comparable to the 

technique of condensation in dream-texts, a visual overlapping of two or more images. 173 

There is, however, a slight difference between condensation in dreams and these processes of 

intertextual imagination. Condensed dream images are more like multiple exposure photos, 

where two or more images are simultaneously present, as the eye is present in the candle in 

the narrative context of Pasternak' s 3U.MHflfl HO'-lb, or as the star is present in the snowflake in 

CHez uoem (,white starlets'). Intertextually created visual metaphors are characterised by a 

flickering of presence and absence of one image in the other. The methods of image

construction and image synthesis have been employed throughout this work, for instance, in 

drawing parallels between the snowflake, the star, and the sun of the winter solstice, 

comparing the snowfall to mythological axial symbols, fusing two dictionary meanings of the 

words 'leaf' and 'print', and relating the window to the eye, to snow, to a looking glass, and 

to the page. Palimpsest-like mental images, like the window-page, manifest the imaginative 

act of creating visual metaphors. This process is a step towards what Frye considers as the 

highest level of the systematic view of literary symbols, the anagogic phase, where 'the 

symbol is a monad, all symbols being united in a single, infinite and eternal verbal symbol' 

(1990, 121). The synthesis of different images is also an example of how the silences of a text 

can be filled and turned into a mirror, in which one can observe the metaphor-making 

imaginative act. 174 

173 Here I am using the Freudian term, condensation, which, together with the technique of displacement, 
constitute the two major operations of symbolic dream-texts. These 'visual' techniques are analogous to the two 
major verbal tropes, metaphor and metonymy. These correspondences contributed to Jacques Lacan's idea that 
'the unconscious is structured like a language' (Lodge, 79-106). Intertextual condensation of images can, indeed, 
be related to the unconscious, since it is an imaginative operation. 
174 The white mirror is a prominent example of intertextual image-construction. This mental image can be 
inferred from Celan's, Aygi's, and Dickinson's poems. It can function as a reader-created intertextual 
connective, a visual metaphor for the word-creating silence of introspection. By employing the methods of 
image-creation and image-synthesis, one can read the symbols of white mirror, snow, and window into Celan's 
Kristall (Crystal), where these images do not appear as words, yet they dwell in-between the words and lines. It 
is especially relevant to employ these methods in Krisrall, since one of the themes of the poem is the imaginative 
act of using the 'seventh' sense to reach beyond the perceptible surface of reality, and reading meanings into 
silence. In affinity with Aygi's CHez, there is an implication in Kristall that one can see more in words and 
images than meets the eye if one closes one's bodily eyes and looks with one's 'deep-sighted' inward eyes. 
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12. Poet and reader sharing Snow 

'ieh verliere dieh an dich, das 
ist mein Schneetrost, 

sag, da~ Jerusalem ist, 

sag, als ware ich dieses 
dell1 Wei~, 
als warst du 
meins, 

als konnten wir ohne uns wir sein 

ich blattre dich auf, fUr immer' 

(from Die Pole by Paul Celan)175 

Apart from functioning as a metaphor for introspection, the image of white sparks can evoke 

many other associations. The ceaselessly whirling, sparkling snowfall appears as an 

incarnation of the poet's immortal spiritual essence. The realm behind the closed eyes can 

thus represent the reader's mental-spiritual interior, inhabited and illuminated by Snow, which 

is an embodiment of the poet's immortal inner self. The speaker of the last three stanzas can 

be the reader who describes his or her experience whereby Snow, the manifestation of the 

poet's soul, becomes part of himself or herself. Through this profound interiorisation, an 

internal bond is established between the poet and the reader. The reader's empathic 

identification with the poet is a threshold situation whereby the boundaries which normally 

divide these two persons are blurred. The poem is, then, no longer an outward object of 

aesthetic contemplation separated from the reader, but a mirror in which the poet's and the 

reader's imaginative worlds are almost inseparably united.
176 

The assimilation of Snow in the 

reader's mental universe entails that the reader's deep communication with the absent-yet

present poet is also his or her interior dialogue. In the last three stanzas, the poet's self

addressing voice and the reader's voice addressing the absent-yet-present poet overlap. 

175 'I lose you to you, that I is my snowy comfort, Ilsay that Jerusalem is, II say it, as though 1 were this I your 
whiteness, I as though you I were mine, II as though without us we could be we, III open your leaves, for ever' 
(from Paul Celan's The Poles, translated by Michael Hamburger). 
176 The same concept is implied in Hughes ' s The Thollght-Fox, where the fox's eye (a single eye) behind the 
window appears as a reflection of two eyes, perhaps two 'I' -s, the poet and the reader. Of course, the poet's and 
reader's imaginative thought-forms and mental contents are never quite identical, but there is normally 
something which they share. Even if the reader is not concerned with the author's intentions, a section of their 
imaginative worlds normally overlaps . Conversely, even if the reader's aim is to reconstruct what the author 
meant to say in his poem, he can never re-experience exactly the author's creative mental state. 
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13. Dissolution and crystallisation 

'The mist that drifts away at dawn, leaving but dew in the fields, 
shall rise and gather into a cloud and then fall down in rain . [ ... ] 
Life, and all that lives, is conceived in the mist and not in the 
crystal. And who knows but a crystal is mist in decay?' 

(from The Prophet, by Kahlil Gibran) 

'The Moving Finger writes: 
and, having writ, 

Moves on. ' 
(from The Ruba 'iyat ofOmar Khayyam (Ll), translated by 
Edward Fitzgerald) 

The image of ceaseless snowfall is a 'question mark' at the end of Aygi's poem. It has many 

possible associations. Apati from poetic immOliality, it can represent poetic inspiration as an 

irresistible urge, which cannot be hindered or postponed. The perpetual snowfall can also 

symbolise time as an everlasting, irreversible flux. Another possible association is the endless 

repeatability and ever-growing richness of the poem. The bright snow which is still falling 

after the poem has came to an end can be a metaphor for the afterglow of imagination, the 

reverberation, or dissolution of words and their white shadows in memory. The final image of 

eternally whirling white sparks can also illustrate the moment of mental ilium ination, 

whereby the static appearance of the snow-poem is revealed to be a dynamic semantic 

network, a mirror of the self-generating nature of imagination. The kinetic effect of Snow can 

only be perceived by closing the blinds over the bodily eyes, thereby gaining inward vision 

through an imaginative, introverted attitude. This is a shared experience of the poet and the 

reader. 

Let us take a closer look at the invisible snowfall which overflows from the words of 

the poem, and is still whirling transparently when no more words are falling on the page. The 

semantic ambiguity of this image can be captured by the word 'dissolution'. One of the 

dictionary meanings of this word is the termination of life, both in the sense that the body 

ceases to exist (vanishes, disintegrates, disappears from existence), and in the sense that the 

soul continues to exist ('the dissolution of the soul from the body'). This metamorphosis is 

enacted at the end of the poem, when the white sparks become no longer visible for the 

corporeal eyes, yet they are still whirling inside. The disembodiment of white sparks takes 

place at the threshold moment when the words of the poem step into the realm of silence, and 

reverberate in that silence. This moment of transformation is referred to in the last line of 

Pasternak's CHe2 uoem as 'nepeKpecTKa nOBopoT'. In both poems, the final image represents 

an existential and an aesthetic border-situation, whose ambivalent nature can be arrested by 
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the word 'dissolution'. At the final turning point of the poem, the words dissolve in the sense 

that they no longer fall on the page (they disappear, like the evanescent, melting snow), yet 

they don't cease to exist because they are still there on the page, and they reverberate in 

memory. The echo of the poem is dissolving in the sense that it is being assimilated and 

absorbed in the mind. 

At first sight, it may seem to be inconsistent with the self-referential lyric plot that at 

the end of the poem, when the words stop falling on the page, the perpetual movement of 

white sparks is emphasised. The poem seems to come to a standstill, yet it is still going on. 

There are many ways in which this apparent contradiction can be resolved. The final image 

('11 KpY)KaTC51 6eJ1ble I1CKPbI, / 11 OCTaHOBI1Tb I1X / 51 He Mory') is open to many interpretations. 

It may be an emblem of the poet's awareness about the limitations of language. There are 

border-situations and other emotionally intense experiences which can never be arrested in 

language. Words are never enough for articulating the greatest mysteries, yet we need words 

because they can evoke that which cannot be expressed in language, and cannot be grasped by 

reason. That which is inexpressible and elusive can manifest itself in the silence which is 

created by words. The border-situation where word and silence, objective and subjective, 

outside and inside, movement and stillness, and other opposites co-exist in a paradoxical state 

of simultaneous balance and instability, is a unique quality, which manifests eternal 

ontological and epistemological enigmas. The perpetual, unlimited snowfall depicted at the 

borderline where the poem ends and returns to its beginning can be an emblem of the elusive 

nature of the self-reflecting mind and of the never-ending quest for meaning. The poem 

implies that the endless quest for meaning is meaningful, and that 'the fairest thing we can 

experience is the mysterious' (Albert Einstein). The inexhaustible semantic richness of the 

poetic text as an embodiment of the never-quite comprehensible, elusive imaginative mind is 

a prime example of multi-layered concealment. Perhaps the deepest knowledge is the 

knowledge about the limitations of knowledge. There are unfathomable, unthinkable, 

incomprehensible, inexplicable, and inexpressible mysteries at the heart of existence. At the 

crucial moments of profound understanding, things tend to turn into their opposites. As soon 

as something is crystallised, it dissolves, or deconstructs itself; it vanishes from sight, and 

thus evades our grasp. 

At the end of Aygi's poem, the closing of the eyes signals a transition whereby the 

seeing fingers become blind. Performing silence, the blind, inwardly seeing, clairvoyant hands 

can see that which cannot be seen, and they can grasp that which cannot be grasped. 

Everything which is not explicitly said in the poem exists in the traces of the blind fingers, in 
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the invisible snow, which is still falling, even now. The semantic plurality of the last lines is 

an integral pali of the poem's self-referentiality. The apparent inconsistency of finishing the 

poem with an image which implies the everlasting movement of words can be viewed as a 

deliberate abolishing of imitative, superficial self-allusiveness for the sake of a deeper, more 

genuine reflection of what is happening when 'the words, after speech, reach into the silence'. 

The following section from T. S. Eliot's Burnt Norton (1977, 175) can be read as a poetic 

interpretation of the final image of Aygi's CHe2: 

Words move, music moves 
Only in time; but that which is only living 
Can only die. Words, after speech, reach 
Into the silence. Only by the form, the pattern, 
Can words or music reach 
The stillness, as a Chinese jar still 
Moves perpetually in its stillness. 
Not the stillness of the violin, while the note lasts, 
Not that only, but the co-existence, 
Or say that the end precedes the beginning, 
And the end and the beginning were always there 
Before the beginning and after the end. 
And all is always now. 

NOlihrop Frye formulates similar thoughts in explicating the moment of entering the post

creational silence: 'When a critic deals with a work of literature, the most natural thing for 

him to do is to freeze it, to ignore its movement in time and look at it as a completed pattern 

of words, with all its parts existing simultaneously' (1963, 21). Arriving at the crossroad 

when the words enter silence, one can freeze the text, as if transforming rhythm into pattern. 

Similarly, when life, or a part of life, is accomplished, its seemingly random rhythm may 

crystallise in the form of a meaningful pattern. 

The combination of temporal and spatial perception is a border-situation where chaos 

and order co-exist. There is a sense of chaos and unceliainty during the process of reading and 

in the course of life, because it is unpredictable what words or events will follow. As T. S. 

Eliot wrote in East Coker, 'For the pattern is new in every moment / And every moment is a 

new and shocking / Valuation of all we have been' (1977, 179). The semantic unity and 

integrity of life and of the literary text can only be perceived when they are looked at from a 

distance as accomplished wholes. One has to 'freeze' life and the text (at least for a moment) 

in order to see it as an ordered complexity. 

The image of snowfall is a suitable visual analogue of the simultaneous mental grasp 

of what is successive in time (either in life or in a literary text). The snowflakes look alike, so 

the newly falling ones appear to be the same as the ones which have accomplished their 
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descent. In this sense, the snowflakes are 'frozen' in mid-air; they don't seem to disappear. At 

the same time, they also move and escape from sight, because each one is a different crystal. 

They are, indeed, similar to poetic words, which are still there in memory while new ones are 

being written or read, and after the poem has reached its last turning point. The paradox that 

the snowflakes appear to be indistinguishable from each other yet each is a unique, 

' unrepeatable' crystal reflects the observation that the snowfall is static and dynamic at the 

same time, like the threshold-moment when the rhythm of a work of literature is turning into a 

pattern. Due to this interplay of static and dynamic features, the snowfall is a suitable 

metaphor for the mental process of comprehending the text as a 'frozen', 'completed pattern 

of words, with all pa11s existing simultaneously' (Frye 1963, 21), and, at the same time, 

seeing it as an organic, kinetic semantic entity, which can never be brought to a static, frozen 

state. The simultaneity of perpetual motion and perpetual rest arises from a balancing of 

centripetal and centrifugal forces. The synthesis of stillness and movement is traditionally 

represented by the centre of the mandala, 'the still point of the turning world' (from T. S. 

Eliot's Burnt Norton), which is consubstantial with the threshold, and with the meeting of end 

and beginning when the circle, the symbol of infinity, is completed. The synthesis of the 

opposites of stillness/movement, and end/beginning is enacted in the last lines of T. S. Eliot's 

East Coker, which complements the synthesis of sound/silence and now/always in Burnt 

Norton (quoted before): 

We must be st ill and still moving 
Into another intensity 
For a further union, a deeper communion 
Through the dark cold and the empty desolation , 
The wave cry, the wind cry, the vast waters 
Of the petrel and the porpoise. In my end is my beginning. (from East CokeI', Eliot 1977,183) 

When the reading and the writing of the literary text are accomplished, the work is seen as a 

whole, as if it were frozen, yet at this very moment it is no longer frozen because new 

semantic links are revealed when the parts are related to the whole. This movement is 

different from the continuity of writing and reading. In the light of the text as a whole, even 

distant parts can interact. Like snowflakes, they touch each other, and melt into each other. 

Paradoxically, in its frozen, holistic state, the text is perpetually changing, dissolving. In fact, 

this is a double paradox. At the very moment when the text is frozen, or crystallised, its parts 

sta11 dissolving in each other, and when the text is thus dissolving, its essential dynamic and 

ambivalent features are crystallised. Crystallisation and dissolution are mutually 
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interdependent features of snow, of the literary text, of imaginative perception, and of the 

final crossroad of life. 

The never-changing, frozen appearance of the printed text conceals a dynamic 

semantic depth, which, being a reflection of the elusive nature of imagination, is impenetrable 

in the sense that it cannot be fully grasped or arrested. This kaleidoscopic perception involves 

the knowledge that unce11ainty and inexplicability are essential features of genuinely deep 

imaginativeness. The dynamic cross-fertilisation of the text and the imaginative mind means 

that the text can never be captured as a static, frozen entity. What is reached for, escapes just 

before or at the very moment of grasping it, as a snowflake dissolves in one's hand, or as the 

snowfall always changes its appearance, never coming to a standstill. Paradoxically, the last 

lines of the poem manage to capture the evanescent and the elusive by formulating 

figuratively the open-ended nature of the quest for meaning. The threshold experience of 

grasping the never quite graspable is comparable to the final stage of the archetypal quest, 

when the seeking hero arrives at a mystical centre, which is not a full stop at the end of the 

journey, but a question mark, epitomising the inherently ambivalent, enigmatic, and elusive 

nature of all genuinely deep human experience and knowledge. The reader's journey in the 

landscape of the literary text can never end with a full stop. Perhaps the most we can achieve 

during our literary quests is to find the most relevant questions, which will never have definite 

answers. Figuratively speaking, we have to walk further and fUl1her into the impenetrable 

snowfall. 

14. Traces ofPasternak's CHe2 uoem 

'Lo, shining flowers upon my window-pane 
The silver pencil of the winter draws ' 

(from Wintel', by Robert Louis Stevenson) 

The associative link between the paired images of snow-window and the threshold experience 

of imaginative acts is not immediately recognised in a close reading of Aygi's CHe2. The 

activation of IlIyes's Ujevi ablak as a supplementary intertext can reinforce the implicit self

referentiality of Aygi's poem. This inte11extual interpretation retrospectively sheds light on 

the first part of the text, which we have neglected so far. The first seven lines of the poem 

(stanzas 1-3) are rather obscure. The images described in this part are seemingly incompatible 

with each other, and it is also difficult to integrate them with the more coherent second part 

(stanzas 4-10). The random transition from one set of images to the next gives the impression 
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of semantic disarray and incomprehensibility in the first part of the poem. The very first 

image, in which snow, window, and flowers are juxtaposed, may seem to disturb the unity of 

the whole poem in a text-centred reading because the figure of flowers does not come up 

again in the text. This image may escape the reader ' s notice during close reading as the result 

of a common selective strategy, whereby apparently merely ornamental details are 

overlooked. However, it is unlikely that the significant textual position of the first stanza is 

occupied by a disposable detail. Thus, the reader is compelled to treat the symbolic triad of 

snow-window-flowers as a sign of 'a complementary intertext lying in wait somewhere' 

(Riffaterre 1980, 626) . The juxtaposition of snow, window, and flowers is a visual connective , 

which can mobilise many poems in which the same symbolic triad appears, including 

Pasternak's CHe2 uoel11 , Wallace Stevens's The Poems of Our Climate, Robeli Frost's Wind 

and Window Flower, Louis MacNeice's Snow, Robeli Louis Stevenson's Winter, Dezs6 

Kosztohinyi's Szerencid, (Serenade), Valerii Briusov's BecHa and Aygi's IIofl8lleHLle CHe2a. 

From among these poems, Pasternak's CHe2 uoem seems to be the most revealing intertext 

since this poem has obvious affinities with the self-allusive meanings which we have inferred 

from the focused text with the help of Illyes ' s poem. Whereas the communicative link 

between Aygi's CHe2 and the Hungarian poem is hypothetical, one cannot decide whether the 

symbolic triad of snow-window-flowers as a visual trace of CHe2 uoem in Aygi ' s CHe2 is a 

deliberate authorial borrowing, a casual echo, or a hypothetical reader-created link. Aygi's 

poem was written in 1959, two years after Pasternak's CHe2 uoem, and it could therefore be 

assumed that Aygi's CHe2 portrays an intersubjective dialogue with Pasternak. Neveliheless, 

since there is no literal citation from CHe2 uoem in Aygi's CHe2 or other proof that Aygi had 

Pasternak's poem in his mind when he wrote CHe2, it is better to leave the question open, and 

regard the links between the two texts as examples of (re?)constructive inteliextuality. 

If one accepts that the symbolic triad in the first stanza of Aygi's poem may be a 

conscious or unconscious allusion to Pasternak' s CHe2 uoel11, then one can integrate this 

image into the poem as a whole. The composite image of snow-window-flowers is a visual 

trace; it manifests both the presence and the absence ofPasternak' s CHe2 uoem in the focused 

text. The symbolic triad brings with it meanings which have been attached to it in the 

inteliext. In the light of CHe2 uoel11 , the 1st stanza of Aygi's poem can be read as a 

metaphorical condensation of the threshold experience of imaginative acts. This interpretation 

is in accordance with the self-referential feature of the latter part of the poem. In what 

follows, we will examine how CHe2 uoem can help us to uncover the semantic richness and 

unity of the seemingly disconnected images of the first three stanzas of Aygi ' s CHe2. 
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15. Imminent snow, nearby snow, and close snow: on the threshold 

between pre-creational silence and articulation 

' Crystal on crystal until crystal clouds 
Become an over-crystal out of ice, 
Exhaling these creations of itself. 

There is a sense in sounds beyond their meaning' 
(from Pieces, by Wallace Stevens) 

There are at least two possible interpretations of the phrase ' 6JHl3KHH CHef' in the first line, 

since ' 6JIH3KHH' is both a spatial and a temporal concept. Accordingly, the 1 st stanza has two, 

apparently incompatible meanings. When '6JIH3KHH' is treated as a spatial concept, the phrase 

'6JIH3KHH CHef' means 'nearby snow'. In this case, the 1st stanza, like the first stanza of 

Pasternak's CHe2 uoem, describes the simultaneous presence of snow and flowers, an unusual 

concurrence of winter and summer, of inorganic and organic phenomena, of death and life, 

and other opposites. In this context, the 1 st stanza describes the astonishment of the observer , 

for whom the flowers appear strange as they are juxtaposed to snow. 

When '6JIH3KHH' is treated as a temporal concept, the phrase '6JIH3KHH CHef' tra~slates 

as 'imminent snow'. This can refer to the moment before aliiculation, the pre-creational stage 

when Snow has not yet appeared on the window-page. Paradoxically, the word 'CHef ' is 

already present in the phrase ' 6m'l3KI1H CHef' ('imminent snow'), which can allude to the not

yet present snow, i.e. the not-yet miiculated words, and not-yet manifest intratextual silences. 

This paradox is a precise verbal manifestation of the state just before miiculation, when the 

pre-creational silence is pregnant with words and poetic thoughts. When '6JIH3KHH CHef' is 

read as 'imminent snow' , one may go as far as to interpret the 1 st stanza as a description of an 

ambivalent situation when the flowers appear or even 'feel' strange as they 'sense' the 

presence of the not-yet-falling, imminent snow. In this context, the flowers have an active 

function, which is in keeping with CHe2 uoem, where the personified geraniums represent the 

poet and the reader. By transferring the meta-poetic meanings of the images of snow and 

flowers from CHe2 uoel11 to Aygi's poem, one can interpret the first stanza either as a 

metaphorical pOlirayal of the ongoing acts of writing and reading (in this case, '6JIH3KI1H' is 

read as a spatial concept), or as a metaphorical representation of the moment just before the 

burst of creative energies (in this case, ' 6JIH3KHH' is read as a temporal concept) . 

These apparently incompatible interpretations can be reconciled by comparing the 

poem to Pasternak's 3UMa npU6!ltIJICCte111Cfl and IIOClle nepepbl8a. In these poems, the 

principle of retrospective self-reflection is employed: both poems are already being written 
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while the poet depicts the rise of inspiration (symbolised by winter and snow), or rep0l1s that 

he is just about to stat1 writing. In both texts, snowfall is associated with creative imagination. 

The 1 sI stanza of Aygi's CHe2 is comparable to these poems since it portrays both the pre

creational state and the creative process, a paradoxical oscillation of silence and al1iculation, 

which results from the interplay of two lexical meanings of the word '6JIH3KHH'. 

Apal1 from its temporal and spatial meanings, the word '6JIH3KHH' designates 

intimacy, as, for instance, in the phrase '6JIH3KHH ,ll,pyr' ('close friend'). In this sense, 

'6JIH3KHH cHer' ('close snow') can be a metaphor for the addressee, the poet's inward 

interlocutor, perhaps the personified poetic inspiration, who is so close that he or she is pat1 of 

the poet, as the invisible, imminent snow is a reflection of the flowers' minds. 

It is consistent with the poem's self-referentiality that the semantically ambiguous 

phrase '6JIH3KHH cHer' ('imminent/nearby/close snow') occurs in the first stanza, whose 

textual position manifests the transitory state when the pre-creational silence is still 'echoing' 

in the first words and intratextual silences. m The different meanings of '6JIH3KHH cHer' refer 

to three stages of an approaching movement: 'imminent snow' is the stage of void full with 

the negative presence of snow, 'nearby snow' refers to the stage when snow is already 

present, but it is divided from the observer, and, finally, 'close snow' implies a threshold

situation, a partial interiorisation of snow, as the common phrase 'close friend' implies that 

this friend has a place in the speaker's heart. The fact that the context of the poem allows 

three different meanings of '6JIH3KHH' to co-exist is reliant upon the phrase '6JIH3KHH cHer' 

functioning as a compression of an approaching movement, which involves the crucial 

moment of arriving at a boundary. 

The image of imminent/nearby/close snow is comparable to the approaching fox in 

Hughes's poem. Both images represent the ongoing process whereby a lyric thought is taking 

shape, coming closer and closer to the introspective observer, and its mirror-effect is 

becoming more and more 'visible' for the mind's eye. A notable difference between the two 

images is that the fox has very strong negative connotations (it is not only a cunning predator, 

177 Aygi often deliberately blurs the boundary between the silence preceding the creative act and the first 
articulated words by means of starting the poem with a co-ordinating conjunction, such as ' and' or ' but' . This 
technique evokes the sense that the poem is a circle (a symbol of infinity), which has no beginning and no end: 
'[ ... ] cnOlKeH Bonpoc 0 Ha"lanbHbIX!:! (TaKlKe £!), - He TonbKo B Ha"lane CTHxoTBopeHHH, HO H BO "BHYTpeHHHX" 
cTpoclJax. [ . .. ] ,ll.YMaIO, "ITO :no BbI3bIBanocb - 60nee HHTYHTHBHO, "IeM C03HaTenbHO - O)J.HHM lKenaHHeM ()J.alKe 
MOlKHO 6bInO 6bI CKa3aTb "Me"lTOH") - )J.06HBaTbclI TaKoro Bne"laTneHHlI, "ITO Belllb KaK 6bI H "He Ha"lanaCb", "He 
Ha"lHHaeTClI", a "Y)l(e eCTb", "MbI )J.aBHo YlKe B Heii". 11 TaKlKe: "IT06bI B"opraHH3Me" CTHxoTBopeHHlI O)J.HO 
nepexo)J.Hno B )J.pyroe l(aK 6bI 6e3 npH3HaKoB :noro "nepexo)J.a" , (Aygi 1975, 196). 
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but it is described to have a disturbing sharp, hot stink), whereas the snowfall is associated 

with cleanness and purity. 

The stat1ing image ofAygi's CHe2, observation of approaching snow from behind a 

window, is comparable to the first image of his poem IIOl<a: 

o MbI 6Y)J.eM CnOI(OHHbI c T060H 
1(0r)J.a B 3HMHHe HO"lH 
OI(Ha 6y)J.yT l(33aTbOI "IepHee 
OT 6nH3Koro )J.BHlKeHblI MeTeneii 

Similarly to CHe2, we can interpret the image of approaching snow as a metaphor for the 

transitory state between pre-creational silence and poetic articulation. This interpretation 

sheds light on the next stanza, where there is a bizarre comparison between a 'scar on the 

cobble stone' ('wpaM Ha 6yJIbDKHHKe') and Beethoven's death-mask: 

Be)J.b MbI 3HaeM H nOMHHM 
"ITO TaM nepe)J. )J.OMOM rnpaM Ha 6ynbIlKHHI(e 
HanOMHHaeT MaCKY 
C nHl\a oeTXOBeHa 

The mask is directly related to the image of the mould, which evokes associations with all 

sorts of negative presence, such as the pre-creational silence, which is filled with 

inexpressible thoughts and with the inaudible presence of the poem. 178 

In the first stanza of Aygi's CHe2, the approaching snow is related to the flowers as the 

stretching flowers are related to the snow in the first stanza of Pasternak's CHe2 uoem. 

Pasternak's poem, where the flowers are reaching for the snow, and Aygi's poem, where the 

snowfall is approaching towards the flowers, complement each other. The superimposition of 

the two images results in a scene of mutual attraction. The flowers stretching towards the 

snow in CHe2 uoem are comparable to the distant hands reaching towards the snow in Aygi's 

poem. It may be due to this parallel that the word 'hand' is used in plural ('PYKH'). The 

multiplication of the poet's writing hand can be a hidden allusion to the limitations of poetic 

expression. Put very simply, there are never enough hands to grasp the whole snowfall. 

178 In The Guests of Reality: Mandelstam and Anamnesis (1994), Leon BUI'nett shows that the poetic image of 
the mould functions as a metaphor for the 'as yet inarticulate creative word' in Mandelstam's works. He draws a 
parallel between Mandelstam's, Maksimilian Voloshin's, and Nikolai Gumilev's treatment of the image of the 
mould (pp 156-157). By reference to Mandelstam's 0/06011 KyJlbll1ypa and lIJYM 6peA·reHlI, the author points out 
that the Russian words 'cnenOK' and 'cnenOTa' are interrelated not just phonetically, but metaphorically as well. 
This idea supports our argument that the pre-creational silence is comparable to a mould, which contains the cast 
invisibly, and it is also comparable to blindness which is inward sight in disguise. In Mandelstam' s poem '51 
cnOBO n03a6bln ' , the pre-creational ~nd post-creational silence are metaphorically related to the inseparable unity 
of blindness and inward sight (the image of seeing fingers appears in the poem), and to various containers (such 
as the dried-up river-bed, and the empty boat) which imply the negative presence of the contained. 
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Similarly, the flowers can never touch the snowflakes directly, not even when they stretch as 

far as the level of the transparent window. The process whereby the flowers and the snowfall 

are coming close to each other and meet on the level of the window can represent the 

cognitive process of crystallisation, whereby a poem or a thought emerges from silence and is 

captured on the window-page. The window, which is a crystalline material, functions as a 

spatio-temporal metaphor for the self-deconstructing nature of crystallisation. The meeting of 

flowers (hands) and snow on the window is always just a pal1ial and a momentary 

crystallisation, because the snowfall as a whole can never be reached at the level of the 

window. Some snow-crystals are caught by the distant hands, but there are many more out 

there which can never be grasped and arrested on the window-page. The image of the 

transparent window dividing and connecting the flowers (hands) and snowflakes functions as 

a poetic concentration of the realisation that genuinely deep poetic thoughts and concepts can 

never be captured wholly and directly, only through the mediation of metaphors, and 

sometimes they can never be captured at all; they can only be evoked by the presence of 

silence. 

16. Sequential self-allusiveness as a lyric plot 

' Szelbeverte ablak mogott feher 
pihek, olvadt kavicsok kavarognak. 
a padlon n6 a ho, mint papirok 
foszlanyai gyGlnek elolvasatlan.' 

(from Ket parton, by Zsuzsa Beney)179 

It is in accordance with the self-referentiality of the text that the very first stanza conveys the 

sense of an ambivalent co-occurence of pre-creational silence and creative word. This stanza 

is the beginning of a lyric plot about the creative history of the text embedded in the text 

itself. First, the appearance of Snow (both as a natural object and a metaphorical image of the 

poem) is described, then the ongoing imaginative processes of contemplation and 

interiorisation are pOl1rayed, and finally the never-ending quality of Snow and the after-life of 

its author are depicted. The self-referentiality of the poem follows a logical, apparently linear, 

temporal process. The same device is used in the focused texts of the previous chapters. In 

CHe2 uoem, the thickening of snowfall is analogous to the accumulation of the words of the 

poem, and the last line, 'nepeKpecTKa nOBopoT' alludes to the final turning point, when 'the 

end precedes the beginning' (T. S. Eliot, Burnt Norton). The Thought-Fox depicts the 

179 'Behind a wind-smashed window, white / flakes , melted pebbles whirl. / The snow is growing on the floor, / 
like shreds of paper, unread' (from On Two Riverbanks, by Zsuzsa Beney). 
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continuous process of writing from the rise of thoughts, through the leaving of traces on the 

snow-white page, to the moment of completion, when 'the page is printed'. Illyes ' s U}evi 

ablak ends with the phrase ' hahil tiszta szo' (,death-clean word'), which designates the 

completion ofthe poem and of the cycle oflife. 

The technique of sequential self-allusiveness is more hidden in Aygi ' s poem than in 

the previously examined texts. Relying on Pasternak 's and Illyes's poems as potential 

intel1exts, we have found that the ongoing contact with the text is one of the themes of Aygi's 

poem. The first stanza pOl1rays the first stage of the creative act. Accordingly, the second 

stanza is concerned with the problem of articulation; it depicts the poet's effort to find words 

which could express his thoughts, as if he were still in the stage just before writing or 

speaking. In this stanza, the oscillation of silence and word is explicitly thematised: 

Tbl YJlbl6HHCb MHe XOT5I 6bl 3a TO, 
'1TO He rOBoplO 51 CJlOBa, 
KOTopble HHKOr,l(a He noHMY. 
Bce '1TO Te6e 51 Mory rOBopHTb: 

CTYJl, CHer, peCHH~bl, J1aMna. 

(stanza 2) 

(stanza 3, line 7) 

The 2
nd 

stanza can be interpreted as the poet's half-conscious remark about the limitations of 

language, and about his experience that normally, there are inexpressible meanings lurking 

among articulated words. What is explicitly said and understood in poetry usually contains 

deeper implicit issues which are incomprehensible, or even unthinkable, for the rational mind. 

By selecting and combining words, the poet also creates unspoken meanings, which take the 

form of silence. Thus words evoke the inexpressible. 

If the poem is read as a self-reflective account of the creative act, then the anonymous 

addressee of the lines quoted above can be the inward interlocutor of the poet, or the 

hypothetical reader, both of whom are waiting for the poem to stal1, and, paradoxically, they 

are already 'listening' to the poet's voice. If the first two stanzas are interpreted as 

descriptions of the pre-creational stage of searching for words, then it is the third stanza (line 

7) where the poem within the poem actually starts. This stanza is preceded by a colon, thus, it 

appears as a quotation of the poet's first al1iculated words. Accordingly, the full presence of 

snow is repol1ed in this line, whereas in the 1 sI stanza it is not clear whether snow is present 

('nearby snow') or absent (,imminent snow'), or its presence is embedded in its absence 

('close snow'). The juxtaposition of the images of chair, snow, eyelashes, lamp ('cTyn, cHer, 

pecmnJ,bI, naMna') may be a fragmentary description of what the poet observes around him 

during or before the act of writing. The word 'peCHHIJ,bI' may allude to the poet's half-closed 
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eyes, his transitory state between waking and sleep, reality and imagination, outward and 

inward contemplation, or life and death. This interpretation is in keeping with the 9
th 

stanza, 

where the closing of eyes represents the accomplishment of transformation and interiorisation. 

The 3rd stanza is introduced by a line which concerns the limitations of language and 

human understanding: 'He rOBoplO 51 CJIOBa, I KOTopble HI1KOr.ll.a He noHMY'). There are two 

affirmative sentences hidden in the negative form of this statement: (1) ' I speak only those 

words which I understand', and (2) 'I am performing the act of non-speaking, thereby evoking 

that which I shall never understand'. Both paraphrases suggest that the speaker of the poem is 

aware that there are cel1ain phenomena which are not understandable for ordinary 

consciousness, and not expressible directly, or not expressible at all. There are at least two 

possible interpretations of the 3rd stanza, as suggested by the negative sentence which 

introduces it: (1) The spoken words 'CTYJI, cHer, peCHI1lJ.bI, JIaMna' can refer to things which 

the poet 'understands', either in their literal, or allegorical-metaphorical sense, or both. In this 

case, the four images appear as an account of the poet's changing perspective in the initial 

stage of the creative act, when, through half-closed eyes, he is observing now the snow 

outdoors, now the objects around him indoors, which are parts of physical reality, and which 

may function as allegorical substitutes of concrete inward meanings . (2) It is possible to shift 

attention from what the poet says, sees, and understands to what he can never articulate, never 

see, and never fully understand, only evoke by the obscurity of poetic language. By saying 

words, the poet communicates more than what the words mean in their lexical sense, and 

more than what they represent allegorically. In the context of the poem as a whole, snow in 

line 7 can take up retrospectively those obscure, never-quite understandable meanings which 

accrue to it later in the text. It is, then, relevant to treat the image of snow in line 7 as an 

anticipation of intangible concepts which lurk in the words and silences of the poem. By 

saying the word 'snow', the poet alludes consciously or unconsciously to the whole poem, its 

material presence and its immaterial meanings. The metaphorical treatment of snow in line 7 

entails a reversal of the inside and the outside words. The indoor objects of chair, eyelashes, 

and lamp represent the poet's outward contemplation of physical reality, whereas snow, 

which is an outdoor object, can illustrate the poet's inward contemplation, and his imaginative 

mood. 

The semantically charged word 'snow' in line 7 is a typical example of the presence

absence structure of the linguistic sign, the fusion of word and silence, of referential and 

connotative meanings. As soon as snow is used as a metaphor, it is endowed with an aura of 

meaningful silence. Thus, paradoxically, it comes to be visually analogous not only with the 
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words on the page, but also with the silent gaps around the words, that is to say, with the 

whiteness of the page. The line 'CTYJI, cHer, peCHI1lJ.bI, JIaMna' thus can be read as the self

p0l1rayal of the poet, who is sitting at a lamp-lit page, which is being covered with the words 

and blanks of the poem Snow. Looking at the window-page in a transitory state, through the 

cUl1ain of eye-lashes, the poet's half-seeing, half-blind hand captures the word 'snow' both in 

its graspable and ungraspable meanings, that is to say, he writes both word and silence. 

In the initial stage of the creative process portrayed in line 7, the image of snow has 

several potential poetic functions: (1) it can be a referential sign, (2) it can function as an 

allegorical analogue or metaphorical substitute of concrete poetic meanings which have 

already taken shape in the poet's mind, (3) or it can be a referential sign in the process of 

transformation, gradually acquiring poetic meanings. In the latter case, snow is not a ready

made metaphor, but an external stimulus for imaginative reflection. The overlapping of these 

poetic functions of snow manifests the complexity of the metaphor-making process. Here we 

are dealing with the question as to whether the concrete image precedes the idea, or the idea 

precedes the image. It is possible that thought is prior to the image. In this case the image is a 

mere allegorical illustration of a pre-existing idea. It is also possible that the image comes 

first, then it evokes human meanings. However, this relation of cause and effect is reversible. 

Often, the reason why an image attracts the poet's attention is that, unbeknown to his 

conscious mind, an inward meaning, or an unsolvable question has already taken shape in his 

unconscious, which later he may recognise in the chosen image. The poetic image can 

function as both the source and the product of imaginative thought. The treatment of snow in 

Aygi's poem exhibits this reversibility of cause and effect. The semantic richness of snow 

manifests the metaphor-making process and the mirror-phase of transformation, whereby the 

external world is interiorised, and the internal world is projected onto outward reality. 

After the p0l1rayal of the initial stage of imaginative acts in the first three stanzas, the 

creative history of the poem continues with self-allusive descriptions of the ongoing processes 

of writing and reading, which are characterised by an oscillation of outward and inward 

contemplation. The last stanza depicts the unfinalisability and vitality of the text, and the 

open-ended process of interpretation. When the poem is accomplished, its units start to 

interact, and new relations are established retrospectively. As the units of the text dissolve in 

each other, new meanings are crystallised, new obscurities are generated, and new questions 

arise. The accomplishment of the imaginative act is the beginning of a dynamic, never-ending 

contact between the parts and the whole in the hermeneutical circle. Once Snow has settled on 

the window-page, it appears to be frozen, crystallised, yet in this accomplished state the white 
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sparks are still whirling invisibly, without ever coming to a standstill. The analysis of the 

poem can never be completed, because the text is continuously changing as more details are 

scrutinised and integrated into the whole, and as more intel1exts are activated. One can also 

multiply meanings by taking into consideration other readers' interpretations. Every reader 

has his or her own repertoire of poems and his or her unique mental universe, which he or she 

can activate to fill gaps in a text. Therefore, the variety of potential inteltextual relations is 

infinite. 

17. Traces of Pasternak' s 3U,NtHflfl HO'lb 

' CJleTaJlI1Cb XJlOnblI co .lIBOpa 
K OKOHHOH paMe. 

MeTeJlb Jlenl1J1a Ha CTeKJle 
KpYlKKI1 11 CTpeJlbI.' 

(from Pasternak ' s 3 U.MHfIfI HO'lb) 

In investigating how different readers respond to Aygi's CHez, I found that the poem 

reminded some of the informants of Pasternak's 3UMHflfl HO'lb. It is, then, instructive to take 

up these intertextual associations, and examine the potential links between the two texts in 

detail. Pasternak' s CHez uoem can mediate between these poems since it is a relevant 

inteltext of Aygi' s poem, and it is a twin-poem of 3UMHflfl HO'1b . Each of these texts is based 

on a composite metaphor of snow outdoors, a radiation image (flowers or candle) indoors, and 

a window between these realms. A few readers suggested that the phrase ' OKoHHhle paMhI ' in 

Aygi's CHez may be a verbal echo from Pasternak's 3UMHflfl HO'1b. As an intel1extual trace 
. ' 

'OKoHHhle paMhI' brings with it relevant associations from its immediate poetic context 

(3U.MHflfl HO'1b), and from its wider narrative context (j{oKmop )/{uBazo) . The lines 'CJIeTaJII1Ch 

XJIOnh51 co p;Bopa / K OKOHHOM paMe' from 3UMHflfl HO'lb and the lines '11 OKOHHhle paMhI / 

6yP;TO Bhlpe3aHhI 113 6eJIOM 6YMarl1' from CHez complement and cross-fertilise each other on a 

metaphorical level. This 'intertextual shuttle' supports the relevance of associating the 

juxtaposed images of snowfall and window with the creative process. This shared metaphor 

reminds us of Illyes ' s sight-poem, which is a verbal-visual replica of a snowy window. The 

phrase 'OKoHHhle paMhI 6YP;TO Bhlpe3aHhI 113 6eJIOM 6YMam' functions as a visual connective, 

which brings together all the focused texts in one intertextual 'constellation ' . 

In both Aygi ' s CHez and Pasternak' s 3UMHflfl HO'1b, the image of snowfall illustrates 

the creative process, as well as the continuity of time, and the overlapping of different layers 

of time. 3UMHflfl HO'1b depicts a ceaseless snowfall, which appears as a transformed mirror-
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image of the eternally burning candle. Similarly, in Aygi ' s poem the snowfall is expanded in 

time towards the past and the future: 'KPY)KI1TC51 CH er I c caMoro HaIlIero p;eTcTBa II 11 6yp;eT 

KPY)KI1ThC5l, nOKa Ha 3eMJIe /Te651 BcnoMI1HalOT 11 c T060M rOBOp5lT.' This image of temporally 

extended snowfall appears as a poetic condensation of the narrative technique employed in 

jJoKmop )/{uBazo, whereby the snowfalls of various years are mingled in the poet's mind 

when he is writing 3UMHflfl HO'lb. 

The self-allusive portrayal of the writing of CHez is comparable to the narrative 

description of the writing of 3U.MHflfl HO'1b . Similarly to the speaker of CHez, Zhivago is 

looking at his indoor surroundings, then outside at the snowy scenery, and makes a 

metaphorical link between the indoor and outdoor objects : the lamp-lit ink and yellow paper 

on the poet's desk appear as indoor reflections of the moonlit blueish, yellowish snow (pal1 8 

in chapter XIV). It is possible that the same transformative mirror-technique is used in Aygi's 
• th poem m a more concealed and condensed form. The 6 stanza describes snowfall around 

lamp-posts. Snow and lamp also appear together in the 3rd stanza, where snow is listed among 

indoor objects, such as chair, lamp, and eyelashes. A comparison with the relevant section of 

jJoKmop )/{uBazo suggests that the juxtaposition of snow and lamp in the 3rd stanza may be a 

hidden allegory of the lamp-lit written or unwritten page. In the 6th stanza, snow and lamp 

appear in the outdoor world, perhaps as a transformed reflection of the lamp-lit page. The 

lamp, which is a radiation image, and a configuration of the gazing candle in jJoKmop 

)/{uBazo, may be a metaphorical substitute of the contemplating eye. The indoor lamp can be 

an analogue of the bodily eye, which is fixed on the snow falling on the page or on the 

window, whereas the outdoor lamps may represent the mind ' s far-sighted eyes, which can see 

beyond the concrete reality of the page and the snowfall. Here we are dealing with the 

technique of two-directional contemplation, whereby the mind ' s eye is watching itself in what 

the corporeal eye sees in the outside world. 

The latent mirror-technique which unites the indoor lamp and the outdoor lamp-posts 

can be interpreted as a poetic compression of the common imaginative experience that the 

material and spiritual worlds flow into each other when the mind's eye sheds light on what the 

bodily eyes see. At first, it may seem to be inconsistent with the latent mirror-technique that 

there are several lamp-posts outdoors, whereas there is only a single lamp indoors. One way 

of integrating this apparent inconsistency into the semantic scope of the poem is to interpret it 

as a visual expression of the idea that the mind's eye(s) can see more than the bodily eye. By 

objectifying the corporeal and the inward eyes as palts of the poem's imagery, the act of 

contemplation is thematised, and the contemplation of the act of contemplation is made 
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possible. This is consistent with the recursive mirror-technique, and with the technique of 

simultaneously outward and inward contemplation, which are central features of Aygi's Cflez 

and its intertexts. 

18. Lamp-posts 'watching' the snowfall : Aygi's [JoKa as a possible subtext 

' White 

'The sky clears 
And the moon and the snow 
Are one colour.' 

(Sogetsu-Ni) 

Its countenance, like the whiteness of bright snow. 
Its plumes are as feathers of sunny frost, 
Its limbs gleam white, through the wind-flowing folds 
Of its white robe, woof of aetherial pearl. 
Its hair is white, - the brightness of white light.' 

(from Promethells Unbollnd, by P. B. Shelley) 

The shared mirror-technique of Aygi 's CHez and the narrative context of 3UlvIHflfl flOlJb 

suggests that the image of lamp-posts in the 6th stanza of Aygi's poem is not merely a 

decorative element. If we treat the image of lit up snow as a visual connective between the 

two texts, then we can endow the 6th stanza of Aygi's poem with a metaphorical function. In 

the narrative context of 3UlvIHflfl HOlJb, there are various radiation images which appear as 

sources of light in the dark snowy night. The moon illuminating the snow appears as a 

transformed mirror-image, or synchronistic configuration, of the lamp whose light falls on the 

pages on the poet's desk. The lamp is analogous with the candle, the candle with the 

contemplating poetic eye, and also with snow. The metaphorical relation between candle (and 

its configurations, the eye, the lamp, and the moon) and snow implies the mutual reflection of 

the seer (candle, eye, lamp, moon) and the seen (snow). 180 If one transfers the associative link 

between lamp, eye, and snow from the narrative context of 3UMHflfl HOlJb to the 6th stanza of 

Aygi's Cflez, then the motif of lamp-posts comes to be a transformed mirror-image of the 

contemplating poetic eye, which, by looking at snow, is also looking into itself, as if into the 

180 The moon is traditionally associated with the all-seeing and all-knowing eye (See Jung, Collected Works vol, 
14. p. 32., reference to Roscher, W. H. (ed.) AlIsfiihrliches Lexicon del' griechischenllnd romischen Mythologie 
(Leipzig and Berlin, 1884-1937, vol. n, col. 3138) ). The moon as an image of the omniscient eye is comparable 
to the candle, which represents the creative eye in 311.MHRR HO'lb and in its narrative context. As the boundary 
between the candle and snow is blurred in the poem, so it is between the moon and snow in the epigraphs of this 
section. When these images are brought together, they come to represent the identity of the observer (moon or 
candle) and the observed object (snow). 
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mirror of the soul. 18l The associative link between lamp and eye is based on the concept of 

radiation. During the act of imaginative contemplation, the eye is more like a lamp, shedding 

new light (the light of the mind) on the observed object, which can be the reflection of the 

observer. 

The sight of snow stimulates the observer to embark on an inward journey in two 

temporal directions, backward to childhood, and forward, to reach the time beyond life. The 

sight of several lamp-posts along a road can be a metaphor for the mental act of 

retrospectively shedding light on life's journey. This is in keeping with the technique of 

fusing different layers of time. 

The application of the Pasternakian associations between lamp, eye, and snow to the 

6th stanza of Aygi's poem may appear far-fetched until we relate this stanza to another poem. 

Aygi's [JoKa (written in 1958, not long before Cflez) seems to be a relevant subtext because in 

this poem the image of lamp-post is personified and identified with the introspective poet, 

who, by looking at snow, is mentally involved in his past, present, and future. Compare the 

relevant sections of Cflez and [JOKa: 

a TaM, 3a HI1MI1 [3a OKOHHblMI1 paMaMI1], 
OI<OJlO tjloHapeH, 
I<PYlKl1TClI CH er 

C caMoro Hawero .L\eTCTBa. 

YI 6Y.L\eT I<PYlKI1TbClI, nOl<a Ha 3eMJle 

Te611 BCnOMI1HaIOT 11 C T060H rOBopllT. (from Aygi's CHe2) 

a .L\aJlbWe Ha TpOnl1HKe - 0 Tbl Be.L\b 3HaeWb! - CBeTI1TClI CHer 
npl1TyweHHo 11 rOJly60 
CI<B03b BTonTaHHble l<eM-TO 
B MoeM .L\eTCTBe 
1<0HtjleTHble 6YMalKl<l1! 

11 nepe.L\ .L\OMOM rOpl1T TOT caMblH 
3HaMeHI1TblH tjloHapb 
1<0TOPblH c0611paeTClI BblHTI1 B oTCTaBI<Y 
11 YCTaJIO CBeTI1T Ha nepeKpeCTl<e 

B nOCJle.L\HI1H pa3 CBOIO MOJlO.L\OCTb (from Aygi's [JoKa) 

Both poems encompass the whole life cycle, from childhood to death, and beyond death. In 

this, they are comparable to IIlyes's poem, which manifests the cycle of life from the first to 

the last breath, with a strong implication that the death-clean words continue to exist as 

18 1 This interpretation is consistent with the argument developed earlier that the snowflakes appear as 
transformed reflections of self-observing eyes. 
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manifestations of poetic immortality. Each poem highlights the experience of being on the 

threshold between life and death, when the whole of life is re-experienced in memory, and 

continues with the snowfall. 

In CHez, the poet speaks about 'our childhood', which is both different from and 

similar to the expression used in nOKa, 'someone in my childhood'. Both expressions imply a 

long-lasting acquaintance and an intimate relationship, either with another person, or with the 

poet's childhood self, who is both the same and different from his adult self. In Aygi's poetry, 

childhood innocence and the pure white poetic soul are often intermingled. 182 This synthesis 

is represented by the image of snow in CHez and nOKa. The poet, objectified as a lamp-post 

(or lamp-posts), is watching the snowfall, which is a transfigurative reflection of his 

childhood self and his creative spirit. 

In nOKa, the personified lamp-post is in a spatio-temporal threshold-situation: it is 

'looking at' a cross-road, which is a conventional symbol for turning points on life's journey 

(often used by Pasternak), and, accordingly, it is on the verge of life and death, recollecting its 

youth and preparing to 'retire'. The threshold situation of the lamp-post strongly resembles 

the transitory state of the introspective lyric persona in CHez. 

The validity of linking Pasternak's radiation images to the 6th stanza of Aygi's CHez is 

demonstrated by nOKa, where there is an obvious author-established dialogue with Pasternak, 

a quotation from EJleHe (' Cm1, uapl1I.J,a CnapTbI'). This quotation confirms that Pasternak's 

poetic thought permeates nOKa, and its companion-poem, CHez. 

Aygi's nOKa, Pasternak's CHez uoem, and the narrative context of 3UMHflfl HO'-lb can 

serve as supplementary intertexts of Aygi's CHez. These intertexts reveal that the 

metaphorical function of the image of lamp-posts is equivalent with that of the flowers. The 

lamp-posts outdoors and the flowers indoors appear as transformed reflections of each other; 

they function as personified images, that is to say, objectified forms of the contemplative lyric 

persona, who, in watching the snow, is watching the words on the page, and introspectively 

observing his mind. The lamp-posts and flowers can also represent the reader, who, in 

watching Snow on the window-page, is watching an imaginary snowfall, and also looking 

inwards into the poet's and into his or her own mind. In Aygi's CHez and in its intertexts, 

snow is lit up by (i.e. it is watched by) various radial figures, including lamp-posts, flowers, 

182 See the following poems: 36e30bl: 6 nepepbl6ax CHa, Cao 6 oeKa6pe, floJle - 00 ozpaObl JlecHoii, flOJl6JleHUe 
cHeza, K'noCeA,l.JIieHUlO OemCl116a, and 3acb/l7Q1olllUii 6 Oe111C1116e. 
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the moon, a desk-lamp, and a gazing candle. All these images are configurations of reflecting 

eyes, thus they can represent the act of simultaneously outward and inward contemplation. 

The radial symbols of flowers and lamp-posts in CHez appear as objectified observers 

of Snow, metaphorical representations of the poet and the reader within the text. At the same 

time, they are observed by the poet and the reader from outside the text. By looking at the 

flowers and the lamp-post, the poet and reader are watching themselves in the act of two

directional contemplation, in the mirror of the text, during the process of imaginative writing 

and reading. This reduplication of the act of two-directional contemplation highlights the 

theme of imaginative acts and the self-referential nature of the text. The same technique is 

used in the focused texts of the previous chapters. Aygi's CHez is not merely a thematic 

parallel of the poems analysed. Most of these poems are woven into the texture of CHez as 

intertextual traces, therefore, the meta-poetic function of Aygi's poem is more complex than 

self-allusiveness. By pointing to itself, the poem also points to its inte11exts, and to the many

voiced dialogue with these intertexts. Contemplation of snowfall is, then, not only a metaphor 

for the writing and reading of Snow, but also for the intertextual adventure of both the poet 

and the reader. 

19. Complexity of meta-poetic meanings 

'[ ... ] the listener, who listens in the snow, 
And, nothing himself, beholds 
Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is.' 

(from Wallace Stevens's The SnolY Man) 

One can distinguish three main aspects of the meta-poetic function of Aygi's CHez. (1) We are 

dealing with 'text-centred self-referentiality' when we read the text as a self-enclosed verbal 

structure, a poem about itself, and a mirror in front of the poet and the reader. (2) We can also 

read CHez as a meta-text, a poem about its prototexts. For example, the symbolic triad of 

snow-window-flowers in CHez can function as a visual allusion, or a response, to CHez uoem. 

CHez thus can be read as a mirror reflecting the creation and reception of CHez uoem. Put very 

simply, the flowers in CHez may represent Pasternak in the act of writing CHez uoem, and 

Aygi in the act of reading Pasternak's work. The lyric dialogue of these poet-friends may be 

one of the themes of CHez. The following lines can be read as Aygi's words to Pasternak, 

assuring the absent-yet-present poet-friend of his poetic after-life: 
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116y,neT KPY)f(I1TbC5I [CHer] , nOKa Ha 3eMJle 

Te651 BCnOMI1HalOT 11 C To6oH rOBOp5IT. 

(3) CHe2 can also function as an intertextually self-referential work, a poem reflecting its own 

dialogical resonances, p0l1raying the poet at the act of resurrecting other poetic voices, and 

the reader at the act of recognising echoes of other works in the focused text. In this 

perspective, the anonymous addressee can be Pasternak, Illyes, or Celan, or any other poet 

whose work is a relevant intertext. The 8th stanza (quoted above) thematises Aygi's lyric 

dialogues with other poets, and the reader's recollection of other poetic voices during his or 

her engagement with Aygi's CHe2. Through authorial and the reader-created intertextual 

dialogues, the authors of intertexts are remembered and immortalised. 

At first, the idea that the poem thematises the act of rewriting other texts may seem to 

be too technical, alien from its lyrical quality. One way of integrating this theme into the 

emotional atmosphere of the poem is to think of intel1extual dialogue as an expression of a 

mental-spiritual kinship with a poetic soul-mate. Such a spiritual bond can be more intimate 

than ordinary friendship because it reaches into the deep strata of the soul, and beyond the 

barriers of space and time. Fellow spirits mutually understand each other's innermost essence 

even if they don't know each other personally. Empathic understanding of one poet by 

another, or of a poet by a reader, is based on their shared inward experiences and mental 

attitudes. To understand a poet deeply requires one's whole personality. Through an intense 

spiritual involvement in a poem, the reader can grasp something of the poet's inner essence, 

and this seems to be a mutual relation, even if the poet is dead. This viltual deep

communication with someone who can only be remembered is one of the potential themes of 

CHe2. 

In the context of intertextual self-referentiality, the closing lines ('H KpY)I<aTC51 6eJIble 

HCKPbI, / H OCTaHOBHTb HX / 51 He Mory') can refer to an ever-expanding intertextuallandscape, 

and to the after-life of poets whose voices are resurrected in dialogues. 
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20. Love as a potential theme 

'Tb! n05lBI1111bC5I y,nBepl1 

B 4eM-TO 6eJlOM, 6e3 npI14y,n, 

B 4eM-TO np5IMb 113 Tex MaTepl1H , 

113 KOTOPb!X XJlOnb51 lllblOT. 

(from Pasternak's 'HI1KOrO He 6y,neT B ,nOMe') 

The activation of various intertexts allowed us to transform the text-centred self-allusiveness 

of Aygi's poem into a more complex, intertextual self-referentiality. Pasternak's CHe2 uoem 

and 3UMH5lfl HO%, where the theme of imaginative acts is interwoven with the theme of love, 

encourage us to fUJ1her expand the semantic scope of Aygi's CHe2 by reading it as a love 

poem. The validity of this intertextual link can be supported by Aygi's IIoKa, which is an 

intermediary text between CHe2 and Pasternak's poetic world. IIoKa contains echoes of CHe2, 

and a deliberate allusion to Pasternak's poem EfleHe. 

Aygi's CHe2 is open to the theme of imaginative act as well as to the theme of love, 

but none of these subject matters dominate over the other, and none of them are clearly 

expressed. The word 'pecHHu.bI' is more evocative of a woman figure than of the poet's half

closed eyes, although the latter interpretation is also suitable when it is integrated in to the 

meta-poetic scope of the poem. The anonymous addressee can be identified with the poet's 

beloved. In affinity with Pasternak's poetic thought, there is a latent associative link between 

the addressed woman and snow in Aygi's poem. The 8th stanza reveals that snowfall IS a 

manifestation of the after-life of the addressee: 

I1 6y,neT KPY)[(I1TbC5I [cHer] , nOKa Ha 3el'vIJle 

Te651 BCnOMI1HalOT 11 C To60H rOBOp5IT. 

In IIoKa, the lyric persona is actually speaking to the absent woman addressee on a snowy 

night: 

o ,naH MHe ,nYMaTb 

o caMOM 60JlblllOM 11 Hepa3ra,naHHOM Tal1HCTBe 

o 4y,ne OKHa paCnaXI1BaeMOro 

B,npyr cpe,n11 pa3rOBOpa 

Kor,na 3a6bIBalO 0 4eM rOBOpl1Jl 

11 omymaIO CTpaHHoe 

YTOMJlmOll{ee )f(eJlaHl1e nJlaKaTb 

11 CKJlOHI1Bllll1Cb K Te6e rOBOp!O 

CJlOBa OT KOTOPb!X rJla3a B TeMHOTe 

Ha411HaIOT BJlmKHO 6JleCTeTb: 

'cnl1 

uapl1l.\a CnapTb!' 
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In this poem, the opened window through which the snowfall enters the room symbolises the 

contact between the poet and the absent-yet-present addressee. Here we are dealing with a 

reversal of the conventional perception of the internal world as a feminine space, and the 

external world as a masculine space. The same reversal is taking place in CHe2, where the 

complementary binary opposition of woman and man is comparable to the juxtaposition of 

outdoor snow and indoor flowers. The meta-poetic function of the image of flowers as an 

objectification of the poet can be maintained when the text is read as a love poem and snow is 

associated with the poet's beloved. As snow makes the flowers appear or feel strange, so the 

addressed woman makes the poet confused, speechless: 

OT 6J1H3I<OrO CHera 
QBeTbI Ha nO)J,OI<OHHHI<e cTpaHHbI. 

TbI YJlbI6HHCb MHe xonI 6bI 3a TO, 
'1TO He rOBopIO H CJlOBa, 
I<OTOpble HHI<Or)J,a He noHMY· 
Bce '1TO Te6e H Mory rOBopHTb: 

CTyJl, cHer, peCHHQbI, JlaMna. 

It cannot be decided whether the addressee is physically present, or her negative presence 

embodied in her absence inhabits the poet's mind. This is consistent with the semantic 

ambiguity of the phrase '6JlI13KI1H cHer' (,nearbylimminent/close snow'). The last three 

stanzas describe the absence of the addressee, who, however, is eternally present in the poet's 

memory and in his poems, that is to say, in the form of snow. Put very simply, by performing 

Snow on the window-page, the poet's half-seeing, half-blind hand immOltalises his beloved as 

he actually brings about and shapes her negative presence. 

To read CHe2 as a love poem is not alien from its self-referentiality. In fact, these 

themes are almost inseparably interwoven. The anonymous addressee can be identified with 

the personified inspiration, who is generally (but not always) a female figure in the works of 

male authors. 183 The personified feminine inspiration (or Muse) is often addressed in poetry 

as the woman in a love poem. This is why the anonymous addressee can be both the poet's 

beloved and a personification of his creative-receptive imagination. In Aygi's poetry and in 

183 In agreement with Jung, who established the psychological concept of ' inner feminine' anima inhabiting the 
unconscious of men, Frye writes in TheO/y of Symbols: 'When a poet speaks of the internal spirit which shapes 
the poem, he is apt to drop the traditional appeal to the female Muses and think of himself as if in a feminine, or 
at least receptive, relation to some god or lord, whether Apollo, Dionysus, Eros, Christ, or (as in Milton) the hol y 
spirit' (1990,98). In 'Anatomy of the Literary Muse' , Ursula R. Mahlendorf points out that creative imagination 
is often conceived of as a psycho-erotic relationship (1985, 189). For further details about this topic, see Lisa 
Rado's The Modern A ndrogyne Imagination (2000). 
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Pasternak's works, the imaginative activity is often related to a feminine unconscious 

power. 184 The fusion of the personified inspiration and the beloved in the figure of the 

anonymous addressee is in keeping with the conventional poetic technique of treating 

creativity and love as metaphors for each other. These intense mental-emotional states are 

threshold experiences, when the undifferentiated primal unity of being is restored for a 

prolonged moment. The dialectics of inside and outside is widely used in literature for the 

pOltrayal of the imaginative acts as well as for the illustration of the complementary opposites 

of male and female. 

In Aygi's C,-Ie2, the mysterious 'you' appears in the form of all-embracing, ceaseless 

snowfall, which is both outdoors and indoors, both outside and inside the poet. It is, then, 

appropriate to enrich the temporal and spatial meanings of '6JlI13KI1H' ('imminent 'I' nearby') 

with a third lexical meaning of this word, which denotes closeness, intimate relationship. In 

this sense, '6m:l3KHH cHer' ('close snow') can refer to the addressee, who is so close to the 

poet that she is actually pmt of his soul. 

Aygi's CHe2 has many affinities with one of Jeni Couzyn's poems (untitled, in Couzyn 

1993, 50), in which the addressee, the poet's absent-yet-present beloved, appears in the form 

of snow, while snow is also a symbol of the poem itself. The comparability of the two poems 

shows that gender differences do not always affect the thought-forms and mental contents of 

poetic imagination: 185 

I've released my song 
on the fronds of my mind. 

Now my heart puts on its showshoes 
and begins to trudge after, slowly 
and with blind faith. 
Snow-blind in a white landscape 
I don' t know the direction. 

I face the white waste. 
I paddle out over the snow 
awkward in my snowshoes. 
If you are death it doesn't matter 
which way I go. 
You're all around me 
within each snowflake, each atom 
illuminating everything. 

184 Obvious examples of the interrelation of imaginative activity and femininity are Aygi's M. K. and [JocellfeHbfl 
- 113 6bl02 11 MemeJleii. In M . [{ the central image is glass, which is a variant of window, and in [J ocell{eHbfl - 113 

6bl02 11 MemeJleii the central i,l11age is snow. 
185 The quotations from poems of women poets in some of the epigraphs also indicate that gender difference is 
not always a relevant selective principle in the construction of intertextual dialogues. 
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If you're life, beloved, 
the case is the same. 
Whichever direction I take 
will bring me to you. 
But how to reach you 
across the distances? 

I think of you, snug in your hut 
or perhaps 
half-buried in a snowdrift 
knowing I will come 
not knowing who I am, or how, or why 
but the certainty of miracles. 

Similarly to this poem and Aygi's CHe2 and IlOl<G, snow symbolises the negative presence of 

the addressee in Pasternak-Zhivago's CeuaaHtle (a poem fromj.(oKmop)J{uea2o): 

3aCbmeT CHer .noPOrH, 
3aBaJlHT CI<aTbl I<pbllll . 
nOH.ny pa3MHTb H HorH: 
3a .nBepblO Tbl CTOHllIb. 

O.nHa B nanbTO oceHHeM, 
Ee3 llIJlHnbl, 6e3 I<aJlOlll, 
Tbl 60pelllbcH C BOJlHeHbeM 
11 MOI<PbIH CHer lKyelllb. 

.ll:epeBbH H orpa.nbl 
YXO.nHT B.nanb, BO MrJly. 
O.nHa cpe.nb CHerona.na 
CTOHllIb Tbl Ha yrny. 

Te'leT Bo.na C I<OCbIHI<H 
3a pYI<aBa B 061l1Jlar, 
11 I<anJlHMH POCHHKH 
CBepKalOT B BOJlOCax. 

11 npH.flblO 6eJlOKypoH 
03apeHbl: JlHL{O, 
KOCbIHI<a H qmrypa 
11 :no naJlbTeL{O. 

CHer Ha peCHHL{aX BJlalKeH, 
B TBOHX rJla3ax TOCKa, 
11 BeCb TBOH 06JlHK CJlalKeH 
113 o.nHoro KYCKa. 

KaK 6y.nTO 6bl lKeJle30M 
06MOKHYTblM B CypbMY 
Te6H BeJlH Hape30M 
no cep.nL{Y MoeMy. 

11 B HeM HaBeK 3aHeCJlO 
CMHpeHbe 3TH X 'lepT. 
11 OTToro HeT .neJla, 
lJTO CB eT lKeCTOI<OCep.n. 
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11 OTTOrO .nBOHTCH 
BCH :na HO'lb B cHery, 
11 npOBeCTH rpaHHL{bl 
M elK Hac H He Mory. 

Ho I<TO Mbl 11 OTI<y.na, 
Kor.na 01' Bcex Tex JleT 
OCTaJlHCb nepecy.nbl, 
A Hac Ha CBeTe HeT? 

This poem has many affinities with CHe2, including the juxtaposition of the images of snow 

and eyelashes, the associative link between snowfall and the absent-yet-present addressee, the 

motif of transgressing the threshold, and the blurring of the boundaries between the poet and 

his beloved. The title CeuoaHue could be replaced by the phrase '6JHl3KI1H cHer', because this 

phrase involves three main stages of the whole process of meeting: 'imminent snow' refers to 

the negative presence of the addressee, 'nearby snow' alludes to the presence of the 

addressee, who at this stage is not yet part of the speaker, and finally, 'close snow' implies the 

threshold situation when the addressee and the speaker are simultaneously divided and united. 

The image of close snow occurs in the first stanza of both CHe2 and IloKa. Like CHe2 

and CeuoaHue, IloKa is about meeting a mysterious 'you', who takes the form of snow. In 

IlO/w, the snowfall actually steps into the poet's room when his virtual dialogue with the 

addressee is interrupted by the sudden, spontaneous opening of the window. (The relevant 

part has been quoted earlier in this section.) It seems that the imagined addressee (the absent 

woman, who is evoked by the poet as snow) actually visits the poet in the form of snow, 

perhaps as a mysterious, transcendental response to his calling voice. This is an example of 

meaningful coincidence, which is yet another link between Aygi's and Pasternak's poetic 

thought. 

The image of close snow ('6JlI13KI1H cHer') is a potential connective between CHe2, 

IloKa and Pasternak's CHe2 uaem. In this poem, the flowers are reaching towards the 

snowfall, whereas in CHe2 it is the snowfall which is coming near to the flowers. J 86 

Superimposing the two poems, we obtain an image which represents mutual attraction. 

CHe2 uaem mediates between Aygi's CHe2 and Pasternak's EOUHcmeeHHble OHU. The 

white starlets in CHe2 uaem and the white sparks in CHe2 could be described by the words 

which Pasternak used in EauHc111eeHHble aHu for describing the days of the winter solstice: 

11 I<alK.nbIH 6blJl HenOBTopHM, 
11 nOBTOpHJlCH BHOBb 6e3 C'leTa 

186 S' '1 I Ch' Iml ar y to He2, t e Indoor world attracts the snowfall in 3l1A'IHJIJI HO'lb, where the snowflakes like midges 
fly to the candle, and in J/OKG, where the snow steps into the poet's room. 
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The paradoxical simultaneity of repetition and unrepeatability is linked to the image of snow 

and to the theme of love in Aleksandr Kushner's 'BOT 51 CH)KY' (1969,103). This poem can be 

integrated into the inteliextual dialogue of CHez, CHez uoem, 3UMHfUl HO'lb, EOUHcm6eHHble 

OHU, and [[aKa: 

BOT cmKY Ha rnaTKOM CTYJIe 
B TeCHOH KOMHaTe MoeH, 
ITblO BI1HO HanapeYJII1, 
lho OTCTaJIOCb OT rOCTeH. 

MbI ne'!aJIbHbI - '!TO npl1'!HHoH? 
Hac He JlI06}1T - KTO TaK CTpor? 
BceH cnHHOIO 3a rap,ll,HHOH 
neJlbIH '!yBCTBylO CHe)l(OK. 

Ha nO,ll,XO,ll,e 3HMHI1H npa3,ll,HHK, 
XBO}l,BaTa,cepnaHTHH. 
C Ka)l(,ll,bIM rO,ll,OM Bce npeKpacHeH 
CHer H 3anax JlerKHX BHH. 

11 JII060Bb OT nOBTOpeHb}l 
He TycKHeeT, npocTo B HeH 
nOJIbrne 3HaHb}l H TepneHb}l 
11 HeMbICJlHMbIX BeIl\eH. 

21. Thematic summary 

'Elfogadjuk, hogy egykor a vilag 
szoval teremtetett, s hogy szavainkban 
hull, hull a ho. Elborit. De a let 
felh6i onnonmagukat havazzak.' 

(from Ker par/on, by Zsuzsa Beney)187 

As a summary of the semantic richness of Aygi' s CHez, let us survey the potential meanings 

of its title-word and central image, snow. The referential meaning of snow is enriched with 

several interrelated connotative meanings, which are either contextual or intertextual. The 

unspoken associations of snow include flow of time, the overlapping of different layers of 

time, personal and poetic memory, eternity, and immortality. Snow is also a disembodied 

incarnation of the addressee, who may be the poet's beloved, or the interlocutors of the poet's 

intertextual dialogues, or an inward interlocutor, perhaps the immortal creative soul, the 

interior 'divine spark'. The white sparks, inward counterparts of genuine white flakes, 

187 'We accept that the world has been I created by the word, and that in our words I the snow is falling, falling. 
Blanketing. But the clouds I of existence are releasing their own snows' (from Zsuzsa Beney's On Two 
Riverbanks). 
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represent the presence-absence structure of dream, of the unconscious, of poetic language, and 

of inteliextual imagination. Snowfall is also a metaphor (or a hidden allegory) of the physical 

appearance of words and gaps on the page. The poem is, then, a performative utterance, a 

typographical analogue of a speech act. The image of snow plays a crucial role in 

transforming the verbal text into a sight-poem or a speaking picture. Snow represents the 

interdependence of word and silence. Being a metaphor for these two fundamental constituent 

parts of poetic speech, snow assimilates all articulated and hidden meanings of the poem; it is, 

then, a metaphor of each aspects of Frye's term 'symbol' (sign, motif, image, archetype, and 

monad). Snow is interchangeable with window since both images represent the soul and its 

externalised embodiment, the poem. The window (which, etymologically, is the wind's eye, i. 

e. the eye of the imagination, or the mind's eye) is both the seer and the seen, just like the 

snowflakes, which are comparable to self-observing, reflected eyes. The indoor and outdoor 

worlds reflect and permeate each other. This double mirror-technique is compressed in the 

image of the window. Snow and window are both outside and inside; they are externalisations 

of the mind, and they are metaphorical representations of the mirror-like poem. This hidden 

meta-poetic function is more than text-centred self-reflectiveness since Snow alludes to its 

intertexts and to the many-voiced dialogue with these texts. 

The image of snow functions as a syllepsis, in which referential, contextual, and 

inteliextual meanings interact. In the framework of Frye's theory, snow in Aygi's poem is a 

versatile symbol since it has sign-values, motif-values, image-values, and archetypal values. 

Moreover, it also functions as a monad, a poetic analogue of the total creative word, which is 

all words, and also silence. Snow is a synthetic symbol, assimilating the images of window, 

eye, and light. The symbol of snow represents the presence-absence structure of the linguistic 

sign and of the verbal-visual intertextual trace, thus manifesting the endless chain of 

intratextual and intertextual signification. The symbol of snow, and its companion image, the 

window, are transformed mirror-images, externalised manifestations of the creative mind. 

Introspection can only take place by creating an 'Other', in which the 'I' can watch itself from 

an external point of view, as if in a mirror. This 'Other' can be an image, a verbal structure, or 

an inward interlocutor. The contemplation of snow beyond the transparent, reflecting window 

represents the act of observing the 'I' in the form of the 'Other'. This 'Other' is pmi of the 'I', 

yet it is different from it; it is a transformed mirror-image, which can only be created and 

observed in a border situation of simultaneous balance and instability, when the transparent 

window is actually in the process of becoming a looking glass. Through projecting and 

objectifying itself, the immaterial and imperceptible spiritual essence can catch a glimpse of 
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itself, yet it can never quite comprehend itself. This is one of the reasons why the snowfall can 

never come to a standstill. 

22. Methodological summary: intertextual supplementarity 

' Hohles LebensgehOft. Im Windfang 
die leer -
geblasene Lunge 
blUht. Eine Handvoll 
Schlatkorn 
weht aus dem wahr -
gestammelten Mund 
hinaus zu den Schnee -
gesprachen. ' 

(Paul Celan)188 

The comparative approach used in this analysis helped us to transform the apparently chaotic, 

dream-like focused text into a unified, many-layered, dialogical semantic entity. This is an 

example of the paradoxical logic of supplementarity, a concept of deconstruction, which 

Owen Miller adapted to describe the process of intertextual meaning-construction: 

The [focused] text is in itself complete and the intertext merely an addition brought by a 
reader making, in his engagement with that text , connections with his own repertoire. Yet at 
the same time it can be felt to be incomplete, in need of some 'supplementary' text which 
reveals by its being brought to bear on the reading process as essential in the sense that it 
directs the reader along certain lines and enriches hi s experience. (1985, 33) 

An intertextual perspective helped us to integrate the diverse parts of Aygi's poem into the 

unified context of the whole. The analysis showed that images whose semantic function is not 

clear in a text-centred reading (the flowers, the lamp-posts, distant hands, and paper-like 

window frames) can function as 'windows' opening the focused text to other texts. When 

these problematic details are seen as potential traces of other texts, they acquire multiple 

layers of meaning., By activating relevant intel1exts, apparently insignificant or difficult 

details become connectives, sources of intertextual meanings. There are many intel1extual 

thresholds (windows or doors) through which other poems can step into Aygi's CHez. By 

opening the 'windows' of this enigmatic poem, one can activate relevant connotations from a 

188 ' Hollow Homestead of Life. In the porch / the lung / blown empty / blossoms. A handful/of sleep ~rain / 
wafts from the mouth / stammered true, / out to the snow / conversations' (Paul Celan, translated by Mlchael 

Hamburger). 
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wide range of texts, thereby gaining first hand experience of the constructive function of the 

threshold situation of dialogical imagination. Intertextual relations help the reader to network 

the images of Aygi's difficult poem into an ordered complexity, and to enrich its semantic 

density. One of the typical features of the boundary where literary texts intersect is a 

paradoxical simultaneity of semantic crystallisation and dissolution. In this analysis, the 

poet's treatment of the window frames as white paper and the juxtaposition of snow-window

flowers were treated as 'windows' to plausible intertexts. In this way, it was possible to 

integrate apparently distant associations into the semantic scope of the poem. 

The intertextual investigation of this poem retrospectively gives new insight into the 

previously analysed texts where snow represents either the creative word, or the white page, 

or both. Being a metaphor, and a metaphor for the creative word, snow is immediately 

associated with both the printed words and the silent gaps on the page. This is because 

whenever the image of snow represents the creative word, it also represents silence. The 

poetic word, by its nature, is always already inhabited by a semantic void which can be filled 

imaginatively. This semantic presence-absence structure accounts for the transformation of 

the window-page into a looking glass, which displays the transformed mirror-image of the 

outward-and-inward-looking eye. 

The semantic expansion of CHez includes the assimilation of intel1extual self

referentiality into the text-centred self-referential scope of the poem. This transformation is a 

hidden subject matter of each focused text, when they are viewed as pal1s of an intertextual 

network. The ostensible theme of the focused texts, contemplation of snow behind a window 

as a metaphor for the process of watching the mind at the act of writing or close-reading a 

poem, expands through intertextual dialogues, and comes to represent the process of watching 

the mind at the act of establishing intel1extual dialogues. This semantic change includes the 

transformation of snow. Initially, the nightly snowfall appears to be an analogue of the black

and-white landscape of the poem, where each snowflake represents a word or a linguistic unit. 

As the boundaries of the focused text open up towards other poems, the image of snowfall 

takes on new connotations. It comes to symbolise an intel1extual network, where each 

snowflake represents a poem. This transformation is comparable to the mandalic pattern of 

expanding concentric circles, which involves a recursive embedding of the whole in its parts, 

as a whole intel1extual network can be reflected in a single poem, and as a whole poem can be 

contained in its central monadic symbol or symbols. It is this structure of recursive 

embedding which allows us to read Frye ' s snowflake-metaphor (quoted at the beginning of 

the first chapter) not only as an allusion to the mental process whereby the semantic integrity 
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of a single text is crystallised, but also as an analogy of a broader synthetic apprehension, 

whereby several texts are linked to form an inte11extual 'crystal': 'A snowflake is probably 

quite unconscious of forming a crystal, but what it does may be w0l1h study even if we are 

willing to leave its inner mental processes alone' (1990, 89). 

Crystal formation is a metaphor for relational apprehension, i. e. the border situation 

of transforming the linear flow of 'rhythm' into a 'pattern' of semantic interconnections. As 

pa11s of a larger pattern, words can transcend themselves, and reach into such depths which 

are otherwise inaccessible. In poetic language, the non-ordinary selection and combination of 

linguistic units is based on a complex web of unspoken interrelations; these interrelations can 

evoke and arrest unsolvable dilemmas which cannot be expressed by the linguistic units 

themselves. The border situation of crystal formation thus involves the recognition of the 

unknowable. 

To accomplish the act of intertextual crystal-formation, we have to return from the end 

to the beginning, from the last words of Aygi's CHe2 to the first words of Pasternak's CHe2 

uoem, thereby folding the open-ended line of poems into a circle, which is the underlying 

pattern of the snow-crystal: 

H KpY)I(aTC5I 6eJlble HCKPbI, 

H OCTaHOBHTb HX 

51 He Mory. 

CHer H.L\eT, CHer H.L\eT. 

K 6eJlbIM 3Be3.L\OYKaM B 6ypaHe 

T)lHYTC)I l(BeTbI repaHH 

3a OKOHHbIH nepenJleT. 

As soon as CHe2 uoem is read in the context of Aygi's poem, the word 'nIHYTc5l' takes on 

new connotations. It assimilates the ambivalent, frustrating and delightful, inward experience 

of the lyric persona of Aygi's poem, who, in an emotionally charged threshold situation, 

realises that it is impossible to stop the white sparks; that is to say, it is impossible to arrive at 

ultimate meanings and interpretations. The last words of Aygi's CHe2 can shed new light on 

the first words of Pasternak's CHe2 uoem, revealing that the flowers are eternally longing for 

the snowfall; their half-seeing, half-blind, distant hands can never grasp the endlessly falling, 

always changing snow, and they can never give up trying. All mysteries are concentrated in 

the act of reaching out for the ceaseless snow. This eternal longing is an inward experience of 

both the poet and the reader, who realise that words are never enough to capture the deepest 
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thoughts and feelings, and hands are never enough to reach the central, inherently enigmatic, 

elusive, and paradoxical essence of the world, ofthe poetic text, and of the creative mind. 

Now if we look into the mirror of the joined poems, we can see ourselves standing at 

an inte11extual threshold, where the end of the last focused text and the beginning of the first 

meet, forming a circle. Paradoxically, at the very moment when the shape of the circle is 

crystallised, it dissolves itself, because it is the concept of the impossibility of crystallisation 

which is crystallised when the circle is completed. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

'The mind was what transformed and what was transformed. [ .. . ] 
There was consciousness and there was an eye watching 
consciousness. In the same mind were two beings . Who might 
become three, thirty, thousand. Eyes that watched eyes that 
watched eyes. But that first step was enough in itself. All the 
other eyes were there in that "one seer" and in the waters .' 

' the waters of the mind flowing into the waters of the world and 
the waters of the world flowing into the waters of the mind to the 
point where they become indistinguishable one from the other' 

(from Roberto Calasso's Ka) 

In this work, we have been dealing with a special genre of poetry, speaking pictures or sight 

poems. These self-reflective texts are similar to performative utterances in the sense that their 

authors' half-seeing, half-blind hands are performing snowfall when writing words and 

silence on the window-like page. The poem is, then, a transformed reflection of the outward 

and inward object of contemplation, the snowy window, which represents both the external 

world and the imaginative mind. The snowy window is, then, a chronotope of the merging of 

the internal and the external worlds. 

When observed from indoors, the snowfall is framed by a window. Due to the 

transparency of glass, the two images actually overlap, as if the all-pervasive, more than 

three-dimensional (material and spiritual) snowfall were compressed and arrested on the level 

of the window. Through this visual overlapping, the two images enact some of the ambivalent 

aspects of imagination which they can also represent in isolation, but less obviously. The 

superimposition of snow and window manifests both the omnipresence of the threshold (or its 

configuration, the centre) and the compression of wholeness in its all-inclusive point of 

convergence, the threshold (or the centre). Thus, the synthetic image of snowfall and window 

is a pe11inent metaphor for both the expansion of the moment to eternity and the compression 

of eternity in a unique threshold-moment, such as the turning point of the day or of the year. 

This synthetic perception enables us to see that the eternity and infinity of snowfall is not 

merely an emblem of limitless time and boundless space; it is a metaphor for the peculiar 

mental state of experiencing a timeless moment in the threshold situation of imaginative acts. 

The same ambivalent connotations are evoked by the image of the window, which, therefore, 

can be perceived as a transparent, two-sided mirror. 

The visual overlapping of snow and window manifests an interplay of whiteness and 

transparency, which is a suitable analogue of creative imagination, the inward divine. The 

invisibly existing transparency is a border-phenomenon, where non-being and being, 
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imperceptibility and perceptibility, overlap. This is why transparent objects (such as the 

window, wind, and breath) are frequently used as symbols of the creative soul or the divine 

creator. Whiteness is another common metaphor for imagination and the divine creator. 

Whiteness, like transparency, is an all-inclusive nothingness; it is the colourless colour, which 

contains all colours, as silence contains all words, and as the central void of creation contains 

everything. 

Both snow and window are connective symbols. The intermediary position of snowfall 

between heaven and earth, and of window between the inside and the outside worlds 

represents the undifferentiated, pre-creational state, which the act of creation both abolished 

(by dividing opposites) and preserved (by dividing opposites in such a way that they secretly 

interpenetrate each other). The in-between-ness of snow and window is the prototype of both 

the primordial one-ness of being, and the re-creation of this primeval unity in various 

threshold situations. These transitory states represent a unitive, imaginative perception, which 

transcends the limits of rational, ordinary consciousness, thereby providing an insight into the 

realm of the mysterious, which is the deep core of existence. 

In each of the focused texts, contemplation of snow through a window is a metaphor 

for the acts of writing and reading. The threshold situation of imaginative acts is yet another 

metaphor for the introspective self-observation of the imaginative mind. The invisible, 

imperceptible, and intangible mind cannot see itself, unless it concretises and externalises 

itself by imposing itself on objects of external perception. The poetic text, as a reconstruction 

of the observed snowy window, is such an embodiment of the mind. The paired symbols of 

snow and window, as metaphors for the poetic text, function as transformed mirror-images of 

the mind. 

The transparent, reflecting window symbolises the threshold moment when the mind's 

eye beholds itself in the form of outward reality, and, at the same instant, its transformed 

reflection dissolves itself, thereby manifesting the transparency, invisibility, and 

imperceptibility of the mind. Perhaps it is the observing eye which assimilates its own 

reflection, which is why the reflection becomes transparent at the very moment of self

manifestation. Only through this transparency and invisibility can the mind truly manifest 

itself, and this is why there has to be a window between the observing eye and its mirror

image, the observed snowfall. The transparent window is a two-sided looking glass, in which 

the mirror-images of the perceptible external world and the imperceptible mental reality 

overlap. The transparent, two-sided looking glass represents the concentrated, eternal mystery 

of all border situations where opposites are entangled in an undifferentiated unity. By its very 
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nature, mystery can never be solved, yet it attracts the curious mind over and over again. 

Eventually, it leads us back to the same old questions which have been puzzling mankind all 

the time, and which have always left us in uncertainty: Is it the structure of the universe which 

imprints itself upon and shapes the human mind, or is it the structure of the mind which we 

project onto the structure of the universe? Is it the poetic text which brings about 

transformation in our minds, or is it our relational apprehension which transforms the poetic 

text? In A Primitive like an Orb (1984, 441), Wallace Stevens linked these two questions, 

suggesting that the boundary between reality and imagination may be just a transparent, two

sided looking glass: 

[ .. . ] It is 
As if the central poem became the world, 
And the world the central poem, each one the mate 
Of the other 

In exploring the nature of the imaginative mind, and how it is reflected in the poetic text and 

in the universe, we found that all we can do is to proceed from one question to another, 

because what we are searching for evades our grasp. One window opens to another, and so on 

to infinity. The window we have been looking at in this work is open and closed at the same 

time. It is a snow-covered, transparent, reflecting glass, which enables us to watch and 

pmticipate in the process whereby the snow of the outside world and the snow of the mind 

permeate each other. The threshold situation of this two-directional contemplation manifests 

an eternal dilemma, a question which returns over and over again in new contexts and in new 

forms: Are we seeing the world, the poetic text, and the mind through ' snowy glasses '? 
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EOPHC ITacTepHaK 

CHer H)J;eT, CHer H~eT. 
K 6eJIbIM 3Be3~OqKaM B 6ypaHe 
T5IHYTc5I IJ:BeTbI repaHH 
3a OKOHHbIH nepenJIeT. 

CHer H~eT, H BCe B CM5ITeHbH, 
Bce nYCKaeTC5I B nOJIeT, -
lJepHoH JIeCTHHIJ:bI cTyneHH, 
ITepeKpeCTa nOBopoT. 

CHer H~eT, CHer H~eT, 
CJIOBHO na~alOT He XJIOnb5l, 
A B 3anJIaTaHHOM CaJIone 
CXO~HT H33eMb He60cBo~. 

CJIOBHO C BH~OM qy~aKa, 
C BepxHeH JIeCTHHqHOH nJIOlIJ:a~KH, 
Kpa~yqHCb, Hrpa51 B np5lTKH, 
CXO~HT He60 C qep~aKa. 

ITOTOMY qTO )KH3Hb He )K~eT. 

He OrJI5IHeIllbC5I - H CB5ITKH. 
TOJIbKO npOMe)KYToK KpaTKHH, 
CMOTPHIllb, TaM H HOBbIH ro~. 

CHer H~eT, rycToH-rycToH. 
B Hory C HHM, CTonaMH TeMH, 
B TOM )Ke TeMne, C JIeHblO TOH 
I1JIH C TOH )Ke 6bICTPOTOH, 
MmKeT 6bITb npOXO~HT BpeM5I? 

MmKeT 6bITb, 3a rO~OM ro~ 
CJIe~ylOT KaK CHer H~eT, 
I1JIH KaK CJIOBa B n03Me? 

CHer H~eT, CHer H~eT, 
CH er H~eT H BCe B CM5ITeHbH: 
Y6eJIeHHbIH neIllexo~, 
Y ~HBJIeHHbIe paCTeHb5l, 
ITepeKpeCTKa nOBopOT. 

(1957) 

Pasternak, Boris, Sobranie sochinenii v piati tomakh. Tom vtoroi. Stikhotvoreniia 1931-1959. 
Perevody (Khudozhestvennaia Literatura, Moskva, 1989), pp. 108-109. 

Boris Pasternak 

Snow is Falling 

Snow is falling, snow is falling: 
Stretching to the window pane 
Pale geraniums gaze out 
Where the starflakes blow white rain. 

Snow is falling, all's a flurry, 
Everything wings off and flies: 
Steps down in the shadowed staircase, 
Corner where the crossroads rise. 

Snow is falling, snow is falling -
Somehow, though, not flakes teem round 
But heaven's arch, in ragged furs, 
Is descending to the ground. 

Looking like an old eccentric, 
From the upper landing sly
Creeping, playing at hide-and-seek -
From its attic steals the sky. 

Flow of life is not for waiting; 
Eyelid's wink, Christmas is here: 
Just a moment, time's brief passing, 
Look around and it's New Year. 

Snow is falling, faster, faster: 
Stepping out, in rhythmic feet, 
Tempo same and same the drag, 
Might not with the selfsame beat 
Time itself flit by and pass? 

Might not all years come and go 
Like the words knit in a poem, 
Like the falling of the snow? 

Snow is falling, snow is falling, 
Snow is falling, all's a flurry
Whitened walker in a hurry, 
Flowers covered with surprise, 
Corners where the crossroads rise. 

Pasternak, Boris, In the Interlude. Poems 1945 -1960, translated by Henry Kamen (Oxford University 
Press, London, 1962), p.175. 
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Boris Pasternak 

Snow is Falling 

Snow is falling, snow is falling. 
Reaching for the storm's white stars, 
Petals of geraniums stretch 
Beyond the window bars . 

Snow is falling, all is chaos, 
Everything is in the air, 
The angle of the crossroads, 
The steps of the back stair. 

Snow is falling, not like flakes 
But as if the firmament 
In a coat with many patches 
Were making its descent. 

As if, from the upper landing, 
Looking like a lunatic, 
Creeping, playing hide-and-seek, 
The sky stole from the attic. 

Because life does not wait, 
Turn, and you find Christmas here. 
And a moment after that 
It's suddenly New Year. 

Snow is falling, thickly, thickly, 
Keeping step, stride for stride, 
No less quickly, nonchalantly, 
Is that time, perhaps, 
Passing in the street outside? 

And perhaps year follows year 
Like the snowflakes falling 
Or the words that follow here? 

Snow is falling, snow is falling, 
Snow is falling, all is chaos: 
The whitened ones who pass, 
The angle of the crossroads, 
The dazed plants by the glass. 

Pasternak, Boris, Selected Poems, translated by Peter France and Jon Stall worthy (Penguin Books, 
London, 1984),pp. 150-151. 
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DOPHC llacTepHaK 

EihIHcm8eHllble ami 

Ha rrponDKeHbH MHorHX 3HM 
51 rrOMHlO ,[(HH COJIHu:eBopOTa, 
11 Ka)K,[(bIH 6bIJI HerroBTopHM 
11 rrOBTOp5lJIC5I BHOBb 6e3 CqeTa. 

11 u:eJIa51 HX qepe,[(a 
COCTaBHJIaCb MaJIO-rrOMaJIY-
Tex ,[(HeH e,[(HHCTBeHHbIX, Kor,[(a -
HaM Ka)J(eTC5I, qTO BpeM5I CTaJIO. 

51 rrOMHlO HX HarrepeqeT: 
3HMa no,[(xo,[(HT K cepe,[(HHe, 
)J;oporH MOKHYT, C KpbIllI TeqeT, 
11 COJIHu:e rpeeTC5I Ha JIb,[(I1He. 

11 JI10651I.I..1,I1e, KaK BO CHe, 
.1J:pyr K ,[(pyry T5IHYTC5I nocnellIHeH, 
11 Ha ,[(epeBb5lX B BbIllII1He 
lloTelOT OT TenJIa cKBopellIHH. 

11 nOJIycoHHbIM CTpeJIKaM JIeHb 
BopoqaTbc5I Ha U:I1<pep6JIaTe, 
11 ,[(OJIbllIe BeKa ,[(JII1TC5I ,[(eHb, 
11 He KOHqaeTC5I 06b5lTbe. 

(1959) 

Pasternak, Boris, Sobranie sochinenii v piati tomakh. Tom vtoroi. Stikhotvoreniia 1931-1959. 
Perevody (Khudozhestvennaia Literatura, Moskva, 1989), p. 130. 
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Boris Pasternak 

Unparalleled Days 

Still through the range of many winters 
I can recall those solstice days 
With each day unrepeatable 
Yet each repeated timeless ways. 

And one by one their sequence grew 
Together slowly to fulfil 
Unparalleled those rare days when 
It seemed to us that time stood still. 

For I recount them one by one: 
The winter halfway on its course, 
Thaw on the roads, the dripping of Roofs, 
The red sun warmer on thick ice; 

Then lovers swiftly each to each 
Are drawn, as in a dream they meet, 
While cradled high up in the trees 
The bird-cotes swelter in the heat; 

The sleepy needle registers 
Inertness on the dial ' s face, 
And each day's longer than a lifetime, 
And still unending each embrace. 

Pasternak, Boris, The Interlude. Poems 1945-1960, trans. by Henry Kamen (Oxford University Press, 
London, 1962), p. 223. 

Boris Pasternak 

Unique Days 

How I remember solstice days 
Through many winters long completed! 
Each unrepeatable, unique, 
And each one countless times repeated. 

Of all these days, these only days, 
When one rejoiced in the impresion 
That time had stopped, there grew in years 
An unforgettable successsion. 

Each one of them I can evoke. 
The year is to midwinter moving, 
The roofs are dripping, roads are soaked, 
And on the ice the sun is brooding. 

Then lovers hastily are drawn 
To one another, vague and dreaming, 
And in the heat, upon a tree 
The sweating nesting-box is steaming. 

And sleepy clock-hands laze away 
The clockface wearily ascending. 
Eternal, endless is the day, 
And the embrace is never ending. 

Pasternak, Boris, Poems of Bods Pastemak, translated by Lydia Pasternak Slater (Unwin, London, 
1984), p. 100. 
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